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Summary!
The! exciting! properties! of! new! nanomaterials! have! brought! to! nanomedicine! innovative!
possibilities,! such! as! the! use! of! nanoparticles! for! optical! bioimaging! and! diagnostics,! and! light!
activated!therapies.!The!overall!aim!of!this!PhD!research!was!to!acquire!knowledge!for!developing!
novel! approaches! to! diagnosis! and! therapeutics! through! merging! nanobiotechnology! and!
biophotonics.!This!PhD!dissertation!gives!insight!into!UV!light!induced!mechanisms!in!proteins!and!
their!usefulness!for!developing!protein!based!therapies!and!the!construction!of!bioconjugates!of!
nanomaterials!and!proteins!for!biosensing,!bioseparation!and!targeted!drug!delivery.!

Several! protein! candidates! were! used! to! probe! light! activated! mechanisms! in! biomolecules.!
Disulphide! bond! disruption! is! one! of! the! main! mechanisms! that! can! be! activated! upon! UV!
excitation! of! proteins.! AlphaWlactalbumin! and! insulin! were! used! as! models! to! study! the!
photophysics!and!photochemistry!involving!this!mechanism.!The!study!on!human!insulin!showed!
not!only!UV!mediated!disruption!of!insulin’s!disulphide!bonds!but!also!insulin!UV!dimerization!via!
dityrosine! crossWlinking.! These! structural! modifications! occurred! within! hours! of! insulin! UV!
exposure! to! irradiance! levels! close! to! the! found! in! sunlight! and! lead! to! almost! complete!
inactivation! of! insulin! hormonal! function! in( vitro.! These! findings! are! relevant! to! the!
pharmaceutical! industry! and! alert! to! the! importance! of! shielding! drug! formulations! containing!
insulin!from!solar!and!indoor!lighting.!

The! herein! described! research! of! UV! light! induced! mechanisms! in! proteins! also! involved! the!
investigation!of!a! lightWinduced!protein!switch! in!view!of!a!new!photonic!therapy.!This!approach!
was!based!on!disabling! the!epidermal! growth! factor! receptor! (EGFR),!which!overexpression!has!
been!is!associated!with!tumor!progression.!UV!illumination!resulted!in!structural!changes!in!EGFR!
that! impair! EGF! binding! and! thus! stop! receptor! activation.! The! findings! presented! in! this!work!
suggest!that!UV!light!can!be!used!to!modulate!EGFR!structure!and!thereby!halt!the!EGFR!signaling!
pathway!as!a!new!cancer!photonic!therapy.!

The!knowledge!acquired!on!light!activated!reactions!was!also!applied!to!engineer!bioconjugates!of!
nanomaterials! and! proteins.! Bovine! serum! albumin! (BSA)! was! used! as! a! model! protein! to!
demonstrate! light! assisted! molecular! immobilization! (LAMI)! onto! gold! coated! iron! oxide!
nanoparticles.! This! technique! is! based! on! the! UV! disruption! of! disulphide! bridges! leading! to!
surface! immobilization! of! biomolecules! via! thiolWmetal! linkage.! Biofunctionalization! of!
superparamagnetic!nanoparticles!with!LAMI!can! lead!to! the!creation!of!novel!optical!biosensors!
and!drug!delivery!constructs.! For! the! first! time!LAMI!was!also!carried!out!using! infrared! light! in!
order!immobilize!BSA!onto!gold!gapWantennas!arrays.!The!enhanced!localized!near!field!generated!
by! the! coupled! gold! dimers!was! exploited! to! trigger! light! induced! coupling! of! BSA! upon!multiW
photon!excitation.!The!results!showed!protein!immobilization!on!the!nanometer!sized!gaps!(20W30!
nm)!and!the!process!was!best!when!the!gold!dimers!resonated!at!the!same!wavelength!required!
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for!threeWphoton!wavelength!(800!nm).!The!immobilized!protein!can! later!be!used!as!scaffold!to!
attach!additional!nanoscale!objects.!

This!PhD!work!also!demonstrated!proof!of!concept!for!a!novel!nanoparticle!carrier!to!be!used!in!
biomedical! applications.!A!magnetic!nanocarrier!was!engineered!upon!controlled!agglomeration!
of!several!individual!iron!oxide!nanoparticles!onto!colloidal!nanoparticle!clusters!(CNCs).!This!selfW
assembly!approach!results! in!CNCs!nanocarriers!with!superior!magnetic!properties,!which!retain!
the!superparamagnetic!nature!of!the!individual!iron!oxide!nanoparticles.!!Insulin!was!immobilized!
onto! iron! oxide! nanoparticles! using! carbodiimide! chemistry! aiming! at! targeting! the! insulin!
receptor! in! cells.! The! CNCsWinsulin! bioconjugates! could! be! easily! controlled! using! external!
magnetic! fields! and! thereby! could! be! efficiently! separated! from! solution! within! minutes.! The!
superparamagnetic! behavior,! high! magnetization! and! high! water! dispersibility! of! CNCs!
bioconjugates!makes!them!promising!candidates!for!future!use!in!e.g.!targeted!drug!delivery!and!
bioseparation.!
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Resumé!
Nye! nanomaterialer! og! deres! spændende! egenskaber! har! bragt! innovative! muligheder! til!
nanomedicin,! såsom! brugen! af! nanopartikler! til! biologisk! afbildning! og! diagnose! samt!
lysaktiverede!terapimetoder.!Hovedmålet!med!forskningen!på!denne!PhD!var!at!opsamle!viden!til!
udvikling!af!innovative!diagnoseW!og!terapimetoder!ved!at!koble!nanoWbioteknologi!og!biofotonik.!
Denne!PhD!afhandling!giver!et!indblik!i!UV!aktiverede!mekanismer!i!proteiner!og!hvordan!de!kan!
bruges! til! at!udvikle!proteinbaserede! terapier! samt!at!konjugere!nanomaterialer!og!proteiner! til!
biosensorer,!bioseperation!og!målrettet!medicinlevering.!

Adskillige!proteinkandidater!blev!brugt!til!at!undersøge!lysaktiverede!mekanismer!i!biomolekyler.!
UV! aktiverede! brud! af! diWsulfid! bindinger! i! proteiner! er! en! af! hovedmekanismerne! i! denne!
forbindelse.! AlfaWlactalbumin! og! menneskelig! insulin! blev! brugt! som! basis! for! at! studere! den!
optiske!fysik!og!kemi!bag!denne!mekanisme.!Studiet!af!insulin!viste!ikke!blot!UV!aktiveret!brud!af!
diWsulfidWbindinger,! men! også! UV! formidlet! dannelse! af! insulinWdimerer! via! krydskobling! af!
dityrosin.! Disse! strukturelle! modifikationer! skete! indenfor! få! timers! UV! eksponering,! på! et!
strålingsniveau!der!svarer!til!det!der!findes!i!sollys,!og!førte!til!næsten!fuldstændig!inaktivering!af!
insulinens!hormonelle! funktioner! in( vitro.!Disse! resultater! er! relevante! for!medicinindustrien!og!
advarer! om! vigtigheden! af! at! beskytte! medikamenter! der! indeholder! insulin! mod! sollys! og!
indendørs!belysning.!

Forskningen!beskrevet!i!denne!afhandling!involverer!også!en!lysinduceret!proteinWafbryder!i!lyset!
af!en!ny! fotonisk! terapi.!Denne!metode!var!baseret!på!at!afbryde!den!epidermiske!vækstfaktorW
receptor! (EGRF)! hvis! overudtryk! er! forbundet! med! kræftvækst.! UV! belysning! resulterede! i!
strukturelle! ændringer! i! EGFR! der! svækker! epidermisk! vækstfaktorWbinding! og! dermed! kunne!
stoppe!receptorWaktivering.!De!resultater!der!præsenteres!heri!indikerer!at!UV!lys!kan!blive!brugt!
som! en! ny! fotonisk! kræftterapi! ved! at! modulere! EGFRWstrukturen,! og! dermed! stoppe! EGFR!
signalvejen.!

Den! viden! om! lysaktiverede! reaktioner! som! blev! opsamlet! i! forskningen,! blev! også! brugt! til! at!
skabe!biokonjugeringer!af!nanomaterialer!og!proteiner.!Bovinsk!blodalbumin!(BSA)!blev!brugt!som!
basis!for!at!at!demonstrere!lysassisteret!molekyleimmobilisering!(LAMI)!på!guldcoatede!jernoxidW
nanopartikler.!Denne!teknik!er!baseret!på!UV!brydning!af!disulfidWbroer!i!proteiner!hvilket!fører!til!
overfladeimmobilisering! af! biomolekyler! via! thiolWmetalWbinding.! Biofunktionalisering! af!
superparamagnetiske!nanopartikler!med!LAMI!kan! lede!til!opfindelsen!af!optiske!biosensorer!og!
målrettede!medicineringsmetoder.!For!første!gang!var!LAMI!også!udført!med!infrarødt! lys!for!at!
immobilisere! BSA! på! guldpartikelWantennerækker.! Det! forstærkede! nærfelt! genereret! af! de!
komblede! gulddimerer! blev! udnyttet! til! at! aktivere! lysinduceret! kobling! af! BSA! gennem!multiW
foton!excitering.!Resultaterne!viste!proteinimmobilisering!på!de!nanometerWstørrelse!antennegab!
(20W30! nm)! og! processen! var! bedst! når! gulddimererne! resonerede! på! den! bølgelængde! der! er!
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påkrævet!for!treWfotonWexcitering!(800!nm).!Det!immobiliserede!protein!kan!senere!bruges!som!et!
fundament!hvortil!der!kan!kobles!yderligere!objekter!i!nanostørrelse.!

Arbejdet!i!denne!PhD!demonstrerede!også!proofWofWconcept!for!en!innovativ!nanopartikelbærer!til!
brug! i! biomedicin.! En! magnetisk! nanobærer! blev! fabrikeret! via! kontrolleret! agglomerering! af!
adskillige! individuelle! jerndioxidWnanopartikler! til! klynger! af! nanopartikelWkolloider! (CNC).! Denne!
selvsamlende!metode!resulterede!i!CNCWnanobærere!med!overlegne!magnetiske!egenskaber!som!
bibeholder! de! individuelle! jernoxidWnanopartiklers! superparamagnetisme.! Insulin! blev!
immobiliseret! på! jerndioxidWnanopartikler! via! carboWdiimidWkemi! rettet! imod! cellers!
insulinreceptorer.! CNCWinsulinWbiokonjugaterne! kunne! let! blive! kontrolleret! ved!brug! af! eksterne!
magnetfelter! og! derved! blive! separeret! effektivt! fra! en! opløsning! i! løbet! af! sekunder.! CNCW
biokonjugaters! superparamagnetiske! opførsel,! høje! magnetiseringsgrad! og! stærke! dispersion! i!
vand! gør! dem! til! lovende! kandidater! for! fremtidig! brug! i! f.eks.! målrettet! medicinlevering! og!
bioseperation.!  
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Abbreviations!
BSA! Bovine!serum!albumin!

CNCs! Colloidal!nanoparticle!clusters!

Cys! Cysteine!!

DLS! Dynamic!light!scattering!

DTT! Dithiothreitol!!

EDX! Energy!Dispersive!XWray!Spectroscopy!!

EGF! Epidermal!growth!factor!!

EGFR! Epidermal!growth!factor!receptor!

ELS! Electrophoretic!light!scattering!

Fe3O4@Au! Magnetite!gold!coated!nanoparticles!

LAMI! Light!assisted!molecular!immobilization!

LSPR! Localized!surface!plasmon!resonance!

MRI! Magnetic!resonance!imaging!

NTA!! Nanoparticle!tracking!analysis!

PAA! Polyacrylic!acid!

PDT!! Photodynamic!therapy!

Phe! Phenylalanine!

SEM! Scanning!electron!microscopy!

SPIONs! Superparamagnetic!iron!oxide!nanoparticles!

Trp!! Tryptophan!!

Tyr! Tyrosine!!

!
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1. Introduction!
Many! of! the! advances! on! the! medical! field! are! associated! with! the! emergence! of! novel!
technologies.!The!high!economical,!but!more!importantly!social!value!of!delivering!proper!medical!
care! led! to! the! production! of! new! medical! devices,! the! exploration! of! new! materials! and! a!
constant! research! effort! to! design,! test! and! evaluate! novel! products.! Within! this! context,!
nanobiotechnology!emerged,!a!multidisciplinary!field!that!covers!a!wide!span!of!technologies!from!
engineering,!physics,!chemistry!and!biology.!Nanobiotechnology!is!defined!by!its!growing!research!
interest!and!ability!to!work!at!the!molecular!level,!atom!by!atom,!combining!biological!materials!
and! the! rules! of! physics,! chemistry,! and! biotechnology! to! fabricate!minute! synthetic! structures!
(between!1W100nm).!Thus,!nanobiotechnology!evolves!as!a!research!field!both!as!it!produces!and!
researches!the!behavior!of!new!materials!as!well!as!it!takes!advantage!of!technological!advances!
in!areas!like!optical!components,!hardware!and!laser!systems,!to!do!so.!!

For! the! last! few! decades,! research! efforts! have! been! focused! on! the! development! of! new!
materials!at! the!atomic,!molecular!and!macromolecular! levels! in!order! to!build!materials!at! the!
nanoscale!and!to!explore!the!novel!properties!that!nanoWstructures,! Wdevices!and!Wsystems!have.!
Since!biomolecules! such!as!nucleic!acids!and!proteins!are!nanosized,!materials!at!nanoscale!are!
crucial! in!understanding! the!molecular!mechanisms!underlying!disease!processes.!Nanoparticles!
constitute! the! core! of! nanomaterials! developed! for! analysis! of! biomolecules.! Due! to! their! size,!
nanoparticles! possess! unique! physical! and! chemical! properties! as! compared! to! their! larger!
counterparts.! It! has! been! shown! that! it! is! possible! to! tune! precisely! the! physicoWchemical!
properties!of!materials!at!nanoscale!by!modifying!the!size,!shape!and!composition!of!their!basic!
building!blocks.!The!surface!area!to!volume!ratio!makes!nanoparticles!a!convenient!platform!for!
molecular!assembly!and!they!may!be!composed!of!inorganic!or!polymeric!materials.!They!can!be!
efficiently! used! as!molecular! carriers! and! if! needed! their! surface! can!be! preWmodified! to! use! in!
biological!applications,!to!render!them!biocompatible!and!to!avoid!the!immune!system!response.!
Examples!of!novel!biological!and!medical!applications!involving!the!use!of!nanoparticles!are!drug!
targeting! and! delivery,! cell! labeling! and! separation,! cancer! therapy,!magnetic! resonance! image!
(MRI)!contrast!agents,!bioWsensors!and!bioWimaging.!

Simultaneously,! the! recent! technological! advances! in! optical! components,! hardware! and! laser!
systems!have!paved!the!way!to!the!development!of!bionanophotonics,!which!merges!biomedical!
science,! technology! and! nanophotonics.! Fluorescence! spectroscopy! and! confocal! microscopy!
provide!nowadays!high!sensitivity!and!unWprecedent!optical! resolution.!The!use!of!nanoparticles!
for!optical!bioimaging,!optical!diagnostics!and!light!guided!and!activated!therapy,!are!examples!of!
new! areas! within! bionanophotonics.! The! combination! of! biophotonics! and! nanofabrication! of!
biological!systems!offers!new!possibilities!in!the!areas!of!proteinWbased!diagnostics,!therapeutics,!
bioimaging,! protein! based! nanoWcarriers! and! biomarker! identification.! Within! this! context! light!
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represents! a! unique! external! control! element! as! lightWresponsive! biological! compounds! offer!
unique!possibilities! for! the!control!and!regulation!of!biological!processes.!With! the! lightWsources!
and!optics!available!nowadays!(lamps,!lasers,!and!microscopes)!it!is!possible!precisely!control!the!
area,! time!and!dosage!of! the! irradiating! light.!At! the!core!of! this!PhD!thesis! is! the!study!of! light!
induced!reactions.!As!nature!uses!UV!light!to!initiate!reactions,!it! is!of!major!interest!to!describe!
and!to!better!understand!what!it!can!induce!in!the!structure!and!function!of!protein!and!cells,!by!
uncovering!the!reaction!mechanisms!and!dynamics.!

The!NanoBiotechnology!Group!at!Aalborg!University!has!been!focusing!its!research!onto!UV!light!
activated! mechanisms! in! proteins! and! other! biomolecules.! In! the! recent! years,! the! group! has!
developed!a!new!photonic!technology,!UV! light!assisted!molecular! immobilization!(LAMI),!which!
results!in!covalent!coupling!of!biomolecules!onto!thiol!reactive!surfaces.!This!technology!relies!on!
a!specific!light!induced!mechanism!in!proteins,!UV!light!mediated!disruption!of!disulphide!bonds.!
Using!UV!light,!it!is!possible!to!open!disulphide!bridges!in!proteins,!upon!excitation!of!neighboring!
aromatic!residues!(e.g.!tryptophan,!Figure!1).!The!free!thiol!moieties!yielded!from!disulphide!bond!
breakage! are! very! reactive! and! can! be! used! to! immobilize! proteins! onto! thiol! reactive! surfaces!
(e.g.!gold,!thiol!derivatized!silica,!Figure!1).!

!

!

Figure! 1.! Principle! of! light! assisted!molecular! immobilization! (LAMI).! In! proteins! (yellow),! excitation! of! aromatic!
residues,! here! tryptophan! (blue),! leads! to! breakage! of! spatial! neighboring! disulphide! bridges! (red).! The! yielded!
reactive!thiol!groups!can!be!used!to!immobilize!the!protein!onto!a!thiol!reactive!surface.!

Since! aromatic! residues! are! known! to! be! conserved! spatial! neighbors! of! disulphide! bonds! in!
proteins! [1],! disulphide! bond! photolysis! is! likely! to! occur! throughout! nature.! In! this! respect,!
several! proteins! were! successfully! immobilized! onto! thiol! derivatized! quartz! slides! by! the!
Nanobiotechnology! Group! using! LAMI,! such! as! cutinase,! lysozyme,! major! histocompatibility!
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complex,!alkaline!phosphatase,!Fab!fragments,!and!prostate!specific!antigen![2–4].!This!photonic!
technology!has!been!applied!to!build!microarrays!and!biosensor!technologies![4–7].!

Within! this! context,! the!overall! aim!of! this!PhD!project!was! to! combine! the!methodologies!and!
features! offered! both! by! nanobiotechnology! and! biophotonics! for! the! development! of! new!
approaches! to! diagnosis! and! therapeutics.! The! present! project! was! dedicated! to! two! main!
research! themes.! The! first! part! of! the! PhD!work! involved! the! investigation! of! UV! light! induced!
mechanisms!in!proteins!and!their!usefulness!for!developing!proteinWbased!therapies.!The!second!
research! focus! regarded! the! construction! of! bioconjugates! of! nanomaterials! and! proteins! for!
biosensing,!bioseparation!and!targeted!drug!delivery.!Both!research!themes!will!be!presented! in!
detail!in!the!following!sections.!

1.1 Investigation!of!light!induced!switches!in!proteins!

The!first!part!of!this!PhD!project!studies!disulphide!bond!disruption!and!other!UV!light!triggered!
mechanisms!on!medically!interesting!protein!molecules!that!were!not!previously!analyzed!by!the!
Nanobiotechnology! Group.! This! was! in! line! with! the! group’s! ambition! to! further! expand! the!
database!of!protein!molecules!that!carry!the!necessary!features!for!protein!immobilization!using!
the! LAMI! technology.! The! main! purpose! of! this! investigation! was! to! find! out! more! about! the!
molecular!mechanisms! triggered! upon!UV! illumination! of! proteins! and! their! implications! to! the!
structure!and!function!of!biomolecules.!!

In! this! research! work,! three! criteria! were! taken! into! consideration! in! order! to! evaluate! UV!
mediated!disulphide!bond!disruption!on!different!protein!models:!

! The! protein! candidate! has! to! contain! the! structural! features! required! for! disruption! of!
disulphide! bonds! upon! excitation! of! the! protein! aromatic! residues.! This! reaction!
mechanism!depends!both!on!the!number!as!well!as!the!geometric!position!of!the!aromatic!
residues!and!the!disulphide!bonds.!

! The! reaction!mechanism! depends! on! several! experimental! conditions,!which! have! to! be!
considered,!such!as!the!ionic!strength!of!the!solution,!the!pH,!or!the!temperature.!

! UV! excitation! of! protein! aromatic! residues! can! also! lead! to! other! amino! acid! chemical!
modifications! and! conformational! changes,! which,! in! combination! with! disulphide! bond!
disruption!can!affect!the!overall!fold!and!function!of!the!protein.!Therefore,!it!is!required!
to!probe!the!effects!of!UV!illumination!and!disulphide!bond!disruption!on!protein!structure!
and!function.!!

Two! main! protein! candidates! were! used! as! models! to! evaluate! disulphide! bond! disruption! in!
proteins:! alphaWlactalbumin! and! insulin.! ! Furthermore,! this! research! work! focused! also! on! the!
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study! of! the! UV! light! induced! inactivation! of! a! protein! receptor,! the! epidermal! growth! factor!
receptor!(EGFR)!in!the!perspective!of!a!new!photonic!cancer!therapy.!More!details!are!presented!
in!chapter!2.!

1.2 Construction!of!nanoparticle!based!bioconjugates!

The!second!part!of!this!PhD!project!dealt!with!the!development!of!novel!bioconjugates!of!proteins!
and!nanoparticles,!intended!to!be!used!in!biomedical!applications!(e.g.!as!biosensors,!nanocarriers!
for!targeted!protein!therapeutics!and!drug!delivery).!It!explored!as!well!combined!the!function!of!
a!bioconjugate! (e.g.!protein,!hormone)!and! the!unique!characteristics!of!nanomaterials,! such!as!
nanoparticles! and! other! nanostructures.! Among! the! various! types! of! nanoparticles,!
superparmagnetic!nanoparticles!were!selected!for!developing!protein!nanocarriers,!as!due!to!their!
properties! they! can! be! controlled! using! external!magnetic! fields!without! the! risk! of! permanent!
agglomeration.! This! makes! them! makes! them! easily! separable! as! well! as! provides! transporter!
capabilities!applicable!for!targeted!protein!therapeutics.!

The!development!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!for!biomedical!applications!involves!a!number!of!
procedures,!from!the!synthesis!of!the!nanomaterial!to!testing!its!functionality!for!the!determined!
application.! In! this! respect,! the! following! features! were! addressed! during! the! design! and!
engineering!of!the!nanoparticle!bioconjugates:!!

! Type!of!biomolecule!used!W!characteristics,!stability,!and!biological!function;!

! Nanoparticle/nanostructure!–!synthesis/fabrication!and!characteristics;!

! Coating/activation! of! the! nanomaterial! surface! for! protein! coupling! –! surface! chemistry!
involved!and!stability!in!those!conditions;!

! Bioconjugation!–!immobilization!technique!used,!stability!of!the!bioconjugate,!retention!of!
the!biological!function;!

! Application!for!drug!delivery/biosensor!–!in(vitro!behavior,!biocompatibility,!etc.!

Aforementioned,!the!LAMI!technology!had!been!already!successfully!used!to!immobilize!proteins!
onto!flat!surfaces,!such!as!thiolWderivatized!quartz!slides.!Herein!it!was!intended!to!apply!the!LAMI!
technology! to! immobilize!proteins!onto!new!types!of!surfaces,! such!as!nanoparticles.! Iron!oxide!
gold! coated! superparamagnetic! nanoparticles! (Fe3O4@Au)! were! selected! for! protein!
immobilization! with! LAMI,! due! to! its! interesting! magnetic,! optical! and! chemical! properties.!
Furthermore,!gold!was!a!convenient!coating!for!LAMI!bioconjugation,!since!it!has!affinity!towards!
biomolecules!with!thiol!terminal!groups.!Bovine!Serum!Albumin!(BSA)!was!used!as!a!model!protein!
to!test!and!apply!LAMI!immobilization!on!magnetic!nanoparticles.!
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Within! the! same! scope,! the! LAMI! technology! was! also! applied! to! build! new! types! of!
nanoconstructs!upon!protein!immobilization!onto!plasmonic!hot!spots!located!in!the!interface!of!
nanosized!gold!dimers.!LAMI!was!applied!for!the!first!time!with!infrared!light!(3!photon!excitation)!
to! immobilize! BSA! onto! the! plasmonic! surfaces! (dimers)! in! regions! as! small! as! 20W30! nm.! The!
immobilized!protein!can!later!be!used!as!scaffold!to!attach!additional!nanoscale!objects.!

The! magnetic! properties! of! magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! are! critical! for! its! practical! use! in!
targeted!therapy!and!guidance!under!external!magnetic! field!gradients.! In! this! respect,! this!PhD!
project! also! aimed! at! the! construction! of! superparamagnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! of! strong!
magnetic! response! for! future! use! in! targeted! protein! therapeutics! and! magnetic! separation!
technologies.! A! particular! type! of! magnetic! nanocarrier! was! engineered,! based! on! the!
agglomeration! of! several! individual! Fe3O4! nanoparticles! onto! colloidal! nanoparticle! clusters!
(CNCs).!This!bottomWup!approach!results!in!CNCs!nanocarriers!with!superior!magnetic!properties,!
which!retain!the!superparamagnetic!nature!of!individual!Fe3O4!nanoparticles.!Insulin!was!selected!
as! a! model! protein! to! couple! to! the! superparamagnetic! CNCs! aiming! at! targeting! the! insulin!
receptor!in!cells.!More!details!are!presented!in!chapter!3.!

1.3 Objectives!

The!main!objectives!of!the!PhD!project!were!to:!

! Study!UV!light!induced!reactions!mechanisms!in!proteins:!

– Study! the! structural! features! of! each! protein! using! bioinformatics! and! database!
mining!tools;!

– Study!the!effects!of!UV! illumination!and!disulphide!bond!disruption!on!the!stability!
and!function!of!the!protein!candidates;!

– Get!insight!into!UV!light!induced!reactions!in!biomolecules.!

! Investigate!light!induced!molecular!switches!in!proteins!(e.g.!UV!inactivation!of!EGFR).!

! Use! the! novel! photonic! technology! (LAMI)! to! immobilize! proteins! onto! new! types! of!
surfaces!such!as!nanoparticles:!

– Synthesize/fabricate! superparamagnetic! nanoparticles! and! other! types! of!
nanostructures!containing!the!appropriate!features!for!immobilization!with!LAMI;!

– Immobilize! the! protein! candidate(s)! using! LAMI! technology! onto! superparmagnetic!
nanoparticles!and!other!types!of!nanostructures;!
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– Characterize! the! engineered! bioconjugates! (using! spectroscopy,! microscopy!
techniques)!and!demonstrate!that!the!immobilization!was!successful.!

! Construct! nanoparticles! carriers! of! strong! magnetic! response! for! practical! use! targeted!
protein!therapeutics!and!magnetic!separation!technologies.!

– Synthesize/engineer!superparamagnetic!nanoparticles!of!strong!magnetic!response;!

– Test!the!behavior!of!the!magnetic!nanocarrier! in!the!presence!of!external!magnetic!
fields;!

– Immobilize!a!functional!protein!onto!the!magnetic!nanocarriers;!

– Detect!and!quantify!the!presence!of!the!protein!on!the!surface!of!the!nanocarriers.!

1.4 Structure!of!the!thesis!

This! chapter! introduced! the! research!area!of! this! thesis!and!showed! that! it!evolves!around! two!
themes:! the! investigation! of! UV! light! induced! switches! in! proteins! and! the! construction! of!
nanoparticle!based!bioconjugates.!The!following!two!chapters!(Chapters!2!and!3)!present!in!detail!
the! core! theoretical! foundations! behind! these! two! themes.! Chapter! 4! introduces! the! paper!
contributions!of!this!thesis!while!Chapter!5!discusses!the!main!findings!and!compares!them!to!the!
related!work.!Chapter!6!briefly! summarizes! the!main!conclusions!of! this! research!work!and! it! is!
followed! by! the! bibliography! that! is! cited! in! this! dissertation! and! an! Appendix.! The! Appendix!
includes! supplementary! information! to! Chapters! 2! and! 3! as! well! as! a! supporting! scientific!
publication.!

 !
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2 Investigation!of!light!induced!switches!in!proteins!
Among!biomolecules,!proteins!have!the!most!diverse!and!dynamic!roles!in!the!human!body.!They!
catalyze!biochemical!reactions,!form!cell!receptors!and!channels,!participate!in!the!activation!and!
inhibition!of!receptors!and!pathways,!provide!scaffold!support!and!act!as!molecular!transporters!
[8].!Because!of!their!versatility!and!wide!number!of!functions!proteins!have!been!extensively!used!
as!therapeutics!in!order!to!develop!new!kinds!of!drugs!and!medicines.!Protein!based!therapeutics!
include! antibodyWbased! drugs,! antiWcoagulants,! blood! factors,! bone! morphogenetic! proteins,!
engineered! protein! scaffolds! enzymes,! growth! factors,! hormones,! interferons,! interleukins,! and!
thrombolytics! [9].! In! protein! therapeutics,! proteins! can! have! diverse! roles! and! mechanisms! of!
action!such!as:!

! Replacement!of!an!abnormal!or!deficitary!native!protein;!

! Increasing!the!activity!of!a!molecular!pathway;!

! Enabling!a!new!function;!

! Interfering!other!biomolecules!or!pathogens;!

! Acting! as! delivery! vehicle! for! other! proteins! or! compounds! (e.g.! radionuclide,! cytotoxic!
drug,!effector!proteins).!

Proteins!are!also!used!to!build!therapeutics!and!other!medicines!in!combination!with!other!nanoW
sized! objects,! such! as! nanoparticles,!which! can! be! used! e.g.! as!molecular! carriers.!Nanoparticle!
based!therapeutics!also!benefit!from!the!characteristics!and!biological!properties!of!proteins!and!
their!therapeutic!advantages!and!will!be!addressed!in!Chapter!3.!

Proteins!can!be!simple!single!domain!globular!proteins!like!hormones,!growth!factors!or!cytokines,!
or! more! complex! multiWdomain! macromolecules,! such! as! antibodies! or! receptors! [10].! Besides!
complexity! and! size,! proteins! also! differ! in! isoelectric! point,! surface! charge,! solubility,! thermal!
stability,! and! optimal!working! pH! (activity)! [10–12].! In! order! to! use! a! protein! for! a! determined!
application!it!is!necessary!to!understand!its!specific!structural!features!and!characteristics!as!well!
as! to! analyze! its! conformation! and! stability! in! the! appropriate! experimental! conditions.! For!
instance,!to!employ!a!specific!protein!as!a!therapy!or!drug,!it!is!required!it!remains!stable!during!
its!lifetime!(from!production!and!storage!to!administration)!retaining!both!structure!and!activity.!!

During!this!PhD!work!five!different!proteins!were!studied!and!analyzed!upon!illumination!with!UV!
light:! bovine! alphaWlactalbumin,! human! insulin,! human! plasminogen,! human! epidermal! growth!
factor!receptor!(EGFR)!and!bovine!serum!albumin!(BSA).!The!structure!and!characteristics!of!each!
these!proteins!is!described!in!Figure!2.!
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Figure!2.! Characteristics! and! structural! features!of! the!protein!molecules! studied!during! the!PhD!work,! including!
function,! size,! isoelectric! point! (pI),! number! of! amino! acids,! domains,! disulphide! bridges,! tryptophan! (Trp)! and!
tyrosine!(Tyr)! residues,!and!threeWdimensional!structural! representation.!The! information!regarding!the!structural!
and! physicochemical! characteristics! was! collected! from! the! following! sources! and! using! considering! the!
corresponding!!ProtParam!sequences:!AlphaWlactalbumin!W![13,!14],!UniProt!Entry!!P00711![AA!20W142];!Insulin!W![15–
20],!UniProt!Entry!P01308![AA!25W54;!90W110];!Plasminogen!W![21–23],!UniProt!Entry!P00747![AA!20W810];EGFR!W![24–
26],!UniProt!Entry!P00533![25W1210]!and!P00533![25W645];!Serum!albumin:![27,!28],!UniProt!Entry!P02679![25W607].!
The! crystallography! data! used! for! threeWdimensional! protein! structure! display!was! extracted! from! the! PDB! files!
1F6S! (Bovine! AlphaWlactalbumin),! 4INS! (Pig! Insulin),! 4A5T! (human! plasminogen),! 1IVO! (extracellular! domain! of!
Human!EGFR)!and!1AO6!(Human!Serum!Albumin).!The!threeWdimensional!structures!were!displayed!using!Accelrys!
Discovery!Studio!Visualizer!2.5.!
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The!five!proteins!are!quite!distinct! in!size,!structure!and!physicochemical!characteristics!and!are!
important!for!a!wide!number!of!biological!processes.!AlphaWlactalbumin!is!a!small!globular!protein!
present! in! the!milk!whey!of!mammalians,!which!plays! an! important! role! in! lactose!biosynthesis!
[13,! 14,! 29].! Insulin! is! a! small! and! important! peptide! hormone! mostly! known! for! its! role! in!
regulating!the!glucose! levels! in!the!blood.! It! is!also! involved! in!a!wide!span!of!cellular!processes!
such!as!cell!growth,!cell!differentiation,!membrane!transfer!of!nutrients!and!metabolism![16,!17].!
Plasminogen!is!the!inactive!form!of!plasmin,!a!trypsinWlike!serine!protease,!which!is!a!key!enzyme!
in!thrombolysis.!Plasmin!ensures!blood!fluidity!by!dissolving!fibrin!that!forms!blood!clots![21,!22].!
The!epidermal!growth!factor!receptor!(EGFR)!is!a!member!of!the!ErbB!family!of!receptor!tyrosine!
kinases!and!plays!a!critical!role!in!regulating!cellular!processes!e.g.!cell!survival,!proliferation!and!
migration.! EGFR! overactivation! is! associated! with! tumor! progression! [24–26].! Bovine! serum!
albumin! (BSA)! is! a! globular! plasma! protein! and! is! essential! for! the! regulation! of! the! osmotic!
pressure!in!the!blood.!It!also!acts!as!a!transport!protein!for!certain!hormones,!steroids,!fatty!acids!
and!binds!to!metals!e.g.!zinc![27,!28].!!

The!response!of!proteins!to!UV!light!is!quite!dependent!on!its!amino!acid!composition!and!certain!
structural! features.!Of!particular! relevance! is! the!presence!and! location!of!UV!absorbing!groups!
such! as! the! aromatic! residues! (e.g.! tryptophan! and! tyrosine),! and! other! relevant! structural!
elements!such!as!its!disulphide!bonds.!As!will!be!discussed!in!section!2.2,!distinct!processes!can!be!
triggered! upon! UV! excitation! of! proteins,! which! can! result! in! the! formation! of! reactive! radical!
species! and! structural! modifications! such! as! disulphide! bond! disruption.! In! particular,! the!
photophysical!and!photochemical!mechanisms!that!lead!to!disulphide!bond!photolysis!are!strongly!
dependent! on! the! number! and! geometric! position! of! the! aromatic! residues! and! the! disulphide!
bonds.! All! the! proteins! analyzed! during! this! PhD! work! contained! a! considerable! number! of!
aromatic!residues,!some!of!which!located!in!close!proximity!to!disulphide!bonds!(Figure!2).!

In!this!chapter!the!main!structural!features!of!different!types!of!proteins!will!be!reviewed!and!in!
particular,! the! structural! and! functional! properties! of! disulphide!bonds.! Subsequently,! the!most!
important! processes! triggered! upon!UV! excitation! of! proteins!will! be! described,! as!well! as,! the!
consequences! to! the! structure! and! function! of! medically! relevant! proteins.! In! that! scope,! the!
application! of! some! naturally! occurring! lightWinduced!mechanisms! for! the! development! of! new!
therapies!will!be!discussed.!

2.1 Protein!Structure!and!function!

2.1.1 Protein!folding!and!stability!

The! conformation! (three! dimensional! structure! or! overall! fold)! of! a! protein! is! of! outmost!
importance! for! the! function! and! biological! activity.! The! specific! fold! of! a! protein! is! largely!
determined!by!the!distribution!of!aminoWacids!in!the!primary!amino!acid!sequence![12].!Namely,!
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patterns!of!hydrophobic!and!hydrophilic!residues!define!to!a!high!extent!the!structure!of!a!fold.!In!
several!small!globular!proteins!the!internal!core!is!mostly!formed!by!hydrophobic!amino!acids!held!
together! by! Van! der!Waals! forces,! whereas! the! surface! is! formed! by! polar! and! charged! amino!
acids! [12,!30].!This!happens!due!to!the!hydrophobic!effect,!which!can!be!viewed!as!a!combined!
effect!of!hydration!and!van!der!Waals! interactions!between!solute!molecules,!which!results! in!a!
rapid!collapse!of!the!polypeptide!chain.!Proteins!usually!exist!in!this!condensed!state,!while!their!
specific!conformation!is!determined!by!the!flexibility!of!the!polypeptide!backbone!and!the!specific!
intermolecular! interactions!of! the!amino!acid!sideWchains! [12].!The!native!conformation!must!be!
energetically! stable.! From! a! thermodynamic! point! of! view,! the! four!major! stabilizing! energetic!
contributions! to!protein! stability!are:! the!hydrophobic!effect,! the! formation!of!hydrogen!bonds,!
the! formation! of! electrostatic! interactions,! and! the! conformational! entropy! due! to! restricted!
motion!of!the!main!chain!and!sideWchains![12].!

The! sideWchains! of! individual! amino! acids! also! play! a! major! role! in! protein! folding! as! they! are!
related! to! the! complexity,! specificity! and! stability! of! individual! proteins! [31].! Several! of! the!
characteristics!that!contribute!to!protein!stability!have!been!identified!on!thermal!stability!studies!
of! small! mesophylic! and! thermophylic! enzymes! [32].! Some! of! these! characteristics! include!
entropic! stabilization! by! introduction! of! prolines! or! disulphide! bridges,!which! are! often! used! in!
protein! engineering! to! increase! the! stability! of! protein! and! enzymes! in! industry! [32,! 33].!Other!
strategies!used!for!protein!stabilization!include!helix!optimization,!introduction!of!salt!bridges!and!
clusters! of! aromatic! interactions! [32].!Hence,! the!overall! fold!of! a! protein! is! determined!by! the!
wide!range!of! interactions!between!the!aminoWacids!constituting!the!protein!structural!elements!
and! the! surrounding! solvent! environment! [11,! 12].! We! can! organize! the! different! elements!
influencing!the!protein!fold!according!to!the!levels!of!structural!protein!organization:!

! The!secondary!structure!elements!–!on!which!amino!acids!residues!are!organized,!defined!
by! configuration! of! the! peptide! backbone:! alpha! helix,! beta! sheet,! turns,! unordered!
structure;!

! The!tertiary!structure!organization!W!defined!by!short!or!long!distance!interactions!between!
amino!acids!and!interactions!with!the!surrounding!environment!(e.g.!buffer!ions),!including!
van! der! Waals,! hydrophobic,! chargeWcharge! interactions,! hydrogen! bonds,! salt! bridges,!
disulphide!bridges;!

! The! quaternary! structure! level! –! interaction/association! of! more! than! one! polypeptide!
chain,! usually! required! in! larger! proteins,! such! as! antibodies,! to! form! a! fully! functional!
protein.!!

In! the! complex! biological! environment,! the! native! protein! conformation! is!maintained! by!wide!
number! of! external! agents,! such! other! proteins,! ions,! lipids! [34].! Outside! of! this! natural!
environment!protein!conformation!is!more!labile!and!the!native!conformation!has!to!be!stabilized!
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using! appropriate! solution! conditions! (e.g.! low! temperature)! and! appropriate! buffer! conditions!
[35].!Proteins!can!be!unfolded!by!a!wide!number!of!stress!agents!including!changes!in!pH,!low!or!
high! ionic! strength,! heat,! pressure,! chemical! agents! [11,! 35–37].! Protein! unfolding! can! lead! to!
reversible!or!irreversible!protein!denaturation,!impairing!protein!function.!The!amino!acid!residues!
that!constitute!a!protein!can!also!undergo!chemical!modifications!that!can!affect!or!not!the!overall!
function!of!the!biomolecule![11].!

The!simplest!model!for!unfolding!and!refolding!of!proteins!involves!a!single!cooperative!transition!
step,! in!which!native!(N)!and!unfolded!(U)!states!of!the!protein!interconvert.! In!the!native!state,!
the! protein! has! a! distinct! single! conformation,! while! in! the! unfolded! state! the! protein! fold! is!
denaturated! and! characterized! by! a! high! degree! of! disorder.! The! native! state! of! a! protein! is!
characterized!by!the! lowest!freeWenergy.!To!pass!between!the!unfolded!and!the!native! low!freeW
energy! states,! the!protein!must! cross! the! transition! state,! a!higher! freeWenergy!barrier! [12,! 38].!
This! simple! mechanism! describes! well! the! folding! and! unfolding! mechanisms! of! small! globular!
proteins!(less!than!100!residues)![30].!For!such!cases,!the!intermediates!formed!between!the!two!
steps! are! transient! species! that! are! not! thermodynamically! stable! and! the! mechanism! can! be!
simplified!to!a!“all!or!none”!process!(cooperative!unfolding)![12,!38,!39].!

The!unfolding!and!refolding!process!of!larger!proteins!is!not!as!straightforward.!For!instance,!the!
folding! process! of! larger! proteins! usually! involves! the! formation! of! partly! folded! protein!
intermediates,! prior! to! formation! of! the! completely! folded! native! state.! These! intermediate!
structures!are!observed!to!accumulate!during!the!folding!of!various!proteins,!and!have!a!distinct!
conformation! compared! to! the! native! and! unfolded! states! [12,! 38].! ! One! of! the! most! studied!
folding! intermediates! is! the! molten( globule,! which! occurs! in! globular! proteins! (e.g.! alphaW
lactalbumin).!The!molten!globule! is!a!stabilized! intermediate!state! formed! in! the!early!stages!of!
folding,! upon! the! collapse! of! the! hydrophobic! core! [12,! 40].! A! molten! globule! is! defined! as! a!
relatively!compact!folding!state!of!the!protein,!which!retains!a!nativeWlike!secondary!structure!and!
an!overall!backboneWfolding!topology,!but!lacks!some!of!the!specific!sideWchain!interactions!of!the!
native!structure!that!permit!the!existence!of!a!clear!tertiary!arrangement![12,!38,!41,!42].!Molten!
globule! states! can!also!be!generated!at!equilibrium!during! the!unfolding!of!proteins!under!mild!
denaturing! conditions! e.g.! high! or! low! pH,! moderate! concentrations! of! denaturants,! or! upon!
removal!of!proteinWbound!prosthetic!groups!or!metal!ions![41,!42].!!!

Furthermore,!proteins!have!also!the!tendency!to!self!associate!and!aggregate!under!appropriate!
solution! conditions.! The! simplest! form! of! this! reaction! is! a! concentration! dependent!
thermodynamic!equilibrium,!that!can!lead!to!the!formation!of!dimers,!tetramers,!and!higher!order!
protein!aggregates![11,!35].!!One!example!of!concentration!dependent!selfWprotein!aggregation!is!
of!insulin,!that!at!physiological!concentration!(<!1!nM,!in!the!blood)!exists!as!a!monomer,!but!that!
at! higher! concentrations! and! in! specific! solvent! conditions! selfWassociates! to! form! dimeric,! and!
even!hexameric!species![43,!44].!!
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2.1.1.1 Disulphide-Bonds-

Disulphide!bonds!or!bridges!are!covalent! links!between!sulfur!atoms!of! two!cysteine!residues! in!
proteins,!also!named!cystine!residues.!They!are!present! in!a!considerable!number!of!proteins! in!
nature! and! are!mostly! found! in! proteins! of! the! extraWcellular! environment.! In!mammalian! cells,!
around!10!%!of!the!proteins!(~3000)!contain!disulphide!bonds![45,!46].!The!ability!of!cysteine!to!
form! disulphide! bonds! is! unique! among! the! 20! essential! amino! acids.! The! thiol! side! chain! on!
cysteine! also! affords! this! amino! acid! a! wide! range! of! functional! roles,! such! as! metal! binding,!
electron!donation!and!redox!catalysis![47].!In!isolation!disulphide!bonds!are!chemically!stable!(SWS!
bond!energy!of!60!kcal.molW1)![48,!49].!Only!at!extreme!conditions!such!as!100!°C!and!alkaline!pH!
they!spontaneously!break,!or!rearrange![50].!The!formation!and!breakage!of!disulphide!bonds! is!
an!oxidationWreduction!process!and! requires! the!presence!of!electron!acceptors,!or!donors! [51].!
Disulphide!bonds!can!be!reduced!by!thiolWdisulphide!exchange!with!other!thiol!groups!(e.g.!from!
small!molecules!like!dithiothreitol!(DTT)!or!from!other!proteins/enzymes)!and!by!reducing!agents!
(e.g.!phosphite!esters)![52,!53].!Disulphide!bond!formation!or!reduction!depends!on!the!reactivity!
of!the!involved!chemical!groups.!The!thiolate!form!SW! is!the!reactive!cysteine!form!and!therefore!
both! the! specific! pKa! of! the! cysteine! and! the! pH! of! the! local! environment! control! the!
thiol/disulphide!exchange! reaction.!The!general! assumption! is! that!basic!environments!promote!
disulphide!formation/reduction,!while!acidic!medium!inhibit!them![48,!51,!54].!!

After!the!peptide!bonds,!disulphide!bonds!are!by!far!the!second!most!common!covalent!bonds!in!
proteins!and!peptides!and!one!of!the!most!common!post!translational!covalent!modifications!that!
occurs!during!oxidative! folding! [55].!The!prevailing!view!has!been! that!disulphide!bonds!were!a!
product!of!evolution!to!enhance!the!stability!of!proteins!working! in!the!varying!physicochemical!
conditions!of!the!extraWcellular!environment![1,!53].!This!is!true!for!the!majority!of!the!disulphide!
bonds,!which!are!called!structural!disulphide!bonds.!These!disulphide!bridges!confer!extra!rigidity!
and!stability! to! the!resident!protein,!by!stabilizing! tertiary!and!quaternary!protein!structure!and!
are!also!thought!to!assist!protein!folding!by!decreasing!the!entropy!of!the!unfolded!form![46,!53,!
56].!Furthermore,!they!have!a!role!in!protecting!proteins!from!oxidants!(such!as!reactive!oxygen!
species),!nitrogen!and!sulphur!species,!electrophiles!and!proteolytic!enzymes!in!the!extraWcellular!
environment,!and!increasing!their!halfWlife![53,!55].!This!structural!properties!of!disulphide!bonds!
has!been!used!to!increase!the!thermal!stability!of!genetically!engineered!proteins,!by!introduction!
of!cysteine!pairs!in!the!aminoWacid!sequence![33].!

However,!not!all!disulphide!bonds!have!a!structural!role!and!not!all!of!these!bridges!remain!inert!
during! the! life! of! a! protein.! It! has! been!experimentally! verified! that! though!many!of! disulphide!
bonds!are!essential!to!retain!the!structure!and!function!of!a!protein,!there!are!others!than!can!be!
broken!without!affecting! radically! the!behavior!of!a!protein! [1,!57].! In!addition,!another! type!of!
disulphide! bonds! that! are! redox! active! and! are! cleaved! in! mature! proteins! was! recently!
discovered.! These! are! functional! disulphide! bonds! that! regulate! protein! function,! and! can! be!
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either! catalytic! or! allosteric! disulphide! bonds! [46,! 47,! 56,! 58].! Catalytic! disulphide! bonds! are!
usually!at!the!active!sites!of!enzymes,!which!mediate!thiol/disulphide!exchange!in!other!proteins,!
called!oxyreductases.!Allosteric!disulphide!bonds!have!been! recently! identified!and! they!control!
protein!function!by!triggering!a!conformational!change!when!they!form!and/or!break![46,!56].!

!

Figure! 3.! Dependence! of! the! average! fraction! of! disulphide! bridges! and! free! cysteines! on! the! protein! sequence!
length.! The! fraction!of!disulphide!bridges!was! calculated!as! the!number!of!disulphide!bridges! found! in!a!protein!
divided! by! the! protein! sequence! length! (number! of! amino! acids)! X100.! The! same! approach! was! applied! to!
determine!the!fraction!of!free!cysteines.!Reprinted!with!permission!from![1].!Copyright!©!1999!Oxford!University!
Press.!

Considering! their! importance! for!protein! structure! and! function,! it! does!not! come!as! a! surprise!
that!disulphide!bonds!are!highly!conserved!throughout!evolution![57].!A!recent!study!involving!all!
structurally!validated!disulphide!bonds!from!the!Protein!Data!Bank!showed!elevated!conservation!
of! disulfide! bound! cysteines! (halfWcystines)! compared! to! unpaired! cysteines! and! other! aminoW
acids.!HalfWcystines!were!found!to!be!even!more!conserved!than!the!most!conserved!aminoWacid,!
tryptophan![47].!!

The!conformation!and!stability!of!a!disulphide!bond!is!much!determined!by!its!geometry!and!the!
interactions!with! the!rest!of! the!protein! [1].!For! instance,!structural!disulphide!bridges!decrease!
the!entropy!of!the!unfolded!form!and!increase!the!stability!of!the!native!structure!by!crossWlinking!
of!distant! regions! in! the!polypeptide! sequence.!Therefore! the! stability!of! the!native! structure! is!
favored! with! the! increase! in! the! number! of! residues! between! the! bound! cysteines! [58,! 59].!
Another! critical! observation! is! that! small! proteins! (less! than! 70! residues)! are! usually! richer! in!
disulphide! bonds.! Indeed,! Petersen! et! al.! made! the! observation,! for! a! subWset! of! 131! nonW
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homologous! proteins,! that! the! average! fraction! of! disulphide! bonds! per! protein! decreases!
exponentially!with!the! length!of!the!amino!acid!sequence!(Figure!3)![1].!This!observation!can!be!
explained!by!the!higher!contribution!and!importance!of!disulphide!bonds!in!the!structural!stability!
in! small! proteins! rather! than! in! larger! ones! [1,! 60].! As! small! proteins! usually! lack! a! strong!
hydrophobic! core! [61],! disulphide! bonds! may! have! a! critical! structural! role! in! these! short!
polypeptides.!

Disulphide! bridges! are! located! in! specific! threeWdimensional! spatial! environments.! For! instance,!
disulphide!bridges!are!known!to!have!preferential!spatial!neighbors,!such!as!hydrophobic!amino!
acid!residues!like!valine,!leucine,!isoleucine!!and!methionine,!and!in!particular!the!aromatic!amino!
acids!tryptophan,!tyrosine!and!phenylalanine![1].!The!spatial!proximity!between!disulphide!bonds!
and! aromatic! residues! in! the! threeWdimensional! structure! of! proteins! has! been! extensively!
observed! among! proteases,! hydrolytic! enzymes! and! the! immunoglobulin! superfamily,! which!
indicates! that! this! structural! arrangement!might! have! been! conserved! throughout! evolution! [1,!
62].!

2.2 Light!induced!mechanisms!and!UV!light!effects!on!proteins!

As! it! was! discussed! previously,! proteins! and! peptides! are! prone! to! denaturation! and! structural!
damage! when! isolated! from! the! complex! biological! environment.! Proteins! undergo! structural!
changes! when! exposed! to! certain! solvent! conditions,! such! as! extremes! of! pH,! elevated!
temperature! and! pressure.! For! several! years! it! has! been! acknowledged! that! the! exposure! of!
proteins!to!light!can!also!have!direct!impact!on!protein!structure!and!function![63–65].!

Most!of!Earth’s!life!forms!and!living!organisms!are!in!regular!contact!with!sunlight.!In!the!majority!
of!cases!this! light!exposure! is!crucial! for!viability!and!health.!Despite!the!positive!effects!of! light!
exposure,!there!is!a!wide!concern!regarding!the!exposure!of!biological!systems!and!components!to!
UV!(100W400!nm)!radiation.!Even!though!atmospheric!gases!block!most!of!the!UV!solar!radiation,!
still! a!nonWnegligible!amount!of!nearWUV! light!goes! through! to! the!surface.!Since,! cells,!proteins,!
and!genes!are!all!sensitive!to!UV!light,!in!several!organisms,!the!exposure!to!UV!light!can!lead!to!
reduction! in!growth!and!survival,!protein!photoWoxidation,!pigment!bleaching!and!photoinibition!
of!photosynthesis![66].!On!the!human!body,!depending!on!the!type!of!UV!radiation!and!duration!
of! exposure,! UV! light! can! have! different! effects,! such! as! sunburn,! suntan,! cellWaging,! and!
photocarcinogenesis!on!the!skin,!or!welderflash!and!blindness![67].!!

Among!biomolecules,!proteins!are!major! targets! for! the!activation!of! lightWinduced!mechanisms,!
due! to! the! presence! of! endogenous! chromophores!within! their! structure! (including! aminoWacid!
sideWchains! and! bound! prosthetic! groups! such! as! flavin! and! heme)! and! their! fast! reaction! rates!
with!other!excited! species! [65,!68].! For!proteins! that!do!not! contain!prosthetic! groups,!most!of!
these!photoWactivated!processes!are!triggered!upon!UV!radiation!below!320!nm,!where!the!aminoW
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acid!sideWchains!absorb![68].!Their!excitation!leads!to!the!formation!of!electronicallyWexcited!states!
and!photoWionization!reactions.!The!photochemical!and!photophysical!mechanisms!that!follow!can!
involve! the! formation!of! reactive! radicals!and!other! species,!which!may! result! in!changes! in! the!
primary,!secondary!and!tertiary!structure!of!the!protein.!In!the!worst!case!scenarios,!these!protein!
modifications!can!result!in!protein!unfolding,!aggregation!and/or!inactivation.!

2.2.1 Effects!of!UV!light!exposure!on!proteins!

In!proteins,!the!main!absorbing!groups!in!the!UV!region!are!the!aromatic!sideWchains!of!tryptophan!
(Trp,!280W305!nm),!tyrosine!(Tyr,!260W290!nm)!and!phenylalanine!(Phe,!240W270!nm),!cysteine!(Cys)!
and!cystine!(250W300!nm),!along!with!the!peptide!backbone!(180W230!nm)![64,!65,!68].!This!PhD!
work!focused!on!the!photophysics!and!photochemistry!of!the!aromatic!residues!tryptophan!(Trp)!
and!tyrosine!(Tyr),!which!will!be!described!in!detail!in!the!following!sections.!

!

Figure!4.!Schematic!representation!of!the!various!processes!triggered!upon!Trp!excitation!to!higher!energy!states.!
Adapted!from![69].!

Excitation!of!Trp!and!Tyr!to!higher!energy!states!is!usually!followed!by!distinct!processes!which!are!
influenced!by!the!surrounding!environment,!such!as!pH,! temperature,!polarity,!and!proximity!of!
other!side!chains!(see!example!for!Trp!in!Figure!4).!The!main!relaxation!channels!of!Trp!and!Tyr!are!
fluorescence!and!intersystem!crossing!to!the!triplet!state.! In!the!absence!of!quenchers!the!main!
channel! of! triplet! state! decay! is! the! transition! to! the! ground! state! by! phosphorescence.! The!
fluorescence! and! phosphorescence! of! tryptophan! and! tyrosine! have! been! extensively! used! for!
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probing! the! structure! and! dynamic! processes! in! proteins.! Besides! these! two! main! relaxation!
pathways,! Trp! and! Tyr! may! undergo! excited! state! photochemical! and! photophysical! processes!
from!the!singlet!and!triplet!states! (e.g.!photoionization,! reaction!with!molecular!oxygen!to! form!
peroxy!radicals).!

2.2.1.1 Tryptophan-photophysics-and-photochemistry-

The!indole!sideWchain!of!Trp!is!the!strongest!UV!absorbing!group!in!proteins.!In!water,!Trp!has!the!
highest!absorption!at!278!nm!(ε278nm!=!5579!MW1.cmW1)!and!287!nm!(ε287nm!=!4594!MW1.cmW1)! [70]!
(see!Appendix!8.1).!Additionally,!in!proteins!Tyr!and!Phe!can!also!transfer!the!excited!state!energy!
to!Trp![71].!Therefore,!despite!of! its! low!abundance! in!proteins![68],!Trp!has!a!major!role! in!the!
photoWactivated!mechanisms!of!proteins.!

The! major! photophysical! and! photochemical! pathways! that! lead! to! Trp! photooxidation! are!
described!in!Figure!5!and!are!summarized!below.!Two!main!nonWradiative!relaxation!channels!have!
been!identified!upon!excitation!of!Trp!to!higher!energy!states!and!involve!Trp!photoionization!and!
interWsystem!crossing!to!the!triplet!state!3Trp,!respectively![64,!65,!68,!72–74].!!

!

Figure!5.!Major!photophysical!and!photochemical!pathways!of!Trp!in!proteins!upon!UV!excitation!and!structure!of!
Trp!and!its!most!abundant!photoproducts.!Adapted!from![64].!

Trp! photoionization! is! a! major! photoxidation! pathway! of! many! proteins! [68].! Upon! Trp!
photoionization!there!is!ejection!of!an!electron!from!the!residue,!yielding!a!electron,!and!a!radical!
cation! Trp●+,! which! rapidly! deprotonates! forming! the! neutral! radical! Trp●! [72,! 74].! The! ejected!
electron!may!become!solvated!forming!an!aqueous!electron!eaqW![75,!76]!and!react!with!molecular!
oxygen!forming!strong!reactive!oxygen!radical!O2

●W!and!with!electrophylic!species,!such!as!cystines,!
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as!will!be!described!in!section!2.2.1.3.!The!tryptophan!neutral!radical!Trp●!can!react!with!Tyr,!or!
with!neighboring!amino!acids,!ultimately! leading!to!peptide!chain!cleavage![64].!One!example! is!
the! reaction!with! cystine! residues,!which!will!be! reviewed! in! section!2.2.1.3.! In! the!presence!of!
oxygen,! Trp●! can! form! Trp! based! peroxy! radicals! that! can! further! react! yielding! NW
formylkyneurenine! and! kyneurenine! [64,! 68]! (chemical! structures! displayed! in! Figure! 5).! These!
two!species!also!absorb!in!the!UV!region,!but!at!higher!wavelengths!than!Trp.!They!are!stronger!
photosenstitizers! than! the! parent! Trp! and! can! generate! reactive! oxygen! species! upon! UV!
absorption,! eventually! leading! to! further! photoWdegradation! mechanisms! [65,! 77,! 78].! The!
absorbance!and!fluorescence!properties!of!NWformylkyneurenine!and!kyneurenine!are!described!in!
Appendix!8.1.!

Besides! photoionization,! Trp! can! undergo! intersystem! crossing! to! the! triplet! state! (3Trp).! The!
resulting!triplet!states!are!characterized!by!much!longer!lifetimes!(µs)!than!the!short!lived!singlet!
states,! and! they!are!prone! to!undergo!electron! transfer! and!hydrogen!abstraction!mechanisms,!
besides! solely! energy! transfer! processes! [65,! 73,! 79].! 3Trp! can! transfer! an! electron! to! a! nearby!
cystine! (disulphide! bridge)! yielding! Trp●+! and! a! disulphide! electron! adduct! RSSR●W,! eventually!
leading! to!disulphide!bond! cleavage! [74,!80]! (see! section!2.2.1.3).!Under!aerobic! conditions! the!
3Trp!might!also!react!with!molecular!oxygen!to!give!once!more!Trp●+!and!a!strong!reactive!oxygen!
radical!O2

●W![64].!

2.2.1.2 Tyrosine-photophysics-and-photochemistry-

After!tryptophan,!tyrosine!is!the!most!absorbing!protein!residue!in!the!nearWUV!region.!At!neutral!
pH! (TyrWOH)! absorbs! maximally! at! 275! nm! (ε275nm! =! 1400! MW1.cmW1)! [79]! .! At! alkaline! pH! the!
hydroxyl!group!of! the! tyrosine! side!chain!deprotonates! (pKa!~!10.2)! [71],! resulting! in! tyrosinate!
(TyrWOW),! which! has! a! redWshifted! absorption! compared! to! tyrosine,! with! maximum! at! 290! nm!
(ε290nm!=!2300!MW1.cmW1)![64,!65,!68,!72–74]!(see!Appendix!8.1).!

The!nonWradiative!relaxation!pathways!that!follow!Tyr!excitation!are!similar!to!those!described!for!
Trp:! relaxation! by! fluorescence! to! ground! state,! triplet! state! (3Tyr)! formation! and! relaxation! by!
nonradiative!processes.!At!neutral!pH,!tyrosine!can!be!photoionized!through!a!biphotonic!process!
that!involves!absorption!of!a!second!photon!from!the!triplet!state!3Tyr![64,!65,!68,!72,!79,!81].!The!
most! important! photophysical! and! photochemical! pathways! leading! to! Tyr! photoWoxidation! are!
shown!in!Figure!6!and!will!be!described!below.!

Photoionization!of!TyrWOH!from!3Tyr!leads!to!the!formation!of!a!solvated!electron!eaqW!and!a!radical!
cation!TyrWOH●+,!which!quickly!deprotonates! [64,!72].! The! resulting! tyrosyl! radical! (TyrWO●)! is! an!
important!precursor! for! further!photoWoxidation! reaction!mechanisms! [82–84].!One!of! the!most!
important!mechanisms! involves! the! crossWlinking! of! tyrosyl! radicals,! which! can! yield! dityrosine,!
isodityrosine! (Tyr! dimers),! trityrosine! or! pulcherosine! (Tyr! trimers)! [82,! 83,! 85,! 86]! (chemical!
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structures! displayed! in! Figure! 6).! Typically,! the!most! abundant! of! these! products! is! dityrosine,!
which! is! crossWlinked! at! the! CorthoWCortho! positions! [82,! 83,! 87].! Dityrosine! crossWlinking! can! occur!
within!the!same!protein!(intramolecular),!or!between!two!protein!molecules!(intermolecular)![82,!
83].! Intermolecular!dityrosine!crossWlinking!is!an!important!pathway!for!protein!aggregation![88–
91].!Like!Tyr,!dityrosine!and!some!of!the!other!Tyr!crossWlinking!products!are!also!strong!absorbing!
groups! in!UV! region! [82,! 85,! 92,! 93].! The! formation! of! dityrosine! crossWlinks! in! proteins! can! be!
easily!monitored!because!dityrosine!displays!unique!fluorescence!properties,!emitting!strongly!at!
400W409! nm! [82].! The! absorbance! and! fluorescence! properties! of! Tyr! photoWproducts! are!
described!in!Appendix!8.1.!

!

!

Figure!6.!Major!photophysical!and!photochemical!pathways!of!Tyr!in!proteins!upon!UV!excitation!and!structure!of!
Tyr!and!its!most!abundant!photoproducts.!Adapted!from![64].!

Other!reactions!can!occur!from!the!triplet!state!3Tyr,!including!energy!transfer!to!a!vicinal!Trp!to!
yield!Trp3.!Similarly!to!tryptophan,!3Tyr!can!also!react!with!cystines!(disulphide!bonds)!to!form!the!
disulphide! electron! adduct! RSSR●W! (see! section! 2.2.1.3)! and! molecular! oxygen! to! yield! strong!
reactive!oxygen! radical!O2

●W! [81].!These! two!reactions!are!alternative!pathways! for! formation!of!
the!dityrosine!precursor!TyrWO●.!

!

!
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2.2.1.3 UV-light-mediated-disulphide-bond-disruption-

One! important! photochemical! mechanism! occurring! in! proteins! upon! UV! irradiation! is! the!
reduction! of! disulphide! bonds.! Photolysis! of! disulphide! bonds! can! occur! either! directly! by!
absorption! of!UV! light! by! cystines,! or! indirectly! via! electron! transfer! from! the! protein! aromatic!
residues!(Trp,!Tyr!and!Phe).!

UV!light!absorption!by!cystines!is!pH!dependent!and!generally!takes!place!at!wavelengths!below!
300!nm.!Nonetheless,!it!should!be!taken!in!consideration!that!cystine!absorption!is!sensitive!to!the!
dihedral!bond!angles!and!can!be!redWshifted!to!higher!wavelengths![64,!94,!95].!The!contribution!
of! cystines! to! protein! absorption! in! the! UV! range! is! lower! compared! to! Trp! or! Tyr! absorption.!!
Dimethylsulfide,! a! linear! disulphide! compound! that! is! used! as! model! for! cystine,! absorbs!
maximally! at! ~250! nm! (ε250nm! =! 330! MW1.cmW1)! [95].! Light! absorption! by! cystines! followed! by!
disulphide! bond! disruption! can! either! happen! between! the! RWS,! or! the! SWS! bonds,! yielding! the!
radicals!RS●!or!RSS●,!respectively!(schemes!1!and!2).!These!reactive!radicals!can!undergo!further!
reactions!with!other!amino!acids!and!molecular!oxygen![64].!

•⇔2RSRSSR
hυ

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1)!

•• +⇔ RRSSRSSR
hυ

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2)!

The!other!main!photochemical!route!for!disulphide!bond!disruption!is!mediated!upon!excitation!of!
the!protein!aromatic!residues!(Trp,!Tyr!and!Phe)!and!involves!electron!transfer!mechanisms!that!
facilitate! the! formation! of! the! disulphide! electron! adduct! RSSR●W.! Cystines! can! capture! solvated!
electrons!eaqW!generated!upon!Trp!and!Tyr!photoionization!(scheme!3),!or!undergo!direct!electron!
transfer!from!3Trp!and!3Tyr!triplet!states!formed!upon!UV!excitation![72,!80,!87]!(schemes!4!and!
5).!Electron!capture!by!cystines!results!in!the!formation!of!RSSR●W,!which!can!subsequently!cleave!
to!form!a!thiyl!radical!(RS●)!and!a!deprotonated!thiol!(RSW)![72,!74,!80,!81]!(scheme!6).!Protonation!
of!the!disulphide!electron!adduct!can!also!lead!to!disulphide!bond!disruption![80]!(scheme!7).!

−•→+ RSSRRSSRe $
aq !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3)!

+•−• +→+ TrpRSSRRSSRTrp3 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(4)!

+•−• +→+ TyrRSSRRSSRTyr3 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5)!

!RSRSRSSR +⇔ •−• !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(6)!

!RSRSHRSSR +⇔+ •+−• !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(7)!
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The! solvated! electrons! eaqW! formed! upon! Trp! and! Tyr! excitation! can! have! a! different! fate! and!
interact!with! the!peptide!chain! to! form!hydroxide! ions!and!ketyl! radicals! (scheme!8),!which!can!
propagate! along! the! peptide! chain! [74,! 81].! If! the! ketyl! radical! gets! entrapped! by! a! disulfide!
bridge,!it!can!lead!once!more!to!the!formation!of!the!disulphide!electron!adduct!RSSR●W!and!likely!
disulphide!bond!cleavage.!

!(OH)NHC!OH!!CONHeaq
•

−− +→+ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(8)!

The!thiyl!radicals!RS●!generated!upon!disulphide!bond!disruption!can!undergo!reaction!with!other!
amino!acids,!oxygen,!or!with!a!second!thiyl! radical! resulting! the! reformation!of!disulphide!bond!
either!within!a!protein!or!between!proteins,!leading!to!aggregation![64].!

Reduction! of! disulphide! bridges! upon! UV! excitation! of! aromatic! residues! has! been! shown! for!
several! proteins! such! as! lysozyme! [2,! 6,! 96,! 97],! cutinase! [63,! 72,! 98],! somatropin! [99],! bovine!
serum!albumin! [6],! alpha! lactalbumin! [100–102],! prostate! specific! antigen! [4]! and! antibody! Fab!
fragments![3].!In!most!cases,!the!breakage!of!disulphide!bridges!in!the!above!mentioned!proteins!
led! to! conformational! changes,!but!did!not!necessarily! result! to! loss!of! function!or! inactivation.!
Despite! the! growing! number! of! studies! on! distinct! proteins! and! the! abundant! of! available!
information! about! the! impact! of! UV! radiation! on! amino! acids! in! solutions,! in! proteins! the!
photochemistry!of!Trp/Tyr!mediated!disulphide!bond!photolysis!is!not!yet!fully!understood.!

Fusarium(solani(pisi!cutinase!is!one!of!the!best!characterized!and!understood!protein!models!for!
Trp!mediated!disulphide!bond!photolysis.!Disulphide!bond!photolysis!in!cutinase!is!associated!with!
an! increase! in! Trp! fluorescence! quantum! yield! and! protein! conformational! changes! [63,! 98].!
Cutinase! is! a! good! model! for! studying! this! UV! activated! mechanism,! as! it! contains! only! one!
tryptophan! in!van!der!Waals!contact!of!a!disulphide!bond! (~3.8!Å).!Photolysis!of! this!disulphide!
bond! can! be! directly! related! with! the! excitation! of! the! single! Trp! residue,! since! the! second!
disulphide!bond!of!cutinase!is!located!on!the!other!side!of!the!protein!and!remains!intact!upon!UV!
excitation![98].!Neves!Petersen!et!al.!demonstrated!that!the!observed!increase!in!Trp!fluorescence!
quantum!yield!in!cutinase!was!correlated!with!TrpWmediated!breakage!of!this!disulphide!bond![63].!
Since! disulphide! bridges! are! excellent! quenchers! of! the! excited! state! of! aromatic! residues,! this!
indicates! that! the! induced! disruption! could! be! mediated! by! direct! electron! transfer! from! the!
excited!state!Trp.!Once!disrupted!by!UV! light,! the!disulphide!bridge!could!no! longer!quench!the!
Trp!residue.!Furthermore,!Neves!Petersen!et!al.!have!shown!that!disulphide!bond!disruption!and!
associated!protein!conformational!changes!(and!eventual!loss!of!enzymatic!activity)!were!strongly!
dependent! on! the! extent! of! Trp! excitation,! in! particular! the! power! and! duration! used! for! UV!
irradiation![63].!
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More!recently,!flash!photolysis!studies!on!cutinase!have!shown!the!formation!of!eaqW,!RSSR●W,!and!
Trp! based! radicals! and! Trp! triplet! states! upon! Trp! excitation! [72],! supporting! the! evidence! that!
disulphide!bond!photolysis!occurs!by!electron!transfer!from!excited!state!Trp!to!the!neighboring!
disulphide!bond!(schemes!3,!4!and!5).!Direct!electron!transfer!mechanisms!are!known!to!consist!
on! short! range! interactions,! which! decay! exponentially! as! the! distance! between! donor! and!
acceptor!increases![103,!104].!Therefore,!it!is!possible!to!assume!that!Trp/Tyr!mediated!photolysis!
of! disulphide! bonds! depends! also! on! the! proximity! between! the! aromatic! residues! and! the!
disulphide! bridges.! Since! aromatic! residues! are! known! to! be! conserved! spatial! neighbors! of!
disulphide!bonds! in!proteins!(see!section!2.1.1.1),!this!type!of!electron!transfer!mechanisms!and!
disulphide!bond!photolysis!is!likely!to!occur!in!nature.!!

Due!to!its!small!size!(22kDa,!213!amino!acids)!and!its!ideal!TrpWcystine!configuration!cutinase!is!still!
a! simple!model! of! UV!mediated! disulphide! bond! disruption.! For! proteins! that! contain! a! larger!
number!of! aromatic! residues!and! cystines! the!mechanisms! involving!disulphide!bond!photolysis!
may! be!more! complex.! Additionally,! there! are! other! factors! that! can! dictate! and! influence! the!
mechanisms! that! lead! to! photolysis! of! disulphide! bonds,! such! as! the! experimental! conditions!
(temperature,!pH),!the!presence!of!other!electron!acceptors!in!vicinity!of!Trp!and!Tyr!sideWchains,!
and! the! local! protein! environment! [72].! Considering! the! importance! of! aromatic! amino! acid!
residues! and! disulphide! bonds! in! the! mediation! of! UV! induced! mechanisms! in! proteins,! it! is!
essential!to!obtain!key!information!regarding!the!packing!and!their!structural!features!within!the!
protein.!

2.2.2 Consequences!of!UV!light!exposure!to!the!structural!stability!of!proteins!

The! mechanisms! described! in! the! previous! sections! illustrate! the! diversity! of! structural!
modifications!that!can!occur! in!proteins!upon!exposure!to!UV! light,! including!photoWdegradation!
and! alterations! of! the! resident! amino! acids,! or! even! cleavage! of! the! peptide! chain.! These!
processes!can!have!deleterious!consequences!on!the!structural!stability!and!function!of!proteins,!
e.g.!modification!of!its!physicochemical!properties!(e.g.(hydrophobicity!and!charge),!interWprotein!
crossWlinking!and!protein!fragmentation.!!

Upon! prolonged! exposure! to! UV! light,! some! proteins! are! prone! to! unfolding! and! undergo!
conformational!changes!(e.g.!increased!exposure!of!its!hydrophobic!residues)![100,!102,!105–107].!
These! conformational! changes! often! concur! with! modifications! on! their! scattering! and! optical!
rotation!properties.!It!is!known!that!the!extent!of!photoWinduced!damage!depends!greatly!on!the!
structure!and!conformation!of!individual!proteins.!Within!milk!proteins,!random!coil!proteins!(e.g.!
casein)! are! more! susceptible! to! UV! induced! individual! aminoWacid! damage! than! tightlyWpacked!
globular! proteins! (e.g.! alphaWlactalbumin).! In! contrast,! globular! proteins! display! the! most!
pronounced!changes!in!secondary!and!tertiary!structure!under!UV!exposure.!The!tertiary!structure!
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of!proteins!may!have!a!protecting! role! towards!particular! residues! in! globular!proteins! that! are!
more!susceptible!to!UV!induced!damage![105].!

PhotoWinduced!aggregation!of!proteins! (dimers!and!higher!order!aggregates)! is! another!possible!
effect!of!UV! illumination!and!has!been!documented! in!several!proteins![106–108].!As!previously!
discussed,! the! formation!of! aggregates! can!be!driven!by! radicalWradical! reactions,! such! as! interW
molecular! dityrosine! crossWlinking! [89,! 91].! Other! photoWinduced! mechanisms! can! also! lead! to!
protein!aggregation,!such!as!disulphide!bond!photolysis![64],!or!the!indirect!oxidation!of!histidine!
residues! in! the! presence! of! reactive! oxygen! species! (e.g.! formed! upon!UV! excitation)! [78,! 109,!
110].!

For!several!years!it!has!also!been!acknowledged!that!the!function!of!enzymes!and!hormones!can!
altered,!or!even!abolished!upon!exposure!to!UV!light![63,!64,!111,!112].!Enzymes!and!hormones,!
which! contain! UV! sensitive! aminoWacids! such! as! Trp,! Tyr,! Cys! in! their! active! site(s)! are! more!
susceptible! to!UV! inactivation.! Furthermore,! there!might!be!other!mechanisms! that! lead! to! the!
inactivation!of!these!proteins,!such!as!UV!induced!conformational!changes,!protein!aggregation,!or!
reaction!with! reactive! oxygen! species.! ! Disulphide! bonds! are! important! for!maintaining! protein!
structure!and!in!some!proteins!they!even!have!a!functional!role!(see!section!2.1.1.1).!Therefore,!
photolysis! of! certain! disulphide! bridges! in! proteins! can! likely! lead! to! loss! of! function! and!
inactivation,!as!was!verified!for!cutinase![63].!

Considering! the! deleterious! effects! that! UV! light! can! have! on! proteins! and! enzymes,! it! is! of!
outmost!importance!to!infer!and!identify!which!are!the!UV!triggered!mechanisms!that!ultimately!
lead! to! protein! damage.! Modulation! of! protein! structure! and! function! may! influence! a! wide!
number! of! biochemical! and! cellular! responses,! e.g.! cellular! signalling,! redox! mechanism,! cell!
survival! and! death.! Understanding! the! molecular! processes! triggered! upon! UV! radiation! of!
proteins!is!essential!for!identifying!the!routes!of!photoWoxidative!damage!in!human!diseases.!The!
major! targets! for! protein! photoWoxidation! are! the! tissues! regularly! exposed! to! sunlight,! such! as!
skin! and! eyes.! Some! of! the! known! sideWeffects! of! UV! exposure! in! skin! (e.g.! pigmentation! and!
decreased!elasticity)!are!believed! to!be!due! to!photoWoxidation!of! some!structural!proteins,! like!
collagen! or! elastin,! and! to! repetitive! induction! of! the! inflammatory! response! [113–116].! These!
processes!may!also!be! involved! in! the!development!of!skin!cancers!upon! longWterm!exposure!to!
UV! radiation! [117].!While!DNA!damage! is!without!doubt! a!major! factor! in! development!of! skin!
cancer,! photoWinduced! damage! of! some! critical! proteins! (resulting! for! example! in! altered! cell!
signalling,! inactivation! of! DNA! repair! enzymes,! and! inhibition! of! apoptosis)! can! also! play! an!
important!role![118].!

Understanding!the!effects!of!UV!light!on!proteins! is!also!of!particular!relevance!for!the!safety!of!
food!and!pharmaceutical!products.!Thereby,!the!structural!and!functional! integrity!of!proteins! is!
crucial! in! their! role! as!drugs! and!nutrients.! For! instance! in! the!pharmaceutical! industry,! protein!
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products! (e.g.! insulin)! can! be! exposed! to!UV! light! from! natural! or! artificial! light! sources! during!
production,! formulation,! visual! inspection,! fill! and! finish! operations,! packaging,! storing! and!
delivery!of!the!drug.!Therefore,!UV!light!induced!protein!damage!is!likely!to!occur!during!the!lifeW
cycle!of!pharmaceutical! compounds! [64,!119,!120].! Similar! issues!are! likely! to!occur! in! the! food!
industry,! since! food! products! are! prone! to! photoWinduced! damage! during! UV! sterilization!
procedures,!which!are!commonly!used!in!food!processing![121].!

It! is! not! yet! clear! which! UV! activated!molecular! mechanisms! contribute! the!most! for! UV! light!
mediated! denaturation! and! inactivation! of! proteins.! These! processes! depend! on! several!
experimental!factors,!such!as!the!wavelength!and!power!of!the!exposing!radiation,!temperature,!
pH! and! aeration! (presence! of! molecular! oxygen).! In! order! to! prevent! and! control! protein!
photooxidation!and!to!use!UV!based!technologies!for!technological!applications,!it! is!essential!to!
understand!these!mechanisms.!!!

During!this!PhD!work,!two!main!protein!candidates!were!used!to!probe!the!molecular!mechanisms!
triggered! upon! UV! illumination! of! proteins:! bovine! alphaWlactalbumin! and! human! insulin.! The!
effects!of!UV!light!exposure!on!the!structure!and!function!of!these!proteins!were!studied!in!detail!
using! a! wide! number! of! spectroscopy! techniques! (e.g.! fluorescence! spectroscopy! and! circular!
dichroism! spectroscopy)! and! other! biological! assays! (e.g.! binding! immunoassays).! The! threeW
dimensional! structure!of! these! two!proteins!was!analysed!using!bioinformatic! tools,! in!order! to!
understand! the!packing!of! the!aromatic! residues!and!disulphide!bonds!and! to! identify! the!most!
relevant! structural! features! that! could! be! affected! upon! UV! illumination.! This! work! will! be!
described!in!detail!in!Chapter!4.!

2.2.3 Potential!of!light!based!protein!therapeutics!

The! damaging! effects! of! UV! and! visible! radiation! on! biomolecules! are! well! publicized! and! the!
knowledge! gathered! on! the! mechanisms! involved! in! these! processes! can! help! to! prevent! and!
control! the! impact! of! protein! photoWdegradation! in! disease! and! technological! applications.! In!
parallel,!some!of!the!naturally!occurring!lightWinduced!processes!in!proteins!have!been!beneficially!
used!for!medical!and!biological!applications.!LightWresponsive!biological!compounds!offer!unique!
possibilities!for!the!control!and!regulation!of!biological!processes,!which!require!high!spatial!and!
temporal!specificity.!In!this!context,!light!represents!a!unique!external!control!element.!!

The!most!notable!example!of! lightWbased!applications! is! the!technique!of!photodynamic!therapy!
(PDT),! which! exploits! the! photoWdegradation! of! proteins! for! medical! treatment.! PDT! has! been!
established!several!decades!ago,!and!is!still!the!subject!of!undergoing!research!and!development!
[122,!123].!The!principle!of!PDT!is!to!administer!a!photosensitizing!agent!(or!a!precursor)!prior!to!
illumination!with! a! light! source! (e.g.! lamp,! laser! or! light! emitting! diode)! in! the! presence! of!O2.!!
Excitation!of!the!photosensitizer!results!in!the!formation!of!singlet!oxygen!1O2!and!radical!species,!
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and! the!process! can!be! spatially! controlled! to! induce! the!photoWdegradation!of! the!neighboring!
proteins! and! biomolecules! [122,! 123].! PDT! has! been! is! employed! for! the! treatment! of! a! wide!
number!of!cancers![122,!124]!and!a!variety!of!skin!disorders,!such!as!psioriasis!and!acne![122],!as!
well!as!for!photoangioplasty![125]!and!bacterial!inactivation!in!dentistry![126].!

!

Figure! 7.!Overview!of! the! cellular! pathways! affected!upon! low!dose!UVB! illumination!of! EGFR.! The! extracellular!
domain!of!EGFR!is!shown!in!black!and!the!intracellular!receptor!kinase!domain!in!gray.!Upon!UVB!illumination!the!
extracellular! domain! of! EGFR! may! undergo! disulphide! bond! disruption! and! suffer! conformational! changes! that!
prevent!dimerization!and!activation!of!the!EGFR!signaling!pathway,!e.g.!structural!changes!in!the!EGF!binding!site!of!
EGFR.-Reprinted-from-[132]-(Open-access).!

Light!based!molecular!switches!have!also!been!used!to!control!and!regulate!the!conformation!and!
function!of!proteins.!Most!of! the!undergoing!work!makes!use!of!photocaging!groups,!which!are!
photoWlabile!protecting!groups!(usually!comprised!of!aromatic!rings)![127–129].!Caging!groups!can!
be!linked!to!specific!amino!acid!residues!in!the!protein!in!a!way!that!their!native!role!is!inhibited.!
Upon!light!irradiation!(usually!UV!light),!the!caging!groups!suffer!photolytical!cleavage!and!expose!
the!amino!acid!in!its!natural!form,!thus!inactivating!or!activating!the!protein![128,!129].!Naturally!
existing! photoresponsive! proteins! have! also! been! employed! to! control! the! function! of! other!
proteins!using! light.!These!systems!rely!on!the!fusion!of!the!protein!of! interest!to!a!photoactive!
domain,!e.g.!lightW,!oxygenW!and!voltageWsensitive!domains.!The!protein!activity!can!be!modulated!
upon! conformational! change! of! the! photoactive! domain! upon! light! irradiation! [128].!
Photochemical! modulation! of! protein! function! can! be! a! powerful! tool! to! control! precisely! (in!
space)!and!timely!the!activation!of!a!diversity!of!cellular!processes.!The!photochemical!strategies!
described!above!have!already!been!applied!with!success!to!control! important!cellular!processes,!
such! as! protein!phosphorilation! [130],! or! to! induce!proteinWprotein! interactions! in! living! cells! in(
vitro![131].!Although!most!of!these!techniques!require!the!use!of!external!agents!that!may!involve!
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photoWactivated! mechanisms,! which! are! not! necessarily! found! in! nature,! they! do! illustrate! the!
potential!of!photophysical!approaches!to!mediate!and!control!protein!function.!

This!PhD!work!investigated!a!photoWinduced!switch!in!view!of!a!possible!cancer!photonic!therapy:!
UV! light! induced! inactivation! of! epidermal! growth! factor! receptor! (EGFR).! As! previously!
mentioned,! EGFR! is! a! member! of! the! ErbB! family! of! receptor! tyrosine! kinases! and! has! an!
important!role!in!regulation!of!cellular!processes!such!as!cell!survival,!proliferation!and!migration.!
EGFR!binding!to!ligands,!such!as!epidermal!growth!factor!(EGF),!leads!to!receptor!dimerization!and!
to!the!activation!of!the! intracellular!tyrosine!kinase!domain!(Figure!7,!scheme!on!the! left).!EGFR!
overactivation! results! in! cell! signaling! cascades! that! promote! tumor! growth! [24–26].! For! this!
reason,! the! inhibition! of! EGFR! function! is! a! rational! treatment! approach! for! cancer! and! this!
receptor!has!been!the!target!of!many!chemotherapeutical!approaches![133].!!

The! NanoBiotechnology! group! had! previously! shown! that! low! dose! UVB! illumination! of! cancer!
cells!overexpressing!EGFR!prior!to!adding!EGF!halted!the!EGFR!signaling!pathway![134]!(Figure!7).!
This! suggested! that! UV! light! could! be! used! to! modulate! the! inactivation! of! EGFR! and! thereby!
explored!as!an!alternative!treatment!approach!for!cancer.!This!hypothesis! is!further!investigated!
in!this!PhD!work.!The!extracellular!domain!of!EGFR!(sEGFR),!where!the!EGF!binding!site!is!located,!
is! exceedingly! rich! in! disulphide!bridges! (25! in! total).! As! previously! discussed! in! section! 2.1.1.1,!
large!proteins! such!as! sEGFR! (621!aa)!are!observed! to!have! lower! fraction!of!disulphide!bridges!
compared!to!smaller!proteins!(becoming!more!noticeable!for!proteins!comprising!<70!aa)!(Figure!
3).!sEGFR!has!an!average!disulphide!bond!fraction!of!~4!%!compared!to!the!expected!~0.3!%!for!a!
protein!of!its!size!(600W650!aa)!(Figure!3),!implying!that!sEGFR!contains!~13!times!more!!disulphide!
bridges! than! what! is! expected! for! a! protein! of! its! length.! Furthermore,! EGFR! contains! a!
considerable!number!of!aromatic!residues! in!close!proximity!to!disulphide!bonds,! leading!to!the!
belief!that!disulphide!bond!disruption!may!be!one!of!main!mechanisms!triggered!upon!UVB!light!
excitation.!More!interestingly,!the!aromatic!residues!and!disulphide!bridges!have!a!critical!role!at!
the! dimer! interface! of! sEGFR,! indicating! that! the! disulphide! bond! disruption! could! induce!
conformational!changes!that! impair!EGFR!dimerization!and!thereby!cause!the!attenuation!of!the!
EGFR!signaling!cascade.!It!is!also!possible!that!that!UVBWlight!induces!structural!changes!in!the!EGF!
binding!site!of!EGFR!that!could!impair!the!correct!binding!to!ligands,!such!as!EGF,!and!thus!prevent!
the!dimerization!of!EGFR!(Figure!7).!!

This! work! presented! in! this! PhD! dissertation! aimed! at! understanding! the!mechanisms! that! are!
involved! in! the! inactivation! of! sEGFR! with! UVBWlight.! For! that! purpose! different! spectroscopy!
techniques!(e.g.!steadyWstate!and!timeWresolved!fluorescence!spectroscopy!and!circular!dichroism!
spectroscopy)!and!a!binding!immunoWassay!were!used!to!analyze!the!UVBWinduced!conformational!
changes!on!sEGFR!and! its!binding!site.!These!experiments!were!also! relevant! for! identifying! the!
photophysical! and!photochemical!mechanisms! that! lead! to! the!UV! inactivation!of! the! receptor.!
This!work!will!be!described!in!detail!in!Chapter!4.!
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3 Construction!of!nanoparticle!based!bioconjugates!!
Nanoparticles!are!subWmicron!entities!composed!of! inorganic!or!organic!materials,!which!can!be!
either!biodegradable!or!not![135].!The!standing!definition!of!a!nanoparticle!!restricts!the!term!to!a!
material! that! has! all! of! its! three! external! dimensions! at! the! nanoscale! (1W100! nm)! [136].! This!
terminology!is!inherently!related!to!the!unique!physicochemical!properties!that!materials!exhibit!
at! the! nanoscale,! such! as! ultra! small! size,! large! surface! area! to!mass! ratio,! high! reactivity,! and!
distinct! magnetic! and! electronic! properties! [137,! 138].! In! biotechnology! and! biomedical!
applications!it!is!seldom!to!find!particles!and!particle!agglomerates!with!sizes!in!the!order!of!a!few!
hundred!nanometers!which!retain!the!desired!characteristics! inherent!to!the!nanoscale![139].! In!
that!sense,! in! this!work! the! term!nanoparticle! is!not!always! restricted!by! the!upper!size! limit!of!
100!nm.!

Currently,! several! types! of! nanoparticles! are! being! used! for! biomedical! applications,! including!
inorganic! and! metallic! nanoparticles,! polymeric! nanoparticles,! liposomes,! nanocrystals,! carbon!
nanotubes,! or! dendrimers! [140].! These!nanoparticles! can!have!different! shapes! and! forms,! and!
can! be! composed! of! several! layers! and! elements:! inorganic,! organic,! or! polymeric! [140].! In!
biomedical!applications,!nanoparticles!are!usually!used!as!a!nanocarrier,!serving!to!transport!and!
protect! functional! biomolecules! in! solution.! Different! strategies! exist! to! achieve! nanoparticleW
facilitated! transport! of! biomolecules,! which! depend! on! the! type! of! application! that! follows.!
Biomolecules! can! be! carried! inside! the! nanoparticles! in! restricted! pockets! or! vesicles!
(nanocapsules,!e.g.! liposomes),!can!be! loaded!onto!a!porous!matrix! (e.g.!polymer,!mesopourous!
silica),!or!can!be!attached!to!the!surface!of!the!nanospheres![135,!141–143].!On!the!other!hand,!
nanoparticles! can! also! be! coupled! with! surfaces! and! solid! supports! to! build! new! ordered!
nanostructures,! such! as! microarrays! for! electronic,! optical,! and! molecular! sensing! applications!
[144].!!

In!this!PhD!work,!superparmagnetic!nanoparticles!were!selected!for!the!development!of!protein!
nanocarriers.! Their! magnetic! properties! enable! to! control! their! movement! and! position! using!
magnetic! field! gradients,! which! makes! them! easily! separable! as! well! as! provide! transporter!
capabilities! applicable! for! targeted! protein! therapeutics.! Moreover,! since! they! are!
superparamagnetic,!they!can!easily!be!redispersed!in!solution!after!the!field!is!removed!and!thus!
do! not! loose! their! properties! due! to! agglomeration.! ! Magnetic! nanoparticles! are! usually!
constituted!by!a!metallic!magnetic!core,!surrounded!by!an!inorganic,!organic!or!polymeric!coating,!
which! renders! the! nanoparticles! stable! and! can! be! served! as! a! support! to! attach! biomolecules!
[135,!145].!

Similarly! to! the! interesting! properties! that! nanoparticles! provide! compared! to! their! bulk!
counterparts,! ensembles! of! nanoparticles! can!display! new!properties! that! differ! from! individual!
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nanoparticles! and! bulk! samples! [146,! 147].! Assembling! nanoparticles! into! secondary! structures!
allows! not! only! the! combination! of! their! individual! properties! but! also! takes! advantage! of! the!
interactions!between!neighboring!nanoparticles.!The!emerging!interest!in!ensembles!of!inorganic!
nanoparticles!has!been!driven!by!the!ability!to!explore!these!collective!properties!and!to!use!them!
in! functional! devices! [146,! 147].! Herein,! the! collective! properties! of! secondary! nanoparticle!
clusters!were!also!explored!to!design!functional!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!During!this!PhD!this!
approach!was!used!to!built!superior!magnetic!nanoparticle!nanocarriers!upon!controlled!assembly!
of!several!individual!superparamagnetic!nanoparticles!onto!colloidal!nanoparticle!clusters!(CNCs).!
These!magnetic! CNCs! possess! a!much! higher!magnetization! than! individual! superparamagnetic!
nanoparticles,!but!retain!the!original!superparamagnetic!behavior!of!their!building!blocks.!!

Another!wellWknown!example!of!secondary!nanoparticle!structures!that!were!also!applied!during!
this! work,! is! the! assembly! of! gold! nanoparticles,! which! induces! near! field! coupling! of! surface!
plasmons!between!adjacent!particles.!Through!them!new!optical!properties!can!be!obtained,!such!
as! the! formation!of! optical! hot! spots! in! gaps! between! coupled! gold! dimer! nanostructures! (also!
called! gap! antennas).! Light! excitation! of! the! nanostructures! at! the! surface! plasmon! resonance!
frequency! generates! electromagnetic! fields! that! are! strongly! enhanced! and! highly!
restricted/focused! in! the! hotspot! region.! The! localized! near! fields! can! be! used! to! increase! the!
sensitivity! of! bioWsensors! and! to! control! lightWactivated! reactions! in! the! nanosized! volumes!
surrounding!the!hotspot.!!

Three! different! types! of! nanoparticle! constructs!were! developed! during! this! PhD!work! and! are!
presented! in! Figure! 8.! These! nanoparticles! constructs! were! designed! to! have! the! necessary!
features!for!coupling!proteins!and!to!address!specific!biomolecular!applications.!

CoreWshell!gold!iron!oxide!nanoparticles!(Fe3O4@Au)!were!developed!to!test!the!immobilization!of!
proteins! with! the! light! assisted! molecular! immobilization! (LAMI)! technique! developed! by! the!
Nanobiotechnology! Group! (Figure! 8A).! These! magnetic! nanoparticles! comprise! a!
superparamagnetic!iron!oxide!core!(Fe3O4),!which!provides!the!magnetic!functionality.!The!Fe3O4!
core!is!surrounded!with!a!gold!shell,!which!is!a!convenient!coating!for!LAMI!bioconjugation,!since!
gold!has!affinity!towards!biomolecules!with!thiol!terminal!groups.!

Magnetic!colloidal!nanoparticle!clusters!(CNCs,!Fe3O4@PAA),!were!engineered!to!use!as!superior!
magnetic!nanocarriers! for!biomedical!applications! (Figure!8B).!These!magnetic!CNCs!consist!of!a!
core,!comprised!by!several!individual!superparamagnetic!iron!oxide!nanoparticles!(SPIONs,!Fe3O4),!
capped! by! a! layer! of! polyacrylic! acid! (PAA)! that! provides! functional! carboxylic! groups! to! attach!
proteins! and! other! biomolecules.! The! presence! of! several! iron! oxide! nanoparticles! in! the! core!
provides! high!magnetization! and! enhances! the! response! of! magnetic! nanoparticles! to! external!
magnetic!fields!(when!compared!with!constructs!with!a!single!superparamagnetic!core).!
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The! last!nanostructure!consisted!on!arrays!of!gold!gapWantennas!on!glass!to! immobilize!proteins!
with!the!LAMI!technique!by!threeWphoton!excitation!of!protein!aromatic!residues!(Figure!8C).!The!
dimensions!of!the!identical!gold!cylinders!and!of!the!nmWsized!gap!were!tuned!in!order!to!achieve!
a!plasmon!resonance!of!800!nm.!This! resonance!wavelength!enabled!threeWphoton!excitation!of!
tryptophan! and! tyrosine! upon! laserWillumination! at! 810! nm,! thus! initiating! the! LAMI! process.!
Protein! immobilization!was!confined!to!gold!surfaces!within!the!hotspot!region!(~20!nm),!where!
the!electromagnetic!field!is!localized.!

!

Figure!8.!Schematic!representation!of!nanoparticle!constructs!developed!during!the!PhD!work.!

In! this! chapter! the! characteristics! and! physicochemical! properties! of! nanoparticles! and!
nanoparticle!nanostructures!will!be!described,!with!particular!emphasis!on!the!nanomaterials!that!
were!used! in!this!work! (magnetic!and!gold!nanoparticles),!as!well!as! their!current!application! in!
biomedicine! and! other! biological! sciences.! The! design! and! construction! process! of! nanoparticle!
bioconjugates!will!also!be!reviewed,!focusing!on!the!synthesis!and!the!bioconjugation!techniques!
that!were!developed!and!applied!during!this!PhD!work.! !
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3.1 Nanoparticles!and!nanostructures!in!biomedicine!

3.1.1 Characteristics!of!nanoparticles!and!their!use!in!biomedical!applications!!

The! sizeWdependent! optical,! electrical,! and! magnetic! properties! of! nanoparticles! render! these!
systems! promising! candidates! for! biological! and! biomedical! applications.! Nanoparticle!
bioconjugates!emerge!as!interesting!constructs!for!in(vivo!imaging,!bioWsensing,!therapeutics,!and!
cell!targeting,!among!others.!!

Due!to!their!size,!nanoparticles!are!optimal!vectors!to!protect!and!carry!therapeutical!molecules!
such!as!proteins,!enzymes!and!specific!polypeptides.!The!use!of!nanoparticles!as!protein!carriers!
present!numerous!advantages!for!therapeutics:!it!improves!the!solubility!of!poorly!water!soluble!
proteins,! prolongs! the! halfWlife! of! drug! systemic! circulation! by! reducing! immunogenicity,! and!
nanoparticles! can! be! used! to! deliver! drugs! in! a! targeted!manner! reducing! systemic! sideWeffects!
[135,! 137].! Reversibly,! some! proteins! can! also! be! used! as! active! ligands! to! help! functional!
nanoparticles! to! reach!particular! sites! in! the! body! (e.g.! cell! labeling),! or! target! cancer! cells! and!
pathogens,! such! as! bacteria! [148–150].! Albumin,! monoclonal! antibodies,! growth! factors,!
transferrins,!and!cytokines!are!some!examples!of!proteins!that!have!been!used!to!target!and!guide!
nanoparticles!loaded!with!chemotherapeutic!or!other!drugs![138,!149].!!

The!use!of!nanoparticles!as!platforms!to!immobilize!proteins!has!also!other!practical!advantages.!
By! immobilizing! proteins! such! as! enzymes! onto! the! surface! of! nanoparticles! it! is! possible! to!
increase! their! pH! and! thermal! stability,! thus! optimize! their! activity! and! specificity! [151].! For!
example,! immobilization! of! trypsin! and! putative! feruloyl! esterase! onto! superparamagnatic!
nanoparticles!has! led!to!higher!activity!than!the!corresponding!free!enzyme! in!solution!with!the!
same!concentration! [152,!153].!Enzyme!glucose!oxidase!was! found! to!be!more! thermally! stable!
when!bound!to!gold!nanoparticles!than!free!in!solution![154].!

By! coupling! active! biomolecules! like! proteins! and! enzymes! to! nanoparticles,! it! is! possible! to!
benefit! from! the! inherent! characteristics! of! the! nanomaterials! and! to! implement! additional!
biological!functions!to!nanoconstructs,!making!them!suitable!to!interact!with!other!biomolecules!
and!biological!systems.!

3.1.1.1 Superparamagnetic-iron-oxide-nanoparticles-(SPIONs)-

Among! magnetic! nanoparticles,! superparamagnetic! iron! oxide! nanoparticles! (SPIONs,! e.g.!
magnetite,! Fe3O4,! or! maghemite,! γFe2O3)! are! a! convenient! choice! to! develop! biomedical!
nanoconstructs,!due!to!their!unique!characteristics.!This!class!of!magnetic!nanoparticles!is!usually!
preferred! due! to! their! low! toxicity! profile! [135,! 145].! SPIONs! are! the! only! class! of! magnetic!
nanoparticles! that! have! been! approved! for! clinical! use! (for! medical! imaging! and! therapeutical!
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applications)! [145]! Their! reactive! surface! can! be! easily! derivatized!with! biocompatible! coatings,!
targeting,! therapeutic! and! imaging! molecules! [145,! 155].! Due! to! their! small! size! (10W20! nm),!
SPIONs! are! superparamagnetic! and! therefore! it! is! possible! to! control! these! nanoparticles! using!
magnetic!fields!without!the!risk!of!agglomeration!as!they!retain!no!residual!magnetism!after!the!
field! is! removed! [135,! 155].! Furthermore,! their! intrinsic! magnetic! properties! make! them! good!
contrast! agents! for!magnetic! resonance! imaging! (MRI).! In!most! cases,! SPIONs!are!employed! for!
signal!reduction!on!T2Wweighted!images!(negative!contrast)![156,!157].!SPIONs!can!also!be!used!as!
hyperthermia! agents,! as! they! can! be! selectively! heated! by! applying! a! high! frequency!magnetic!
field![135].!This!property!has!been!used!to!target!and!kill!selective!cells,!by!heating!up!the!tissues!
containing!the!magnetic!nanoparticles!to!43W45!°C![156,!157].!!

!

Figure!9.!Biomedical!applications!of!SPIONs.!Adapted!from![135].!!

Due!to!these!flexible!properties,!SPIONs!have!been!used!for!a!wide!number!of!in(vivo!and!in(vitro!
biomedical!applications!(Figure!9).!Their!magnetic!properties!have!been!exploited!in!medicine!to!
detect! and! target! disease! and! for! tissue! engineering.! Their! magnetism! has! also! been! used! to!
develop!in(vitro!magnetic!separation!assays.!

Magnetic! nanoparticles! are! a! promising! platform! to! develop! drug! delivery! vehicles.! Ideally,!
external!magnetic! fields!or! internal!magnetic! implants!can!be!used!to!drive!and!target!magnetic!
nanoparticle! bioconjugates! to! specific! tissues! and! cells! and! thereby! deliver! or! concentrate!
therapeutical! molecules! (e.g.! proteins,! enzymes! and! specific! polypeptides)! [135,! 158,! 159].!
Currently,!the!practical!use!of!magnetic!drug!delivery!is!mainly!applicable!to!wellWdefined!tumors,!
and!using! small!molecule!drugs.! ! For! instance!100!nm!SPIONs!derivatized!with!epirubicin! (small!
molecule! drug! used! for! chemotherapy)! have! been! used! with! success! in! mice! to! induce! the!
regression!of!targeted!solid!tumors![160],!and!have!been!also!tested!in!human!clinical!trials![161].!
Much!effort!has!still!to!be!done!in!the!field!of!magnetic!drug!delivery,!mostly!because!it!depends!
on!several!factors,!such!as!the!concentration!and!amount!of!particles,!strength!and!geometry!of!
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the!magnetic!field,!and!the!vascular!support!of!the!targeted!tissues![135,!158],!as!will!be!described!
in!section!3.1.2.!

Magnetic! nanoparticles! can! also! be! targeted! and! located! to! tumoral! regions! by! coupling! active!
ligands!(e.g.!monoclonal!antibodies)!to!their!surface.!Using!this!approach!it!is!possible!to!use!their!
properties!for!imaging!and!diagnosis!(e.g.!MRI)!and!for!treatment!(e.g.!thermal!ablation!of!tumors!
by!hyperthermia)![156,!158,!162].!!

Protein! functionalized! SPIONs! have! proven! to! be! very! useful! tools! for! magnetic! separation!
techniques!both! in!clinics!and! in! industry!and! they!have! replaced!other! separation! technologies!
[158,!159].!By!using!SPIONs!coupled!with!antibodies!it!is!easy!to!isolate!and!detect!microorganisms!
in!medical!and!clinical!diagnostics.!The!interaction!of!antigens!and!antibodies!is!routinely!used!in!
biosensing! to! measure! concentrations! of! biological! markers! [158].! Moreover,! it! is! a! practical!
approach!to!isolate!relevant!proteins!and!peptides!(e.g.!receptor!proteins)!from!cell!lysates![159]!
or! to! remove!toxic!compounds! from!biological! fluids! [150].!These! techniques!are!more!practical!
and! easier! than! traditional! separation! techniques! that! usually! require! several! steps!
(antibody/antigens!immobilized!onto!solid!phases!on!filters,!tubular!structures,!plastic!spheres!or!
plates)!and!dispense!the!use!of!expensive!liquid!chromatography![158,!159].!

3.1.1.2 Gold-nanoparticles-

Gold! is! an! interesting! material! to! use! for! nanoparticles! construction/engineering! and! other!
nanostructures!for!biomedical!applications.!This!is!mostly!due!to!the!surface!chemistry!properties!
that! gold!provides,! such! as! inertness! and!nontoxic! nature! towards! cells,!which!makes! it! a! good!
candidate!for! in(vitro!and! in(vivo!applications![163–165].!The! low!toxicity!of!gold!nanostructures!
has!been!shown!in!a!number!of!studies!and!gold!nanoparticles!of!sizes!above!5!nm!are!considered!
to!be!safe!and!biocompatible![165].!Despite!being!nonWreactive!in!most!situations,!gold!has!affinity!
towards! amine,! thiol! and! carboxylic! terminal! groups,! which! allows! functionalization! with!
biomolecules! [141,! 166].! Specifically,! gold! is! known! to! form! strong! and! stable! covalent! gold–
thiolate!bonds!(Au–S,!~50!kcal/mol)!to!molecules!with!thiol!(SH)!groups![164,!167,!168].!

In! the! nanoscale! gold! structures! display! interesting! optical! and! electrical! properties.! Gold!
nanostructures! are! known! for! their! localized! surface! plasmon! resonance! (LSPR),! an! optical!
phenomenon!that!occurs!upon!interaction!between!an!electromagnetic!wave!and!the!conduction!
electrons! in! a!metal.! Upon! irradiation!with! light! of! an! appropriate!wavelength,! the! delocalized!
conduction!electrons!of!a!gold!nanostructure!start!to!oscillate!collectively!relative!to!the!lattice!of!
positive!nuclei!at!the!frequency!of!the!incoming!light.!At!this!resonant!frequency,!the!incident!light!
is!absorbed!by!the!nanostructure!and!part!of!the!photons!are!scattered!with!the!same!frequency!
in!all!directions.!The!light!is!absorbed!by!the!gold!nanostructure!as!phonons!and!the!vibrations!of!
the!lattice!are!typically!observed!as!heat.!The!extinction!of!a!LSPR!is!the!sum!of!the!absorption!and!
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scattering!components.!Additionally,!LSPR!produces!strong!electrical!near! fields! in!the!vicinity!of!
the!particle’s!surface![164,!165,!169].!

!

Figure!10.!Gold!nanospheres!and!nanorods!of!different!aspect!ratios!display!distinct!colors!in!solution!and!tunable!
ultraviolet,!visible!and!near!infrared!spectra.!The!scale!bars!in!the!transmission!electron!microscopy!images!at!the!
top!panels!represent!100!nm.!Reprinted-with-permission-from-[165].-Copyright-©-2010-SpringerLink.!

The! specific!properties!of! the! LSPR! response!and! the!optimal! resonance!wavelength!depend!on!
the! size,! shape! and! morphology! of! the! gold! nanostructures! (e.g.! nanospheres,! nanorods,!
nanodisks)! and! the! dielectric! environment! [163,! 165,! 169,! 170].! ! In! the! case! of! spherical!
nanoparticles!with! sizes! up! to! 50! nm!a! single! plasmon!band! is! observed! at! ~! 520! nm,!which! is!
responsible! for! the!ruby!red!colour!displayed!by!conventional!gold!nanospheres! (see!Figure!10).!
This!peak! is! redWshifted!and!becomes!broader!with! the! increase!of!particle!diameter! to!100!nm!
[169].!If!the!nanoparticles!have!an!anisoptropic!shape!(e.g.!a!rod)!two!plasmon!bands!occur!due!to!
the!electron!oscillation!along!the!two!axes:!The!transverse!plasmon!gold!band!occurs!at!520!nm!
(short! axis)! and! the! longitudinal! plasmon!band.! The! latter! is! located! at! higher!wavelengths! and!
depends! on! the! aspect! ratio! (length! to! width! ratio)! of! the! nanoparticles! (Figure! 10).! Thus! the!
wavelength! of! the! longitudinal! LSPR! band! can! be! tuned! by! controlling! the! dimensions! of! gold!
nanorods.! The! controlled! design! of! gold! nanostructures! allows! obtaining! LSPR! responses! in! a!
considerable!range!of!wavelengths!in!the!nearWinfrared!region!(800W1200!nm)![163,!165,!169,!170].!

All! three! interactions!generated!by!LPSR!(absorption,!scattering,!and!electrical!near!field)!can!be!
tuned!to!be!used!for!biomedical!applications![169,!170].!For!these!applications! it! is!beneficial! to!
operate!in!the!nearWinfrared!region!because!it!is!a!transparent!window!for!blood!and!other!types!
of!biological!samples!and!the!background!fluorescence!is!low!and!few!chromophores!absorb![165,!
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169].! As! near! infrared! light! can! penetrate! deep! into! tissues,! gold! nanorods! and! other! gold!
anisotropic! nanoparticles! can! be! applied! for! in( vivo! biomedical! imaging,! relying! on! its! strong!
absorption!and!light!scattering!properties![164,!165].!The!heat!generated!by!LSPR!absorption!has!
been!exploited! to!develop!new!medical! therapies,! such!as!photoWthermal! ablation!of! tumors!or!
photoWsensitive!drug!delivery![165,!166,!169].!!

Moreover,!gold!nanostructures!are!also!extremely! interesting! for! the!development!of!molecular!
sensors.! Binding! of! chemical! or! biological! analytes! (e.g.! proteins,! enzymes,! antigens,! antibodies!
and! microorganisms)! to! gold! surfaces! can! lead! to! changes! in! the! local! refractive! index! or!
aggregation! state! of! gold! nanoparticles,! resulting! in! a! redWshift! of! the! LPSR! band.! Thus,! it! is!
possible! to! detect! the! presence! of! these! analytes! by! monitoring! the! output! LSPR! resonance!
frequency![148,!165,!171].!Gold!nanoparticles!are!also!convenient!labels!for!biosensors!as!they!can!
be! detected! by! numerous! techniques,! due! to! their! high! optical! extinction! and! ! electrical!
conductivity! [164,! 172].! These! methods! can! be! carried! out! in! solution! or! can! also! involve! the!
binding!of! the! gold!nanoparticles! to! a! physical! support! (e.g.! an! array),! leading! to! a! change! in! a!
property,!e.g.!conductivity!of!the!support,!electrical!signal![148].!!!

Another! method! for! modulating! the! optical! plasmonic! response! of! gold! nanostructures! is! to!
assemble!gold!nanoparticles!into!secondary!structures.![147,!173,!174].!A!relevant!example!is!the!
coupling!of!nearby!gold!nanostructures!on!flat!surfaces!(e.g.!metal!films)!to!generate!local!optical!
hotspots![173].!In!optically!coupled!gold!nanostructures,!such!as!bold!tie!gold!antennas,!nanorod!
dimers!and!disk!pairs,!it!is!possible!to!localize!the!plasmonic!near!field!to!local!hotspots!in!the!nmW
sized! gap! between! nanostructures! [175,! 176]! The! electromagnetic! fields! generated! by! plasmon!
resonance!are!strongly!enhanced!so!that!light!and!energy!can!be!confined!in!the!subWwavelength!
gap![176–178].!LSPR!confinement!to!such!small!regions!is!useful!to!improve!the!sensitivity!of!LSPR!
sensing.! It!enables! to!probe! local!changes! in! refractive! index! induced!by! the!presence!of! few!or!
single! molecules! and! other! nanoWobjects! on! the! hotspot! location! [177,! 179,! 180].! The! highly!
focused! electromagnetic! field! (subWdiffraction! limited! volume)! can! also! be! used! as! a! nanolight!
source! to! control! light! induced! mechanisms! at! the! nanoscale:! e.g.! to! enable! multiWphoton!
absorption!of!other!molecules!at!the!hotspot!location![181],!or!to!enhance!of!the!excitation!and!
emission!of!quantum!emitters![182,!183].!!

3.1.1.3 CoreNshell-nanoparticles-

As!depicted!before,!the!physicochemical!properties!of!individual!metallic!nanoparticles!(iron!oxide,!
gold)! can! be! precisely! tuned! by! adjusting! their! size! and! shape.! By! combining! two! distinct!
nanomaterials! into! a! unique! modular! nanoconstruct! like! a! coreWshell! nanoparticle,! it! is! also!
possible! to! exploit! their! collective! magnetic,! optical,! electrical,! and! catalytical! characteristics.!
Among!coreWshell!nanoparticles,!magnetite!gold!coated!nanoparticles! (Fe3O4@Au,!Figure!8A)!are!
of!particular!interest!for!the!protection,!stability,!and!functionality!that!a!gold!coating!offers!to!the!
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iron! oxide! core! (see! previous! section).! Furthermore,! by! covering! the! surface! of! magnetic!
nanoparticles!with!gold,!it!is!also!possible!to!tune!the!magnetic!nanoparticles!to!absorb!light!in!the!
near!infrared!region,!which!is!highly!desired!for!applications!that!rely!on!light!absorption,!such!as!
medical! imaging! and! therapy! [184].!While! the! gold! shell! enables! distinct! optical! properties,! the!
magnetic! iron! oxide! core! presents! the! potential! for! noninvasive! MRI! imaging,! hyperthermia!
therapeutics,! and!magnetic! drug! targeting.! Hence,! by! combining! the!magnetic! functions! of! the!
iron!oxide!core!and!the!optical!properties!of!the!goldWshell!the!resultant!multifunctional!platform!
can! potentially! find! applications! in! multimodal! imaging! and! therapeutic! combinations,! such! as!
drug!delivery!and!photothermal!therapy!and!imageWguided,!minimally!invasive!interventions[184–
186].!

3.1.2 Design!considerations!and!requirements!for!biomedical!applications!

During!the!engineering!process!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates,!there!are!several!design!parameters!
that!need!to!be!considered!and!optimized!in!relation!to!its!applicability!in!biomedical!applications.!
For! instance,! most! of! the! biomedical! and! biological! applications! require! that! engineered!
nanoparticles! are! dispersible! and! chemically! stable! in! aqueous! solutions.! These! design!
considerations! are! mostly! relevant! in! applications! where! the! nanoparticles! are! exploited! as!
colloidal! carriers! in! solution,! such! as! the!magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! that!were!developed! in!
this!work! (coreWshell! Fe3O4@Au! and! the! CNCs! Fe3O4@PAA).! Therefore! I!will! not! extend! these!
design!considerations!for!nanoparticles! immobilized!onto!solid!supports!or!flat!surfaces!(e.g.!the!
gold!gapWantennas!used!in!this!PhD!work).!

Several!physicochemical!parameters!dictate!the!behavior!of!nanoparticles!in!solution,!including!its!
morphology,! hydrodynamic! size,! physicochemical! stability,! surface! properties! (charge,!
hydrophobicity,!etc)!and!magnetic!properties! (magnetic!moment,!remanence,!coercitivity)! ! [135,!
145,! 187].! Nanoparticle! functionalization! with! proteins! will! also! change! its! physicochemical!
properties!(e.g.!surface!charge)!and!has!to!be!taken!in!consideration.!!

Among! these! various! aspects,! nanoparticle! size! is! a! critical! parameter! to! control! during! the!
engineering!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!It!is!desirable!that!nanoparticles!retain!a!large!surface!
area! for! coupling! of! biomolecules.!Moreover,! control! of!monodisperse! nanoparticle! size! is! also!
very!important!because!the!properties!of!the!nanocrystals!(such!as!the!magnetic!properties!as!we!
will!see!below)!depend!strongly!on!their!dimensions![159]. 

In! that! sense,! the! dispersibility! and! colloidal! stability! of! magnetic! nanoparticles! in! aqueous!
solutions! is! of! major! importance! when! developing! magnetic! nanocarriers.! Bare! iron! oxide!
nanoparticles!(single!iron!oxide!core)!are!stable!at!high!and!low!pH!aqueous!solutions,!but!not!at!
intermediate! pH! values,! or! at! physiological! pH,! which! is! required! in! many! biomedical! and!
biological!applications![145].!SPIONs!have!a!large!surface!to!area!volume!and!possess!high!surface!
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energies! and! thus! tend! to! aggregate! in! neutral! aqueous! solutions! [188].! Naked! iron! oxide!
nanoparticles! have! also! high! chemical! activity! and! can! be! easily! oxidized! in! air,! resulting! in!
decrease!of!magnetism!and!dispersibility![188,!189].!To!overcome!nanoparticle!agglomeration!and!
to!properly!disperse!and!protect!SPIONs! in!neutral!aqueous!solutions! it! is! required!to!coat! their!
surface!with!an!inorganic!layer!(e.g.!silica,!carbon,!precious!metals),!surfactants,!or!polymers![159,!
189].!Surface!coating!of!SPIONs!has!also!an!additional!function!that!is!to!provide!chemical!handles!
(chemical!function!groups)!for!conjugation!of!biomolecules![145] 

Gold!is!a!highly!adequate!inorganic!coating!both!for!improving!the!stability!of!SPIONs!(and!other!
nanoparticles)! in!aqueous!dispersions!and! implementing!functionality![159].!The!outer!gold!shell!
improves! the!mechanical! stability!of!SPIONs!and!can!act!as!a!barrier! that!protects! the!magnetic!
core! from! oxidation! and! enzymatic! degradation! [150,! 190].! The! gold! surface! provides! also! the!
possibility! to! couple! SPIONS! to! biomolecules! and! other! chemical! agents! [186,! 191].! Surfactants!
and! polymers! can! be! used! to! passivate! the! nanoparticle! surface! and! avoid! agglomeration! by!
electrostatic! and! steric! repulsion.! ! Depending! on! its! chemical! and! physical! properties,! each!
surfactant! or! polymer! has! a! preferable! adsorption! to! particle! surfaces.! For! instance,! thiol!
functional!group!molecules!adsorb!strongly!to!gold!and!silver,!while!carboxylic!functional!groups!
agents! bond! to! aluminium!and! iron! oxide! [192].! Polyacrylic! acid! is! an! aqueous! soluble! polymer!
with!a!high!density!of!reactive!functional!carboxylic!groups.! It! is!an!attractive!coating!for!SPIONs!
because! of! the! strong! coordination! of! carboxylate! groups! with! iron! cations! [192,! 193].! The!
polyacrylic! acid! acts! as! a! surfactant,! as! the! extent! of! uncoordinated! carboxylate! groups! on! the!
polymer!chain!confer!these!nanoparticles!a!high!degree!of!dispersibility! in!water!solutions![193].!
The! carboxylate! groups! also! provide! anchoring! points! for! covalent! attachment! of! biomolecules!
[194,!195].!

The!performance!of! the!nanoparticles! should!be!extended! to! the!different!media!and!biological!
fluids!that!the!nanocarrier!will!encounter.!For! instance,!the!design!of!nanoparticle!carriers!for! in(
vivo!applications!(e.g.(diagnosis,!targeted!therapy,!drug!delivery)!has!to!consider!the!vasculature,!
the! anatomic! features! and! the! biological! barriers! of! the! human! body.! For! example,! magnetic!
nanoparticles! constructs! (e.g.! MRI! contrast! agents)! are! usually! designed! for! intravenous!
administration.! Since! blood! is! a! high! ionic! strength! heterogenous! solution,! it! can! induce!
nanoparticle! aggregation,! influencing! its! magnetic! properties! and! leading! to! its! sequestration!
[145].! While! in! the! bloodstream,! nanoparticles! can! also! interact! nonWspecifically! with! plasma!
proteins! (opsonization),! and! thus! trigger! a! response! from! the! adaptative! immune! system,!
extracellular!matrices,!and!nonWtargeted!cell!surfaces![140,!142,!145,!196].!

Tuning!the!size!of!the!nanoparticle!constructs!is!also!a!major!concern!for!in(vivo!applications.!The!
size! of! the! nanoparticles! influences! their! fate! in! the! body! and! their! distribution.! ! The! smallest!
capillaries! in! the! body! are! ~5W6! µm! and! it! is! imperative! that! the! hydrodynamic! size! of! the!
nanoparticles! is! significantly! lower! than! this! limit,! and! that! they! do! not! form! µmWsized!
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agglomerates,!that!can!obstruct!blood!vessels!and!cause!an!embolism![142].!Small!nanoparticles!(<!
20!nm)!are!characterized!by!higher!diffusion!rates,!which!leads!to!an!increase!of!the!concentration!
at! the! center! of! the! blood! vessels! and! limits! the! interactions! with! endothelial! cells,! leading! to!
longer! circulatory! residence! times! [140,! 145].! Small! nanoparticles! are! usually! excreted! renally!
[145].! Larger! nanoparticles! (150W300! nm)! are!more! easily! recognized! by! the! reticuloendothelial!
system!and!by!phagocytes,!and!are!cleared!through!the!liver!and!spleen![145].!In!order!to!target!
particular!tissues!or!organs,!nanocarrier!drug!delivery!systems!usually!require!the!engineering!of!
nanoparticles! with! sizes! in! the! range! 30W100! nm! [140].! These! size! limits! ensure! that! the!
nanoparticles! are! large! enough! to! avoid! leaking! into! capillaries! and! small! enough! to! avoid!
clearance!by!the!reticuloendothelial!system.!

The! development! and! optimization! of!magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! for! biomedical! application!
also!requires!a!careful!design!of!its!magnetic!properties.!Magnetic!nanoparticles!must!be!endowed!
with!the!specific!characteristics!required!for!their!practical!in!biomedical!applications.!!

One! usual! preWrequisite! of! magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! is! their! superparamagnetism.! As!
previously! mentioned,! in! biomedical! applications! superparamagnetism! is! necessary! to! avoid!
nanoparticle!agglomeration! in!the!presence!of!magnetic! fields.!This! is!particularly!relevant!for! in(
vivo!applications,!where!nanoparticle!agglomeration!could!lead!to!embolization!of!blood!vessels!as!
well!as! for! in(vitro!magnetic! separation!procedures,!where! the!proper! recovery!of! the!magnetic!
nanoparticles!is!desired!upon!removal!of!the!magnetic!field![135].!Superparamagnetism!occurs!in!
magnetic!materials!constituted!of!very!small!crystallites.!The!size!threshold!depends!on!the!nature!
of!the!material.!Iron!oxide!nanoparticles!(magnetite)!show!superparamagnetism!at!sizes!<!26!nm.!
Below! this! critical! size,! each! nanoparticle! becomes! a! single! magnetic! domain! and! exhibits!
superparamagnetic! behavior! when! the! temperature! is! above! the! blocking! temperature.! These!
individual!nanoparticles!have!a!large!constant!magnetic!moment,!perform!as!a!paramagnetic!atom!
with!fast!response!to!applied!magnetic!fields!and!they!are!characterized!by!negligible!remanence!
(residual!magnetism)!and!coercitivity!(field!required!to!bring!the!magnetization!to!zero)![150,!189].!

Another! key! feature! for! magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! is! their! magnetic! response! to! external!
magnetic!fields.!It!is!desired!that!the!final!nanocarrier!construct!has!high!magnetization!so!that!it!
can! be! practically! used! in! biomedical! applications.! For! instance! in! magnetic! drug! delivery!
applications!it!is!required!that!the!magnetization!of!the!nanoparticles!is!strong!enough!in!order!to!
withstand!the!drag!of!the!blood!flow,!and!keep!the!nanoparticles!in!proximity!of!the!target![135].!
The! magnetic! properties! of! magnetic! nanoparticles! are! dictated! by! the! composition,! size! and!
shape!of!their!magnetic!core![145,!197].!However,!the!magnetic!behavior!of!nanoparticles!is!also!
sensitive! to! the! environment,! including! interparticle! interations,! temperature! and! applied!
magnetic!fields![198].!The!nature!of!the!coating!will!also!influence!the!magnetic!properties!of!the!
nanoparticles![189].!!
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A!usual!limitation!in!developing!magnetic!nanoparticle!carriers!is!related!to!the!small!size!required!
for! superparamagnetism,! which! implies! a! magnetic! response! of! reduced! strength,! making! it!
difficult!to!control!the!movement!of!nanoparticles!by!moderate!magnetic!fields![135,!193].! !This!
restricts! their! usage! in! practical! applications! such! as! targeted! magnetic! delivery! or! magnetic!
separation!(which!takes!longer!time!periods).!One!way!of!obtaining!increased!magnetic!responses!
without!compromising!superparamagnetism!is!to!assemble!several!SPIONs!into!a!single!magnetic!
nanocarrier.!This!approach,!that!was!mentioned!earlier,!relies!on!the!controlled!agglomeration!of!
individual! SPIONs! to! form! secondary! CNCs.! In! these! clusters,! the!magnetic! interactions! among!
crystallites!are!sufficiently!disturbed.!The!result! is! that!the! individual!constituent!SPIONs!are!still!
single!domains!and!that!the!superparamagneticWferromagnetic!transition!is!suppressed![147].!

3.2 Engineering!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!

The!construction!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!is!usually!carried!out!in!distinct!steps/procedures!
that! have! to! be! taken! into! consideration! during! the! overall! design! of! the! nanoparticle!
bioconjugates!(Figure!11).!!

!

Figure!11.!The!distinct!steps/procedures!required!for!the!engineering!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!

The! first! step! usually! involves! the! synthesis,! or! nanofabrication! of! the! nanoparticles! (e.g.! for!
magnetic!nanoparticles!the!synthesis!of!the!iron!oxide!core).!Within!this!step!it!might!be!required!
to!coat!the!nanoparticle!surface!for!protection!of!the!core,!and!to!activate!the!surface!groups!for!
subsequent! biofunctionalization.! The! second! step! is! the! bioconjugation! procedure,! which! is!
carried!out!upon!protein! immobilization!onto! the!nanoparticle! surface.! In! some! cases! it! is! then!
required! to! separate! the! functionalized! nanoparticles! from! the! free! proteins! and! nonW
functionalized!nanoparticles.!!

An!essential!part!of!the!engineering!process!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!is!the!characterization!
procedure,!which! is!used!to!verify! if! the!nanoconstruct!and! its!parts! fit! the!design!expectations.!
The!main!goals!of!the!characterization!procedure!are!to!verify!the!physicochemical!characteristics!
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of!the!nanoparticles!and!the!confirm!the!presence!of!the!protein!molecules!after!bioconjugation.!
Thorough!characterization!of! the!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!should!be!done!along! the!different!
steps! of! the! engineering! process! of! the! nanocontructs.! A! short! description! of! some! techniques!
used! to!characterize!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!during! this!PhD!work!can!be! found! in!Appendix!
8.2.!Therein,! the!operating!principle!of! these!methods! is!described,!as!well!as! their!potential! to!
characterize!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!and!the!challenges!that!are!associated!to!their!analysis.!!

!

Figure! 12.! Schematic! representation! of! the! three! types! of! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! developed! during! the! PhD!
work!and!description!of!the!synthesis/nanofabrication!and!bioconjugation!techniques!that!were!used.!!

The! three! types! of! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! developed! during! this! PhD! work! and! the!
synthesis/nanofabrication! and! bioconjugation! techniques! used! for! their! construction! are!
summarized!in!Figure!12.!Fe3O4@Au!nanoparticles!were!derivatized!with!BSA!molecules!using!the!
light! assisted! molecular! immobilization! (LAMI)! technique! (Figure! 12A).! Magnetic! colloidal!
nanoparticle! clusters! (CNCs,! Fe3O4@PAA)!were! coupled! to! insulin!using! carbodiimide! chemistry.!
(Figure!12B).!BSA!was!immobilized!onto!the!nmWsize!gaps!of!Au!gapWantennas!(Figure!12C)!using!a!
modified!protocol! for! the!LAMI! technique!where! the!aromatic! residues!of! the!proteins!undergo!
threeWphoton!excitation.!!
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In! the! following! sections,! the! techniques! used! to! construct! and! engineer! nanoparticle!
bioconjugates!will!be!reviewed,!with!particular!attention!to!the!three!nanoparticle!constructs!that!
were!described!above.!

3.2.1 Engineering!nanoparticles!and!nanostructures!!

3.2.1.1 General-methods-for-preparing-nanoparticles-and-nanoparticle-structures-

There! are! two! basic! approaches! for! the! preparation! and! assembly! of! nanoparticles! like! the!
metallic!nanoparticles!used!in!this!work:!“top!down”!and!“bottom!up”![199,!200].!The!topWdown!
approach! relies! on! micromachining! materials! down! to! the! desired! size! and! patterns! and! is!
generally!subtractive!in!nature![200].!On!the!other!hand,!in!the!bottomWup!approach!the!structure!
is!built!up! from!small! constituents! (atoms,!molecules,! clusters,! the!building!blocks)!up! to!a! final!
structure![199,!201].!The!bottomWup!approach!relies!on!the!energetics!of!the!assembly!process!to!
direct!the!formation!of!the!pretailored!architecture![200].!

Typical! examples! of! topWdown! approaches! include!mechanical!machining/polishing,! lithography,!
laser!beam!and!electron!beam!processing!and!electrochemical!removal!(etching)![200].!With!the!
development! and! advances! of! lithography! processes! (photoWlithography,! XWray! lithography,! high!
resolution! eWbeam! lithography,! nearWfield! optical! lithography,! and! multiWphoton! optical!
lithography)!it!is!now!possible!to!obtain!minute!structures!with!sizes!and!features!down!to!20!nm!
and!below![202–204].!These!techniques!are! ideal! to!construct!patterns!and!nanostructures!with!
high! resolution! and! throughput! on! a! wafer! from! a! master.! One! example! is! nanosphere!
lithography,! which! is! a! cheap! and! extensively! used! process! to! fabricate! large! arrays! of! LSPR!
sensors!(e.g.!gold!nanoparticle!arrays).!High!resolution!scanning!electron!beam!lithography!can!be!
exploited!to!fabricate!versatile!arrays!of!gold,!or!other!metallic!nanostructures!of!different!shapes!
while!retaining!a!high!reproducibility![180].!This!approach!was!exploited!to!fabricate!the!gold!gapW
antenna!arrays!that!are!presented!in!this!PhD!work!(Figure!13).!After!depositing!a!gold!film!on!a!
substrate,! eWbeam! lithography! combined! with! reactive! ion! etching! was! used! to! fabricate! the!
periodic! arrays! of! gold! dimers! on! glass,!with! gaps! between!dimers! down! to! a! few!nanometers.!
Figure! 13B! shows! a! scanning! electron! microscopy! (SEM)! image! of! a! 5X5! array! of! gold! dimers!
obtained!by!this!technique,!where!it! is!possible!to!clearly!distinguish!the!nmWsized!gaps!between!
the!gold!dimers.!

Mechanical!attrition!and!milling!(e.g.!ball!milling)!are!other!typical!topWdown!processes!that!have!
been!used!for!the!production!of!nanoparticles!and!involve!the!fracturing!of!larger!coarseWgrained!
materials!to!form!individual!nanoparticles![199,!205].!Attrition!can!produce!fine!nanoparticles!in!a!
size!range!of!tens!to!several!hundred!nanometers.!However,!nanoparticles!produced!by!attrition!
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have!a!broad!size!distribution!and!heterogeneous!shapes!or!geometries.!Furthermore,!the!milling!
process!can!introduce!impurities!and!generate!defects!on!the!crystal!structures![205].!!!

!

Figure!13.!Gold!gapWantenna!arrays!used!in!this!PhD!work!for!3Wphoton!immobilization!of!BSA!with!LAMI.!The!gold!
dimers!arrays!were!fabricated!by!high!resolution!scanning!electron!beam!lithography.!The!SEM!image!of!a!5X5!array!
of!gold!dimers!clearly!shows!the!nmWsized!gaps!between!the!cylinders.!!

BottomWup!approaches!are!widely!preferred!for!the!production!of!nanoparticles,!as!they!generate!
nanostructures! with! less! defects,! and! with! uniform! chemical! composition! and! size.! ! There! are!
several! bottomWup!methods! to! produce!nanoparticles,!which! include! synthesis! in! liquid! and! gas!
phases,! or! by! solid! state! reactions! [200,! 205].! Solution! chemical! synthesis! routes! frequently!
constitute! the! most! indicate! methods! for! nanoparticle! production,! due! to! the! enhanced!
homogeneity!from!the!molecular!level!and!the!cost!effective!bulk!quantity!production![198].!!The!
preparation!of!nanoparticles!by!chemical!synthesis!in!solution!is!also!highly!convenient!for!use!in!
biomedical! and! biological! applications! since! surface! modification! of! the! particles! is! easily!
accomplished! during! or! after! synthesis! [198].! Chemical! synthesis! also! allows! a! facile! control! of!
particle!size!and!size!distribution,!morphology!and!agglomerate!size!by!manipulating!the!reaction!
parameters,!such!as!temperature,!pH,!concentration!of!the!reagents,!or!order!of!addition!of!the!
reagents![198].!!

In!the!remainder!of!this!section!I!will!focus!on!the!chemical!solution!methods!used!for!production!
of!magnetic!nanoparticle!carriers,! in!particular! the!SPIONs!nanoconstructs! (Figure!12)! that!were!
assembled!in!this!PhD!work.!

!
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3.2.1.2 Chemical-synthesis-of-superparamagnetic-iron-oxide-nanoparticles-

Synthesis-of-the-iron-oxide-core-

The!first!part!of!the!engineering!process!of!superparamagnetic! iron!oxide!nanoparticles!typically!
involves! the! fabrication!of! the! iron!oxide!core,!which! is!usually! composed!of!magnetite! (Fe3O4).!
There! are! several! solution! methods! to! prepare! individual! magnetite! (Fe3O4)! nanoparticles!
including! coWprecipitation! of! iron! salts,! microemulsion! methods,! thermolysis! (thermal!
decomposition),!hydrothermal!and!solvothermal!synthesis,!solWgel!and!polyol!synthesis![145,!155,!
159,!188,!192].!Two!of!these!methods!will!be!described!in!detail!as!they!were!used!to!synthesize!
the!magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! described! in! this!work:! the! coWprecipitation! of! iron! salts! and!
thermolysis!techniques.!

The!coWprecipitation!of!iron!salts!is!the!most!common!and!simple!chemical!preparation!method!to!
obtain! magnetite! (Fe3O4)! nanoparticles.! It! is! a! cost! effective! and! a! convenient! method:! the!
reaction! is! fast! (less! than! one! hour),! can! be! carried! out! at! low! temperatures! (20W90! °C)! in! a!
standard! reactor! vessel! and! a! large! number! of! nanoparticles! can! be! obtained! per! batch.!
Additionally,!it!is!a!favorable!technique!for!biological!applications,!as!the!synthesis!can!be!done!in!
aqueous! phase! in! contrast! to! other! synthesis! methods,! such! as! microemulsion! or! thermolysis,!
which! require! the!use!of!organic!solvents.!This!can! lead! to!unwanted!chemical! impurities! in! the!
final!products![192].!!

The! experimental! procedure! usually! involves! the! coWprecipitation! of! Fe2+! and! Fe3+! salt! solutions!
upon! addition! of! base! in! an! inert! atmosphere! [145].! The! chemical! reaction! of! Fe3O4! formation!
from!a!stoichiometric!mixture!of!ferrous!and!ferric!salts!is!described!in!scheme!9.!

OHOFeOHFeFe 243
32 482 +→++ −++ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(9)!

The!size!and!shape!of!the!magnetite!nanoparticles!can!be!tailored!by!adjusting!pH,!ionic!strength,!
nature!of! the! salts! (chlorides,! sulfates,! nitrates,! or! perchlorates),! or! the! Fe2+/Fe3+! concentration!
ratio!and!other!reaction!parameters!(temperature,!stirring!rate,!reaction!time,!dropping!speed!of!
the! basic! solution)! as!well! as! growth! inhibitors! [159,! 188,! 189,! 192].! SPIONs!with! sizes! ranging!
from!2!nm!to!17!nm!can!be!obtained!in!this!manner![159].!

A! major! disadvantage! of! traditional! coWprecipitation! procedures! is! that! it! is! difficult! to! obtain!
SPIONS!with! consistent! size,! shape! and! polydispersibility.! Control! of! particle! size! distribution! is!
limited!because!the!crystal!growth!is!only!controlled!by!kinetic!factors.!To!overcome!this!problem,!
one! can! add! polymers! and! chelating! organic! anions! (polyelectrolytes)! during! coWprecipitation! in!
order! to! control! the! size,! shape! and! crystallinity! of! SPIONs.! This! approach! is! quite! convenient!
because!these!agents!can!act!as!coatings/surfactants!after! the!synthesis! is!done!(coating! in(situ,!
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see!next!section).!The!coating!allows!recovering!the! iron!oxide!nanoparticles! in!neutral!aqueous!
solutions![159].!!

Another! inconvenience! of! the! coWprecipitation! technique! is! the! difficulty! to! obtain! perfect!
crystalline!magnetite! structures.! The!magnetic! saturation! values!obtained!experimentally! by! coW
precipitation!for!SPIONs!are!in!the!range!30W50!emu.gW1,!which!are!lower!than!corresponding!bulk!
magnetic!value!obtained!for!Fe3O4!of!90!emu.gW1![189].!Furthermore,!magnetite!nanoparticles!are!
not!very!stable!in!ambient!conditions!and!if!the!iron!oxide!surface!is!exposed!to!oxygen!during!the!
synthesis,! it! can!be!partially! oxidized! to!maghemite! that! is! still! superparamagnetic,! but! yields! a!
lower!magnetic!saturation![188,!189,!206].!

The! thermolysis! approach,! also! known! as! thermal! decomposition,! involves! generally! more!
complex!procedures!than!the!traditional!coWprecipitation!methods,!but!provides!sizeWcontrollable!
and! monodisperse! magnetic! nanoparticles! with! regular! and! excellent! crystal! morphology! [159,!
207].! As! the! name! indicates,! thermolytic! synthesis! relies! on! the! thermal! decomposition! of!
organometallic!precursors! in!high!boiling!point!organic!solvents!containing!fatty!acids,!or!amines!
as!stabilizing!surfactants![207].!!

Different! inorganic! precursors! have! been! used! to! produce! iron! oxide! nanoparticles! by! thermal!
decomposition,!e.g.!Fe(Cup)3,!Fe(CO)5,!Fe(acac)3,!and!FeCl3.!The!critical! reaction!components!are!
the! ratios! of! the! precursors,! the! solvents,! the! surfactants! (which! act! as! capping! ligands),! the!
temperature! and! the! reaction! time.! Heating! of! the! reaction! solution! to! a! sufficiently! high!
temperature! (150W320! °C)! leads! to! the!chemical! transformation!of! the!precursors! to! their!active!
atomic! or!molecular! species,!which! subsequently! condense! to! form!nanoparticles.!Nanoparticle!
size! can! be! controlled! by! stopping! the! reaction! at! different! growth! stages! or! by! changing! the!
concentration!of!capping!ligands,!which!limit!the!crystal!growth.!

The! major! inconvenience! of! these! routes! is! the! high! temperature! needed! for! the! reaction!
(requiring!often!special!equipment,!e.g.! reactors!and!autoclaves)! together!with!the! fact! that! the!
nanoparticles!are!finally!dispersed! in!non!polar!organic!solvents! [159,!188].! ! !Some!progress!has!
been! done! in! order! to! develop! greener! hydrolysis!methods! that! can! be! potentially! applied! for!
biomedical!applications.!!Several!research!groups!have!proposed!the!use!of!non!toxic!iron!chloride!
salts! (e.g.! FeCl3)! as! precursors! [208,! 209].! Furthermore,! there! are! currently! strategies! being!
developed! to!overcome! the! required! suspension! in!organic! solvents!by!making! the!nanocrystals!
waterWsoluble!(e.g!use!of!hydrophilic!capping!agents!such!as!PAA)![210,!211].!
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Assembly-of-SPIONs-secondary-structures-–-Colloidal-Nanoparticle-Clusters-

Some!of!the!conventional!nanoparticle!synthesis!methods!that!were!described!above!can!also!be!
adapted! in! order! to! prepare! magnetic! colloidal! nanoparticle! clusters! (CNCs)! with! superior!
magnetic! properties! (Figure! 14)! [147,! 207].! CNCs! can! be! formed! in! a! oneWstep! process! that!
involves! both! synthesis! and! controlled! agglomeration! of! individual! nanoparticles.! Alternatively,!
the! formation! of! CNCs! can! be! directed! in! twoWsteps! by! selfWassembly! of! already! synthesized!
surfactantWcoated!nanoparticles!(twoWstep!route)![147,!207].!CNC!assembly!by!thermolysis! is!one!
of!the!best!studied!approaches!to!assemble!metallic!oxide!CNCs!and!has!been!used!in!this!work!to!
develop! Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs.! This! procedure! consists! of! a! one–step! reaction,! which! requires! two!
growth!stages:! firstly! the!primary!nanoparticles!nucleate!and!grow! in!a!supersaturated!solution,!
and!secondly!they!agglomerate!forming!larger!secondary!structures![147].!

!

Figure!14.!Preparation!strategies!for!assembling!colloidal!nanoparticle!clusters!(CNCs).!Adapted!from![147].!

In! a! standard! thermolysis! process,! the! concentration! of! the! capping! agents! (surfactants)! is!
optimized!in!order!to!prevent!interparticle!agglomeration!through!steric!interactions!and!thereby!
obtain!individual!nanoparticles!of!uniform!sizes.!In!contrast,!the!thermolysis!approach!to!assemble!
CNCs! relies!on! reducing! the!degree!of!protection! conferred!by! the! capping!agent! to! induce! the!
agglomeration! of! primary! nanoparticles.! The! first! event! in! the! synthesis! of! metal! oxide!
nanoparticles!is!nucleation!upon!thermolysis!of!the!precursors.!In!the!absence!of!capping!agents,!
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the! spherically! shaped! nanoparticles! further! grow! at! 250! °C! upon! the! temperature! increase.!
Ultimately,!the!nanospheres!agglomerate!into!flower!like!clusters!given!the!lack!of!protection!from!
ligands.!The!key!feature!to!assemble!CNCs!is!to!maintain!an!appropriate!concentration!of!capping!
ligands,! not! sufficient! to! protect! the! primary! nanoparticle! spheres! from! agglomeration,! but!
enough! to! stabilize! the! formed! 3D! nanostructures.! The! size! of! the! crystal! nanoclusters! can! be!
tuned!by!changing!reaction!conditions,!such!as!the!concentration!of!the!capping! ligands!and!the!
reaction!time![147].!This!approach!has!been!used!to!build!complex!3D!CNCs!of!metal!oxides!with!
different!compositions!(e.g.!In2O3,!ZnO,!CoO,!and!MnO2)!and!sizes![147].!

In!this!PhD!work!a!high!temperature!thermolysis!process!based!on!a!method!developed!by!Ge!et!
al.! [193]!was! used! to! build! the! Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs! (Figure! 12).! In! this! process,! FeCl3! and! sodium!
hydroxide!(NaOH)!were!used!as!precursors,!diethylene!glycol!(DEG)!as!solvent,!and!a!shortWchain!
polyacrylic! acid! (PAA)! as! a! surfactant/capping! agent.! The! size! of! the! CNCs!was! easily! tuned! by!
adjusting!the!concentration!of!NaOH,!resulting!in!CNCs!of!selected!sizes!between!30!nm!and!500!
nm.!These!magnetic!CNCs!show!high!magnetization!in!solution!and!superparamagnetic!properties,!
since!they!encompass!several!magnetite!nanoparticles!of!~10!nm.!This!would!not!be!the!case!for!a!
single!magnetite!crystallite!in!the!same!size!range!(30W500!nm).!

Coating-of-the-nanoparticle-surface-

As!previously!mentioned,!in!order!to!use!SPIONs!in!biomedical!applications!it!is!generally!required!
to!coat! the!surface!of! the! iron!oxide!core.!Coatings!can!have!multiple! functions! in! the!magnetic!
nanoparticle!carrier!e.g.!to!improve!the!nanoparticle!stability!and!dispersibility!at!intermediate!pH!
aqueous!solutions,!or!to!provide!anchoring!chemical!sites!for!protein!bioconjugation.!The!coating!
procedure!can!be!done!during! (in( situ! coating)!or!after! synthesis! (postWsynthesis!adsorption!and!
post!synthesis!end!grafting)![145,!159].!

In!general,!surfactants!and!polymers!are!added!during!the!synthesis!(in(situ!coating)!and!in!many!
cases!are!also!active!participants!in!the!synthesis!procedure.!As!mentioned!before,!it!is!common!to!
add! polymers! and! chelating! organic! anions! to! control! coWprecipation! procedures.! During!
thermolysis! procedure! the! surfactants! have! also! an! active! role! as! capping! agents.! For! example,!
during!the!synthesis!and!assembly!of!Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs!(vide(supra),!PAA!is!a!critical!component,!
as! it! stabilizes! the! threeWdimensional! CNC! structures.! ! PAA! is! simply! added!during! the! synthesis!
procedure! and! is! usually! adsorbed! onto! the!magnetite! surface! by! electrostatic! interaction.! The!
carboxylate!groups!of!PAA!coordinate!strongly!with!iron!cations!on!the!magnetite!surface.!Charges!
at!the!carboxylate!ion!deWlocalize!between!the!two!oxygen!atoms!because!of!the!resonance!effect.!
This!resonance!effect!is!expected!to!provide!more!stability!to!the!carboxylate!ion![192].!

On! the! other! hand,! the! deposition! of! inorganic! coatings! is! usually! done! after! the! synthesis!
procedure!(post!synthesis!end!grafting),!e.g.!deposition!of!a!silica!shell!by!Stöber!methods!or!a!sol–
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gel!process,!or!the!reduction!of!a!single!metal!on!the!magnetite!surface.!Gold!is!often!employed!to!
passivate!the!surface!of!magnetite!and!avoid!its!oxidation!and!is!usually!coated!immediately!after!
fabrication!of!the!magnetite!core.!The!method!used!for!gold!deposition!is!related!to!the!previous!
Fe3O4! core! synthesis! procedure.! Gold! can! be! coated! onto! magnetic! nanoparticles! through!
reactions! in! microemulsion! [212–214],! redox! transmetalation,! iterative! hydroxylamine! seeding!
[206,!215],!or!other!methods![184,!190,!216,!217].!

A! simple! and! practical! approach! aiming! at! the! subsequent! bioWfunctionalization! consists! on!
carrying! out! both! iron! oxide! core! synthesis! and! gold! coating! in! an! aqueous! phase.! It! can! be!
achieved! by! direct! reduction! of! a! gold! salt! (HAuCl4)! on! the! magnetite! surface! (using! a! weak!
reducing!agent,!e.g.!hydroxylamine!or!sodium!citrate)! [206,!215].!The!thickness!of!the!gold!shell!
can! be! tuned! by! controlling! the! ratio! of! the! reducing! agent! to! gold! salt! [169,! 218].! The! use! of!
citrate!as!reducing!agent!to!produce!Fe3O4@Au!is!quite!convenient,!because!citrate!has!different!
functionalities! during! the! whole! synthesis! procedure! and! it! is! not! required! to! introduce! other!
chemicals.! First! citrate! acts! as! a! surfactant! for! freshly! synthesized! Fe3O4!nanoparticles,! then! it!
works!as!a!reducing!agent!for!gold!coating,!and!finally!it!serves!as!an!anionic!stabilizer/stabilizing!
agent!for!Fe3O4@Au!nanoparticles.!!!

In!this!PhD!work,!the!coreWshell!Fe3O4@Au!nanoparticles!(Figure!12)!were!synthesized!in!aqueous!
phase,! following! the!approach!described!above.!Firstly,! the!magnetite!nanoparticles! (core)!were!
synthesized!by! the! conventional!method!of! iron! salts! coWprecipitation! in! aqueous! solution,!with!
sodium!citrate!as!a!stabilizer.!Subsequently,!these!iron!oxide!nanoparticles!were!used!as!seeds!for!
gold!reduction!with!sodium!citrate.!

3.2.2 Immobilization!techniques!for!protein!bioconjugation!

During! the! synthesis! and! nanofabrication! procedures! of! nanoparticles,! their! surface! is! already!
prepared! for! further! functionalization! with! biomolecules,! e.g.! by! the! introduction! of! functional!
coatings! such! as! gold! and! carboxylic! groups.! The! next! step! in! constructing! nanoparticle!
bioconjugates! is! the! immobilization! of! proteins! on! the! activated! nanoparticle! surface.! A! wide!
range!of!techniques!has!been!developed!for!the!biofunctionalization!of!solid!nanoparticles,!such!
as! the! magnetic! nanoparticles! and! gold! dimers! that! were! used! in! this! PhD! work.! ! The! initial!
selection!on!which!approach!to!use!is!normally!determined!by!different!factors!such!as!the!type,!
shape,!size!of!the!nanoparticle,!its!surface!ligands!or!available!functional!groups,!together!with!the!
characteristics!of!the!protein,!its!size,!surface!charges,!and!available!functional!groups,!and!finally!
the! application! of! the! bioconjugate! [219].! Due! to! their! extremely! high! surface! to! volume! ratio,!
nanoparticles! have! a! highly! active! surface! chemistry! compared! to! their! bulk!materials.! For! this!
reason! the! interaction! between! proteins! and! the! surface! of! nanoparticles! surfaces! is! quite!
different!than!what!occurs!when!proteins!are!attached!to!a!flat!surface!of!the!same!bulk!material.!
The! attachment! of! proteins! to! nanoparticles! results! in! the! formation! of! a! dynamic! biological!
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corona,!whose!thickness!and!composition!depends!greatly!on!the!characteristics!of!the!attached!
protein![151,!196,!220].!!

Another! important! part! of! the! bioconjugation! procedure! is! the!washing! and! purification! of! the!
nanoparticle! bioconjugates.! During! the! functionalization! procedure! several! washing! steps! are!
often!required,!in!order!to!remove!the!excess!reagents!used!as!linkers!or!reactants,!before!adding!
the! protein.! Additionally,! after! biofunctionalization,! the! uncoupled! free! biomolecules! should! be!
removed! from! the! colloidal! suspension.! The! separation! of! the! excess! reagents! or! biomolecules!
from!the!nanoparticles!can!be!done!by! the!use!of! separation! techniques!such!as!centrifugation,!
dialysis!or!magnetic!separation!by!applying!external!magnetic!fields!(for!magnetic!nanoparticles).!
The! type! of! washing! and! separation! procedure! should! be! selected! depending! on! the! type! of!
nanoparticle!bioconjugate!in!construction.!

Furthermore,!the!immobilization!procedures!should!prevent!the!loss!of!activity!and!stability!of!the!
proteins,! considering! their! sensitivity! towards!pH,! temperature!and!chemical!environments.! It! is!
also!possible!that!other!reagents!employed!during!the!functionalization!process!may!contribute!to!
protein! denaturation! and! activity! loss! [138].! For! all! the! reasons! above,! close!monitoring! of! the!
quality!and!quantity!of!the!conjugated!protein!and!control!of!the!biological!function!is!extremely!
important,!and!should!be!part!of!the!characterization!process!of!the!bioconjugates!(see!Appendix!
8.2)!

Herein! the! two! types! of! immobilization! techniques! that! were! used! in! this! work,! chemical! and!
photochemical! immobilization,!will!be!described! in!detail! in! the! following!section,!as!well!as! the!
advantages!and!disadvantages!inherent!to!these!methods.!

3.2.2.1 Chemical-immobilization-of-proteins-on-nanoparticle-surfaces-

There! are! several! chemical! approaches! for! immobilizing! proteins! onto! the! surfaces! of!
nanoparticles,! which! usually! fall! into! two! categories:! non! covalent! interactions! and! covalent!
chemistry.!Non!covalent!bioconjugations!are!usually!simpler!procedures!and!can!be!subdivided!in!
the!techniques!based!on!electrostatic/hydrophobic!interactions!and!those!consisting!on!biological!
recognition,! binding,! affinity! interactions! or! enzyme! activity! [219].! ! Proteins! can! adsorb! on!
surfaces! such! as! nanoparticles! through! electrostatic! interactions! (Figure! 15A)! and! through!
hydrophobic!and!polar!interactions.!The!type!of!interaction!will!depend!on!the!particular!protein!
and! surface! involved! and! requires! that! both! display! appropriate! cognate! surfaces! to! mediate!
attachment![219,!221].!In!either!case!protein!adsorption!frequently!results!in!a!heterogenous!and!
randomly!oriented!protein! layer,!as!each!protein!molecule!can! form!different!contact! sites!with!
the! nanoparticle! surface! [138].! Another! major! disadvantage! of! bioconjugation! via!
electrostatic/hydrophobic! interactions! is! that! proteins! can! be! easily! detached! from! the! surface!
upon!changes!in!pH,!salt!concentration,!or!temperature![219].!
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Other! nonWcovalent! protein! attachment! strategies! involve! the!use!of! intermediary! biomolecules!
(e.g.!antibodies,!enzymes,!coWfactors)!that!work!as!a!linker!and!promote!the!binding!of!protein!to!
the!nanoparticles![222].!The!most!known!linking!strategy!is!based!on!the!strongest!nonWcovalent!
interaction! that! is! known,! streptavidin! binding! to! its! coWfactor! biotin! [219].! As! there! are! a!wide!
number!of!linkers/biomolecules!that!can!be!functionalized!with!biotin,!it!is!a!simple!and!versatile!
technique! to!achieve!a! specific! linkage! [219,!222].!Depending!on! the!strategy!used,! streptavidin!
can!be!coupled!to!the!nanoparticles!and!used!as!a!linker!to!bind!biotinilated!target!biomolecules!
(Figure!15B)!or!reversibly!biotinilated!biomolecules!can!be!used!to!couple!streptavidin.!

!

Figure!15.!Distinct!chemical!approaches!used!for!immobilizing!proteins!onto!the!surface!of!nanoparticles.!Adapted!
from![219].!

Covalent! chemistry! strategies! are!preferable!due! to! the!high! stability! of! covalent! bounds! [138].!
This! type! of! interaction! is! much! stronger! and! thus! convenient! for! the! longWterm! stability! of!
nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!These!techniques!can!involve!the!direct!attachment!of!proteins!to!the!
nanoparticles!surface,!or!the!use!of!an!intermediary!or!spacer,!which!is!usually!a!surface!attached!
stabilizing!ligand.!Most!of!the!covalent!protein!immobilization!techniques!rely!on!the!existence!of!
active!functional!groups!provided!by!the!protein!amino!acids!including!amino!NH2,!carboxylic!acid!
COOH,!hydroxyl!OH!and!thiol!SH![138].!
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Proteins!can!be!chemically!coupled! to!different!kinds!of!nanoparticles!using!established!reagent!
such!as!bifunctional!crossWlinker!molecules.!There!are!several!covalent!crossWlinker!reagents!found!
in! literature,! which! link! proteins! to! functional! groups! of! nanoparticles! such! as! carboxylic! acid,!
hydroxyl,! sulphydryl! and! amino! groups,! and! are! used! according! to! the! specific! needs! (chemical!
specificity,!spacer!arm!between!nanoparticle!and!protein,!cleavability!of!the!link)![138,!219].!!For!
instance,! carbodiimide! reagents,! such! as! the! crossWlinker! 1WethylW3W(3Wdimethylaminopropyl)!
carbodiimide!(EDC),!are!used!to!link!carboxyl!modified!surfaces!of!nanoparticles!and!the!primary!
amines! of! biomolecules! (Figure! 15C).! Proteins! usually! have! several! primary! amines! in! the! sideW
chains!of!lysine!residues!and!NWterminus!of!each!polypeptide,!which!are!available!as!targets.!EDC!is!
a! zeroWlength! crossWlinker! and! is! widely! used! for! bioconjugation! as! it! allows! covalent! bound!
between! nanoparticles! and! proteins! without! the! insertion! of! an! exogenous! spacer! [138].!
Nonetheless,!care!should!be!taken!when!using!these!approaches,!as!direct!attachment!of!a!protein!
to!a! surface! can! result! in!a! steric! constraint! that! can!modify!protein! reactivity! compared! to! the!
protein!in!solution![138,!219].!As!mentioned!in!the!previous!chapter,!proteins!containing!cysteine!
residues!can!also!be!directly!attached!to!some!metal!nanoparticle!surfaces!such!as!gold!by!stable!
AuWS!bonds!(50!kcal/mol)!(Figure!15D)![164,!167,!168].!MetalWthiol!interactions!are!more!resistant!
than!nonWcovalent!bonds,!which!are!in!the!range!of!1W5!kcal/mol![223].!When!a!protein!does!not!
contain! free! cysteine! residues! (or! other! suitable! residues! required! for! the! specific! conjugation),!
the!most!common!strategy!is!to!chemically!introduce!sulphydril!groups.!One!way!of!obtaining!free!
thiol!groups!is!by!reducing!the!disulphide!bonds!of!the!proteins!with!mild!reducing!agents,!such!as!
dithiothreitol! (DTT),! 2Wmercaptoethanol,! or! tris(2Wcarboxyethyl)phosphine! hydrochloride! [138,!
224,!225].!!

Considering! the! nature! of! all! the! chemistries! described! above! it! is! important! to! recall! that! the!
bioconjugation!of!nanoparticles!usually!occurs!via!a!stochastic!process!and!in!the!end!it!is!possible!
that!not!all!nanoparticles!have!the!same!number/nature!of!proteins!immobilized!to!their!surface.!
Bioconjugates! may! consist! of! nanoparticles! with! and! without! attached! biomolecules! and!
depending!on!the!biofunctionalization!methods!that!are!used!there!might!exist!heterogeneity! in!
the! orientation! of! the! attached! proteins! [219].! This! is! particularly! relevant! in! cases! where! the!
chemistry! can! react! with! different! groups! on! the! protein.! For! instance,! when! applying! a!
carbodiimide!(EDC)!chemistry!for!bioconjugation!one!should!consider!that!there!may!be!different!
primary!amines!available!in!proteins!(lysine!residues!and!NWterminus!of!each!polypeptide)!to!form!
amide!bonds!with!the!carboxylic!target!groups!in!nanoparticles![219].!These!type!of!reactions!have!
also!high!propensity!for!crossWlinking!and!formation!of!higher!order!structures!and!agglomerates!
[219].!!

In!this!work!a!chemical!immobilization!procedure!based!on!carbodiimide!chemistry!with!EDC!was!
used! to! immobilize! insulin! onto! the! polyacrilic! acid! surface! of! the! magnetic! CNCs! (Figure! 12).!
Insulin!was!selected!as!a!model!protein!to!couple!to!superparamagnetic!CNCs!aiming!at!targeting!
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the! insulin! receptor! in! cells.! Human! insulin! contains! only! three! accessible! primary! amines! as!
suitable! targets! for!coupling!to!carboxyl!groups!with!carbodiimide!chemistry,!which!restricts! the!
possible!number!of!orientations!of! the! immobilized! insulin!molecules!on! the!CNCs! surface.! This!
work!will!be!described!in!detail!in!Chapter!4.!

3.2.2.2 Photochemical- immobilization- of- proteins- and- light- assisted- molecular-
immobilization-(LAMI)-

A!disadvantage!of!most!of!the!chemical!protein!immobilization!methods!is!that!they!require!one!
or!more!chemical/thermochemical!steps!and!in!some!cases!the!use!of!hazardous!chemicals.!Often!
it! is! also! needed! to! introduce! exogenous! chemical! groups! in! the! protein! to! promote! the!
bioconjugation.!All!of!these!conditions!and!constraints!can!affect!the!stability!and!conformation!of!
the! conjugated! protein! and! thus! lower! its! biological! activity/function.! Furthermore,! chemical!
immobilization! procedures! are! also! laborious! and! timeWconsuming,! as! they! can! include! several!
preliminary!and!washing!steps.!To!overcome!the!drawbacks!of!classic!immobilization!procedures,!
noninvasive!coupling!techniques!and!mild!reaction!conditions!are!of!major!interest.!In!that!sense,!
photochemical!reactions!are!appropriate!alternatives!for!the!development!of!new!immobilization!
technologies.!Photochemical! immobilization!does!not!usually!require!prior!chemical!modification!
of!the!proteins!(except!for!the!appropriate!energy!light!dose)!and!the!reaction!conditions!(e.g.!pH,!
temperature)!can!be!adapted!to!the!needs!of!the!coupling!protein![221,!226,!227].!Furthermore,!
lightWdependent!protocols!enable!to!experimentally!choose!the!time!of!initiation!and!the!extent!of!
biomolecule!binding![226].!

Most! of! the! lightWdependent! immobilization! procedures! require! mediating! photosensitive!
reagents,!which!are!activated!by!the!incident!light!of!appropriate!wavelength.!These!reagents!are!
usually! previously! coupled! to! the! material! surfaces,! to! the! biomolecules! or! to! the! synthetic!
polymers.! The! immobilization! of! the! biomolecules! is! mediated! by! the! light! activation! of! the!
photosensitive! reagents.! The! photochemical! reactions! triggered! by! activation! and! subsequent!
chemical! transformation! of! the! reagents! ultimately! lead! to! the! formation! of! covalent! bonds!
between! the!photogenerated! intermediates/photospecies! and! the! target!molecules,! or!material!
surfaces![221,!226].!Currently!used!photoreagents!for!immobilization!on!material!surfaces!include!
substituted!arylazides,!diazirines,!benzophenones,!and!nitrobenzyl!groups.!Most!of!these!reagents!
can!be!activated!through! irradiation!at!wavelengths!≥!350!nm,! for!which!most!biomolecules!are!
transparent,!thus!avoiding!harmful!interactions!with!the!protein!chromophores![221,!226].!

The! light! assisted!molecular! immobilization! (LAMI)! technique! (Figure!1)!uses!a! similar!operating!
principle!to!the!methods!described!above!and!shares!many!of!its!advantages.!However,!it!does!not!
require!the!use!of!external!photosensitive!reagents,!as!it!relies!on!light!activation!of!endogenous!
photosensitive! groups! of! the! proteins:! the! aromatic! residues! tryptophan,! tyrosine! and!
phenylalanine.! Aforementioned,! the! LAMI! technique! explores! the! natural! photoWmechanism! in!
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proteins! and! peptides,! where! a! disulphide! bridge! is! disrupted! upon! UV! excitation! of! nearby!
aromatic! residues! (see! section! 2.2.1.3).! The! thiol! groups! generated! by! light! induced! disulphide!
bond! disruption! are! used! to! attach! the! proteins! onto! a! thiol! reactive! substrate! (e.g.! gold,! thiol!
derivatized! glass! and! quartz! surfaces).! This! procedure! results! in! covalent! coupling! between! the!
biomolecules!and!the!thiol!reactive!surfaces!via!covalent!bond,!or!thiolWAu!bond.!In!principle,!this!
technique! can! be! applied! to! most! of! the! proteins! containing! disulphide! bonds! since! aromatic!
residues! are! preferred! spatial! neighbors! of! disulphide! bridges! [1].! Several! proteins! were!
successfully!immobilized!onto!thiol!reactive!surfaces!(e.g.!quartz!derivatized!slides)!using!the!LAMI!
technology! such! as! cutinase,! lysozyme,!major! histocompatibility! complex,! alkaline! phosphatase,!
Fab!fragments,!and!prostate!specific!antigen![2–4].!

Another!advantage!of!lightWdependent!immobilization!techniques!such!as!LAMI!is!that!the!protein!
coupling! can! be! controlled! by! the! irradiation! procedure.! In! the! case! of! LAMI,! the! disruption! of!
disulphide!bonds!and!subsequent!immobilization!onto!thiol!reactive!surfaces!is!dependent!on!the!
UV!excitation!of! the!aromatic! residues.!Therefore,! the! immobilization!only!occurs!where!the!UV!
photons! are! present.! This! is! particularly! relevant! for! protein! immobilization! onto! flat! surfaces.!
Using!a!beam!of!UV!light!it!is!possible!to!restrict!the!coupling!area!to!the!size!of!the!focal!spot.!The!
pattern!of!immobilized!molecules!on!the!surface!can!be!controlled!by!shaping!the!pattern!of!the!
UV! light! used! for! molecular! immobilization.! This! is! extremely! relevant! for! the! development! of!
functional! protein!microarrays! and!protein!biochips.! Protein!microarrays!have!become!essential!
for! medical! diagnostics! and! drug! research,! as! the! microarray! format! allows! high! throughput!
analysis! of! assays! in! a! parallel! fashion.! Usually,! the! construction! of! microarrays! is! limited! by!
printing!and!spotting!of!proteins!on!a!planar!substrate.!Printing!and!spotting!of!proteins!is!feasible!
by!various!techniques,!such!as!pin!dispensing!and!piezo!electric!injectors!that!are!used!to!dispense!
tiny! amounts! of! liquids! [228–231],! or! upon! preWtreatment! of! the! surface! using! nanofabrication!
techniques.!These!procedures!are!used! to! form!spots,!or! large!protein!microarrays! (by!chemical!
immobilization).! Photochemical! immobilization! methods! bypass! the! use! of! microWdispenser!
techniques! and! associated! technical! difficulties! to! build! protein! spots.! Furthermore,! these!
techniques! ensure! high! lateral! resolution! of! protein! immobilization! as! the! proteins! are! only!
immobilized!on!the!zones!exposed!to!light![221].!!

Based!on!the!LAMI!technique!the!Nanobiotechnology!Group!at!Aalborg!University!developed!a!set!
up! for! large! scale! immobilization! of! proteins! onto! thiosilaneWfunctionalized! glass! slides.! The!
immobilization!procedure! is!carried!out!by!simply! focusing!a!UV! laser!beam!onto! the!glass! slide!
surface!where!a!droplet!of!protein!solution!was!deposited.!The!LAMI!process!is!relatively!fast!and!
is!determined!by!physicochemical!parameters!as!well!as! the! light! fluency! (power!per!unit!area).!
The!exposure!process!is!carried!out!using!100!ms!illumination!per!spot!with!~1mW!280!nm!8MHz!
femtosecond!pulses! [3].!The!setup! includes!a!computer!controlled!shutter!and!stage,!where!the!
slide! is! positioned,! and! the! computer! is! programmed! to! create! an! array! with! micrometer!
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resolution!by!automatic!exposure!of!the!programmed!areas!with!the!laser!beam.!Using!this!setup!
it! was! possible! to! obtain! spot! sizes! of! ~3W5! micron! [2,! 3,! 5].! This! procedure! is! used! to! build!
microarrays!of!active!biosensors,!such!as!e.g.!a!prostate!specific!antigen!(cancer!marker)!detection!
biosensor! [4].! The! spot! size! resolution! is! further! improved! by! combining! the! UV! light! assisted!
immobilization!procedure!with!the!Fourier!transforming!properties!of!lenses.!By!inserting!a!spatial!
mask! into!the!UV! light!beam,! it! is!possible!to!shape!the!pattern!of!the!UV! light!used!for!protein!
immobilization! of! the! thiolWreactive! surface.! This! approach! enables! to! simultaneously! produce!
multiple!spots!of!immobilized!protein!with!an!individual!spot!size!of!~700!nm![6,!7].!

!

Figure!16.!LAMI!of!proteins!onto!coreWshell!Fe3O4@Au!nanoparticles.!

In! this! PhD! work! the! LAMI! technology! was! exploited! to! immobilize! proteins! on! nanoparticle!
surfaces,! instead! of! flat! surfaces.! Among! nanoparticles,! magnetite! gold! coated! nanoparticles!
(Fe3O4@Au)!were!selected!for!protein!immobilization!with!LAMI,!due!to!its! interesting!magnetic,!
optical!and!chemical!properties!and!its!chemical!stability,!good!biocompatibility,!low!toxicity,!and!
easy!dispersibility.!Furthermore,!gold!was!a!convenient!coating! for!LAMI!bioconjugation,!since! it!
has! affinity! towards! biomolecules!with! thiol! terminal! groups.! Bovine! Serum!Albumin! (BSA)!was!
used!as!a!model!protein!to!test!and!apply!LAMI!immobilization!on!magnetic!nanoparticles,!at!it!is!
rich! in! disulphide! bonds,! making! it! a! good! candidate! for! LAMI! conjugation! onto! thiol! reactive!
surfaces! (Figure! 16).! The! immobilization! process!was! carried! out! in! solution! upon! irradiation! of!
sample! of! BSA! and! Fe3O4@Au! nanoparticles! with! 295! nm! light! using! a! standard! fluorescence!
spectrometer!equipped!with!a!75WW!Xenon!arc!lamp!coupled!to!a!monochromator.!This!work!will!
be!described!in!detail!in!Chapter!4.!

This!PhD!work!also!looked!into!improving!some!aspects!of!the!LAMI!procedure,! in!particular!the!
enhancement! of! the! spatial! resolution! obtained! for! protein! based! arrays.! As! previously!
mentioned,!the!LAMI!technique!had!been!so!far!applied!to!create!highWdensity!protein!arrays!with!
a!resolution!restricted!to!the!focusing!ability!of!the! light!source,! i.e.!allowing!spot!sizes!of!a! few!
hundred! nanometers.! In! this! work! the! plasmonic! properties! of! gold! gapWantennas! (see! Section!
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3.1.1.2)! were! exploited! to! confine! the! electromagnetic! field! used! for! immobilization! to! a! subW
wavelength!scale!(hotspot!region)!and!thereby!enable!the!light!induced!immobilization!of!proteins!
onto! nmWsized! gaps! between! gold! dimers! (Figure! 12).! While! gold! nanostructures! are! typically!
resonant! in! the! nearWinfrared,! the! excitation! of! the! aromatic! residues! of! proteins,! required! for!
initiation!of! the! LAMI!process,! typically! takes!place! in! the!UV! (Trp! and!Tyr! absorb!maximally! at!
~278!nm!and!Tyr!at!~275!nm,!respectively).!In!order!to!compensate!for!the!energy!mismatch,!the!
phenomenon! of!multiWphoton! excitation! of! fluorophores!was! explored.! In! the! process! of!multiW
photon!excitation,!the!excited!fluorophore!interacts!simultaneously!with!multiple!longWwavelength!
photons!(from!the!same!light!source,!e.g.!laser!beam)!in!order!to!be!excited!to!its!first!singlet!state!
(Figure! 17).!Multiphoton! excitation! requires! the! use! of! high! energy! fs! lasers! since! a! high! peak!
power! is! necessary! in! order! to! increase! the! probability! that!multiple! photons! are! available! for!
absorption! [71,!232].! In! threeWphoton!excitation,! a! fluorophore! that!usually!absorbs!at! λ! can!be!
excited!at!at!a!wavelength!3xλ!when!subjected!to!a!high!intensity!radiation.!Trp!can!be!excited!at!
wavelengths!~850!nm!using!a!fsWpulsed!Ti:sapphire!laser![233,!234].!

!

!

Figure!17.!Jablonski!diagram!depicting!multiphoton!excitation!of!a!fluorophore.!The!fluorophore!is!excited!to!higher!
energy!states!upon!oneW!(hν1),!twoW!(hν2),!and!threeWphoton!(hν3)!excitation.!The!absorption!of!two!hν2!or!three!hν3!
photons!occurs!simultaneously.!Adapted!from![71].!

Herein,!the!absorption!of!multiple!photons!from!the!optical!near!field!was!exploited!to!excite!the!
aromatic! residues! of! BSA! and! thereby! enable! the! LAMI! of! this! protein! onto! the! gold! surfaces!
located!in!the!hotspot!region!upon!thiolWgold!covalent!bonding.!The!experimental!procedure!used!
to!immobilize!BSA!onto!the!hotspot!surfaces!of!goldWantenna!arrays!is!summarized!in!Figure!18.!
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Figure! 18.! Experimental! setWup! used! for! LAMI! of! BSA! onto! nmWsized! gaps! of! gold! dimers! upon! threeWphoton!
excitation! (3PE)!of!Trp!and!Tyr.! The! sample! comprising! the!array!of! gold!dimers! covered!with!BSA!was!mounted!
onto! a! xWy! translation! piezo! staged! and! placed! on! a! Olympus! IX71! inverted! microscope.! The! microscope! was!
coupled!to!a!Coherent!Mira!900!Ti:Sapphire! laser.!For! illumination,! the! laser!beam!(810W840!nm,!200! fs,!76!MHz)!
was! focused! on! the! back! focal! plane! of! a! 100x,! 1.25!NA! oil! immersion! objective! using! a! 1!m! focusing! lens.! This!
resulted!in!a!beam!width!of!~12!µm!at!the!sample’s!location.!Each!sample!was!exposed!for!30!min!(average!power!
100!µWW10!mW)!in!order!to!initiate!the!LAMI!process.!

First,!a!droplet!of!BSA!solution!was!allowed!to!dry!over!the!array!of!gold!gapWantennas!in!order!to!
promote! a! high! protein! concentration! in! the! vicinity! of! the! gold! surfaces.! During! the! array!
fabrication!process!(see!section!3.2.1.1),!the!dimensions!of!the!identical!gold!cylinders!and!of!the!
nmWsized! gap! were! tuned! in! order! to! obtain! a! plasmon! resonance! of! 700! nm! in! the! air.! After!
protein! coverage! the! plasmon! resonance! of! the! gold! dimers! shifted! to! 800! nm.! This! resonance!
wavelength! allows! threeWphoton! absorption! of! the! protein! aromatic’s! upon! illumination! using! a!
pulsed!Ti:sapphire!laser!(set!at!810!nm)!and!it!enables!the!LAMI!process!to!initiate.!!This!work!will!
be!described!in!detail!in!the!following!chapter.!

 !
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4 Results!
This!chapter! includes!the!five!main!scientific!papers!that!contribute!to!this!PhD!dissertation!and!
one! additional! scientific! unpublished! work.! The! chapter! is! divided! into! two! sections,! which!
correspond!to!the!two!parts!of!this!PhD!study:!a)!Investigation!of!light!induced!switches!in!proteins!
and!b)!Construction!of!nanoparticle!based!bioconjugates.!

The! first! section! (4.1)! presents! the! papers! that! focus! on! the! investigation! of! light! induced!
mechanisms!and!UV!light!effects!on!proteins.!It!includes!three!studies!of!UV!light!induced!effects!
on!three!proteins:!bovine!alphaWlactalbumin!(Paper!1),!human!insulin!(Paper!2),!and!EGFR!(Paper!
3).!The!outcome!of!these!papers!will!be!further!discussed!in!chapter!5.!This!first!section!includes!
the!papers:!

o Paper! 1:! “Photophysics,! photochemistry! and! energetics! of! UV! light! induced! disulphide!
bridge! disruption! in! apoWαWlactalbumin”.! Correia,!Manuel;!NevesWPetersen,!Maria! Teresa;!
Parracino,! Antonietta;! di! Gennaro,! Ane! Kold;! Petersen,! Steffen! B.! (2012)! Journal( of(
fluorescence,!22(1),!323–37.!

o Paper! 2:! “UVWlight!exposure!of! insulin:!pharmaceutical! implications!upon!covalent! insulin!
dityrosine!dimerization!and!disulphide!bond!photolysis”.!Correia,!Manuel;!NevesWPetersen,!
Maria! Teresa;! Jeppesen,! Per! Bendix;! Gregersen,! Søren;! Petersen,! Steffen! B.! (2012)! PloS(
One,!7(12),!e50733.!

o Paper!3:!“Modulating!the!structure!of!EGFR!with!UV!light:!new!possibilities!in!cancer!
therapy”.!Correia,!Manuel;!Thiagarajan,!Viruthachalam;!Coutinho,!Isabel;!Gajula,!Gnana!
Prakash;!Petersen,!Steffen!B.,!NevesWPetersen,!Maria!Teresa!(2014)!PloS(One,!PloS!One,!9!
(11),!e111617.!

The!second!section!(4.2)!encompasses!the!papers!and!one!additional!scientific!unpublished!work!
that! discuss! the! construction! of! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! for! biomedical! applications.! This!
section!includes!the!papers:!

o Paper!4:!“Photonic!immobilization!of!BSA!for!nanobiomedical!applications:!creation!of!high!
density!microarrays!and!superparamagnetic!bioconjugates”.!Parracino,!Antonietta;!Gajula,!
Gnana! Prakash;! di! Gennaro,! Ane! Kold;! Correia,! Manuel;! NevesWPetersen,! Maria! Teresa;!
Rafaelsen,! Jens,! Petersen,! Steffen! B.! (2011)! Biotechnology( and( bioengineering,! 108(5),!
999–1010.!

o Paper! 5:! “PlasmonWassisted! delivery! of! single! nanoWobjects! in! an! optical! hot! spot”.!
Galloway,! Christopher!M.;! Kreuzer,!Mark! P.;! Aćimović,! Srdjan! S.;! Volpe,!Giorgio;! Correia,!
Manuel;! Petersen,! Steffen! B.;! NevesWPetersen,! Maria! Teresa;! Quidant,! Romain! (2013).!
Nano(letters,!13(9),!4299–304.!
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o Unpublished!scientific!work:!“Superparamagnetic colloidal nanoparticle clusters for 
use in targeted protein therapeutics and magnetic separation technologies”.!
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Abstract Continuous 295 nm excitation of whey protein
bovine apo-α-lactalbumin (apo-bLA) results in an increase
of tryptophan fluorescence emission intensity, in a progres-
sive red-shift of tryptophan fluorescence emission, and
breakage of disulphide bridges (SS), yielding free thiol
groups. The increase in fluorescence emission intensity
upon continuous UV-excitation is correlated with the

increase in concentration of free thiol groups in apo-bLA.
UV-excitation and consequent SS breakage induce confor-
mational changes on apo-bLA molecules, which after
prolonged illumination display molten globule spectral
features. The rate of tryptophan fluorescence emission
intensity increase at 340 nm with excitation time increases
with temperature in the interval 9.3–29.9 °C. The
temperature-dependent 340 nm emission kinetic traces were
fitted by a 1st order reaction model. Native apo-bLA
molecules with intact SS bonds and low tryptophan
emission intensity are gradually converted upon excitation
into apo-bLA molecules with disrupted SS, molten-globule-
like conformation, high tryptophan emission intensity and
red-shifted tryptophan emission. Experimental Ahrrenius
activation energy was 21.8±2.3 kJ.mol−1. Data suggests
that tryptophan photoionization from the S1 state is the
likely pathway leading to photolysis of SS in apo-bLA.
Photoionization mechanism(s) of tryptophan in proteins
and in solution and the activation energy of tryptophan
photoionization from S1 leading to SS disruption in
proteins are discussed. The observations present in this
paper raise concern regarding UV-light pasteurization of
milk products. Though UV-light pasteurization is a faster
and cheaper method than traditional thermal denaturation,
it may also lead to loss of structure and functionality of
milk proteins.
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apo-LA Ca2+-depleted α-lactalbumin
bLA bovine α-lactalbumin
CD circular dichroism
Cys C, cysteine
DTNB 5,5′-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid
Ea Ahrrenius activation energy
e!aq solvated electron
k rate fluorescence emission intensity increase

at 340 nm
Gly Glycine
LA α-lactalbumin
LAMI light assisted molecular immobilization
Phe phenylalanine
S1 relaxed first electronic singlet state
S* non-relaxed pre-fluorescent first

electronic singlet state
SS disulphide bridge(s)
TNB2− 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate ion
Trp W, tryptophan
TTrp tryptophan triplet state
Tyr tyrosine
UV ultraviolet
Δλ difference in wavelength
λmax wavelength at maximum fluorescence emission
MG molten globule

Introduction

Several reviews have been published on the photochemistry
and photophysics of tryptophan (Trp) [1, 2] tyrosine (Tyr)
[3, 4] phenylalanine (Phe) [5] and cystine [6]. Excitation to
higher energy states is followed by relaxation to ground
state (e.g. fluorescence, phosphorescence) or to excited
state photochemical or photophysical processes, such as
photoionization [2]. Since in this work the protein has been
excited at 295 nm, we will focus on Trp photochemistry.

Trp side-chain has the highest absorption at 280 and
287 nm [7]. Upon Trp excitation the following intermedi-
ates are formed [1, 8, 9]: excited singlet state S1 and/or
higher S* excited states (schemes 1, 2); solvated electrons
eaq

−, formed upon electron ejection to the solvent (scheme
3–6); tryptophan radical cation Trp•+ which rapidly deprot-
onates yielding the neutral radical Trp• (scheme 7) which
can react with molecular oxygen, Tyr or cystine leading to
peptide chain cleavage; TTrp, formed upon intersystem
crossing from S1 into triplet-state (scheme 8); protonated
triplet state formed after intramolecular proton transfer from
protonated NH3

+ group to the indole ring (scheme 9).

S0Trpþ hv!S1 Trp ð1Þ

S0Trpþ hv!S
»

Trp ð2Þ

S
»

Trp ! Trp%þ þ e!aq ð3Þ

S
»

Trp!S1 Trp ð4Þ

S1Trp ! Trp%þ þ e!aq ð5Þ

S1Trpþ hv!S1 Trp%þ þ e!aq ð6Þ

Trp%þ ! Trp% þ Hþ ð7Þ

S1Trp!TTrp ð8Þ

S1Trpþ Hþ!TTrpHþ ð9Þ

Trp photoionization, a major photo-oxidation pathway of
many proteins [10, 11], can take place from the pre-

Fig. 1 Photophysical and pho-
tochemical pathways of Trp in
proteins upon UV excitation.
Pathways were assembled from
articles from Bent and Hayon
[1], Neves-Petersen et al. [10],
Sherin et al. [14, 15] and Kerwin
and Remmele [16]
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fluorescent state S* and/or from S1 (Fig. 1). Ionization from
S* (rate constant kion) will compete with relaxation to S1.
Ionization from S* has been proved by flash photolysis
studies of Trp in solution, being solvated electrons observed
within 200 fs after excitation [12, 13]. Photoionization from
S1 (rate constant k’ion) has been reported to have an Arrhenius
activation energy Ea~50 kJ.mol−1 [14]. Ionization quantum
yield from S* has been observed to decrease with temperature
increase, in sharp contrast with the yield of ionization from S1
state, which increases with temperature increase [15].

An important photochemical mechanism in proteins
involves reduction of disulphide bridges (SS) upon UV
excitation of Trp and Tyr side chains [10, 16, 17]. UV-
excitation of these residues leads to photoionization and
generation of solvated electrons [1–4, 10, 16]. These can
subsequently undergo fast geminate recombination with their
parent molecule or can be captured by electrophilic specii like
cystines, molecular oxygen or H3O

+. Capture of the solvated
electrons by cystines leads to the formation of RSSR•-

(disulphide electron adduct) and likely SS breakage (schemes
10, 11) [18]. Solvated electrons can also interact with the
peptide chain creating hydroxide ions and ketyl radicals
(scheme 12), which can propagate along the peptide chain
[1]. If a ketyl radical gets trapped by a disulfide bridge, this
again results in a disulphide anion and likely SS breakage.
TTrp can react with molecular oxygen to yield Trp•+ and O2

•-

[16] or it can transfer an electron to a nearby SS to give Trp•+

and RSSR•- (scheme 13) [1]. Protonation of disulphide anion
can also lead to SS disruption (scheme 14) [18].

e!aq þ RSSR ! RSSR#! ð10Þ

RSSR#! , RS# þ RS! ð11Þ

e!aq þ!CONH! ! OH! þ !C
#
ðOHÞNH! ð12Þ

TTrpþ RSSR ! Trp#þ þ RSSR#! ð13Þ

RSSR#! þ Hþ , RS# þ RSH ð14Þ

Reduction of SS upon UV excitation of aromatic residues
has been shown for proteins such as cutinase and lysozyme [10,
17, 19], bovine serum albumin [20, 21] prostate specific
antigen [22], and antibody Fab fragments [23]. This phenom-
enon has lead to a new technology for protein immobilization
(LAMI, light assisted molecular immobilization) since the
created thiol groups can bind thiol reactive surfaces leading to
oriented covalent protein immobilization [19–31].

α-lactalbumin (LA) is a small (~14.2 kDa), acidic
(isoelectric point ~4–5) protein present in the milk whey
of mammalians. Most mammalian LAs share a highly
conserved 3D structure [32, 33]. Expressed exclusively
during lactation, LA plays an important role in lactose
biosynthesis [32–34]. LA unfolding has been extensively
studied since the protein adopts molten globule (MG)
conformations under mild denaturating conditions [35, 36].
In the MG state the protein is still compact, with native-like
secondary structure, but lacks well defined tertiary inter-
actions, and the hydrophobic regions are more solvent
accessible [36]. Calcium-bound LA is the major form under
physiological conditions [33]. The Ca2+ depleted form of
LA (apo-LA) herein studied is involved in other functions
besides lactose synthase regulation, such as interaction with
lipid membranes [37] and oleic acid [36]. The latter can
give rise to a multimeric form that can induce apoptosis in
tumor cells [38–40]. Apo-LA conformation is extremely
sensitive to experimental conditions, particularly pH and
ionic strength. It is known to adopt different conformations
in solution such as molten globule forms void of cooper-
ative thermal transition or partly native folded states
showing cooperativity upon thermal denaturation [32, 36,
41–45]. At high ionic strength bovine apo-LA (apo-bLA)
shows minor structural differences compared to native
calcium-bound LA [32, 45]. Upon Ca2+ removal, the
electrostatic interactions at the Ca2+ binding site are
disrupted, leading to local structural destabilization of the
protein structure [32]. Positively charged ions (e.g. Na+, K+)
will interact with the negatively charged residues of the Ca2+

binding site and stabilize the protein structure [32, 45, 46].
Bovine LA (bLA) displays a marginal thermodynamic
folding barrier, which is apparently modulated by protein
electrostatics in its apo-form [47]. This low folding barrier
explains the conformational flexibility of apo-LA in solution
[47]. Apo-LA can be perceived as a continuum of
conformational states, an ensemble of conformations whose
population distribution depends strongly on electrostatic
interactions.

Apo-bLA has 4 Trp residues in close spatial proximity of
disulphide bridges, making it a good candidate for studying
light induced SS disruption mediated by Trp excitation. UV
light induced SS disruption in LA upon Trp excitation has
been verified for Ca2+ bound and apo-versions of bovine
and human LA [48], and goat LA [49, 50]. Mass-
spectroscopy confirmed light induced SS disruption in
human and goat LA [48–50]. SS disruption was correlated
with a red-shift in fluorescence emission as well as with an
increase in fluorescence yield [48, 49]. We here show for
the first time the correlation between fluorescence emission
increase and UV-light induced breakage of SS in apo-bLA.
We report the photophysics, photochemistry, structural and
fluorescence spectral changes induced by 295 nm excitation
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of Trp residues in apo-bLA. The studies have been
carried out at different temperatures in order to obtain
the Arrhenius activation energy of such process. For the
first time to our knowledge we here report the
activation energy of photochemical process(es) leading
to SS disruption upon excitation of aromatic residues in
proteins. Trp photoionization mechanism(s) and consequent
induced disruption of disulphide bridges in apo-bLA are
discussed.

Materials and Methods

Protein and Buffer Solutions

Apo-bLA from bovine milk type III was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (product L6010). Apo-bLA concentrations
were determined by Abs280nm using an extinction molar
coefficient of 28500 M−1.cm−1 [48, 51]. Trizma base
(Sigma) was used for preparation of Tris HCl buffers. pH
adjustments were carried out by addition of 2.5 M HCl. Tris
HCl buffer displays a minimal pH drift with temperature
changes. Milli-Q water with conductivity below 0.2 μS.cm−1

was used.

Fluorescence Emission of apo-bLA as a Function
of 295 nm Excitation Time

UV-light triggered reaction mechanisms in apo-bLA
were probed by monitoring the time-dependent fluores-
cence emission intensity at 340 nm of LA upon 295 nm
excitation. 1.86 μM apo-bLA was prepared in 25 mM
Tris HCl pH 8.55. 3 ml were placed in a quartz macro
cuvette (1 cm path length) and excited at 295 nm
during 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, and 5 h. A fresh sample was
used for each time based study. Excitation was carried
out in a RTC 2000 PTI spectrometer (Photon Technology
International, Canada, Inc.347 Consortium Court London,
Ontario N6E 2S8) with a T-configuration, using a 75-W
Xenon arc lamp coupled to a monochromator. Cuvette
temperature was kept at 25 °C using a peltier element.
Samples were magnetically stirred at 900 rpm in order
to secure homogeneous excitation. All slits were set to
5 nm. Lamp power at 295 nm was 252 μW at the focal
point in the sample holder location. After each illumi-
nation, emission and excitation spectra were recorded.
Emission spectra were acquired with 295 nm and
280 nm excitation. Emission was fixed at 340 nm in
detector-1 and at 320 nm in detector-2 while acquiring
the excitation spectra. The same emission and excitation
spectra were acquired for a non-illuminated solution and
for the buffer. Raman signal was subtracted from each
emission spectrum.

Detection of Free Thiol Groups Formed Upon UV
Illumination of apo-bLA

Detection of free thiol groups was carried out using the
Ellmann assay [17, 52]. Ellmann’s reagent, 5,5′-dithiobis-2-
nitrobenzoic acid (DTNB) was purchased from Invitrogen.
1 mM solution was prepared in Tris HCl, 100 mM at pH
6.6 in order to favor dissolution. The supernatant phase was
used as stock solution and stored at 4 °C. The stock
concentration (0.7 mM) was determined by absorbance at
324 nm using an extinction molar coefficient for DTNB in
Tris HCl of 16600 M−1.cm−1 [53].

An excess of DTNB (100 μL of 0.7 mM stock solution)
was added to 900 μL of illuminated solution immediately
after each time-dependent 295 nm excitation, and to 900 μL
of non-illuminated apo-bLA. Absorbance at 412 nm by the
released 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate ion (TNB2−)was moni-
tored with a UV/Visible spectrophotometer (UV1 VWR
International—Thermo Electron Corporation, Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc. 81 Wyman Street Waltham, MA
02454), using 1 cm path quartz cuvette. Absorbance at
412 nm, proportional to the amount of thiol groups present
in solution, was monitored immediately after mixing the
two components and a reading was obtained upon signal
stabilization. The sample was kept in the dark between
measurements and manually stirred before each reading.
Abs412nm stabilized after ~20 min of reaction. Abs412nm at
22 min of reaction was used. The values were corrected
for the contributions of apo-bLA and DTNB for Abs412nm.
Abs412nm was monitored for a protein blank (900 μL of
fresh 1.86 μM apo-bLA solution and 100 μL of 100 mM
Tris HCl, pH 6.7) and a reagent blank (900 μL of 25 mM
Tris HCl pH 8.5 and 100 μL of 0.7 mM stock solution of
DTNB in Tris HCl). Concentration of thiol groups was
determined using an extinctionmolar coefficient for TNB2− of
14150 M−1.cm−1 at 412 nm [52]. The average number of free
thiol groups detected per protein molecule was then
estimated for each illuminated and non-illuminated samples,
by dividing the concentration of detected thiol groups with
the apo-bLA concentration used.

Time-Dependent Fluorescence Emission of apo-bLA
at Different Temperatures

Time-based fluorescent emission kinetic traces (340 nm)
obtained upon continuous 295 nm excitation of the protein
solution were carried out at different temperatures (9.3, 12.9,
15.6, 20.4, 24.9 or 25.2, 29.9 or 34.6 °C) in the same RTC
2000 PTI spectrometer setup. 3 ml of 1.85 μM (runs at 9.3,
12.9, 15.6, 20.4, 24.9, 29.9 or 34.6 °C) and 3 ml of 1.66 μM
(run at 25.2 °C) apo-bLA solutions (in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH
8.5) were continuously illuminated during 3.5 h in a 1 cm path
quartz cuvette with constant magnetic stirring at 900 rpm.
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Real-time correction was enabled in order to correct for
oscillations in lamp intensity (gain set at 1.81 V). Emission
spectra were acquired after each run (exc. 295 nm) at the run’s
temperature. Correspondent emission spectra were carried out
for non-illuminated apo-bLA solutions at the same temper-
atures, and for the buffer, in order to Raman correct each
emission spectrum. Solution temperature was previously set
using a peltier element. Slits were set at 5 nm.

Circular Dichroism Measurements

Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopywas used tomonitor the
relative changes in ellipticity after 295 nm excitation of apo-
bLA up to 2.8 h illumination. A solution of apo-bLA (11.5μM
in 10mMTris HCl pH 8.55, 3.5mL initial volume) was excited
in the previously described RTC 2000 PTI spectrometer setup,
using the same excitation slit width, and magnetic stirring
speed. At discrete times in the excitation session, 300 μl of
illuminated apo-bLA were removed and placed in a quartz
microcuvette with a path length of 0.1 cm. Far-UV CD spectra
(200–240 nm) of fresh and illuminated protein were acquired
using the following parameters: 0.5 nm band width, resolution
1.0, 3 accumulations, scan speed 5 nm/min, 100 mdeg
sensitivity, 1 s response time. Each measurement was
controlled by the JASCO J-700 hardware manager (JASCO
Corporation, 2967–5 Ishikawa-cho Hachioji-shi, Tokyo, Ja-
pan). The buffer signal was subtracted from all spectra.

Protein Three-Dimensional Structure Representation,
Accessible Surface Area of Trp Residues and Trp-SS
Distances

The crystallography data used for 3D protein representation,
accessible surface area (ASA) and distance calculations was
extracted from the PDB files 1F6S (apo-bLA crystallized at
high ionic strength) and 1F6S.pdb (native bLA) [32]. Apo-bLA
3D structure was displayed using Accelrys Discovery Studio
Visualizer 2.5. The ASA values for each Trp residue were
calculated using the program Surface Racer© considering the
probe radius of 1.4Å (approximate value for a water molecule
radius), and the van der Vaals radii sets of Richards—1977
[54, 55]. The ASA of Trp in the tripeptide Gly-Trp-Gly
estimates the total ASA of this residue with the main chain in
an extended conformation. The value used as TrpASA inGly-
Trp-Glywas 217Å2, according to Miller et al. [56]. Distances
between Trp residues and potential quenching groups were
calculated in Rasmol 2.6 using the “monitor” tool.

Data Analysis

All smoothing procedures were carried out by adjacent
averaging in Origin 8.0. Fluorescence emission and far-UV
CD spectra were smoothed using a 5 points adjacent

average, while excitation spectra were smoothed using 2
points adjacent average prior to normalization. Normalized
emission and excitation spectra were obtained by dividing
each data point by the maximum intensity value in each
spectrum. Normalized time-based fluorescence measure-
ments were obtained by dividing each data point (emission
intensity) by the time zero emission. Normalized fluores-
cence kinetic traces obtained upon 295 nm excitation for
3.5 h at different temperatures were fitted with an
exponential function FðtÞ ¼ C1 $ C2e$kt, where F(t) is
the fluorescence emission intensity at 340 nm at the 295 nm
excitation time t, C1 and C2 are constants and k is the rate
constant fluorescence emission intensity increase. The first
800 s were excluded while fitting all kinetic traces since an
initial decrease in fluorescence emission intensity is observed.
Fittings were carried out from 800 s till the time corresponding
to 95% of maximum fluorescence emission in order to avoid
the region where fluorescence emission intensity peaks. The
temperature dependence of the rate constant for fluorescence
emission increase at 340 nm (k) was studied by fitting the data
values with the logarithmic form of the Arrhenius equation
ln k ¼ lnA0 þ Ea

RT, where A0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea
the activation energy, R the universal constant for perfect
gases and T the temperature . The fitting took into account the
standard errors determined for each previously calculated k
value. Each data point was associated with a weight, wi=1/
σi

2, where σi is the error bar size for each data point. Data
fitting and plotting were done in Origin 8.0.

Results

Three-Dimensional Structure of bLA

Apo-bLA 3D structure obtained upon crystallization at high
ionic strength [32] is displayed in Fig. 2. Apo-bLA 3D
structure has high structural homology with the crystallized
structure of native Ca2+-bound bLA. The root mean square
deviation obtained after superimposition of the two structures
is of only 0.68Å [32]. LA fold displays two sub-domains
separated by a cleft: a large α-helical sub-domain (Fig. 2, in
red on the online color version, and in light grey on the black
and white version) formed by three main α-helices and two
short 310 helices, and a small β-sheet sub-domain (Fig. 2, in
blue on the online color version, and in dark grey on the
black and white version) constituted by non-structured loops,
a small three-stranded anti-parallel β-pleated sheet and a
short 310 helix [32] (Fig. 2). The tertiary structure of LA is
further stabilized by four SS (Fig. 2, stick configuration, in
green on the online color version, and in white on the black
and white version). Cys73-Cys91 holds together the two sub-
domains. Cys61-Cys77 links nonstructured loops, connect-
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ing both sub-domains as well and is located in the β-sheet
subdomain. Cys6-Cys120 and Cys28-Cys111 are situated in
the α-helical sub-domain [33].

bLA contains four Trp residues (Fig. 2, stick configura-
tion, in black) that are located within the two hydrophobic
clusters of the protein, being part of two separate aromatic
clusters [57]. Trp26, Trp60, and Trp104 belong to the
aromatic cluster II. In the 3D structure of native bLA, the
accessible solvent areas (ASA) of these Trp residues
account for respectively 0.95, 2.70 and 13.96% of the total
ASA of Trp in the tripeptide Gly-Trp-Gly. The correspon-
dent values in crystallized apo-bLA are 0, 0.06 and 4.35%.
The low relative values of ASA indicate that in the
crystallized lattice of bLA these Trp residues are buried,
even when the protein is Ca2+depleted. Trp118 is situated
in aromatic cluster I and is more solvent exposed,
displaying 13.96 and 12.32% of the ASA of Trp in Gly-Trp-
Gly for native and apo-bLA respectively.

In the apo-bLA 3D crystal structure Trp residues are
surrounded by potential fluorescence quenching groups
(Table 1). Trp60 is in van der Waals contact (≤ 5.2 Ǻ as
defined by Li and Nussinov [58]) with Cys73-Cys91 (4.20Å)
and 6.24Å away from Cys61-Cys77. Trp118 is in van der
Waals contact with Cys28-Cys111 (4.74Å). The closest
distance between Trp104 and a SS bond is 7.93Å. Trp 60
and Trp104 are also in van der Waals contact to other
potential quenching groups, the peptide bonds of Lys94-
Ile95 (4.09Å) and Val92-Lys93 (5.08Å) respectively. Simi-
larly, Trp118 is direct contact with imizidole ring of His32

(4.12Å) and close to the peptide bond Val27-Cys26 (5.70Å).
In its protonated form, the imidazole ring of histidine is known
to quench substantially Trp fluorescence in proteins [59, 60].
The indole side-chains of Trp26 and Trp104 are also in van
der Waals contact (3.61Å), allowing for resonance energy
transfer. Similar distances are observed for the structure of
native bLA. The same structural features have been pointed
out by Vanhooren et al. for native goat LA [61].

Steady State Fluorescence Emission

Fluorescence emission intensity of apo-bLA (340 nm) upon
continuous 295 nm excitation is displayed in Fig. 3. A rapid
increase in fluorescence emission intensity (~17%) is
observed after 1.7 h of illumination, peaking at ~2.7 h.

Fig. 2 3D structure of bovine apo-α-lactalbumin crystallized at high
ionic strength (1F6S.pdb) [32]. 4 Trp (W) and 8 Cys (C) involved in 4
disulphide bridges (SS) are displayed (color online)

Table 1 Distances between Trp residues and its potential quenchers
in the 3D crystallized structures of native and apo-bLA (at high ionic
strength).The values correspond to the shortest distances between the
atoms involved in the quenching of Trp residues and the indole side-
chain atoms of Trp residues. In bold are highlighted the Trp-quencher
pairs for which there is direct van der Vaals contact (≤ 5.2 Ǻ as
defined by Li and Nussinov [58])

Pair Distance (Å)

Tryptophan Potential Quencher Apo-bLA Native bLA

Trp26 Trp104 3.61 3.78

Trp26 Cys28-Cys111 8.38 8.37

Trp26 Cys6-Cys120 13.36 14.81

Trp60 Cys61-Cys77 6.24 6.43

Trp60 Cys73-Cys91 4.20 4.67

Trp60 Peptide bond of Lys94-Ile95 4.09 3.76

Trp104 Peptide bond of Val92-Lys93 5.08 5.06

Trp104 Cys28-Cys111 8.95 9.06

Trp104 Cys73-Cys91 7.93 7.80

Trp118 Cys6-Cys120 8.07 9.60

Trp118 Cys28-Cys111 4.74 5.15

Trp118 His32 4.12 3.86

Trp118 Peptide bond of Val27-Cys28 5.70 5.70

Fig. 3 Fluorescence emission intensity of apo-bLA versus 295 nm
illumination time. Emission was monitored at 340 nm
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Afterwards, fluorescence emission intensity decreases with
further illumination.

Excitation spectra (em. 340 nm) and emission spectra
(exc. 295 nm) were acquired prior and after 1–5 h
excitation at 295 nm. The observed increase in fluorescence
excitation intensity is correlated with an increase in
fluorescence emission intensity for the first 2 h of 295 nm

excitation (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, the longer the illumina-
tion time the larger the fluorescence emission red-shift
(Fig. 4a and d).

Normalized excitation spectra with emission set at
340 nm and 320 nm acquired after apo-bLA 295 nm
excitation for different illumination times are displayed in
Fig. 4b and c, respectively. A progressive decrease in

Fig. 4 a. Effect of 295 nm excitation time on excitation and emission
intensity spectra. Excitation spectra were acquired fixing emission at
340 nm and emission spectra were acquired upon excitation at 295 nm.
b. Top panel: Normalized excitation spectra of apo-bLA acquired after
0–5 h 295 nm illumination with emission at 340 nm; bottom panel: ratio
between normalized excitation spectra displayed in the top panel (ratio
between each excitation spectrum acquired after a specific illumination
time and the excitation spectrum of non-illuminated apo-bLA sample). c

Top panel: Normalized excitation spectra of apo-bLA acquired after 0–
5 h 295 nm illumination with emission at 320 nm, respectively; bottom
panel: ratio between normalized excitation spectra displayed in the top
panel (ratio between each excitation spectrum acquired after a specific
illumination time and the excitation spectrum of non-illuminated apo-
bLA sample). d Normalized emission spectra of apo-bLA illuminated
for different time periods and non-illuminated apo-bLA. Excitation was
carried out at 295 nm
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normalized excitation intensity with increasing illumination
time is observed at 290–297 nm, wavelengths that only
excite Trp (Fig. 4b, bottom panel). Figure 4c (top panel)
shows a progressive decrease in normalized excitation
intensity with increasing illumination time for wavelengths
higher than 283 nm. The ratio between normalized
excitation spectra (Fig. 4c, bottom panel) shows a progres-
sive loss of intensity between 285 nm and 300 nm,
wavelengths where Trp and Tyr are excited. After 5 h
illumination, the ratio between normalized excitation
spectra shows a 7.0% decrease in normalized excitation
intensity at 295 nm when emission has been set at 340 nm
(Fig. 4b) compared to 11.2% decrease when emission has
been set at 320 nm (Fig. 4c).

A progressive red-shift in fluorescence emission is observed
upon illumination (Fig. 4d). Non-illuminated apo-bLA dis-
plays maximum fluorescence emission at ~322.9 nm. After
5 h of excitation, this maximum is red-shifted to ~339.9 nm
(Table 3 and Fig. 4d).

Thiol group’s Quantification

The concentration of solvent accessible thiol groups in apo-
bLA has been determined with Ellmann’s reaction for a
non-illuminated sample and for samples previously illumi-
nated at 295 nm during 1–5 h at 25 °C. An increase in the
average number of detected thiol groups per protein
molecule is correlated with the increase in fluorescence
emission intensity as a function of 295 nm illumination
time (Fig. 5). The average number of detected thiol groups

rapidly increases in the first 3 h of illumination, which is
correlated with an exponential increase in fluorescence
emission intensity (Fig. 5). After fluorescence maximum
intensity is reached, a further increase in the average
number of thiol detected thiol groups is observed (between 3
and 4 h of illumination). Data confirms that excitation of Trp
residues in apo-bLA induces SS disruption. Ellmann’s
reaction also confirmed the presence of thiol formation in
apo-bLA illuminated for 3.5 h with 295 nm light at different
temperatures (9.3, 12.9, 15.6, 20.4, 24.9, 29.9 and 34.6 °C).

CD Measurements

Far-UV CD spectra of fresh and 295 nm illuminated apo-
bLA show that progressive Trp excitation (2.8 h) results
only in minor changes in the secondary structure of the
protein (12.33% signal loss at 222 nm, data not shown).

Temperature Dependent Studies

In order to study the temperature dependence of photoin-
duced reaction mechanisms in apo-bLA, fluorescence
emission kinetic traces have been acquired at different
temperatures. Kinetic traces recorded at 9.3, 12.9, 15.6,
20.4, 25.2 and 29.9 °C are displayed in Fig. 6a (gray and
black lines). All traces display a strong initial increase in
fluorescence emission intensity, peaking after a few hours.
Afterwards, the fluorescence emission intensity is observed
to decay upon further 295 nm illumination. At 34.6 °C,
apo-bLA fluorescence emission intensity decreases upon
excitation (data not shown). In Fig. 6a it can be observed
that the largest total fluorescence emission increase is
observed after illumination at the lowest temperature
(9.3 °C). For the three lowest temperatures fluorescence
emission increases more than 25%. Additionally, the higher
the temperature the lower the maximum fluorescence
emission intensity is. On the other hand, the higher the
temperature, the steeper the initial slope of fluorescence
emission increase is, indicating an increase in the rate of
fluorescence emission increase k (see paragraph below and
Table 2).

Fitted kinetic traces are displayed in Fig. 6a (color traces
on the online version, and black lines on the black and
white version). Fitted parameters and root mean square
deviation (R2) are displayed in Table 2. Both constants C1

and C2 decrease with temperature increase, whereas the rate
constant k increases with temperature. In the exponential
model used the constant C1 defines the maximum fluores-
cence intensity emission. The fluorescence emission inten-
sity is directly proportional to the value of C1 in the whole
time-trace. C2 affects both the initial value of fluorescence
emission intensity (value at time zero) and the steepness of
the slope of fluorescence emission intensity increase. The

Fig. 5 Average number of free thiol groups detected per apo-bLA
molecule (open circles) versus relative increase in fluorescence
emission intensity (F/F0) of apo-bLA with 295 nm excitation time.
In gray is displayed fluorescence emission increase at 340 nm (F/F0)
versus 295 nm excitation time. Detection of free thiol groups was
carried out using the Elmann’s assay. The average number of free thiol
groups formed upon UV-excitation the protein was estimated from the
absorbance of the product of the Elmann’s Assay reaction, TNB2−, at
412 nm
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higher the value of C2 the fastest the fluorescence emission
intensity increase is. The rate constant k does not influence
the magnitude of the fluorescence emission intensity

increase. The highest the rate constant k, the fastest the
fluorescence emission intensity increase is. In Fig. 6b is
displayed the Arrhenius plot of the experimental k values.
The observed linear regression shows that k is temperature
dependent following Arrhenius law. Activation energy (Ea)
and pre-exponential factor (A0) calculated from the slope
(−Ea/R) and the ln A0 were respectively 21.8±2.3 kJ.
mol−1 and 1.67±1.57 s−1.

In Fig. 7 are displayed the fluorescence emission spectra
(exc 295 nm) for non-illuminated apo-bLA (A) and after 3.5 h
of 295 nm illumination (B) at each temperature. Maximum
fluorescence intensity of non-illuminated apo-bLA is ob-
served at 322.9 nm at temperatures between 9.3 and 29.9 °C
(A, Table 3). Fluorescence emission at 34.6 °C becomes
11 nm red-shifted (A, Table 3). Fluorescence emission
intensity at 340 nm increases linearly with decreasing
temperature between 9.3 and 29.9 °C: F340nm=−6742 T+
765787, R2=0.95. After 3.5 h of 295 nm illumination,
fluorescence emission becomes red-shifted at all temper-
atures (B). The largest shifts are observed between 12.9 and
29.9 °C, ranging between 13 and 17 nm (Table 3). A 5 nm
red shift is observed at 34.6 °C.

Discussion

Non-illuminated apo-bLA at pH 8.55 and 25 °C shows
maximum Trp fluorescence emission at 322.9 nm (295 nm
excitation, Fig. 4a and Table 3), a value close to the
maximum of emission of Ca2+-bound bLA at 325 nm
(300 nm excitation and neutral pH) [62]. The aromatic
clusters I and II contain approximately half of the residues
involved in the packing of the two hydrophobic clusters of
bLA, which makes Trp suited to serve as solvent
accessibility reporter group to study structural changes in
hydrophobic regions of the protein [57]. In native goat LA
Trp26 is the strongest contributor for Trp fluorescence, due
to the lack of direct quenching compared to the other Trp
residues [61]. Trp26 belongs to the aromatic cluster II,
which includes also Trp60 and Trp104. These Trp residues
are quite protected from the solvent in native bLA as shown
by the calculated ASA values (see Results section) and
previous crystallography, NMR and hydrogen exchange

Fig. 6 a Black and white kinetic traces: apo-bLA experimental
fluorescence emission intensity (em 340 nm) as a function of 295 nm
illumination time at different temperatures (9.3, 12.9, 15.6, 20.4, 25.2,
and 29.9 °C). Highlighted traces: fitting of experimental data from
800 s till the time corresponding to 95% of maximum fluorescence
emission intensity. Fitting was carried out using an exponential
function F(t)=C1-C2.e

−kt. Fitted parameter values and correspondent
errors, and root mean square error value were obtained after fitting
each kinetic trace. b Arrhennius plot showing the linear correlation
between the logarithm of the rate constant ln k and the inverse of
temperature 1/T (R2=0.98429). Calculated parameters: Ea=21.8±
2.3 kJ.mol−1 and A0=1.67±1.57 s−1. Uncertainty errors for ln k values
are displayed with error bars

Table 2 Fitted parameter values
and correspondent errors, and
root mean square value obtained
after fitting each temperature
dependent 340 nm fluorescence
emission kinetic trace displayed
in Fig. 6a to the equation
FðtÞ ¼ C1 $ C2e$kt

T (°C) C1 C2 k (s−1) R2

9.3 1.37±0.004 0.402±0.003 1.64E-04±2.73E-06 0.99986

12.9 1.33±0.002 0.356±0.001 1.71E-04±1.44E-06 0.99995

15.6 1.32±0.002 0.340±0.001 1.87E-04±1.67E-06 0.99994

20.4 1.25±0.002 0.274±0.001 2.26E-04±2.57E-06 0.99992

25.2 1.20±0.003 0.221±0.002 2.49E-04±5.64E-06 0.99989

29.9 1.16±0.008 0.174±0.007 2.88E-04±2.07E-05 0.99977
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experiments studies [32, 45]. There is no major shift in
wavelength of maximum Trp fluorescence emission or
considerable changes in the spectrum shape for apo-bLA
reported here compared to the native Ca2+ bound protein
[62]. This indicates that the Trp residues remain buried.

At high ionic strength there are no significant differences
in Trp solvent exposure between native and apo-bLA, as
suggested by the calculated ASA values and previously
mentioned crystallography and NMR hydrogen exchange
experiments [32, 45]. The crystallography study shows
small structural changes in the aromatic cluster II, due to
disruption of some of the native interactions in apo-bLA. In
order to maintain high values of ionic strength in the
experiments above mentioned, NaCl was added to the
buffer. Tris, present in the buffer in our experiments,
stabilizes LA conformation by simple charge screening
effect [46]. Near-UV CD experiments carried out in Tris
HCl pH 8.0 with similar charge screening conditions
(number of Tris molecules per number of protein mole-
cules) show minor losses of ellipticity of apo-bLA (less

than 6% at 270 nm) relatively to native bLA at 5 °C [46].
The observations above indicate that, before UV-
illumination, the majority of the apo-bLA molecules in
our experiments are in a native-like conformation. The
wavelength at maximum Trp fluorescence emission in apo-
bLA is the same between 9.3 and 29.9 °C (Fig. 7a and
Table 3). It suggests that there should be no considerable
differences in the structural stability of apo-bLA molecules
in this temperature range.

Continuous 295 nm Trp excitation of apo-bLA leads to
an increase in fluorescence emission intensity at 340 nm in
the first hours of illumination (Figs. 3 and 6a). Cutinase
[17] and horseradish peroxidase [63] display similar
fluorescence behavior upon Trp excitation: an increase in
fluorescence yield was directly related to light induced
damage of strong protein fluorescence quenchers located in
close spatial proximity of the proteins’ aromatic residues.
Fluorescence yield increase in cutinase was caused by light
induced cleavage of disulphide bridges mediated by Trp
excitation, resulting in a 10-fold increase of fluorescence
emission [17]. Free thiol groups are formed upon contin-
uous 295 nm Trp excitation of apo-bLA (Fig. 5), indicating
that Trp irradiation induces SS bond breakage. The average

Fig. 7 a Emission spectra (exc 295 nm) of apo-bLA acquired before
295 nm illumination (fresh solutions) at different temperatures (9.3,
12.9, 15.6, 20.4, 24.9, 29.9 and 34.6 °C). b Fluorescence emission
intensity spectra (exc 295 nm) of apo-bLA acquired after 3.5 h of
295 nm illumination at different temperatures (9.3, 12.9, 15.6, 20.4,
24.9, 29.9 and 34.6 °C)

Table 3 Effect of 295 nm excitation time and temperature on the
wavelength at maximum fluorescence emission (λmax emission) of apo-bLA
(data displayed in Fig. 4d, 9A and 9B). Data was acquired at pH 8.55

Fig. 4d Illum. time (h) lmax emission (nm) Δl (lafter illumination–
l0h illumination) (nm)

0 322.9 -

1 329.9 7

2 333.9 11

3 334.9 12

4 336.9 14

5 339.9 17

Fig. 7a T (ºC) lmax emission (nm) Δl (lTi– lT=9.3 °C) (nm)

9.3 322.9 0

12.9 322.9 0

15.6 322.9 0

20.4 322.9 0

24.9 322.9 0

29.9 322.9 0

34.6 333.9 11

Fig. 7b T (ºC) lmax emission (nm) Δl (lafter 3.5h exc.–
l0h exc) (nm)

9.3 - -

12.9 335.9 13

15.6 336.9 14

20.4 335.9 13

24.9 339.9 17

29.9 337.9 15

34.6 338.9 5
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number of thiol groups formed per apo-bLA molecule may
be higher than the detected by the Elmann’s assay and
shown in Fig. 5 (maximum of 0,92 thiol groups formed per
apo-bLA molecule) . Previous reports have shown incom-
plete reaction of protein sulfhydryls with DTNB, due to
steric or electrostatic constraints [64–67]. Light induced
disruption of SS bonds is correlated with the observed
fluorescence emission intensity increase of apo-bLA.
Disulphide bridge disruption mediated by UV excitation
of aromatic residues in proteins has been previously
reported for Ca2+ bound goat LA [49, 50]. In calcium
bound and apo-goat-LA thiol formation is observed upon
continuous Trp excitation but no direct correlation was
made between the kinetics of thiol formation and the
kinetics of fluorescence emission intensity increase upon
UV illumination [49]. Breakage of Cys61-Cys77, Cys73-91
and Cys6-Cys120 has been verified upon continous UV-
irradiation of goat LA [49, 50]. All Trp residues contributed
to the photolytic cleavage of goat SS bonds. UV-excitation
of human LA only yields the disruption of Cys61-Cys77
and Cys73-91 [48]. Breakage of Cys28-Cys111 was not
found either in goat or in human LA [48–50].

Trp fluorescence emission is significantly red-shifted
upon prolonged 295 nm excitation. The longer the 295 nm
excitation time the larger the red-shift: from 7 nm after 1 h
to 17 nm after 5 h excitation. This observation is consistent
with one or more Trp residues becoming more solvent
accessible with illumination time. It suggests a conforma-
tional change in apo-LA molecules with Trp excitation,
leading to solvent exposure of the protein aromatic clusters.
After 5 h of 280 nm (data not shown) and 295 nm
illumination, maximum fluorescence emission intensity is
observed at ~340 nm (Table 3), a value close to the
wavelength of maximum fluorescence emission intensity of
partly denaturated bLA at pH 2 (frequently termed classical
MG) of ~343 nm [68]. The red shift observed in bLA
fluorescence emission when it adopts the mentioned molten
globule conformation is due to the movement of the Trp
residues into a more solvent-exposed environment com-
pared with native bLA [68]. Far-UV CD spectra of 295 nm
illuminated apo-bLA show only minor loss of secondary
structural features after 2.8 h of illumination (see Results
section). Vanhooren at al. [49] reported similar results for
apo-goat-LA in the far-UV region (200–250 nm). It was not
feasible to carry out near-UV CD studies in this work, due
to the excessive protein concentration required. For such
high apo-bLA concentrations, we did not manage to obtain
fluorescence emission kinetics similar to the ones here
presented. Near-UV CD spectrum of apo-goat-LA showed
profound losses of ellipticity (maximally around 270 nm)
after excitation of the protein with UV-light [49]. These
observations indicate that Trp excitation of apo-bLA and
subsequent cleavage of SS bonds induces conformational

changes preferentially in the protein’s aromatic clusters and
that the protein’s secondary structure is less affected.

The gradual increase in fluorescence emission intensity
here observed can result from conformational changes
suffered by apo-bLA upon continuous 295 nm illumination.
Quenching groups surround Trp residues in apo-bLA
structure including SS bonds, peptide bonds and one
histidine residue (see Fig. 1 and Results section). Trp26 is
not prone to direct quenching from nearby groups but is
subject to indirect quenching by energy transfer to Trp104,
through resonance energy transfer. This is supported by
experimental observations in goat LA [61]. Trp60 and
Trp118 are strongly quenched by nearby SS bonds in goat
[61] and human LA [69], which is consistent with the apo-
bLA structural features here presented (see Table 1 and
Results section). Disulphide bridges are the strongest Trp
fluorescence quenching groups [60]. Once broken, SS no
longer efficiently quench protein fluorescence. This would
explain e.g. an increase in Trp60 fluorescence, upon
continuous UV-excitation, assuming that neighbor Cys73-
Cys91 and Cys61-Cys77 are also disrupted in apo-bLA.
Conformational changes in the aromatic clusters of apo-
bLA induced upon UV-excitation may also contribute to an
increase in Trp emission intensity due to disruption of the
resonance couple Trp26-Trp104, or changes of Trp residues
spatial position relatively to the quenching groups.

The observations presented here are correlated with
similar fluorescence changes (fluorescence emission in-
crease and red-shift in fluorescence emission spectra)
observed upon dithiothreitol chemical reduction of two SS
bonds (Cys6-Cys120 and Cys28-Cys111) and all SS bonds
in native and apo-bLA [70]. These fluorescence changes
have been associated with conformational changes of the
protein and formation of MG-like structures [70]. Further-
more, Cys depleted mutant of human LA forms a MG
conformation, maintaining most of the native-like structure,
more precisely a compact α-domain, showing that the
architecture of compact α-helical sub-domain of the protein
is determined by the polypeptide sequence and not a direct
result of SS bond cross-linking [71]. The correlation
between fluorescence emission intensity increase and
formation of thiol groups upon 295 nm excitation suggests
that the conformational changes on the protein are caused
by disulphide bridge disruption, which leads to fluores-
cence intensity increase. Furthermore, increase in the
fluorescence emission intensity and red-shift of the fluo-
rescence emission has also been previously observed when
bLA is partly denaturared at pH 2 or when native bLA
suffers partial heat denaturation in comparison with native
bLA [68]. In these experiments these spectral changes were
related to the transition of the protein to MG-like
conformations. Fluorescence emission intensity increase as
well as a red-shift in fluorescence emission spectra has also
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been observed upon UV illumination of Ca2+ bound and apo
bovine, human and goat LA [48–50], for which light induced
cleavage of SS bonds was verified. Trp irradiation of hen egg
white lysozyme (a protein structurally homologous to α-
lactalbumin [72] induces similar fluorescence changes,
which are also related to photolysis of SS bonds of the
protein [73].

The progressive loss in normalized excitation intensity
upon continuous 295 nm excitation of apo-bLA observed at
wavelengths where Trp absorbs (Fig. 4b and c) indicates
likely photo-bleaching and/or chemical photo-degradation
of Trp specii. The observed red-shift in apo-bLA Trp
emission with illumination time also contributes to the
observed loss in excitation intensity when emission is set at
320 nm.

As previously mentioned, constant λmax fluorescence
emission observed from 9.3 to 29.9 °C indicates that no
conformational change has occurred in apo-bLA in this
temperature range. The observed 11 nm red-shift in
emission of non-illuminated apo-bLA between 29.9 and
34.6 °C (Table 3, Fig. 7a) indicates that a conformational
change occurs in apo-bLA before illumination in this
temperature interval. Data present in Table 3 and Fig. 7b
demonstrates that UV illumination of apo-bLA induced
local conformational changes at all temperatures, leading to
the same fluorescence emission changes reported at 25 °C:
fluorescence emission intensity increase and red-shift in Trp
fluorescence emission. The kinetics of fluorescence emis-
sion intensity increase at 340 nm upon continuous Trp
excitation is faster at higher temperatures (Fig. 7a and
Table 2). On the other hand the observed increase in
fluorescence emission intensity upon illumination is lower
at higher temperatures due to dynamic solvent quenching
(Results and Fig. 6a). At 34.6 °C a continuous decrease in
fluorescence emission intensity is observed upon 295 nm
illumination of apo-bLA, which should be correlated with
the conformational transition observed between 29.9 and
34.6 °C in non-illuminated apo-bLA.

The physical interpretation of the exponential equation
used for fitting the temperature dependent fluorescence
emission time traces is that Trp excited specii are involved
in a first order reaction and that the reaction constant is
proportional to the rate constant of fluorescence increase
(k). For the photo-induced cleavage of SS bonds in
cutinase, Neves-Petersen et al. [17] described the fluores-
cence emission increase using a model that assumes a
chemical conversion (1st order photo-induced reaction) of
low quantum yield native Trp specii to high quantum yield
Trp specii. We consider a similar mechanism for apo-bLA
involving the chemical conversion between one pool of
molecules with intact disulphide bonds and low fluores-
cence emission intensity and another with broken SS bonds,
MG-like intermediate conformations, and high fluorescence

emission intensity. This chemical conversion between the
Trp molecules is associated with the increase in Trp
fluorescence emission intensity. Thus, the rate of fluores-
cence emission intensity increase k should be related to the
kinetic rate of conversion between the two pools of
molecules.

Neves-Petersen et al. have previously reported that the
UV-light induced disruption of SS in a protein upon Trp
excitation is mediated by the presence of solvated electrons
originated from the photoionization of aromatic residues
such as Trp and Tyr [10]. Trp photoionization, a major
photo-oxidation pathway of many proteins [10, 11] can take
place from the pre-fluorescent state S* and from S1 giving
rise to transient specii (see schemes 1–14) which in proteins
will lead to disulphide bridge disruption and free thiol
formation. The 21.8 kJ.mol−1 Arrhenius activation energy
obtained is smaller but comparable to previously reported
50 kJ.mol−1 activation energy of thermal photoionization
from the singlet excited S1 of Tryptophan in solution [14].
The presence of other groups (e.g. proton transfer groups,
electron acceptors such as disulphide bridges) nearby Trp
residues can favor Trp photoionization, lowering the energy
barrier required for the reaction, which is correlated with a
lower Ea value for Trp photoionization in apo-bLA. Only
two decay pathways of excited Trp are known to be favored
by a temperature increase: photoionization from S1 and
intramolecular proton transfer from the protonated amino
group to the indole ring, not possible in proteins due to the
presence of the peptide bond [14]. Photoionization yield
has been determined upon measurement of the concentra-
tion of generated solvated electron or the concentration of
Trp radical formed at each temperature [14]. On the other
hand, photoionization yield from higher excited states S* is
known to decrease with temperature [15] and ionization
rate constant from S* is reported to be temperature
independent [14]. Furthermore, S*Trp photoionization in
solution yields eaq- within 200 fs after irradiation [12, 13].
S*Trp photoionization competes with relaxation to S1. Flash
photolysis studies of cutinase and lysozyme show forma-
tion of aqueous eaq- within 12 ns after excitation [10].
These observations suggest that Trp photoionization in apo-
bLA occurs from S1. However, delayed detection of
solvated electrons after UV excitation of proteins could be
due to the fact that Trp is initially buried in the 3D lattice of
the protein and not solvent exposed.

Conclusions

Prolonged excitation of Trp residues in apo-bLA induces an
increase in fluorescence emission at 340 nm coupled with a
red-shift in Trp emission and SS bond disruption. We show
that Trp fluorescence spectral changes and disulphide
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bridge disruption in apo-bLA are correlated with a chemical
conversion between two pools of molecules. Native apo-
bLA molecules with intact SS and low fluorescence
emission intensity Trp emission are gradually converted
into apo-bLA molecules with disrupted disulphide bridges,
MG-like conformation, high fluorescence emission intensi-
ty and red-shifted Trp emission. A 1st order reaction was an
excellent model for the temperature-dependent 340 nm
emission kinetic traces. Data suggests that photoionization
from the S1 state is one of the major mechanisms involved
in the photolysis of SS in apo-bLA and in the reaction
mechanism above described. These studies provide a
deeper insight into the photophysical and photochemical
processes activated upon UV-illumination proteins.

In the latest years, UV-light (mostly UVC-light – 200–
280 nm) has been explored as an alternative method for
microbial disinfection of liquid foods, beverages and
growth media [74]. Thermal treatment is the traditional
method for pasteurization of cheese whey, but has been
found to be time consuming and cause denaturation of the
whey protein [75, 76]. UV-light continuous sterilization
technique of cheese whey and milk has been shown to be
effective in eliminating certain microorganisms [75–77].
However, no considerable attention has been given to the
potential effects of UV-light on the nutrients present in the
UV-pasteurized products. LA constitutes 20–25% of the
whey protein [78]. The observations reported in the present
paper together with previous reports [48–50] show that UV-
light exposure induces structural changes on native and
apo-LA. Loss of structure most likely leads to loss in
activity, as reported by Vanhooren et al, where ~35% of the
original lactose synthase regulatory activity of native goat-
LA has been lost after 3 h of 290 nm illumination [50].
Furthermore, Elmnaser et al. recently reported some
structural changes upon light treatment (including UV-
light) of milk proteins [79]. A more careful analysis
should be undertaken when studying UV-light as an
alternative for pasteurization and sterilization processes
in whey and other milk derivatives where LA is present
since the biological function of the protein might also be
affected, and protein denaturation may occur as well.
Experimental parameters such as UV-irradiation power
and illumination time of the medium should be opti-
mized in order to ensure microorganism destruction but
avoiding affecting the structure and the function of whey
protein. This same concern should be extended to all
protein containing food products.
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Abstract

In this work we report the effects of continuous UV-light (276 nm, ,2.20 W.m22) excitation of human insulin on its
absorption and fluorescence properties, structure and functionality. Continuous UV-excitation of the peptide hormone in
solution leads to the progressive formation of tyrosine photo-product dityrosine, formed upon tyrosine radical cross-
linkage. Absorbance, fluorescence emission and excitation data confirm dityrosine formation, leading to covalent insulin
dimerization. Furthermore, UV-excitation of insulin induces disulphide bridge breakage. Near- and far-UV-CD spectroscopy
shows that UV-excitation of insulin induces secondary and tertiary structure losses. In native insulin, the A and B chains are
held together by two disulphide bridges. Disruption of either of these bonds is likely to affect insulin’s structure. The UV-
light induced structural changes impair its antibody binding capability and in vitro hormonal function. After 1.5 and 3.5 h of
276 nm excitation there is a 33.7% and 62.1% decrease in concentration of insulin recognized by guinea pig anti-insulin
antibodies, respectively. Glucose uptake by human skeletal muscle cells decreases 61.7% when the cells are incubated with
pre UV-illuminated insulin during 1.5 h. The observations presented in this work highlight the importance of protecting
insulin and other drugs from UV-light exposure, which is of outmost relevance to the pharmaceutical industry. Several drug
formulations containing insulin in hexameric, dimeric and monomeric forms can be exposed to natural and artificial UV-light
during their production, packaging, storage or administration phases. We can estimate that direct long-term exposure of
insulin to sunlight and common light sources for indoors lighting and UV-sterilization in industries can be sufficient to
induce irreversible changes to human insulin structure. Routine fluorescence and absorption measurements in laboratory
experiments may also induce changes in protein structure. Structural damage includes insulin dimerization via dityrosine
cross-linking or disulphide bond disruption, which affects the hormone’s structure and bioactivity.
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Introduction

For several years, there has been significant interest on the
effects of UV-light excitation on the structure and function of
proteins [1–4]. This is particularly relevant for the food and
pharmaceutical industries, and for the medical field where
structural stability and activity of proteins as drugs or nutrients,
is of nuclear importance. In the pharmaceutical industry, UV-light
induced damage of proteins can occur during production,
formulation, visual inspections, fill and finish operations, packag-
ing, storage and delivery of the drug, since protein products will
most likely be exposed to UV-light from natural or artificial light-
sources [2,5]. The same may occur during handling and
administration of pharmaceuticals to patients, in hospitals and
clinics (e.g. use of intravenous bags for administration of drugs)

[2,6]. A summary of possible UV-light induced reactions will be
presented.

In proteins, the main targets of UV-light induced photo-
degradation are the peptide backbone, tryptophan, tyrosine (Tyr,
Y), phenylalanine, and cystine. In this work we will focus on Tyr
photochemistry. The protein studied, insulin, does not contain any
tryptophan residues. Furthermore, in this work insulin has been
excited at 276 nm. At this wavelength and at neutral pH, Tyr
absorption (e276 nm = 1362 cm21.M21 [7]) is higher than the
absorption by cystine (e276 nm = 220 cm21.M21 for dimethylsul-
fide, model for cystine absorption [8]) or by phenylalanine
(e276 nm = 3 cm21.M21 [7]).

Excitation of Tyr to higher electronic energy states is followed
by distinct processes including relaxation by fluorescence to
ground state, triplet state (3Tyr) formation, reaction with oxygen to
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form peroxy radicals, or excited state photochemical or photo-
physical processes, such as photoionization. Photoionization leads
to the ejection of an electron from the residue, possibly yielding a
solvated electron (e2

aq), and a radical cation (1Tyr-OH.+) followed
by deprotonation resulting in formation of an uncharged radical
(1Tyr-O.) [2,3]. These processes are influenced by the pH of the
solution, the temperature, the neighboring side-chains and the
protein structure itself [2,3]. Furthermore, in proteins Tyr can
transfer their excited state energy to tryptophan [2]. A complete
overview of the photophysical and photochemical mechanisms of
Tyr can be found in our previous publication [2] and other
literature [2,9,10].

The tyrosine radical 1Tyr-O. can also be involved in cross-
linking through the ortho position leading to the formation of
dityrosine (see Figure 1A) [2,11]. Dityrosine is formed upon radical
isomerization followed by diradical reaction, and finally enoliza-
tion [12,13]. Dityrosine is found in numerous proteins as a result
of aging [13], exposure to oxygen free radicals [13,14], nitrogen
dioxide, peroxynitrite, and lipid hydroperoxides [13], enzymatic
reaction with peroxidases [13,15,16], c-irradiation [17], and UV-
irradiation [18–20]. In these cases dityrosine cross-linking (Cortho-
Cortho) can be either intramolecular or intermolecular [2,12,20]
(see Figure 1B). Dityrosine is one of the specific markers for protein
oxidation. The intermolecular cross-linking may result in protein
aggregation [14,15,21] (See Figure 1B). Dityrosine formation upon
UV-irradiation has been shown with fluorescence spectroscopy in
L-dityrosine solutions [22], calmodulin [18,20] and elastin
hydrolysates (1 h excitation at 254 nm, power fluency of
43.8 W.m22) [19]. The yield of dityrosine formation obtained in
UV-irradiation of calmodulin (which contains a perfectly oriented
Tyr pair and no tryptophan nor cysteine (Cys, C) is low
(intermolecular cross-linking). There is only ,6% conversion of
Tyr to dityrosine and the reaction appears to be self-limiting [20].
Dityrosine displays unique fluorescence properties emitting
strongly at 400–409 nm [20]. The deprotonated and protonated
forms of dityrosine have absorption maxima at ,315 nm and
,283 nm respectively [22,23]. The pKa of the phenolic hydroxyl
groups ionized group that deprotonates first in free dityrosine is
,7.0–7.1 [22,23]. It is only the single deprotonated form of
dityrosine (in which one of the two phenolic hydroxyl groups is
deprotonated) that emits at 400–409 nm [22,24]. When dityrosine
in is in the singlet excited state it has an apparent pKa below 3.
Thus, dityrosine fluorescence can be also seen in solutions with pH
below 7, upon excitation of the protonated form (max at
,283 nm), because deprotonation of the first phenolic hydroxyl
group takes place in the excited state [20].

In proteins, another important photochemical mechanism
which follows Tyr excitation is the reduction of disulphide bridges
(SS) [1–3]. The solvated electrons generated upon Tyr excitation
(either through photoionization or biphotonic absorption in the
triplet state) can be captured by cystines leading to the formation
of RSSR.2 (disulphide electron adduct) and likely SS breakage
(schemes 1, 2) [3,25]. Solvated electrons can also interact with the
peptide chain creating hydroxide ions and ketyl radicals (scheme
3), which can propagate along the peptide chain [10,26]. If a ketyl
radical gets trapped by a disulfide bridge, this again results in a
disulphide anion and likely SS breakage. 3Tyr can also transfer an
electron to a nearby SS forming Tyr.+ and RSSR.2 (scheme 4)
[11]. Protonation of the disulphide anion can also lead to SS
disruption (scheme 5) [25]. Photolysis of SS can also take place
through direct excitation of cystine residues at ,254 nm, with
similar formation of the electron adduct RSSR.2

e{
aqzRSSR?RSSR .{ ð1Þ

RSSR .{uRS .zRS { ð2Þ

e{
aqz {CONH{ ? OH{z{ C

.
OHð ÞNH{ ð3Þ

3TyrzRSSR?Tyr .zzRSSR .{ ð4Þ

RSSR .{zHzuRS .zRSH ð5Þ

Reduction of SS upon UV excitation of aromatic residues has
been shown for proteins such as cutinase and lysozyme [1,3,27],
bovine serum albumin [28,29], prostate specific antigen [30],
alpha-lactalbumin [4] and antibody Fab fragments [31].

Insulin is a small and important peptide hormone for the
mammals involved in processes such as cell growth, cell
differentiation, membrane transfer of nutrients and metabolism
[32]. Insulin interacts with the insulin receptors in muscle cells,
liver, and adipose tissue [33]. It stimulates glucose uptake, glucose
oxidation, glycolysis, glycogenesis, lypogenesis, protein synthesis
and inhibits gluconeogenesis, lipolysis, fatty acid oxidation and
protein degradation [32,33]. In almost all the species, including
human, it has 51 amino-acids and a molecular weight of
,6000 Da [34]. The human insulin molecule is constituted by
two polypeptide chains, an A chain and a B chain, containing 21
and 30 amino acid residues, respectively [35]. The two chains are
linked together by two inter-chain SS (CysA7-CysB7 and CysA20-
CysA19) and an additional SS connects CysA6 and CysA11 within
the A chain (Figure 2A). The amino-acids of the two chains are
also involved in numerous non-covalent interactions [35].

Although insulin binds to its receptor as a monomer, it assumes
different forms both physiologically and in solution [36–38]. It
forms dimers, double dimers (or tetramers), triple dimers (or
hexamers), and higher-order aggregates [39]. The insulin form in
solution dependents on e.g. insulin concentration, pH, and solvent
composition, and metal ion concentration, which can also affect
the charge and solubility of the insulin molecule [36,39]. At
physiologic pH, monomeric human insulin molecules in solution
only exist at very low concentrations (,161029 M), while dimers
are formed at concentrations of about 161026 M [36,39]. In the
blood, the physiological concentration of insulin is generally
,161029 M, which ensures the circulation of insulin and its
biological effects as a monomer [36]. Insulin aggregation is
initiated upon concentration increase and several models have
been proposed for describing the phenomenon in the absence of
metal ions [39,40]. In the presence of zinc or other metal ions,
three human insulin dimers readily associate into hexamers
[39,41]. 2Zn hexameric insulin assembles through the coordina-
tion of two zinc ions and has a similar structure to the natural
storage species of the peptide in pancreatic beta-cells [41].

The stability of insulin molecule in either of its aggregation
states has been extensively studied over the years, due to its
importance for pharmaceutical preparations. Several studies have
been reported on the effects of pH, temperature and other
environmental stresses on the structure and function of the peptide
(for review see: [42]) but little attention has been given to insulin
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exposure to UV-light. Here we show that prolonged exposure of
human insulin to 276 nm UV-light has dramatic consequences on
the absorption, fluorescence, structure and biofunctionality of

human insulin. Continuous UV-exposure of insulin leads to SS
breakage mediated by tyrosine excitation, covalent insulin
dimerization via dityrosine cross-linking, and considerable losses

Figure 1. Molecular mechanisms of dityrosine cross-linking (Cortho-Cortho). (A) Reaction mechanism for the formation of dityrosine. (B)
Intermolecular dityrosine cross-linking in proteins.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g001
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in secondary and tertiary structural features. This structural
modification impairs both insulin antibody recognition and
biological function in vitro. For the first time to our knowledge
we quantify the functional losses in insulin activity and we relate it
to the irradiance levels used in our experiments. The effects of
prolonged exposure of insulin pharmaceutical preparations to
sunlight and artificial lighting,-and the implications for pharma-
ceutical industry are discussed.

Materials and Methods

Protein and Buffer Solutions
Human insulin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (product

I2643, Sigma-Aldrich Danmark A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark)
(MW = 5807.57 g.mol21; Zinc, Zn #1%, dried basis). Stock
solutions of insulin were prepared by dissolving the powder in
10 mM Phosphate Buffer pH 8.0 and stored at 4uC until use.
Insulin concentrations were determined by Abs276nm using a molar
extinction coefficient of 1.0675 cm21.(mg/ml)21 [43]. Milli-Q
water with conductivity below 0.2 mS.cm21 was used.

UV-excitation of Insulin Samples
Throughout the work insulin samples were excited on a RTC

2000 PTI spectrometer (Photon Technology International, Can-
ada, Inc.347 Consortium Court London, Ontario, Canada) with a
T-configuration, using a 75-W Xenon arc lamp coupled to a
monochromator. For each experiment 2 mL of 17.7 mM insulin in
10 mM PBS pH 8.0 was placed in a quartz macro cuvette (1 cm
path length) and continuously excited with UV-light over selected
time periods. A fresh sample was used for each excitation session.
Samples were magnetically stirred at 750 rpm in order to secure
homogeneous excitation. Slits (bandpass) were always set to 5 nm.
Lamp power at 276 nm was 142 mW and the same lamp was used
throughout the experiments.

UV-absorption Studies and Elmanns Assay
Before analyzing the insulin samples by UV-absorption and

quantifying the number of free thiol groups with the Elmann’s
assay, insulin was continuously excited at 276 nm during 0.25 h,
0.5 h, 0.75 h, 1 h, 2 h, or 2.5 h. After each illumination, 1 mL of
the illuminated solution was placed in 1 cm path length cuvette
and an absorbance spectrum was recorded with UV/Visible
spectrophotometer (UV1 VWR International–Thermo Electron
Corporation, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 81 Wyman Street
Waltham, MA, USA). Absorbance spectra were acquired between
200 and 500 nm. A reference spectrum was acquired for a fresh
insulin sample (time 0 h, control).

Detection of free thiol groups was carried out using the Ellman’s
assay [1,44]. Ellman’s reagent, 5,59-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid
(DTNB) was purchased from Molecular Probes (product D8451,
Life Technologies, Naerum, Denmark). One hundred mM DTNB
stock solution was prepared in DMSO and stored at 4uC. After
each excitation session, 990 mL of illuminated insulin solution was

mixed with an excess of DTNB (10 mL of 100 mM stock solution).
The molar ratio DTNB/insulin was ,57. Two minutes after
mixing the two components, the absorbance intensity at 412 nm
was monitored with a UV/Visible spectrophotometer (UV1 VWR
International–Thermo Electron Corporation, Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc. 81 Wyman Street Waltham, MA, USA), using a
1 cm path length quartz cuvette. The sample was kept in the dark
during the 2 min incubation period. Absorbance at 412 nm is due
to the release of the product 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate ion (TNB22)
and is proportional to the amount of thiol groups present in
solution. Concentration of thiol groups was determined using an
extinction molar coefficient for TNB22 of 14150 M21.cm21 at
412 nm [44].

Fluorescence Studies
Insulin samples were continuously excited at 276 nm during

0.5 h, 1 h, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3.5 h, and 7 h using the RTC 2000 PTI
spectrometer setup as described above. Time-based fluorescent
emission kinetic traces (emission fixed at 405 nm in detector 1 and
303 nm in detector 2) were obtained during continuous 276 nm
excitation. Real-time correction was enabled in order to correct
for oscillations in lamp intensity (gain set at 1 V).

Before and after each illumination, emission and excitation
spectra were recorded. Emission spectra were acquired with
276 nm and 320 nm excitation. Excitation spectra were recorded
with the emission fixed at 303 nm and 405 nm. The same
emission and excitation spectra were acquired for the buffer. Slits
(bandpass) were always set to 5 nm. During the whole procedure
samples were magnetically stirred at 750 rpm in order to secure
homogeneous excitation. Solution temperature was set at 21uC
using a Peltier element at the cuvette holder location.

Circular Dichroism Measurements
Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was used to monitor the

relative changes in ellipticity after prolonged 276 nm excitation of
insulin. Near- and far-UV CD spectra were immediately recorded
after each excitation session described in the previous session (0 h,
0.5 h, 1 h, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3.5 h, and 7 h 276 nm excitation). Two
hundred ml of illuminated insulin (17.7 mM in 10 mM PBS
pH 8.0) was placed in a quartz microcuvette with a path length of
0.1 cm. Far-UV CD spectra (190–260 nm) were acquired using
the following parameters: 1.0 nm band width, resolution 1.0 nm, 9
accumulations, scan speed 50 nm/min, 20 mdeg sensitivity, 4 s
response time. Near-UV CD spectra (250–310 nm) were recorded
using the following parameters: 10 nm band width, resolution
1.0 nm, 32 accumulations, scan speed 100 nm/min, 1 mdeg
sensitivity, 4 s response time. Far-UV and near-UV CD were also
acquired for a fresh insulin sample and for the buffer. The buffer
signal was subtracted from all spectra. Each measurement was
controlled by the JASCO J-700 hardware manager (JASCO
Corporation, Ishikawa-cho Hachioji-shi, Tokyo, Japan). Temper-
ature was kept constant at 21uC throughout all the measurements
using a Peltier element.

Figure 2. Tertiary and primary structures of insulin, dimer and 2Zn hexamer forms and receptor binding sites. (A) 3D structures of
insulin monomer and dimer extracted from the crystallized structured of the 2Zn pig insulin hexamer (4INS.pdb) [37]. Insulin A chains of insulin are
displayed in gray (two different shades in the insulin dimer) and B chains are displayed in black. The 4 Tyr residues of insulin (Y, orange) and the 6 Cys
(C, green) involved in 3 disulphide bridges (SS) are displayed in orange and green, respectively (left-side structure for insulin monomer and top
structure for insulin dimer). The two insulin binding sites are displayed in CPK (0.5 Å radius) in blue (binding site 1) and red (binding site 2) (right side
structure for insulin monomer and bottom structure for insulin dimer). (B) Primary structure of human insulin. The amino acid residues involved in the
association of 2 insulin molecules into a dimer (blue residues) and in the molecular assembly of 3 dimers into 2Zn insulin hexamer (red residues) are
displayed. The amino acid residues belonging to insulin receptor binding sites 1 and 2 are indicated by wide blue and red arrows, respectively. Amino
acid residues important for insulin receptor recognition of the binding site 1 but not belonging to this site are displayed with thin blue arrows
(adapted from [36], information regarding dimer association, hexamer formation, and insulin receptor binding sites extracted from [35,36,38,48–51]).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g002
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Radioimmunoassay
Insulin samples were continuously excited at 276 nm during

1.5 h or 3.5 h. As a control, in parallel, 2 mL of the same 17.7 mM
insulin stock was placed in a quartz macro cuvette and left in the
dark under 750 rpm during 1.5 or 3.5 h.

After excitation, the illuminated sample and the non-illuminat-
ed sample (positive control, PC) were diluted 500000 times. One
hundred mL of each diluted sample was pre-incubated with a
surplus (100 mL) of guinea pig anti-porcine insulin antibody serum
(Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark). During the incubation
period (,48 h) the guinea-pig anti porcine insulin antibodies bind
to the intact insulin molecules forming a complex. After incubation
an excess of labeled 125I-Insulin (100 mL with specific radioactivity
of ,371 mCi/mg, Novo Nordisk) is added to the reacting mixture
and binds to the remaining antibodies in solution, forming a 125I-
Insulin-antibody complex. To separate free insulin (non-bound)
and 125I-Insulin excess from the antibody-bound insulin, the
mixture is washed two times with 96% ethanol and subsequently
FAM/ethanol. After mixing, antibody-bound insulin and anti-
body-bound 125I-Insulin precipitate immediately, while free insulin
and free 125I-Insulin stay in the supernatant phase. The free 125I-
Insulin concentration is then determined by measuring the
radioactivity in the supernatant or the radioactivity of antibody-
bound 125I-Insulin in the precipitate. The intensity of the
radioactive-bound 125I-Insulin measured is directly proportional
to the insulin concentration in the analyzed sample. Rat insulin is
used as a standard sample. Insulin concentration is calculated from
a standard curve obtained using the radioactivity intensity
measurements of rat insulin (known concentrations) and their
input in Multicalc.

Glucose Uptake Assay
The effect of UV-light exposure of insulin on its in vitro function

was tested using a bioassay based on glucose uptake in
proliferating human skeletal muscle cells (SkMC) (Promocell,
Heidelberg, Germany). The cells were prepared according to the
Promocell manual and protocol. The cells were then seeded in 24
wells (0.3.106 cells/well) containing 1 mL growth medium. Once
70–90% confluence was reached, the growth medium was
replaced by 1 mL differentiation medium (Promocell) inducing
the fusion of skeletal cells to myotubes with typical multinucleated
syncytia. The differentiation medium was changed every 2nd to 3rd

day. Once extensive formation of multinucleated syncytia was
visible under the microscope (after 8–14 days), the cells were ready
for the glucose uptake assay.

As a preliminary step for the glucose uptake assay, an insulin
sample was continuously excited at 276 nm during 1.5 h using the
RTC 2000 PTI spectrometer setup as described above. As a
control, in parallel, 2 mL of the same 17.7 mM insulin stock was
placed in a quartz macro cuvette and left in the dark under
750 rpm during 1.5 h. After excitation, the illuminated sample
and the non-illuminated sample (positive control, PC) were diluted
to the concentration to be used in the assay (,100 nM).

After 8–14 days of culture in differentiation medium the 24
wells plate was washed twice with 1 mL Dullbecco’s Phosphate
Buffer saline (D-PBS) without CaCl2 and MgCl2 (GIBCO, Paisley,
UK). Afterwards 300 mL M-KRB supplemented with 0.1% BSA,
0.1 mM glucose (5 mCi/ml) or 1.5 mCi/well deoxy-d-glucose 2-
[1,2–3H(M)], referred as deoxy-d-glucose (Nen, Perkin Elmer,
2740 Skovlunde, Denmark) was added to the plates. Additionally,
for the wells where glucose uptake was being stimulated, insulin
was supplemented to the medium. Three types of wells were
prepared: one type with no insulin (control), a second with
100 nM illuminated insulin, and another with 100 nM of non-

illuminated insulin (PC). In the last two cases insulin was directly
diluted to the medium down to a concentration of 100 nM. Of the
24 wells, 6 wells were not supplemented with insulin (controls), 9
were stimulated with 100 nM of illuminated insulin, and 9 with
the PC 100 nM insulin. The plates were kept on ice during the
addition of medium. After 15 minutes incubation at 37uC the
plates were placed on ice, and the incubation was stopped by
washing twice with 1 ml M-KRB supplemented with 0.1% BSA
and 50 mM glucose. Two hundred ml of 0.1 M NaOH was added
to each well, and after 30 minutes at room temperature 100 ml was
transferred to a 24 well counting plate (Wallac Oy, Turku,
Finland) and 900 mL of Hisafe II scintillator (Perkin Elmer, 2740
Skovlunde, Denmark) was added. After ,12 h the plates were
counted using a micro beta counter TriLUX (Wallac Oy, Turku,
Finland). Counts per minute is a direct measure of the glucose
taken up by the muscle cells.

The assay was repeated maintaining all the experimental
conditions except the following. Of the 24 wells, 6 wells were
not supplemented with insulin (control), 12 were stimulated with
100 nM of illuminated insulin, and 6 wells with the PC 100 nM
insulin.

3D Protein Structure
The crystallography data used for 3D protein structure display

(Figure 2A), and distance calculations was extracted from the PDB
file 4INS (2Zn hexameric pig insulin [37]). 3D structures of the
insulin monomer and dimer were displayed using Accelrys
Discovery Studio Visualizer 2.5. Distances between Tyr residues,
and between Tyr residues and SS were calculated in Accelrys
Discovery Studio Visualizer 2.5 using the ‘‘monitor’’ tool.

Data Analysis
Absorbance Spectra. Absorbance spectra were first

smoothed using a 7 points adjacent averaging and the baseline
was corrected using the baseline tool of Origin Pro 8.0. Fitting of
peaks at 276 and ,314 nm was carried out using a 2 Gaussian
function and the peak finder from Origin Pro 8.0. The peak at
276 nm was fixed. The fitting procedure was carried out between
260 and 400 nm.

Emission and Excitation Spectra. All spectra obtained
were first Raman corrected by subtracting the corresponding
spectra recorded for the buffer alone in solution. Emission spectra
recorded upon 276 nm were smoothed using a 7 points adjacent
averaging. Excitation spectra obtained with emission fixed at
405 nm were smoothed using a 5 points adjacent averaging.

Since the emission and excitation spectra recorded at excitation
time 0 h were different for each excitation session (0.17 h, 0.33 h,
0.5 h, 0.75 h, and 1.5 h) a correction factor had to be applied to
each spectrum. Each spectrum obtained after each excitation
session (0.17 h, 0.33 h, 0.5 h, 0.75 h, and 1.5 h) was divided by
the maximum intensity value of the corresponding 0 h emission or
excitation spectrum. The emission spectra acquired upon 276 nm
were divided respectively by the 300 nm emission intensity values
of the corresponding 0 h emission spectra. Each emission
spectrum obtained upon 320 nm excitation was divided by the
300 nm emission intensity value of the corresponding 0 h emission
spectra obtained upon 276 nm excitation. It was not possible to
use the 0 h emission spectra recorded at 320 nm for correction
since there is emission peak at 0 h for this excitation wavelength.
The excitation spectra acquired with emission fixed at 303 nm was
divided by the 278 nm excitation intensity values of the
corresponding 0 h emission spectra. The excitation spectra
obtained with emission fixed at 405 nm were divided by the
278 nm emission intensity value of the corresponding 0 h
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excitation spectra obtained with emission fixed at 303 nm. Zero h
emission and excitation spectra obtained before 1 h excitation
were normalized using the respective correction factors mentioned
above and used for representation of the non-illuminated insulin
spectra.

Normalized emission and excitation spectra were obtained by
dividing each data point by the maximum intensity value in each
spectrum.

Time-based fluorescence emission kinetic traces (vs
276 nm exc. time). Time-based fluorescence emission kinetic
traces obtained with emission set at 303 nm and 405 nm, and
excitation fixed 276 nm were normalized by dividing each data
point by the emission intensity value at 1 h excitation time.

The emission intensity values at 405 nm used for plotting the
kinetic trace of fluorescence emission intensity at 405 nm with
excitation fixed at 320 nm were obtained directly from the
emission spectra recorded upon 320 nm excitation. The time-
based fluorescence kinetic trace was then normalized by dividing
each data point (emission intensity) by the 1 h excitation emission.

CD spectra. All spectra were obtained in mdeg directly from
the instrument and further treated in Origin Pro 8.0. The
ellipticities of the samples after different excitation periods were all
corrected for the buffer contribution. Near-UV CD spectra were
smoothed using a 5 points adjacent averaging.

Radioimmunoassay and glucose uptake assay. For both
assays data was represented as the mean 6 standard error of
mean.

In the radioimmunoassay the concentration detected for the
insulin samples has been normalized in order to compare the two
sets of experiments (1.5 and 3.5 h exc. and dark). Normalization
was carried out using as reference the non-illuminated PC insulin
detected concentration values (individually for each set of
experiments, 1.5 h and 3.5 h) and setting these values to 1.

Unpaired student t-tests were used to compare the samples in
the glucose uptake assay. The students t-tests were carried out in
Origin Pro 8.0. A p-value ,0.05 was considered significant.

Fitting Procedures. Normalized fluorescence kinetic traces
obtained upon 276 nm illumination (emission set at 303 nm and/
or 405 nm, excitation set at 276 nm or 320 nm) were fitted with
an exponential function F(t) = C1– C2.e

2kt, where F(t) is the
fluorescence emission intensity at 303 nm or 405 nm (a.u.) at the
276 nm excitation time t (h), C1 and C2 are constants and k is the
rate constant of fluorescence emission intensity increase (h21).

The kinetics of thiol group formation versus 276 nm excitation
time have also been fitted according to an exponential function
y = y0– A.e

2R0t, where y is the concentration of thiol groups (mM) at
the 276 nm excitation time t (h), y0 and A are constants and R0 is
the rate of thiol group formation (h21).

Smoothing procedures, data fitting and plotting were done in
Origin Pro 8.0.

Results

Three-dimensional Structure of Insulin
In Figure 2A the 3D crystal structures of native pig insulin

monomer and dimer in the hexamer 2Zn structure are presented.
Human and pig insulin differ just in one amino acid (human:
ThrB30, pig: AlaB30), implying that they share the same protein
fold and structure. The insulin monomer contains 4 Tyr residues
and as previously mentioned 3 SS. The closest distances between
Tyr and Cys residues involve Tyr19 A. TyrA19 is ,5.4 Å away
from CysA6-CysA11 and ,6.9 Å from CysB19-CysA20. In the
insulin monomer, no Tyr residue is in direct contact with another
Tyr residue. The shortest distance between Tyr residues is ,7.5 Å

(Tyr19A-Tyr26B). In the insulin dimer Tyr26B from one molecule
is in direct Van der Vaals contact (#5.2 Å as defined by Li and
Nussinov [45]) with Tyr16B in the second molecule: for TyrB26
(molecule 1) and TyrB16 (molecule 2) distance is ,3.8 Å, and for
TyrB26 (molecule 2) and TyrB16 (molecule 1) distance is ,4.1 Å
(see Figure 2A).

UV-Absorption (Prior and after 0.25–2.5 h 276 nm exc.,
Power Fluency of 2.20 W.m22)

Absorbance spectra were acquired prior and after 0.25–2.5 h
excitation at 276 nm (Figure 3A). UV-excitation of insulin leads to
an increase in absorbance intensity at 240–285 nm, (where Tyr
absorbs) and at 285–330 nm. Fitting the absorbance values
between 240 nm and 400 nm with a 2-Gaussian peak function
shows the presence of two peaks centered at ,276 nm and at
,315 nm (Figure 3B and Table 1). The area under each peak
tends to increase with UV-excitation time (fitted area, Table 1).

Steady State Fluorescence Emission (Prior and after 0.5–
7 h 276 nm exc., Power Fluency of 2.20 W.m22)

Emission Spectra (excitation 276 nm). In Figure 4A is
shown the emission spectra of insulin acquired upon excitation at
276 nm (absorption maximum wavelength for Tyr) prior and after
276 nm excitation. A pronounced decrease in emission intensity
(centered at 301 nm) is observed after UV-excitation. After 7 h
continuous 276 nm excitation the emission intensity of the insulin
tyrosine residues at 303 nm is only ,60% of the initial
fluorescence emission intensity. The observed decrease in emission
intensity at 303 nm is correlated with an increase in fluorescence
emission intensity at 405 nm (Figure 4A, insert). After 7 h of
excitation a peak is clearly visible at ,405 nm and a 6.2 fold
intensity increase is observed. Normalization of the emission
spectra (data not shown) shows no shift in the wavelength of the
most intense peak centered at 301 nm. The change in fluorescence
emission intensity at 303 nm and 405 nm upon prolonged 276 nm
excitation time is displayed in Figure 4B. Fitting the experimental
curves show that both changes are exponential. The results are
listed in the section below.

Emission spectra (excitation 320 nm). After exciting
insulin with 276 nm light, emission spectrum of the protein were
recorded upon 320 nm excitation in order to verify if the species
that absorbs at these wavelengths is also fluorescent (Figure 5A).
Before 276 nm excitation, no fluorescence emission is observed at
330–500 nm upon 320 nm excitation. With the increase in
276 nm excitation time, we observe the progressive formation of
a peak centered at ,400 nm (exc. 320 nm). After 7 h of
excitation, the emission intensity at 405 nm is 31.4 fold higher
compared to non-illuminated insulin. The kinetics of the
fluorescence emission intensity increase at 405 nm versus
276 nm exc. time is exponential (Figure 5B and Table 2). In
Table 2 are summarized the fitted parameters and root mean
square errors obtained upon fitting the kinetic traces displayed in
Figures 4B and 5B with an exponential model (F(t) = C1– C2.e

2kt).
After prolonged excitation with 276 nm light, there is an
exponential increase of fluorescence emission intensity at
405 nm (Figures 4B and 5B) and an exponential decrease of
fluorescence emission intensity at 303 nm (Figure 4B) upon
276 nm excitation. The kinetics traces have been fitted in the
same time window (1–7 h) and normalized to the emission value at
1 h of 276 nm excitation.

In Table 2 we observe that the kinetics of emission intensity
increase at 405 nm upon 276 nm or 320 nm excitation are similar
with comparable kinetic constant k (constant that determines
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exponential fluorescence emission increase over 276 nm exc. time)
values (1.59.1021 h21, exc. 276 nm and 1.62.1021 h21, exc.
320 nm). However, the fluorescence emission intensity increase at
405 nm upon 320 nm excitation is faster (higher C2 value). The
kinetics of fluorescence emission intensity decrease at 303 nm (exc.
276 nm) are distinct and slower, with a lower k value
(1.08.1021 h21).

Excitation spectra (emission 303 nm). In Figure 6 is
shown the excitation spectra of insulin acquired by fixing the
emission at 303 nm, where Tyr should emit, prior and after
276 nm excitation. It can be observed that the excitation emission
intensity decreases over the illumination time, which is correlated
with the previously described decrease in emission intensity at
303 nm (Figure 4A). Normalization of the excitation spectra shows
no shift in the wavelength where maximum excitation intensity is
observed (,277 nm), matching the absorption maximum of Tyr
(data not shown).

Excitation spectra (emission 405 nm). In order to analyze
the species that contribute to the increase of fluorescence emission
intensity at 405 nm after continuous 276 nm excitation, excitation
spectra (emission fixed at 405 nm) were acquired after each
continuous excitation session (Figure 7). Upon 276 nm excitation,
a progressive increase in the excitation intensity centered around
320–325 nm is observed. After 7 h, excitation intensity increases
,22 fold at 320 nm. Normalization of the excitation spectra
shows no shift with excitation time on the peak formed at ,320–
325 nm (data not shown).

Thiol group’s quantification (Prior and after 0.25–2.5 h
276 nm exc., Power Fluency of 2.20 W.m22)

The concentration of free thiol groups increases with 276 nm
excitation time, following an exponential kinetic (Figure 8). After
2.5 h the concentration of free thiol groups in insulin is
,4.47 mM. Assuming that the formation of free thiol groups
follows a first order kinetics (as indicates the 1st order exponential
model used) it is possible that more thiol groups are formed with
increased 276 nm excitation time. The maximum value of thiol
concentration can be estimated from the exponential model
(y = y0– A.e

2R0t) used for fitting and is given by y0, which is of
5.04 mM.

CD measurements (Prior and after 0.5 h –7 h 276 nm
exc., Power Fluency of 2.20 W.m22)

The far-UV CD spectrum of the non-illuminated sample (exc.
0 h) displays the classical far-UV features characterizing protein
secondary structure (Figure 9). There is a peak at ,195 nm,
representative of b-sheet organization and a double minimum at
222 nm and 210–208 nm, characteristic of a-helical content [46].
Prolonged excitation with 276 nm light leads to a progressive
decrease of ellipticity at 195, 210–208, and 222 nm (Figure 9).
After 7 h of illumination, there is a decrease of 58.5%, 18.1% and
37.15% of ellipticity signal at 195, 209 and 202 nm, respectively.

Prolonged excitation of insulin with 276 nm light results in a
loss in near-UV CD ellipticity signal. After 3.5 h of 276 nm
excitation there is a 66.2% decrease ellipticity signal at 273 nm
(data not shown).

Radioimmunoassay (1.5 h, 3.5 h 276 nm exc., Power
Fluency of 2.20 W.m22)

Continuous UV-excitation leads to a progressive decrease in
insulin concentration detected by the guinea-pig anti-porcine
insulin antibodies (Figure 10). After 1.5 h of illumination the
detected insulin concentration is 25.6% lower than the one for the
positive control sample (non-illuminated insulin, PC). After 3.5 h
of excitation, the concentration of insulin molecules detected was
65.0% lower than for the PC sample.

Glucose Uptake Assays (1.5 h 276 nm exc., Power
Fluency of 2.20 W.m22)

Figure 11 shows the glucose uptake (counts per minute) by
skeletal muscle cells after 1 hour of incubation at three different
conditions: no insulin, insulin kept in the dark (positive control,
PC), and pre-treated UV-illuminated insulin (1.5 h excitation at
276 nm). As expected, there is a considerable increase in glucose
uptake (15.464.1%) for the cells that have been stimulated with
insulin (non-illuminated, positive control, PC) when compared to
the cells void of insulin (p,0.05). When the cells were stimulated
with the same concentration of insulin previously illuminated with
276 nm light, the increase in glucose uptake relative to the cells
void of insulin is 5.963.3% (p,0.05). The difference in glucose
uptake between the positive control samples (PC) and the excited
samples (1.5 h excitation at 276 nm) is significant (p,0.05). After
1.5 h of excitation with 276 nm light, insulin retains only 38.3% of

Figure 3. Absorbance spectra of human insulin after prolonged 276 nm UV-excitation. (A) Absorbance spectra obtained before and after
276 nm light continuous exc. (0.25 h, 0.5 h, 0.75 h, 1 h, 2 h, and 2.5 h) of human insulin in solution. In the insert, are plotted the absorbance values at
220, 276 and 290 nm vs 276 nm exc. time. Absorbance at 276 and 290 nm increase linearly with 276-nm excitation time (linear fitting, R2 = 96.78% for
Abs276 nm and R2 = 99.28% for Abs290 nm). (B) Fitting of the absorbance spectrum (obtained after 2 h exc. with 276 nm light) with a 2 gaussian peak
function. The peak at 276 nm was fixed. The original experimental spectrum, the two individual fitting curves obtained for each peak and the
cumulative curve of the two fittings are displayed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g003

Table 1. Parameter values obtained upon fitting of the
insulin absorbance spectra with a 2 Gaussian peak function.

Exc. time
(276 nm) lmax (nm) Fitted area FWHM (nm) R2

0 h Peak 1 276 3.07060.065 25.0860.66 0.95566

Peak 2 315.6 62.0 0.2260.050 17.9964.77

0.25 h Peak 1 276 3.25960.064 25.9560.64 0.96477

Peak 2 315.961.8 0.26260.049 19.6264.31

0.5 h Peak 1 276 3.31960.069 26.1160.69 0.96078

Peak 2 315.362.2 0.23160.053 19.6265.24

0.75 h Peak 1 276 3.52160.068 26.9760.67 0.96948

Peak 2 316.561.7 0.32960.053 22.3464.23

1 h Peak 1 276 3.72560.069 27.5060.65 0.97289

Peak 2 314.461.3 0.36160.05 20.0463.22

2 h Peak 1 276 4.08960.068 29.0860.63 0.98307

Peak 2 314.861.4 0.38760.049 23.0463.29

2.5 h Peak 1 276 4.43660.08 30.2660.68 0.98496

Peak 2 316.761.5 0.51960.059 27.7263.41

Fitting parameters and corresponding errors (standard error), and root mean
square errors were obtained after fitting each insulin absorbance spectrum
(spectra in Figure 3A and fitting example in Figure 3B) with a 2 Gaussian peak
function. lmax is the wavelength of maximum emission for each absorbance
peak. The peak at 276 nm was fixed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.t001
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its normal activity in vitro. The same experiment was repeated in
similar conditions yielding comparable results (data not shown).
Such data shows that stimulation of cells with non-illuminated and
1.5 h 276 nm excited insulin resulted respectively in 16.267.2%
and 3.366.1% increase in glucose uptake. Only 20.2% of the
insulin hormonal function was retained after exposure with UV-
light.

Discussion

The response of insulin molecules to UV-light and the
interaction between illuminated insulin molecules will depend
greatly on which form insulin will be in solution (monomer, dimer,
or higher order aggregational states). In our experiments, human
insulin is present at a 17.7 mM concentration. Currently a widely
accepted model for concentration-dependent association of insulin
in zinc-free solutions is the one of Pekar and Frank [47]. It assumes
that two insulin monomers form a dimer, three dimers form a
hexamer, and subsequently self-association proceeds with addition
of hexamers (the model does not consider tetramer formation).
Using the equilibrium constants determined by Attri et al. (2010)
[40] for insulin self-association (20 mM Phosphate, 0.1 M NaCl,
5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) in the model for a concentration of
17.7 mM we obtain relative populations of monomer, dimer, and
hexamer of 1.66%, 97.75% and 0.59%, respectively (we excluded
aggregation states of higher order than hexamer). Thus, it is
expected that in our experiments, insulin is mainly present in its
dimeric form.

The structural interaction between the insulin peptide and its
membrane receptor is a key process in the biological and
physiological action of the hormone. It is well established that
insulin molecules bind to its receptor in its monomeric form, but
the mechanisms of binding are not completely understood. The
classical receptor binding surface in insulin is constituted by a
number of residues: GlyA1, GlnA5, TyrA19, AsnA21, ValB12,
TyrB16, GlyB23, PheB24, PheB25 and TyrB26 (Figure 2A, CPK
in blue) [38,48]. For convenience we will refer this binding surface
as binding site 1. Furthermore, it has been shown that the N-
terminal a-helix of the insulin A chain (amino acids A1-A8) is
relevant for achieving high affinity insulin receptor activation for
insulin recognition [38,48]. A second cluster of residues has been
proposed to be important for insulin receptor binding: SerA12,

LeuA13, GluA17, HisB10, GluB13 and LeuB17 (Figure 2A,
residues displayed as CPK in red) [38]. We will name this second
binding region as binding site 2. It is proposed that these two
separate binding zones in insulin allow the interaction with two
separate binding sites in the insulin receptor [38,49].

In its aggregated forms insulin is inactive and does not bind to
the insulin receptor [50]. In fact, in the physiologically present
aggregated forms of insulin (dimer conformation and 2Zn
hexamer), several residues relevant for insulin receptor binding
(sites 1 and 2) are involved in dimer interaction and thus blocked
from insulin receptor recognition (see Figure 2B). In the insulin
dimer conformation (Figure 2A) the key interactions between
insulin molecules 1 and 2 are complementary (anti-symmetric) and
involve hydrogen bonding between residues of the classical
receptor binding site 1: TyrB26 of one molecule and PheB24 of
the other molecule [50,51]. Other important residues of the
classical receptor binding site 1 that also participate in dimeriza-
tion are PheB25, TyrA19 and TyrB16 [50,51]. Upon dimer
formation, almost all the residues of the receptor binding site 1 are
either blocked or solvent shielded (Figure 2B, in blue). It is also
relevant to mention that Tyr A14 is involved in dimer interaction
to form the insulin 2Zn hexamer [35], and that 5 of the 6 residues
of the binding site 2 are either blocked or solvent shielded
(Figure 2B, in red). In the case of permanent dimerization of the
insulin dimer it is expected that some of the binding site 1 protein
residues remain inaccessible for receptor recognition, which would
result in permanent loss of insulin functionality.

The changes in fluorescence emission of insulin induced by
continuous UV-excitation concur with the progressive formation
of a new species that emits strongly at ,405 nm (Figure 4A). This
species is excited at 276 nm and more strongly at 320 nm
(Figure 7), which correlates well with the fluorescence character-
istics of dityrosine formed upon cross-linking of two tyrosine
molecules (vide supra, introduction). The progressive increase in
excitation intensity at 276 and 320 nm upon continuous 276 nm
excitation also confirms that new dityrosine molecules are
constantly formed upon UV-excitation. Dityrosine formation is
also correlated with the observed increase in absorption of insulin
at 276 and 314 nm upon UV-excitation (Figures 3A, 3B and
Table 1). The two fitted absorption peaks correspond to the
absorption maxima of dityrosine species, at 284 and 315 nm (vide

Figure 4. Fluorescence emission of human insulin (276 nm excitation) upon prolonged 276 nm UV-excitation. (A) Fluorescence
emission spectra (276 nm exc.) obtained before and after 276 nm light continuous exc. (0.5 h, 1 h, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3.5 h, and 7 h) of human insulin in
solution. There is a continuous decrease in emission intensity at 303 nm with 276 nm exc. time. The insert shows a zoom of the emission spectra
between 350 and 550 nm. Emission intensity at ,405 nm increases progressively with 276 nm excitation time. (B) Fluorescence emission intensity
kinetic traces obtained at 330 and 405 nm (exc. fixed at 276 nm) upon continuous of human insulin with 276 nm light. Fitting of the experimental
traces was carried out using an exponential function F(t) = C1– C2.e

2kt. Fitted parameter values and corresponding errors, and root mean square error
values were obtained after fitting each kinetic trace (Table 2).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g004

Table 2. Parameter values obtained upon fitting the insulin fluorescence emission kinetic traces recorded with emission fixed at
303 nm (exc. 276 nm) and 405 nm (exc. 276 or 320 nm).

Fitting Fig. Exc. (nm) Em. (nm) C1 C2 k (h21) R2

Fig. 4B 276 303 0.27760.002 20.80660.002 1.08E20164.04E204 0.99979

276 405 3.93560.007 3.48960.006 1.59E20166.05E204 0.99955

Fig. 5B 320 405 9.19160.161 9.62260.135 1.62E20165.08E203 0.99992

Fitting parameter values and corresponding errors (standard errors), and root mean square errors were calculated after fitting the fluorescence emission kinetic traces
recorded with emission fixed at 303 nm (exc. fixed at 276 nm, Figure 4B) and 405 nm (exc. fixed at 276 nm and 405 nm, Figures 4B and 5B) upon continuous 276 nm
excitation to the equation F(t) = C1– C2.e

2kt.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.t002
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supra, introduction). Tyrosil radicals may also be involved in other
reactions than dityrosine coupling. Some of the tyrosil radicals
disproportionate (reaction between radicals to originate non-
radical products) to tyrosine and dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA)
[19,20]. Furthermore, other products of tyrosine oxidation may be
present such as isodityrosine, trityrosine, pulcherosine, dopamine,
dopamine quinone, 5,6-dihydroxyindol and 5,6-dihydroxy-3-oxo-
indol [12,20]. The yields of formation of these products are usually
lower compared to dityrosine [12].

Dityrosine formation has been observed previously in insulin
upon oxidation with H2O2/peroxidase [15], metal-catalyzed
oxidation with H2O2/Cu [52], ozone [53], carbon electrodes
[54], and exposure to c-radiation [17]. Inter-molecular dityrosine
cross-linking is indicated by two of these studies [15,52], while
carbon electrode oxidation suggests intra-molecular dityrosine
cross-linking of insulin [54]. The minimum distance between
tyrosine residues within an insulin monomer is 7.5 Å which does

not favor direct Van der Vaals contacts (Results and Figure 2A).
Thus, it is more likely that tyrosine cross-linking occurs between
two different insulin molecules. In the dimer conformation
(Figure 2A), Tyr26B from one molecule is in direct Van der
Vaals contact (#5.2 Å [45]) with Tyr16B in the second molecule
and vice-versa. These two residue pairs are also involved in the
dimer stabilization via hydrogen bonding. This geometry favors
direct dityrosine cross-linking, indicating that excitation of insulin
with UV-light leads to progressive covalent cross-linking of the
insulin molecules in the dimer. In the dityrosine insulin dimer the
classical binding region would not be available for receptor
recognition, resulting in permanent loss of function, as observed in
our study (Figure 10). Since the tyrosil radical TyrN is relatively
stable, with a lifetime in the microsecond timescale [2], we cannot
exclude that the cross-linking occurs differently between insulin
molecules of different dimers.

Figure 5. Fluorescence emission of human insulin (320 nm excitation) upon prolonged 276 nm UV-excitation. (A) Fluorescence
emission spectra (320 nm exc.) recorded before and after 276 nm light continuous exc. (0.5 h, 1 h, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3.5 h, and 7 h) of human insulin in
solution. There is a continuous increase in emission intensity at 405 nm with 276 nm exc. time. (B) Fluorescence emission intensity kinetic trace
obtained at 405 nm (exc. at 320 nm) upon continuous of human insulin with 276 nm light. Fitting of the experimental traces was carried out using an
exponential function F(t) = C1– C2.e

2kt. Fitted parameter values and corresponding errors, and root mean square error values were obtained after
fitting each kinetic trace (Table 2).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g005

Figure 6. Fluorescence excitation spectra of human insulin (emission fixed at 303 nm) upon prolonged 276 nm UV-excitation. The
excitation spectra (em. 303 nm) were obtained before and after 276 nm light continuous exc. (0.5 h, 1 h, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3.5 h, and 7 h) of human insulin
in solution. There is a continuous decrease in excitation intensity at 276 nm with 276 nm exc. time.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g006
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The fluorescence emission intensity at 405 nm upon insulin
276 nm prolonged illumination follows a single exponential
increase for excitation wavelength either at 276 nm (Figure 4B
and Table 2) or 320 nm (Figure 5B and Table 2). The fitted
constant k (constant for exponential fluorescence emission intensity
increase) is similar at the two excitation wavelengths which
indicate that it is the same process that occurs in both cases. The
two excitation wavelengths (276 nm and 320 nm) can excite
separately the protonated and single deprotonated forms of
dityrosine (absorption maxima of 284 and 314 nm, respectively,
vide supra introduction). Upon excitation to its singlet excited states,
both of these species fluoresce at ,400–409 nm. This can be
interpreted as if dityrosine is formed upon UV-excitation of
tyrosine following a 1st order reaction, and that upon continuous
excitation of its protonated and single deprotonated forms,
dityrosine fluoresces at 405 nm. This is in agreement with the
photochemical reaction mechanism for dityrosine cross-linking
from tyrosine radical described previously (vide supra, introduction,
Figure 1A).

A new molecular species is formed upon UV excitation of
insulin: dityrosine. Simultaneously with the formation of dityr-
osine, tyrosines must disappear. Upon prolonged illumination at
276 nm, tyrosine emission at 303 nm diminishes (Figure 4A)
Furthermore, tyrosine excitation intensity at 276 nm (303 nm em.,
Figure 6) decreases. This contrasts with the already mentioned
decrease of 276 nm absorbance with excitation time (Figure 3A).
At 276 nm the extinction coefficient of dityrosine is higher than
the summed extinction coefficients of the forming two tyrosine
molecules (at 276 nm – tyrosine, extinction coefficient of
1362 cm21.M21 [7]; dityrosine extinction coefficient of

3068 cm21.M21 (extracted from [55]). Since dityrosine is also
progressively formed upon continuous UV-excitation, the replace-
ment of tyrosine molecules with dityrosine will lead to an increase
of absorption intensity at 276 nm. The formation of other tyrosine
derivatives upon UV-excitation (please see discussion above) may
also contribute to the increase in absorption intensity at 276 nm,
(e.g. for DOPA: e280 nm = 2692 M21.cm21,in buffer, pH 5.6 and
6.8 [56]). The decrease in fluorescence emission intensity at
303 nm follows a single exponential decay kinetics upon contin-
uous 276 nm excitation (Figure 4B). The exponential model is
consistent once more with a 1st order reaction, which is in
agreement with the mechanisms that precede tyrosine depletion,
such as Tyr photoionization and intersystem crossing to the triplet
state.

The depletion of tyrosine molecules and formation of dityrosine
cross-linking with UV-light is correlated with growing amounts of
free thiol (SH) groups with the Ellman’s assay (Figure 8). This is
consistent with the breakage of the protein’s SS bonds upon UV-
excitation of tyrosine, a well-described mechanism in proteins
[2,3,27,28]. As previously observed (vide supra results – three-
dimensional structure of insulin) in the insulin monomer (Figure 2A) no
Tyr residue is in direct Van der Vaals contact with SS bonds.
Nonetheless, TyrA19 is close to CysA6-CysA11 (,5.9 Å) and
CysB19-CysA20 (,6.5 Å), which would favor direct electron
transfer to these residues after formation of 3Tyr (vide supra –
introduction, scheme 4). Photoionization of Tyr and formation of
solvated e2

aq may also be a mechanism involved in breakage of SS
in insulin, which could be the case for longer distances between
Tyr and SS (vide supra – Introduction, schemes 1 and 2). The
formation of free SH groups upon continuous 276 nm excitation

Figure 7. Fluorescence excitation spectra of human insulin (emission fixed at 405 nm) upon prolonged 276 nm UV-excitation.
Fluorescence excitation spectra (emission fixed at 405 nm) obtained before and after 276 nm light continuous exc. (0.5 h, 1 h, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3.5 h, and
7 h) of human insulin in solution. There is a continuous increase in excitation intensity at 320 nm with 276 nm exc. time.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g007
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of insulin follows a single exponential kinetics which would
indicate that the breakage of SS bonds is consistent with a first
order reaction. The maximum value of free SH concentration is
5.04 mM. Considering that the protein concentration in the
experiments is 17.7 mM and that insulin has 3 SS, the maximum
concentration of free thiol groups that could be present would be
of 106.2 mM. Thus, we conclude that at least one SS in insulin has
been disrupted in the insulin molecules after 276 nm excitation.
The number of SS broken may be higher than the estimated by
the Ellman’s assay.

Moziconacci et al. reported UV light (253.7 nm) induced
photolysis of the SS bonds in human insulin [57]. At this
wavelength photolysis of SS occurs both via direct cystine
excitation and via tyrosine or phenylalanine excitation. Mozzico-
naci et al. report that 67% of the thiols formed were generated
through direct homolysis of the SS and 33% through solvated
electrons yielded from tyrosine and phenylalanine excitation [57].
In total, all of the 3 SS in insulin were prompt to cleavage upon
insulin continuous 253.7 nm excitation. The authors reported the
existence of different photo-products with SS bonds broken upon
253.7 nm excitation [57]. More relevantly, one of the photo-
products yielded from Tyr excitation had a cross-link between
TyrA19 and CysB19 resulting from CysB19-CysA20 breakage.
The breakage of this CysB19-CysA20 upon TyrA19 excitation is
in agreement with our previous observation on the proximity
between TyrA19 and this SS. Breakage of SS CysB7-CysB19, and
the cross-link TyrA19-CysB19 were also observed in insulin after
253.7 nm excitation. It is likely that breakage of these SS bonds
and the above mentioned cross-link also occur in our experiments.
TyrA19 belongs to binding site 1. If it is cross-linked with CysB19

it might be blocked and not be able to participate in receptor
binding.

Disruption of CysA7-CysB7 and/or CysA20-CysB19 may result
in the rearrangement of the native interactions between the A and
B chains and the native structural secondary organization.
Electrolytic reduction of the intrachain disulfide bonds of
crystalline beef zinc-insulin results in losses of a-helix and b-sheet
organization content [58]. Dithiothreitol (DTT) reduction of the
three SS leads to a conformational transition in insulin,
thermodynamically of the same nature as in the thermal
denaturation of globular proteins [59]. The CD results described
in our study confirm that continuous UV-excitation of insulin
leads to loss of secondary structure. The losses in secondary
structural content of the protein (Figure 9) can result from
breakage of SS, leading to a gradual unfolding of insulin. The
major decrease in ellipticity is consistent with a loss of b-content
upon UV-excitation. Curiously, the b-strand of insulin is located in
the region of dimer interaction. Upon dityrosine cross-linking
between the two monomers (through the two tyrosine pairs
Tyr26B and Tyr16B), it is possible that some of the native fold is
rearranged in this region, resulting in a structural rearrangement
of the antiparallel b-sheet. The dramatic losses in near-UV CD
can be explained by the rearrangement of the native interactions
of the aromatic residues in insulin.

The structural modifications resulting from UV-excitation are
correlated with the observed loss in insulin detection by specific
insulin antibodies and in the function of insulin as a hormone. The
number of insulin molecules detected by the insulin antibodies
decreases progressively with the 276 nm excitation time of the
insulin solution. After 1.5 h and 3.5 h of excitation the concen-

Figure 8. Concentration of detected free thiol groups (open circles) in human insulin vs 276 nm exc. time. Detection of free thiol groups
was carried out using the Ellman’s assay before and after 276 nm light continuous exc. (0.25 h, 0.5 h, 0.75 h, 1 h, 2 h, and 2.5 h) of human insulin in
solution. The concentration of free thiol groups was estimated from the absorbance of the Ellman’s assay reaction product, TNB22, at 412 nm
(e412 nm = 14150 M21.cm21 [44]). The experimental values were fitted using an exponential function y = y0– A.e

2R0t (fitted curve in red), where y is the
concentration of thiol groups (mM) at the 276 nm excitation time t (h), y0 and A are constants and R0 is the rate of thiol group formation (h21). Fitted
experimental parameters were: y0 = 5.0460.24 mM, A = 5.2760.22 mM, R0 = 0.8760.09 h21. Root mean square error was 99.41%.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g008
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Figure 9. Far-UV CD spectra of human insulin recorded before upon prolonged 276 nm UV-excitation. The far-UV CD spectra were
obtained before and after 276 nm light continuous exc. (0.5 h, 1 h, 1.5 h, 2.5 h, 3.5 h, and 7 h) of insulin in solution. There is a progressive loss of
ellipticity signal with 276 nm exc. time at 195, 209 and 222 nm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g009

Figure 10. Effect of continuous 276 nm light exposure of human insulin on its recognition by guinea-pig anti-insulin antibodies.
Human insulin concentration was detected using a radioimmunoassay. Insulin samples were previously excited with 276 nm light during 1.5 and
3.5 h. A positive control (PC) was carried out for each excitation duration, where insulin was left in the dark for the same time period (1.5 and 3.5 h).
Uncertainty values (standard errors) for the detected insulin concentration are displayed with error bars.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g010
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tration of insulin molecules detected decreases by 25.6% and
65.0%, respectively (Figure 9). It implies that UV-light excitation
induces 3D structural changes in insulin, which impair the binding
of the insulin antibodies to the peptide hormone.

The antibody serum used in this work for radioimmuno-
detection consists on a mixture of polyclonal antibodies prepared
by immunization of guinea pigs with porcine insulin. The
specificity of this polyclonal mixture has been tested positively
for human insulin. Since we are using a polyclonal antibody serum
it is expected that separate regions of the insulin molecule can be
used as attachment sites for the different insulin antibodies present
in the serum [60,61]. In human insulin epitopes involving the
residues GluA4, ThrA8, SerA9, IleA10, AsnB3, ProB28, LysB29
and ThrB30 have been indicated as possible antigenic sites [60].
The insulin antibodies are added as an excess to the insulin in the
radioimmunoassay. Thus, it is expected that if there are any
structural changes in a single epitope, insulin can still be detected,
because antibody molecules could still bind to alternative
epitopes/sites would still be plentiful. The insulin molecules that
are not detected by the insulin antibodies have probably suffered
structural modifications in all or almost all of the epitopes
recognized by the antibodies. In that context several regions of the
non-detected insulin molecules must have lost their native
conformation upon continuous UV-excitation. Within the amino
acid residues reported to be part of likely antibody binding sites,
Glu4 is part of an a-helix and ThrA8, SerA9 and IleA10 are part
of a loop between the 2 a-helices in the A chain of insulin. Any loss
of structure nearby these residues is likely to distort the 2 A chain
a-helices. This is positively correlated with the decrease in a-
ellipticity reported by our far-UV CD studies. Residues ProB28
and LysB29 are involved in the association of 2 insulin molecules

into a dimer (see Figure 2B, in blue). If these residues cannot be
recognized by the insulin antibodies it may indicate that these
insulin molecules have covalently dimerized via dityrosine cross-
linking as we will discuss ahead. The glucose uptake assay allows
monitoring the efficiency of insulin binding to the insulin receptor,
which occurs through specific binding sites. In this case it is easier
to identify the structurally modified regions in the insulin molecule
upon UV excitation. Glucose uptake has been reduced 61.7%
when stimulation has been done with insulin previously excited
during 1.5 h with 276 nm (Figure 10). This implies that 1.5 h of
UV illumination has induced 3D structural changes in insulin
which impaired binding to the receptor. After 1.5 h of 276 nm
excitation the number of insulin molecules that are impaired for
insulin receptor recognition is quite higher than the number of
insulin molecules impaired for antibody recognition (61.7%
decrease in glucose uptake vs 25.6% decrease in detected insulin
by antibodies). After this UV-excitation period, part of the pool of
insulin molecules may have suffered structural modifications in the
binding sites regions but can still be recognized by the polyclonal
antibodies due to the presence of several epitopes. In the
radioimmunoassay and glucose uptake assays the insulin used for
the experiments (illuminated or not) has been diluted down
respectively to 0.0354 and 100 nM concentrations to allow
receptor binding to monomeric insulin. During 1.5 h of contin-
uous 276 nm excitation dityrosine has been formed, leading to
likely insulin dimerization (Figure 1B). Upon dilution of the
illuminated solution down to 0.0354 and 100 nM any dityrosine
cross-linked dimers will remain as dimers. As previously discussed,
covalent insulin dimerization would lead to loss of the binding
capability and consequently loss of functional insulin, which is the
monomeric form of insulin. As previously mentioned, metal-

Figure 11. Effect of continuous 276 nm light exposure of human insulin on its hormonal function in vitro. The glucose uptake by
human skeletal muscle cells was measured after 1 hour of incubation at three different conditions: no insulin (control), insulin kept in the dark
(positive control, PC), and UV-illuminated insulin (1.5 h exc. at 276 nm). Uncertainty values (standard errors) for the concentration of glucose (uptake)
are displayed with error bars. The students t-tests resulted in the following p-values: p (control vs PC) = 27.6.1024; p (control vs 1.5 h exc. at
276 nm) = 0.002165; p(PC vs 1.5 h exc. at 276 nm) = 0.00179.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050733.g011
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catalyzed oxidation of insulin with H2O2/Cu leads to the
formation of dityrosine [52]. In this case, formation of dityrosine
is correlated with the formation of insulin aggregates (probably
resultant from inter-molecular cross-linking) and loss of the peptide
biological function [52]. According to the kinetics of fluorescence
emission increase at 405 nm not even half of the dityrosine
molecules are formed after 7 h of continuous excitation at 276 nm
(Figure 5B, Table 2). As previously mentioned, the yield of
dityrosine formation upon UV-excitation of proteins is rather low
[20]. Thus, there is/are probably other population(s) of molecules
whose native structural fold has suffered conformational changes
via other mechanisms, such as SS disruption. After 1.5 h of
276 nm excitation the concentration of SH groups formed is
71.7% of the maximum detected concentration (Figure 8). It
means that a considerable number of insulin molecules have had
their SS disrupted. The integrity of the three native SS of insulin is
essential for the hormone’s biological activity. Disruption or
rearrangement of any of these SS results in low or absent
bioactivity [48]. Substitution of CysA6 and CysA11 in insulin with
a serine or alanine pair reduces the binding affinity to the receptor
to 0.1 and 5% of native insulin [48]. Other analogs with group
substitutions of CysA7 or CysB7 showed also lower bioactivity
than native insulin [48]. Therefore, considering these two major
structural modifications it is not surprising that 25.6% of the
insulin molecules are no longer detected by polyclonal antibodies
and that ,61.7% have lost their function after 1.5 h of UV-
excitation.

Conclusions
The present study advances conclusions that are of global

importance to the shelf life of pharmaceutical products and
preparations containing proteins. The majority of proteins contain
several tyrosine residues, such as the pharmaceutical relevant
proteins insulin, insulin growth factors, nerve growth factors, and
tumor necrosis factors. If pharmaceutical preparations are exposed
to ambient and artificial UV-light, long-term inter-molecular
aggregation may occur via dityrosine cross-linking.

The irradiance level used in our experiments (2.20 W. m22 at
276 nm) is similar to the total irradiance of sunlight in the UVB
region (,0.78 W. m22, 280–315 nm) (See Table S1). UV
sterilization lamps (Hg), which can be used during disinfection of
the drug products, have irradiance levels ranging from 10 to
2400 W. m22 at 254 nm, wavelength at which Tyr still absorbs
(Table S1). Commercially available indoor light sources used
commonly in industry, hospitals, warehouses, such as fluorescent
tubes, quartz halogen lamps and even tungsten filament incan-

descent lamps can provide UVB (280–315 nm) and even UVC
(200–280 nm) emission [62]. For instance, energy efficient
compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) [63,64] provide irradiance levels
up to 2–361022 W.m22 in UVB and 8.1561023 W.m22 in UVC
(see Table S1). Though the irradiation levels of CFL and other
light sources are still lower than the used in our experiments and
that the distance of measurement is still quite short (0.1–0.2 m), it
would not be surprising that long exposure times of insulin
preparation to the above cited light sources will also induce partial
degradation of the protein.

The FDA (Food and Drug Administration) ICH Q1B (Photo-
stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products) guideline
for industry does not include any recommendation for carrying out
photostability tests for light sources below 320 nm, which excludes
testing for Tyr absorption in drugs containing proteins [5].
Furthermore, in the ‘‘confirmatory study’’ approach present in the
ICH Q1B guideline, an illumination level with an integrated near-
UV energy of 200 Wh. m22 (0.055 W. m22) or more is
recommended [5]. These irradiation levels might not represent
accurately the exposure to UV-light suffered by drug products in
industry.

It is important to include photostability studies of protein drug
candidates prior to final formulation as also recommended by
Rathore and Rajan [5]. The exposure time and spectral outputs of
the light sources used should be investigated. During production, it
is important to avoid the use of UV-light sources, including natural
sunlight. The pharmaceutical preparations should be packed with
UV-blocking materials.

Supporting Information

Table S1 Irradiance and other properties - experimen-
tal set-up, solar light and commonly used commercial
light sources.
(DOCX)
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Abstract

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a member of the ErbB family of receptor tyrosine kinases. EGFR is activated
upon binding to e.g. epidermal growth factor (EGF), leading to cell survival, proliferation and migration. EGFR overactivation
is associated with tumor progression. We have previously shown that low dose UVB illumination of cancer cells
overexpressing EGFR prior to adding EGF halted the EGFR signaling pathway. We here show that UVB illumination of the
extracellular domain of EGFR (sEGFR) induces protein conformational changes, disulphide bridge breakage and formation of
tryptophan and tyrosine photoproducts such as dityrosine, N-formylkynurenine and kynurenine. Fluorescence
spectroscopy, circular dichroism and thermal studies confirm the occurrence of conformational changes. An immunoassay
has confirmed that UVB light induces structural changes in the EGF binding site. A monoclonal antibody which competes
with EGF for binding sEGFR was used. We report clear evidence that UVB light induces structural changes in EGFR that
impairs the correct binding of an EGFR specific antibody that competes with EGF for binding EGFR, confirming that the 3D
structure of the EGFR binding domain suffered conformational changes upon UV illumination. The irradiance used is in the
same order of magnitude as the integrated intensity in the solar UVB range. The new photonic technology disables a key
receptor and is most likely applicable to the treatment of various types of cancer, alone or in combination with other
therapies.
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Introduction

The ErbB family of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) plays a key
role in regulating normal cellular processes such as cell survival,
proliferation and migration [1,2] and have a critical role in the
development and progression of cancers [3]. The epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR; ErbB1) is a member of this family
[4]. EGFR binding to ligands such as epidermal growth factor
(EGF) or transforming growth factor alpha (TGF-a) leads to
receptor dimerization and to the activation of the intracellular
tyrosine kinase domain [1,2]. The extracellular domain of EGFR
(sEGFR, soluble extracellular region of EGFR) comprises 4 sub-
domains: 2 large homologous binding domains (I and III), and 2
homologous furin-like cysteine rich domains (II and IV). Domains
I, II and III have been found to be directly involved in ligand
binding and dimer formation that precede the mechanism of
signal transduction by RTKs [1,5,6]. Cancer progression has been
correlated with the increase in the number of EGFR molecules on
the cell surface [7]. High expression of EGFR is generally

associated with invasion, metastasis, late-stage disease, chemother-
apy resistance, hormonal therapy resistance and poor general
therapeutic outcome. EGFR overexpression has been found to be
a strong prognostic indicator in head and neck, ovarian, cervical,
bladder and oesophageal cancers, a modest prognostic indicator in
breast, colorectal, gastric and endometrial cancer and a weak
prognostic indicator in non-small-cell lung cancer [7]. EGFR is the
target of many chemotherapeutical approaches because EGFR
activation results in cell signaling cascades that promote tumor
growth. Inhibition of EGFR function is therefore a rational
treatment approach. Typical chemotherapeutical agents are
EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors which compete with ATP at
the intracellular tyrosine kinase domain, and monoclonal anti-
bodies (mAbs) that prevent ligand-binding or receptor dimeriza-
tion. Blocking the binding of EGF to EGFR can abolish cancer
proliferation, invasion, metastasis, angiogenesis and inhibition of
apoptosis [8].

We have previously reported that UVB illumination (280 nm,
0.35 W/m2 for 30 min) of cancer cells overexpressing EGFR led
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to the arrest of the EGFR signaling pathway [9]. Proof-of-concept
has been documented on cell lines A431 (human epidermoid
carcinoma cells) and Cal39 (derived from human vulva squamous
cell carcinoma cells). The irradiance used was lower than the total
UVB solar irradiance [10]. UVB prevented EGF induced
activation of EGFR, abolishing phosphorylation of the EGFR
intracellular domain and of other key downstream signaling
proteins such as AKT (Protein Kinase B) and the mitogen
activated protein kinases (ERK1 and 2). AKT plays a key role in
e.g. glucose metabolism, apoptosis, cell proliferation, transcription
and cell migration. AKT is involved in cellular survival pathways
by inhibiting apoptotic processes [11–16]. The ERK kinases act in
a signaling cascade that regulates cellular processes such as
proliferation, differentiation, and cell cycle progression [17].

One of the possible reasons for the observed UV light induced
arrest of the EGFR signaling pathway is the UVB induced
photochemistry, leading to conformational changes in EGFR
which most likely prevent the correct binding to EGF. Our
previous work on UVB induced photochemistry in proteins
(wavelengths used 275–295 nm) [18–22] supports this hypothesis.
UVB excitation of aromatic residues in proteins leads to the
disruption of disulphide bridges and to the formation of
photoproducts, such as N-formylkynurenine (NFK), kynurenine
(Kyn) [23,24] and dityrosine (DT) [25–27] (see Figure 1). Such
reactions will most likely induce structural changes in proteins
which may impair their activity [22]. Proteins that are rich in
aromatic residues and disulphide bridges are likely to have their
structure considerably impaired upon prolonged UVB excitation.
sEGFR is extremely rich in disulphide bridges when compared to
the natural average abundance of disulphide bridges in protein
structures of the size of sEGFR, as will be shown in the results
section. The % of disulphide bridges in sEGFR is approximately
13 times higher than expected for a protein of its size. The
expected average results have been previously reported by our
group after a comprehensive analyses of the features of the
disulphide bridges present in 131 non-homologous single chain
protein structures [28]. Furthermore, the extracellular domain of
sEGFR has 40 aromatic residues and 25 disulphide bridges per
monomer and many of the aromatic residues are in close
proximity of disulphide bridges (see Figure 2). Therefore, it is
likely that UV illumination of this protein will lead to disulphide
bridge breakage and to photoproducts. This hypothesis will be
tested in our present paper.

Whereas the dangers of overexposure to sunlight have been well
publicized, less attention has been given to the health benefits of
UV-exposure. The effects of UV light on biomolecules, cells and
tissues will depend on the energy delivered per unit area. UVB
(280–315 nm) radiation is the primary contributor to vitamin D
production, which has a protective effect in colon, prostate, and
breast cancer [29,30]. Exposure to sunlight in low doses has also
been linked to improved cancer survival rates [31,32]. UV light
has been used to successfully treat rickets, psoriasis, lupus vulgaris,
vitiligo, atopic dermatitis and localized scleroderma and jaundice
(World Health Organization. The known health effects of UV.
Ultrav. Radiat. INTERSUN Program. - FAQ at http://www.
who.int/uv/faq/uvhealtfac/en/index1.html). There is no direct
and conclusive evidence to suggest an increased risk of skin cancer
from UVB treatments for psoriasis if radiation doses are respected.
UV light is currently being used to treat cutaneous T-cell
lymphoma (American Cancer Society, 2011 at http://www.
cancer.org). This therapy has been improved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA, USA). The protective effects of
regular weekend sun exposure have been reported, particularly in
the case of limb tumors [33]. Melanoma is more frequent among

people with indoor occupations than among people having
outdoor activities (without sunburn) such as farmers, fishermen,
and kids that play outdoors [34,35]. Skin cancer is still on the
increase but this is a result of exposure to UV light both by acute
overdosing (causing sunburn) and lifelong cumulative exposure
[36]. It is mainly the UVB fraction of solar radiation that gives
erythema, melanogenesis (melanin production, which acts as a
sunscreen protecting against DNA photodamage and erythema),
vitamin D synthesis, and non-melanoma skin cancer, while
melanoma is likely to be caused by UVA [37]. Jones et al (1987)
found that among the UVA wavelengths, 365 nm had the highest
mutagenic effect [38]. UVA fluency rates are several times higher
for sunbeds than in the case of direct solar radiation [39]. The
above examples document that the health effects of UV exposure
are dose and wavelength dependent.

The goal of the present work is to investigate if a low dose of
UVB light can induce structural changes in the EGF binding site
of EGFR that could impair the correct binding of molecules, such
a specific antibody that is known to compete with EGF for EGFR
binding. If observed, this will give us insight into why UVB
illumination (280 nm) of cancer cells overexpressing EGFR led to
the arrest of the EGFR signaling pathway [9]. The UVB
irradiance used is in the same order of magnitude as the total
irradiance of solar UVB. Fluorescence spectroscopy and circular
dichroism studies were carried out in order to detect UVB induced
conformational changes. Thermal unfolding studies have been
done in order to determine the melting point of the protein prior
to and after illumination. Light induced breakage of disulphide
bridges has been quantified and the formation of Trp/Tyr
photoproducts has been detected. A binding immunoassay was
carried out in order to infer the effects of UVB illumination on the
structure of the EGF binding site. Our study confirms that low
dose UVB (280 nm) illumination of sEGFR induced structural
changes in the EGFR binding domain that impaired the binding
of a specific antibody known to compete with EGF for EGFR
binding to that particular domain. We address the beneficial
effects of UV light, its present application in the treatment of
diseases and the potential of our putative new photonic therapy for
the treatment of localized tumors associated with the overexpres-
sion of UV sensitive cellular receptors.

Results

Three-dimensional structure of monomeric and dimeric
sEGFR

In Figure 2A is displayed the 3D structure of monomeric
sEGFR (1ivo.pdb, chain A) bound to Epidermal Growth Factor
(EGF, in red). sEGFR contains 25 SS bridges, 6 Trp residues, 16
Tyr residues, and 18 Phe residues, displayed as CPK: SS bridges in
yellow, Trp in green, Tyr in violet (Tyr246 and Tyr251 in pink)
and Phe in cyan. Only 18 out of 25 SS bridges, 5 out of 6 Trp
residues, 13 out of 16 Tyr residues and 17 out of 18 Phe residues
are displayed since some residues are missing in the pdb file.
Several aromatic residues are located in close spatial proximity of
SS bonds.

In Figure 2B is displayed the 3D structure of the EGFR dimer
(1ivo.pdb, chains A and B) formed upon binding EGF (in red). The
dimer interface is rich in disulphide bridges and aromatic residues
(Fig. 2B). Residues Tyr246 and Tyr251 (Figure 2B, in pink) from
one chain, are intertwined with the same residues from the other
chain. A zoom into one of the chains is displayed in Figure 2C and
distances between aromatic residues and disulphide bridges are
shown. EGF docking to EGFR is displayed in Figure 2D (EGFR
monomer). The interaction between EGFR and EGF appears to
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be strongly dependent on Van der Waals interactions. Some of
those interactions are p-p interactions, such as the interaction
between Phe357 (in cyan) of sEGFR and Tyr13 (in violet) of EGF
(5 Å).

Protein Bioinformatics
In Figure 3 is displayed the fraction of disulphide bridges

present in sEGFR and the dependence of the average fraction of
disulphide bridges on the protein chain length [28]. The expected
average fraction of disulphide bridges for proteins with sequence
length of 600–650 residues is ,0.3%, while in sEGFR (622 aa) it is
,4%, confirming that this protein is exceedingly rich in disulphide
bridges. The expected average results has been previously reported
by our group after doing a comprehensive analyses of the features
of the disulphide bridges present in 131 non-homologous single
chain protein structures [28].

Steady State Fluorescence
The fluorescence emission intensity of sEGFR at 350 nm

decreases upon continuous 280 nm excitation (Figure 4A). The
kinetic trace is best fitted by a bi-exponential model (Figure 4A
and methods). The root mean square error R2 was 0.99774. The
values recovered from the fitting for C1 and C2 were
367240.4461182.23 and 208449.9561054.90, respectively. The
rate constants of fluorescence emission intensity decrease k1 and
k2 fitted values were 117.6360.71 min-1 and 12.2060.10 min-1,
respectively.

Emission Spectra (excitation 280 nm and
295 nm). Emission spectra of sEGFR were recorded upon
280 nm excitation before and after continuous 280 nm illumina-
tion (15 min, 30 min, 45 min and 75 min at 2.5 W/m2) (not
shown). A decrease in the intensity of the fluorescence emission at
,337 nm, where Trp and Tyr emit, is observed due to continuous
illumination. The emission intensity at 337 nm decreases by 43%

Figure 1. Typical photoproducts generated upon UV illumination of the aromatic residues Trp and Tyr.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g001
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and 74% after 15 min and 75 min of continuous 280 nm
illumination, respectively. The wavelength of the most intense
peak centered at 337 nm remains constant.

The emission spectra of sEGFR recorded upon 295 nm
excitation before and after of continuous 280 nm illumination
(15 min, 30 min, 45 min and 75 min) are shown in Figure 4B. A
decrease in the intensity of the fluorescence emission at ,337 nm,
where Trp emits, is observed. The emission intensity of sEGFR at
337 nm decreases by 42% and 77% after 15 min and 75 min of
continuous 280 nm illumination, respectively. The wavelength of
the most intense peak centered at 337 nm is observed to red-shift
to 343 nm after 75 min of illumination.

Excitation Spectra (emission 334 nm). In Figure 4C is
displayed the excitation spectra of sEGFR with fluorescence
emission fixed at 334 nm, before and after continuous 280 nm
illumination of the protein for different time periods: 15 min,
30 min, 45 min, 60 min and 75 min. Trp and Tyr absorption
contribute to this spectrum. Continuous 280 nm illumination leads
to a progressive decrease in the fluorescence excitation intensity.
After 15 min and 75 min of illumination, the excitation intensity
at 282 nm decreases by 40% and 71%, respectively. The
correspondent normalized excitation spectra (not shown) show
no shift in the wavelength at maximum excitation intensity
(,282 nm).

Figure 2. Structural analysis of the EGFR extracellular domain and interactions with EGF upon dimerization. (A) Crystal structure of
EGFR extracellular domain (1ivo.pdb, chain A) [1]. The disulphide bridges and aromatic residues atoms are displayed as CPK: SS bridges in yellow, Trp
in green, Tyr in violet (Try 246 and Tyr 251 are displayed in pink) and Phe in cyan. Only 18 out of 25 SS bridges, 5 out of 6 Trp residues, 13 out of 16 Tyr
residues and 17 out of 18 Phe residues are displayed since some residues are missing in the pdb file. (B) Crystal structure of a 1:1 complex between
human EGF and the dimeric form of EGFR extracellular domain (1ivo.pdb, chain A and B and 2 EGF molecules [1]). EGF is displayed in red. (C) Zoom
into interface region present in the dimeric of EGFR (extracellular domains). Distances among some of the aromatic residues and the nearby
disulphide bridges are also displayed. (D) Crystal structure of a 1:1 complex between human EGF and the dimeric form of EGFR extracellular domain.
(1ivo.pdb, chain A and B and 2 EGF molecules [1]) EGF is shown in red. In the right panel all atoms are displayed as CPK. EGF docking to sEGFR
involves extensive non-covalent contacts.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g002
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Fluorescence based protein thermal unfolding
studies. The fluorescence emission intensity at 330 nm (exc.
295 nm) of a fresh sEGFR sample (non-illum.) and illuminated
sEGFR sample (75 min at 280 nm) was monitored from 4uC to
90uC and from 90uC to 4uC (see Fig. 5). For both samples the
fluorescence emission intensity decreases upon heating. A transi-
tion between 65–75uC is observed for the non-illuminated sEGFR.
Data has been fitted using a modified Boltzmann function (see
methods). The root mean square error for the fitting R2 was
0.99774. The values recovered from the fitting for A1, B1, A2, B2
and dx were 1.0620260.0014, 0.4548260.02255, 20.004266
5.41E-04, -0.0029662.72E-04 and 1.7460.17, respectively. The
recovered parameter x0 (69.7u60.24uC C) corresponds to the
mid-point of transition, i.e. to the melting temperature of the
protein. This value is in agreement with the inflection point values
obtained from the second derivative of the fitted data (not shown).
The second derivative is zero (inflection point) within the interval
68.3–69.2uC. Such transition is not observed for the illuminated
sample. Furthermore, no transition is observed for both samples
when cooling the protein from 90uC to 4uC.

Time Resolved Fluorescence. The decay times (ti) and pre-
exponential factors (fi) recovered from the time resolved intensity
decays for the control sEGFR sample (75 min in the dark, negative
control, NC) and the illuminated sEGFR sample (illum. for 75 min

Figure 3. Dependence of the average fraction of disulphide
bridges on the protein chain length. The fraction of disulphide
bridges was calculated as the number of disulphide bridges found in a
protein divided by the protein sequence length (number of amino
acids) x 100. The fraction of disulphide bridges present in the
monomeric extracellular domain of EGFR is displayed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g003

Figure 4. Effects of UV illumination on the intrinsic fluorescence emission of human extracellular EGFR. (A) Fluorescence emission
intensity kinetics at 350 nm of human extracellular EGFR (sEGFR) sample during 75 min UV illumination at 280 nm. (B) Fluorescence emission spectra
of sEGFR samples obtained upon 295 nm excitation after 280 nm illumination for 0 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 60 min and 75 min. (C)
Fluorescence excitation spectra of sEGFR samples recorded with emission fixed at 334 nm excitation after 280 nm illumination for 0 min, 15 min,
30 min, 45 min, 60 min and 75 min.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g004
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at 280 nm) at pH 7.5 are given in Table 1. Figure 6 shows the
experimental data, the fit and residuals assuming three lifetime
decays for sEGFR control sample (NC). The value of x2 dropped
significantly when progressing from a one lifetime component fit to
two and to three components. The fluorescence mean lifetime of
sEGFR is shown in Table 1. Non-illuminated sEGFR displays
three lifetimes: 1.04 ns, 2.74 ns and 6.23 ns with intensity fractions
of 25.6%, 53.1% and 21.1%, respectively. Upon illumination, the
contribution of the shortest lived 1.04 ns species increased from
25.6% to 30.6%, the contribution of the 2.74 ns species was kept
constant and the contribution of the longer lived species decreased
from 21.1% to 16.4%. Furthermore, the lifetime of the longer
lived component increased from 6.2 ns to 7.0 ns while the lifetime
of the other two components remained constant.

Excitation Spectra (emission 400 nm). In Figure 7A are
displayed the excitation spectra (emission at 400 nm) obtained
before and after continuous 280 nm illumination (0 min, 15 min,
30 min, 45 min, 62 min and 75 min). Spectra were recorded in
order to verify the presence of NFK, dityrosine and Kyn (Fig. 1).
In Table 2 are displayed their absorbance and fluorescence
emission properties. At 0 min, one excitation peak is observed
centered at ,281 nm. Its intensity decays upon UV illumination
of sEGFR, decreasing 52% after 75 min. However, illumination of
sEGFR leads to an increase of fluorescence excitation above
305 nm. After 75 min, fluorescent excitation intensity increased
115% at 315 nm, where dityrosine maximally absorbs (Absmax at
316 nm, [40], see Table 2), 149% at 322 nm, where NFK
maximally absorbs (Absmax at 321 nm, [23], see Table 2) and
173% at 360 nm, where Kyn maximally absorbs (Absmax at
360 nm, [23], see Table 2).

Emission Spectra (excitation 320 nm). In order to verify
the formation of dityrosine (DT) and NFK, emission spectra were
obtained upon 320 nm excitation before and after 280 nm
illumination (Fig. 7B). An increase in fluorescence emission
intensity at 400–405 nm (exc. 320 nm) is observed. The fluores-
cence emission maximum is centered ,400 nm, corresponding to

the emission maximum of DT (Emmax at 400–409 nm, [25,40],
see Table 2) and to a spectral region where NFK can also emit (for
NFK, Emmax at 400–440 nm [23], Table 2). After 75 min,
fluorescence emission intensity at 400 nm increases by 129%. A
small emission peak at ,368 nm is observed in the spectra

Figure 5. Temperature dependent fluorescence emission intensity at 330 nm upon 295 nm excitation. Non illuminated (non illum.) and
UV illuminated (illum. for 75 min) human extracellular EGFR (sEGFR) samples were heated from 4 uC to 90 uC. Fitted values (non-illuminated sample)
were obtained using a modified Boltzmann function (see Results section). The transition mid-point recovered from the fitting was at 69.7260.24uC.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g005

Figure 6. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements. Time-
resolved intensity decay data, fitting curve and residuals obtained
using the ISS routine for the control sEGFR sample (kept in the dark for
75 min, negative control, NC).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g006
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Table 1. Lifetimes (ti) and pre-exponential values (ai) for sEGFR (negative control and UV illuminated samples) at pH 7.5 obtained
by a nonlinear fit (see Figure 6 for example, negative control sEGFR) using the ISS software.

Lifetime (ns) Intensity fraction Pre-exponential

sEGFR Dark for 75 min (negative control, NC)

t1 1.0460.06 f1 0.25860.02 a1 24.8

t2 2.7460.1 f2 0.53160.01 a2 19.4

t3 6.2360.2 f3 0.211 Fixed a3 3.38

,t. f weighed 3.04

sEGFR Illum. for 75 min (at 280 nm)

t1 1.0260.04 f1 0.30660.02 a1 30

t2 2.8860.1 f2 0.5360.01 a2 18.4

t3 7.060.2 f3 0.164 Fixed a3 2.34

,t. f weighed 2.99

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.t001

Figure 7. Formation of new fluorescence species and changes in thermal unfolding of the human extracellular EGFR upon UV
illumination. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of human extracellular EGFR (sEGFR) samples recorded upon 320 nm excitation after 280 nm
illumination for 0 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 60 min and 75 min. (B) Fluorescence emission spectra of sEGFR recorded upon 360 nm excitation
after 280 nm illumination for 0 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min and 75 min. (C) Fluorescence excitation spectra of sEGFR obtained with fluorescence
emission fixed at 400 nm after 280 nm illumination for 0 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 60 min and 75 min.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g007
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obtained at 0 min and 15 min of illumination due to the Raman
contribution of water. Raman spectral corrections did not
completely remove this peak.

Emission Spectra (excitation 360 nm). In order to verify
the presence of kynurenine (Kyn) (Absmax at 360 nm, [23],
Table 2) in sEGFR, emission spectra were obtained upon 360 nm
excitation before and after 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 60 min and
75 min of 280 nm illumination (Fig. 7C). Kyn absorbs maximally
at 360–365 nm and fluoresces maximally at ,434–480 nm ([23],
Table 2). Continuous UVB illumination of sEGFR leads to an
increase of fluorescence centered at ,430–435 nm. The fluores-
cence intensity at 430 nm increased 53% and 172 after 15 min
and 75 min illumination, respectively.

Thiol group’s quantification
In order to confirm that UV illumination of sEGFR has led to

SS disruption, the concentration of solvent accessible thiol groups
has been determined with the Ellman’s assay for a control sEGFR
sample kept in the dark for 75 min (negative control, NC) and for
a sample previously illuminated at 280 nm for 75 min. The
detected concentration of free thiol groups is 2.9 fold higher in the
illuminated sample (Fig. 8). Free thiol groups in illuminated
sEGFR is ,1 mM.

Circular dichroism studies
In Figure 9A are displayed the CD spectra of fresh sEGFR

(non-illum.) and illuminated sEGFR (75 min at 280 nm). The far-
UV CD spectrum of the non-illuminated sEGFR displays some of
the classical far-UV features of protein secondary structure, with
the presence of a double minimum at 208–210 nm and 220–

222 nm, characteristic of a-helical content. b-sheet structural
content (characteristic minimum at ,218 nm) may also contribute
for the second minimum at 220–222 nm [41]. Prolonged
excitation with UVB light leads to a decrease in the ellipticity
intensity at 205–225 nm and to a spectral shift. The ellipticity at
207.5 nm and at 220 nm has decreased by 9% and 20%,
respectively. Furthermore, the first negative peak has shifted from
207.5 nm to 203 nm.

Circular dichroism based protein thermal unfolding
studies. The ellipticity intensity at 220 nm of fresh sEGFR
(non illum.) and of illuminated sEGFR (75 min at 280 nm) was
continuously monitored from 4uC to 90uC (Fig. 9B). For both
samples the ellipticity intensity at 220 nm decreases upon heating.
A transition with mid-point between 60–70 uC is observed for the
non-illuminated sEGFR sample. Data has been fitted by a
Boltzmann function (see methods). The root mean square error
for the fitting R2 was 0.99921. The values recovered from the
fitting for A1, A2 and dx were 20.9669.97E-4, 20.8360.002,
and 2.5960.08, respectively. The temperature of mid-transition x0
fitted value was 64.7060.07 uC, corresponding to the melting
temperature of the protein. This value is in agreement with the
value recovered by fluorescence spectroscopy displayed in
Figure 5. Such transition is not observed for the illuminated
sample.

EGFR binding immunoassay
A binding immunoassay was used to indirectly access the effects

of UV illumination on the structure of the sEGFR binding site to
EGF/TGF-a. Results displayed in Figure 10 show that non-
illuminated sEGFR binds LA1 anti-EGFR (lanes ‘‘No-UV’’, fresh
sample; and ‘‘NC’’, negative control, sample kept in the dark for
75 min). sEGFR sample illuminated with 280 nm light for 75 min
no longer binds LA1 anti-EGFR, confirmed by the complete
disappearance of the sEGFR band (Figure 10, lanes ‘‘UV’’). Two
sets of duplicate samples were analysed. Signal intensity profiles
along the protein bands are shown. The intensity observed in the
regions where illuminated sEGFR was present (‘‘UV’’ lanes) is
within the observed noise level (noise intensity from ,0.02 to 0.2).

Discussion

UVB excitation of aromatic residues leads to the formation of
photoproducts. Tryptophan may form tryptophanyl cation radical,
N-formylkynurenine (NKF) and kynurenine (Kyn) (Fig. 1). NFK
and Kyn are of particular importance as they are photosensitizers
that can generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon UV
absorption [42], further contributing to protein structural damage.
Tyrosine residues are known to be converted into e.g. tyrosil
radicals, dityrosine, trityrosine and pulcherosine (Fig. 1). These
reactions are likely to lead to changes or to complete loss of protein
structure and function [22,43]. UVB excitation also leads to

Table 2. Absorption and fluorescence spectral characteristics of N-formylkynurenine (NFK), dityrosine (DT) and kynurenine (Kyn)
[23,25,40].

Absorption (lmax, nm) Fluor. Em. (lmax, nm)

NKF 261, 322 400–440a

DT 284, 316 400–409

Kyn 258, 360 434–480a

aDepending on solvent characteristics (e.g. polarity).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.t002

Figure 8. Increase in the concentration of free thiol groups
detected in sEGFR upon UV illumination for 75 min. The control
sample of sEGFR was kept in the dark for 75 min (negative control, NC).
Free thiol groups have been detected using the Ellmann’s assay.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g008
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electron ejection from the side chains of aromatic residues
[20,24,44–46]. The electron can be captured by disulphide
bridges, leading to the formation of a transient disulphide electron

adduct RSSRN- (see schemes 1–8, [49]), which upon dissociation
will form free thiol groups (scheme 9, [47]). Nature has kept
aromatic residues in spatial close proximity to disulphide bridges

Figure 9. Effect of UVB illumination on the far UV circular dichroism features of sEGFR. (A) Far UV CD spectra were recorded for a fresh
sEGFR solution (non illum.) and a sEGFR sample that was previously illuminated at 280 nm (illum. for 75 min). (B) Circular dichroim thermal unfolding
curves of fresh sEGFR (non-illum.) and UVB illuminated sEGFR (illum. for 75 min) were obtained upon heating from 4 uC to 90 uC (1 uC.min21). The
ellipticity signal was constantly monitored at 220 nm. The melting temperature of non illuminated sEGFR, which corresponds to the transition mid-
point of the curve, was recovered upon fitting the curve with a Boltzmann function (see methods).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g009

Figure 10. UV illumination of sEGFR prevents binding of anti-EGFR neutralizer antibody LA1 to its target antigen. In each well, exactly
1.4 mg of non illuminated (‘‘No-UV’’), UV illuminated for 75 min (‘‘UV’’) and negative control (‘‘NC’’) sEGFR samples was loaded. Samples loaded on
well 1–3 are duplicates of samples 4–6, but were treated independently after UV illumination. The intensity profile along the wells shows that signal is
observed in the wells with non-illuminated protein but no signal is present in the wells containing UV illuminated protein samples.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111617.g010
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(SS) in proteins [19,28], making the disruption of SS a likely event
upon UV excitation. The schemes below summarize some of the
photoproducts formed which contribute to SS disruption, leading
to conformation changes that can lead to loss of protein function.
For further details please see referenced literature [21,22,24].

1Tyr-OHzhn?1Tyr-OH.zze{
aq ð1Þ

1Trpzhn?1Trp.zze{
aq ð2Þ

1Tyr-OHzhv?3Tyr-OH ð3Þ

1Tyr-O-zhv?1Tyr-O.ze{
aq ð4Þ

1Trpzhv?1Trp# ð5Þ

1Trp#?3Trp ð6Þ

e{
aqzRSSR?RSSR .{ ð7Þ

3TrpzRSSR?Trp .zzRSSR .{ ð8Þ

RSSR .{u RS .zRS { ð9Þ

Proteins rich in aromatic residues and disulphide bridges are
most vulnerable to photochemistry and damage. sEGFR is such a
protein. It has a total of 6 Trp, 16 Tyr, 18 Phe residues and 25
disulphide bridges (Figure 2A). Interestingly, aromatic residues
and disulphide bridges play a critical structural role at the dimer
interface (Figures 2B, 2C, and 2D) indicating that UVB induced
photochemistry will most likely impair EGFR dimerization. The
close proximity between aromatic residues and disulphide bridges
(Figure 2C) promotes electron transfer from the aromatic residues
to the bridges, leading to their disruption. UV-induced protein
inactivation involves fast and short-range electron transfer
between photoexcited aromatic residues and nearby disulphide
bridges [20,44,45,48]. Zhi Li et al. [49] showed that fast electron
transfer is consistent with direct electron transfer between triplet
tryptophan and a nearby disulphide bridge, leading to RSSRN- and
likely bridge breakage (schemes 8 and 9). As displayed in Figure 3,
proteins as large as sEGFR (600–650 aa) are observed to have an
average fraction of disulphide bridges no larger than ,0.3%. This
is presumably due to the stabilizing effect of the large hydrophobic
core. A short protein has a much smaller hydrophobic core and
depends to a larger extent on the structural stability provided by
disulphide bridges. An example of this is insulin, a molecule
formed by two polypeptide chains containing 21 and 30 residues,
respectively, and that has 3 disulphide bridges (SS average fraction
of 5.9%). Two disulphide bridges are the only covalent links
between the chains. sEGFR displays an average SS fraction of
,4% compared to the expected ,0.3%, which means that
disulphide bridges in sEGFR are ,13 times more abundant than

expected for a protein of this length. Due to the fact that
disulphide bridges are good acceptors of the electrons produced
upon UV excitation of the protein, several disulphide bridges
might be disrupted during illumination, compromising the
structure of sEGFR. Data confirms that UVB illumination of
sEGFR leads to the disruption of disulphide bridges (Fig. 8).

Receptors that are not as rich in aromatic residues and
disulphide bridges as EGFR is are known be less sensitive of UV
light. Huang et al. have reported that PDGF receptors did not
appear to be involved in the cells response to UVC illumination,
contrary to what they observed with EGFR [50]. They observed
that PDGF-B was able to stimulate the tyrosine phosphorylation of
the UV illuminated receptor, confirming that the 3D structure of
the PDGFR binding domain remained intact after UV illumina-
tion. PDGFR lower sensitivity to UV light compared to EGFR
might be due to a considerably lower number of disulphide bridges
(3 per monomer) and Trp residues (2 per monomer), and lower
number of aromatic residues in close spatial proximity to
disulphide bridges.

Our previous work on the UV illumination effects on native and
W69A mutant cutinase (Trp-depleted mutant) with 280 nm and
295-nm light also documents the crucial interplay between the
aromatic residue and the disulphide bridge [51]. Cutinase has a
single Trp residue in very close spatial proximity to a disulphide
bridge. 280 nm and 295 nm excitation of theTrp residue is known
the lead to the disruption of the disulphide bridge mediated by an
electron transfer process [20]. This mechanism is severely
impaired in the mutant cutinase. In our present study, the
ultimate control control would be a sEGFR mutant that did not
have aromatic residues and/or disulphide bridges in its structure
or at least that did not have aromatic residues in close spatial
proximity of disulphide bridges. Those mutants are not available
for the simple reason that so many residues would have to be
mutated and most certainly the structure of such mutant would no
longer be the same as the native structure of the extracellular
domain of EGFR. Therefore, studies done with EGFR depleted
mutant cells are important in asserting the important of EGFR in
UV mediated responses. Evidence is found in literature that
strengthens the knowledge that most of the signal pathways
involved in UV-induced processes are thought to originate at
plasma membrane receptors such as EGFR. Zhang et al. showed
that UVA stimulation of the epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) may lead to activation of kinases (p70S6K/p90RSK)
through phosphatidyl isositol (PI)-3 kinase and extracellular
receptor-activated kinases (ERKs) [52]. Evidence is provided that
phosphorylation and activation of p70S6K/p90RSK induced by
UVA were prevented in Egfr-/- cells (in which basal EGFR
expression and its tyrosine phosphorylation induced by UVA were
absent) and were also markedly inhibited by EGFR-specific
tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Hence, data suggest that UVA-induced
p70S6K/p90RSK signalling activation is initiated by EGFR-
dependent pathways. Furthermore, Xu et al. reported that B82
mouse L cells devoid of EGFR confirmed the key role of EGFR in
UVB-dependent signal transduction [53].

Data displayed in Figures 7A, 7B and 7C confirms that UVB
illumination of sEGFR leads to the progressive conversion of Trp
and Tyr residues into species such as NKF, Kyn and DT. The
longer the illumination time the larger such conversion is. Kyn
formation is very clear since it absorbs at 360 nm [23] (Table 2).
Figure 4B confirms that UVB induces conformational changes in
sEGFR due to the observed spectral shift observed upon
illumination (solvent relaxation effect). Such red shift is due to
the fact that the Trp pool in this protein became more solvent
accessible upon illumination. Temperature dependent fluores-
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cence studies (Fig. 5) confirm that illumination of sEGFR induces
conformation changes. Prior to illumination a clear thermal
transition around 69.7uC was observed. Such transition is due to
conformation changes that happen in the Trp moiety of the
protein and is associated with changes in solvent accessibility of
these residues. The transition is absent if the protein previously has
been illuminated for 75 min. This is correlated with the
observation that UV illumination renders Trp residues in sEGFR
more solvent accessible (Fig. 4B). The cooling experiments have
shown that the sEGFR could not refold into its native 3D structure
in our in vitro experiments. It is also likely that protein aggregation
could have occurred upon heating the protein, contributing also to
preventing protein refolding. However, the typical formation of a
turbid solution associated with protein aggregation was not
observed. CD data also confirms that UVB induced protein
conformational changes leading to the loss of secondary structural
content. As can be seen in Figure 9A, UVB illumination lead to
the loss of ellipticity intensity at 207.5 nm (9%) and 220 nm (20%),
characteristic of a-helical content and possibly b-sheet structural
content. It is likely that the large amount of disulphide bridges in
the protein has prevented further loss of ellipticity. The
temperature dependent CD data (Figure 9B) shows that non-
illuminated sEGFR has a melting temperature around 64.7uC.
This value is in good agreement with the value recovered from the
temperature dependent fluorescence studies (69.7uC). After
75 min illumination at 280 nm, the observed transition disap-
pears, confirming that UVB has induced protein denaturation.
The observed structural changes induced in sEGFR as well as the
observed photochemistry are likely causes for the observed
changes in fluorescence lifetime distribution in sEGFR (Table 1).
Conformational changes that alter the environment surrounding
the aromatic residues will most likely induce changes in their
lifetimes’ distribution. The protein immunoassays displayed in
Figure 10 confirm that the UVB illumination of sEGFR induces
structural changes in the EGFR binding site to EGF/TGF-a. After
illumination, sEGFR no longer binds LA1 anti-EGFR antibody,
confirmed by the complete disappearance of the band corre-
sponding to sEGFR (Figure 10). The monoclonal antibody used
competes with EGF and TGF-a for binding to EGFR [54]. This
demonstrates that UV-illumination of sEGFR compromises the
3D structure of the EGF binding site in the protein. EGF docking
to sEGFR is dependent on extensive non-covalent and Van der
Vaals interactions between the two molecules, including p-p
interactions (see Results, Fig. 2D). It is likely that UV induces
conformational changes, disrupting the native tertiary fold that
promotes sEGFR-EGF contacts.

The mechanisms through which EGF binds and induces
receptor dimerization are not fully understood and the standing
model is based on structural studies [1,55,56]. Inactive EGFR is
kept in its closed conformation via interactions between two
sEGFR disulphide rich domains (II and IV) [56]. EGF binding
occurs primarily through interactions with domains I and III
[1,55]. Ligand binding requires a change in the relative positions
of domains I and III and dimerization occurs upon interaction of
subdomains II of two EGFR monomers [1,5,55,56]. It is believed
that domain IV has a role in high affinity binding and signal
transduction [6]. Considering that the mechanisms of EGF
binding and posterior EGFR dimerization can involve all four
domains of sEGFR, it is not surprising that UV induced
conformational changes will most likely impair binding to EGF.
UV induced SS disruption in domain II will likely impair correct
EGFR dimerization, but may also affect EGF binding as it is
involved in the change of the relative position of domains I and III.
Furthermore, domains I and III also contain disulphide bonds,

though in lower extent, and SS breakage in these regions can also
impair EGF binding. It has also been reported by several groups
that EGFR exists as a preformed dimer on the cell-surface [57].
Also in this case, UV induced photochemistry and consequent
structural changes in the EGF binding site will most likely impair
EGF binding.

Our data confirms that low dose UVB leads to conformational
changes in sEGFR, impairing its ability to bind an EGFR specific
antibody that competes with EGF for binding EGFR, confirming
that the 3D structure of the EGFR binding domain suffered
conformational changes upon UV illumination. The present
molecular level in vitro studies allow us to predict that UV light
will most likely also change the structure/function of the
extracellular domain of EGFR when present in the cell surface
of cancer cells overexpressing EGFR, halting this way EGF-EGFR
activation and EGFR dependent key metabolic pathways. Our
most recent studies on the UVB (280 nm) illumination of lung
cancer cells overexpressing EGFR confirm our predictions (paper
in preparation). The present data also supports our previously
publish results showing that low dose UVB illumination of cancer
cells overexpressing EGFR (A431 and Cal39) led to the arrest of
the EGFR signaling pathway [9]. The irradiance used in the
present study (2.5 W.m22) and in the previous study (0.35 W.m22)
is in the same order of magnitude or lower, respectively, than the
total irradiance of sunlight in the UVB region, reported to be
1.75 W.m22 in summer and 0.4 W.m22 in winter (below 313 nm)
[10]. The total amount of energy given to the protein solution after
75 min illumination at 280 nm is 90 mJ. This energy is lower than
the limit values recommended by the British Photodermatology
Group (1000 J, Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis Alliance (PAPAA),
2008, available online at http://www.nhs.uk/ipgmedia/national/
psoriasis) in order to prevent cancer. We envision that low dose
UVB light can be used as a new photonic therapeutical approach
used in order to stop the development of localized cancer, which
cells overexpress EGFR or another receptor which structure will
be labile to UV light. The treatment could be easily applicable to
epidermal skin cancer because UVB light penetrates the skin down
to 150–200 mm [37] (online information from the Department of
Dermatology School of Medicine, University of California, San
Francisco. UV Radiation. at http://www.dermatology.ucsf.edu/
skincancer/General/prevention/UV_Radiation.aspx). The thick-
ness of the stratum corneum of our skin is 10–20 mm, the thickness
of the epidermis can vary from 50 to 150 mm [37] (online
information from the Department of Dermatology School of
Medicine, University of California, San Francisco. UV Radiation.
at http://www.dermatology.ucsf.edu/skincancer/General/
prevention/UV_Radiation.aspx) while the thickness of the dermis
varies from 30 to 300 mm (Brannon, H. Skin Anatomy. at http://
dermatology.about.com/cs/skinanatomy/a/anatomy.htm). If the
localized tumor is located deeper location, UVB light could be
delivered to those locations my means of an optical fiber or
generated via multiphoton excitation using e.g. IR light. This
possible new photonic therapy can also be applied during a
surgical intervention.

The role of UV light on the activation or deactivation of EGFR
and in promoting cell death or cell survivel remains controversial.
We have previously described the attenuation of EGFR signaling
as detected by the phosphorylation status of key downstream
molecules i.e. AKT and the mitogen activated protein kinases
ERK1 and 2 [9]. In response to UV (280 nm) illumination
phosphorylation of AKT and ERK1/2 is not detectable upon
activation with EGF. Given the observed upregulation of
p21WAF1 in our previous work [9], which is a cyclin dependent
kinase inhibitor, we must assume that UV illumination causes the
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cells to arrest the cell cycle in G1 phase, which would be beneficial
in inhibiting the proliferative potential of EGFR overexpressing
cells. Adachi S. et al have also recently shown that UV irradiation
can induce evasion of colon cancer cells from stimulation of
epidermal growth factor [58]. They report that UV (254 nm)
caused inhibition of cell survival and proliferation, concurrently
inducing the decrease in cell surface EGFR and subsequently its
degradation. Furthermore, the same team has reported that UV
(254 nm) significantly inhibited platelet-derived growth factor
PDGF-BB-induced phosphorylation of Akt on pancreatic cancer
cells [59]. Several reports exist, describing how UV light can
activate the EGF receptor hence activating the AKT and MAPK
pathway (43–50 from ref. 9). These observations are in contrast to
our results. Wan et al. have reported that UVB irradiation
stimulated PI 3-kinase activity in human skin in vivo [60]. UV also
stimulated phosphorylation of the downstream AKT effectors, S6
kinase and BAD. Inhibitors of EGFR and PI 3-kinase blocked UV-
induced phosphorylation of BAD, suggesting that EGFR mediates
UV-activated cell survival pathway. They concluded that both
positive and negative roles for UV activation of the PI 3-K/AKT
pathway in human skin can be envisioned. The PI 3-K/AKT
pathway likely plays a critical role in balancing UV-induced
apoptotic signals, thereby preventing widespread skin cell death.
Conversely UV activation of the PI 3-K/AKT pathway may
enhance survival of mutated cells, thereby promoting skin cancer,
as has been found in several other types of cancer. Cao et al. [61]
have concluded that UV (.290 nm, UVB/UVA2 source peaking
we believe at 445 nm) induces multiple signalling pathways
mediated by EGFR trans-activation leading to possible matura-
tion, apoptosis and survival, and EGFR activation protects against
UV-induced apoptosis in cultured mouse dendritic cells. Authors
also report that most of the UV responses are mediated by the
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and can be blocked
by antioxidants. UVC is reported to induce rapid and transient
expression of early growth response-1 gene (Egr-1) encoding a
transcription factor that plays a role in cell survival. UVC
irradiation causes tyrosine phosphorylation of EGFR in mouse
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and HC11 mouse mammary cells [50].
Possible reasons for the reported discrepancies could be found in
the wavelength used in the experiments (from 254 nm to 445 nm),
in the illumination power per unit of illuminated area and in the
type of cells used (mutated vs non-mutated cells). Unfortunately
these values are not accurately reported in all papers in order to
make comparisons possible.

The present paper has provided unequivocal evidence for a
UVB induced structural modification in EFGR, resulting in
structural changes in the EGF binding site and loss of function.
Interestingly, these changes were observed at a photonic power
level approximately in the same order of magnitude as the
integrated power in the solar UVB range. Therefore, it is
reasonable to believe that UVB possesses therapeutic properties,
especially towards skin and other superficial types of cancer.
Clearly there must be a threshold irradiance level and illumination
time, below which UVB light can be used for cancer treatment.
Our most recent studies on the on the UV (280 nm) effects on
EGF-EGFR activation of A549 lung carcinoma cells overexpress-
ing EGFR (paper in preparation) confirm the hypothesis raised in
this study that 280 nm light will most likely also change the
structure/function of the extracellular domain of EGFR when
present in the cell surface of cancer cells overexpressing EGFR,
preventing this way EGF-EGFR binding and activation.

Materials and Methods

Structure Analysis
The crystallography data used for the display of the 3D protein

structure (Figure 2) was extracted from 1ivo.pdb (extracellular
domain of human epidermal growth factor receptor complexed
with EGF, 3.3 Å resolution [1]). Accelrys Discovery Studio
Visualizer 3.5 was used for displaying the 3D structure. Distances
between protein residues were obtained by using the monitor tool
in the program to determine the distance between atoms in the 3D
structure. The fraction of disulphide bridges was calculated as the
number of disulphide bridges found in a protein divided by the
protein sequence length (number of amino acids) x 100 (Figure 3).
The pdb dataset used in order to display the dependence of the
average fraction of disulphide bridges on the protein chain length
has been published previously by our group [28].

Fluorescence Studies
Fluorescence studies were carried out in order to analyze the

effects of 280 nm excitation on the structure of the extracellular
domain of human EGFR (sEGFR). sEGFR was purchased from
Speed Biosystems (YCP1031). This protein was expressed in
human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells. The amino acid
sequence corresponds to sEGFR (Leu25-Ser645) with a C-
terminal polyhistidine (His) tag. The protein was dissolved directly
in 10 mM Sodium Phosphate Buffer (NaPB) at pH 7.5 (stock
solutions). Milli-Q water with conductivity below 0.2 mS.cm21 was
used. sEGFR concentration was determined by Abs280nm using a
molar extinction coefficient of 60,000 M21cm21 estimated using
the bioinformatic tool ProtParam (Expasy, [62], entry: sequence of
extracellular domain of EGFR (Leu25-Ser645) with a C-terminal
polyhistidine (His) tag). Stock solutions were used within 2-3 days
after dissolution in buffer and was kept desiccated and protected
from light at 4uC. Before each experiment the stock solution was
diluted to 3.9 mM. Unless stated otherwise, this was the
concentration used in all the fluorescence studies.

Steady state studies
UVB illumination of sEGFR was carried out in a ChronosBH

spectrometer (ISS) with a T-configuration, using a 300-W Xenon
arc lamp coupled to a monochromator. Excitation and emission
slits were set to 4 nm and 8 nm, respectively. Lamp power at the
sample location was 89 mW (at 280 nm). The illumination spot
was 0.35 cm2. Irradiance was 2.5 W.m22. The temperature of the
solution was kept at 20uC using a Peltier element at the cuvette
holder location. One hundred L of sEGFR stock solution was
placed in a quartz cuvette (2 mm610 mm66 mm excitation
volume) and excited at 280 nm during a maximum time of
75 min. Samples were illuminated through the 2 mm66 mm
window and fluorescence collected from the 10 mm66 mm
window. A fresh sample was used for each illumination session.
Emission spectra were acquired with 280 nm, 295 nm, 320 nm
and 360 nm excitation. Excitation spectra were recorded with the
emission fixed at 320 nm, 334 nm, 350 nm, and 400 nm. Each of
the previous spectra was recorded before illumination (0 min), and
after 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 60 min and 75 min of illumination.
The same emission and excitation spectra were acquired for the
buffer. The emission and excitation intensity values obtained were
corrected in real-time for oscillations in the intensity of the
excitation lamp. Buffer Raman signal was subtracted from each
emission spectrum. The 350 nm fluorescence emission intensity
upon continuous 280 nm excitation was recorded during 75 min
of illumination.
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Fluorescence based protein thermal unfolding
studies. Trp emission is sensitive to the extent of solvent
accessibility. The more solvent accessible Trp is the more red
shifted its fluorescence emission will be. Therefore, Trp emission is
usually used as a probe for protein conformational changes and
can be used to determine the melting temperature of the protein.

The 330 nm fluorescence emission intensity (exc. 295 nm) of a
fresh sEGFR sample (3.49 mM) and of a 280 nm illuminated for
75 min sEGFR sample (3.07 mM) was monitored from 4 uC to 90
uC. The sEGFR sample was continuously illuminated at 280 nm
and as it was previously described. The heating rate was 1uC/min.
A point was acquired every minute. After reaching 90 uC the
protein samples were cooled from 90 uC to 4 uC at a cooling rate
of 1 uC/min and the fluorescence intensity at 330 nm was
monitored (exc. 295 nm).

Time resolved studies. A sEGFR sample was continuously
illuminated at 280 nm during 75 min. The experimental set-up
and parameters used for UVB illumination were the same as
previously described. As negative control, a freshly prepared
sEGFR sample was kept in the dark for 75 min. After UV
illumination or dark period (negative control), the sample was kept
in the cuvette and lifetime measurements were carried out at
magic angle conditions using TCSPC method. A 283 nm light
emitting diode from ISS (FWHM = 9 nm) was used to excite the
samples. The fluorescence emission at magic angle (54.7u) was
counted by a GaAs detector (Hamamatsu H7422P-40), and a
300 nm long-pass filter (Semrock) was employed in order to stray
light. A solution of Ludox in Millipore water was used as a
reference sample. The instrument response function for this system
is 180 ps.

Detection of thiol groups’ concentration formed upon
UV illumination of sEGFR

Preparation of sEGFR solutions and buffers was carried as
described in the previous section. One hundred L of sEGFR work
solution (3.9 mM) was placed in a quartz macro cuvette (1 cm path
length) and illuminated at 280 nm during 75 min. 280 nm
illumination was carried out as described in the previous section.
In parallel, 100 mL of the same sEGFR work solution was kept in
the dark for 75 min (negative control sample, dark NC). Ellman’s
assay was used in order to detect free thiol groups formed upon
UVB induced disruption of disulphide bridges in sEGFR
[19,21,22,63]. Ellman’s reagent, 5,59-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid
(DTNB) was purchased from Molecular Probes (product D8451,
Life Technologies, Naerum, Denmark). One hundred mM stock
solution was prepared in DMSO and stored at 4uC. After
illumination, 150 mL of 2 times diluted illuminated or control
sEGFR solution was mixed with an excess of DTNB (1.5 mL of
100 mM stock solution). The molar ratio DTNB/sEGFR was
5.13. Four minutes after mixing the two components (sample kept
in the dark), the absorbance intensity at 412 nm was measured in a
UV/Visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Corporation, 3.
Kanda-Nishikicho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101–8448, Ja-
pan), using a 1 cm path length quartz cuvette. The product of the
reaction is the 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate ion (TNB22), which absorbs
at 412 nm. Abs412nm is proportional to the amount of thiol groups
present in solution. The concentration of thiol groups was
determined using an extinction molar coefficient for TNB22 of
14150 M21.cm21 at 412 nm [63].

Circular dichroism studies
The circular dichroism spectrum of a fresh sEGFR sample and

of a 280 nm illuminated for 75 min sEGFR sample was acquired
in order to monitor the UVB loss of secondary structural elements.

Preparation of sEGFR solutions and buffers was carried as
previously described. One hundred mL of sEGFR work solution
(3.9 mM) was placed in a quartz macro cuvette (1 cm path length)
and illuminated at 280 nm during 75 min. The experimental set-
up, conditions and parameters used during the illumination
procedure were the same as previously described. Immediately
after the illumination, 200 mL of 3 times diluted illuminated
sEGFR solution was placed in a quartz microcuvette with a path
length of 0.1 cm and cooled to 4uC using a Peltier element at the
cuvette holder’s location. Afterwards, a far-UV CD spectrum was
recorded. Temperature was kept constant at 4uC during the
measurement. The same was done for a fresh sEGFR sample. Far-
UV CD spectra (190–240 nm) were acquired using the following
parameters: 1.0 nm band width, resolution 0.5 nm, 4 accumula-
tions, scan speed 20 nm/min, sensitivity high, 16 s response time.
Far-UV CD spectrum was also acquired for the buffer. The buffer
signal was subtracted from all spectra. The measurements were
carried out on a JASCO J-815 CD spectrometer (JASCO
Corporation, Ishikawa-cho Hachioji-shi, Tokyo, Japan).

Circular dichroism based protein thermal unfolding
studies. The ellipticity intensity at 220 nm of a fresh sEGFR
sample and of a 280 nm illuminated for 75 min sEGFR sample
(both solutions 3.9 mM) was continuously monitored from 4uC to
90uC. The experimental set-up, conditions and parameters used
during the illumination procedure were the same as described in
the previous sections. The heating rate was 1 uC/min. A point was
acquired every minute. Far-UV CD spectra (190–240 nm) were
acquired at 4uC (before heating) and at 90uC. Afterwards the
protein samples were cooled from 90uC to 4uC at a cooling rate of
1 uC/min and the ellipticity intensity at 220 nm was monitored
every minute. At the end, far-UV CD spectra (190–240 nm) were
acquired at 4uC. Far-UV CD spectra (190–240 nm) were recorded
using the parameters described in the previous section.

Immunoassay
A binding immunoassay was carried out in order to analyze the

effects of 75 min of UV illumination at 280 nm on the structure of
the EGF-sEGFR binding site. The primary mouse monoclonal
antibody anti-EGFR neutralizer antibody LA1 from Milipore (05–
101), which competes with EGF and TGF-a for binding EGFR
[54] was used.

For each experiment, 1.4 mg of fresh non-illuminated protein
sample, 1.4 mg of a 280 nm illuminated sample for 75 min and
1.4 mg of a protein sample that has been in the dark for 75 min
(negative control, NC) were analyzed by Western blot. The
experimental set-up, conditions and parameters used during UV
illumination procedure were the same as described in the previous
sections. Samples were resolved by reduced sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), 7.5% polyacryl-
amide from Bio-Rad (4561023) and transferred to a 0.2 mm
nitrocellulose membrane from Whatman (10402495). Then, the
membrane was probed with 11000 dilution of LA1 primary
antibody followed by incubation with 15000 dilution of goat anti-
mouse horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary anti-
body from Santa Cruz Biotech (SC-2005). Immune complexes
were visualized on nitrocellulose by enzyme-linked enhanced
chemiluminescence (ECL) from GE Healthcare (RPN2232) and
detected using the CCD camera of G:Box chemi XT4 controlled
by Genesys software from Syngene. Band intensities were
quantified using the gel analysis software GeneTools from
Syngene. The immunoassay was carried out twice.
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Data Analysis
All data analysis, plotting and fitting procedures were done

using Origin 8.1.
Emission Spectra and Excitation Spectra. Emission Spec-

tra (280 nm, 295 nm, 320 nm, and 360 nm excitation) were first
smoothed using a 12 points adjacent averaging. Excitation Spectra
(emission fixed at 334 nm and 400 nm excitation) were smoothed
using a 5 points adjacent averaging. All fluorescence spectra
obtained were first Raman corrected by subtracting the spectra
recorded for the buffer in solution. Normalized emission and
excitation spectra were obtained by dividing each data point by
the maximum intensity value in each spectrum.

Fitting Procedures. Fluorescence emission kinetic trace at
350 nm upon 280 nm exc: The fluorescence emission kinetic trace
(em. 350 nm, Fig. 4A) was fitted using a bi-exponential function
F(t) = y0 + C1.e-k1.t + C2.e-k2.t. F(t) is the fluorescence emission
intensity at 350 nm (a.u.) at 280 nm excitation time t (min), y0, C1
and C2 are constants and k1 and k2 is the rate constant of
fluorescence emission intensity decrease (min-1). y0 value was fixed
to 0.

Fluorescence based protein thermal unfolding studies: The
fluorescence emission intensity thermal curves (Fig. 5) were first
smoothed using a 5 points adjacent averaging. The fluorescence
emission intensity values were afterwards normalized by dividing
each value by the initial 330 nm emission intensity value. The
curve corresponding to the non-illuminated sEGFR sample (non
illum.) was then fitted using a modified Boltzmann function:

y~A2zB2:xz
A1zB1:x{A2zB2:xð Þ

1z exp
x{x0

dx

! "! "

where y (a.u.) is the 330 nm fluorescence emission intensity at the
temperature x (uC), A1, B1, A2, B2 and dx are constants. The
fitting parameter x0 (uC) corresponds to the inflection point of the
Boltzmann curve and the corresponding temperature is the
temperature of mid-transition determined upon probing Trp
fluorescence emission.

Fluorescence lifetimes: The fluorescence decay was analyzed by
an ISS routine based on the Marquardt least-squares minimiza-
tion. The governing equations for the time-resolved intensity
decay data were assumed to be a sum of discrete exponentials as
in:

F tð Þ~
X

i

ai: exp {t=tið Þ

where F(t) is the intensity decay, ai is the amplitude (pre-
exponential factor), ti the fluorescence lifetime of the i-th discrete
component, and g ai = 1.0.

The fractional intensity fi of each decay time is given by:

fi~
aitiP

i
aiti

and the mean lifetime is:

StT~
X

i

fiti

Circular dichroism based protein thermal unfolding
studies. Only the data values obtained above 10uC were then
considered for analysis. The ellipticity intensity values were first
smoothed using a 12 points adjacent averaging. The data values
were then normalized by dividing each ellipticity intensity value by
the initial ellipticity intensity value (i.e. first data point above
10uC). The curve corresponding to the non-illuminated sEGFR
sample (non illum.) was then fitted using a Boltzmann function:

y~A2
A1{A2ð Þ

1z exp
x{x0

dx

! "! "

where y (a.u.) is the 220 nm ellipticity intensity values at the
temperature x (uC), A1, A2, and dx are constants. The fitting
parameter x0 (uC) is the inflection point of the Boltzmann curve
and its value corresponds to the temperature of mid-transition of
the curve. The fitting was done for the interval 57.12–69.48uC,
which comprises the thermal transition part of the curve.
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ABSTRACT: Light assisted molecular immobilization has
been used for the first time to engineer covalent bioconju-
gates of superparamagnetic nanoparticles and proteins. The
technology involves disulfide bridge disruption upon UV
excitation of nearby aromatic residues. The close spatial
proximity of aromatic residues and disulfide bridges is a
conserved structural feature in proteins. The created thiol
groups bind thiol reactive surfaces leading to oriented
covalent protein immobilization. We have immobilized
a model carrier protein, bovine serum albumin, onto
Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles as well as arrayed it
onto optically flat thiol reactive surfaces. This new immo-
bilization technology allows for ultra high dense packing of
different bio-molecules on a surface, allowing the creation of
multi-potent functionalized active new biosensor materials,
biomarkers identification and the development of nanopar-
ticles based novel drug delivery system.
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KEYWORDS: superparamagnetic core–shell nanoparticles;
LAMI light assisted protein immobilization; protein
bioconjugates; biosensor arrays; drug carrier protein

Introduction

Advanced clinical diagnostic methods have been devel-
oped in order to understand the molecular mechanisms
underlying disease processes. Since biomolecules such as
nucleic acids and proteins are nanosized, probes of
equivalent dimensions are very efficient tools at the sub-
cellular level. New nanotechnological applications have
recently emerged such as drug targeting and delivery
(Huang and Lee, 2006), cell labeling and separation (Park
et al., 2007), cancer therapy (Chu et al., 2006), magnetic
resonance image (MRI) contrast agents (Cho et al., 2006),
bio-sensors (You et al., 2007), and bio-imaging (Sharma
et al., 2006). Among nanomaterials, magnetic core–shell
nanoparticles resulting from the combination of metals
with relevant optical, electrical, magnetic and catalytic
properties can be used for nano applications. Fe3O4@Au
particles are widely used because of their chemical
stability, easy dispersibility, affinity towards biomolecules
and convenient preparation techniques (Daniel and
Astruc, 2004; Laurent et al., 2008). Their magnetism
is used extensively in biosciences even for tissue
engineering and to build complex 1D–3D structures
(Ito et al., 2004; Lee and Liddell, 2009; Safarik and
Safarikova, 2002). Tuning their plasmonic properties,
by changing shell thickness, physic-chemical environment
or through interactions with fluorophores, can greatly
contribute to the development of clinical diagnosis
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methods (Baptista et al., 2008; Imahori et al., 2001; Lyon
et al., 2004).

Since biomolecules are highly sensitive to pH, tempera-
ture and chemical environment, immobilization protocols
should secure high molecular activity and stability.
Incorporation of chiral molecules onto nanoparticles leads
to specific protein surface recognition (You et al., 2008).
Trypsin immobilization onto super-paramagnetic nanopar-
ticles allowed using high enzyme concentrations leading to
shorter digestion times, facilitating the separation of
derivatized nanoparticles from solution (Li et al., 2007).
Immobilization of biomolecules not only easies their
separation and manipulation but also increases enzyme
stability towards pH, temperature, chemical denaturants
and organic solvents as well as preventing auto proteolysis
(Yang et al., 2004, 2008). Several proteins have been coupled
to magnetic particles using organic agents (Koneracka et al.,
2002; Mehta et al., 1997) or by carrying out the reaction
through ligand exchange, metal ions affinity, electrostatic as
well as hydrophobic interactions (Brewer et al., 2005; Ma
et al., 2006; Park et al., 2007). The covalent bond between
thiol groups and gold surfaces is stronger than electrostatic
interactions (Di Felice and Selloni, 2004; Uvdal et al., 1992;
Varghese et al., 2008).

UV light assisted molecular immobilization (LAMI) is a
novel photonic technology that results in covalent and
uniform orientated coupling of biomolecules onto thiol
reactive surfaces (Duroux et al., 2007; Jonkheijm et al., 2008;
Petersen et al., 2006; Neves-Petersen et al., 2009a,b; Skoven
et al., 2009a,b). The technology involves formation of free,
reactive thiol groups upon UV excitation of protein
aromatic residues located in spatial proximity of disulfide
bridges, a conserved structural feature in proteins. LAMI has
been successfully used to array functional biomolecules of
medical interest (Duroux et al., 2007). LAMI combined with
the Fourier-transforming properties of lenses as well as with
a simple millimeter scale feature spatial mask lead to high-
density protein arrays with a spatial resolution of a few
hundred nanometers. An improvement of tenfold over
existing commercially available high-density protein array-
ing methods was demonstrated (Neves-Petersen et al.,
2009b; Skoven et al., 2009a).

In this paper we report light assisted immobilization of a
carrier protein, BSA, onto Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanopar-
ticles for the first time, as well as arrayed BSA onto a thiol
reactive surface using LAMI. BSA has aromatic residues in
close spatial proximity of disulfide bridges making it a good
candidate for LAMI. Furthermore, we report the synthesis
of Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles and the character-
ization of the engineered bioconjugates using spectroscopy
techniques. In house imaging software package was used for
advanced analysis of the protein array images and also to
understand the nanoparticle size distribution. Binding
therapeutic molecules onto nanoparticles leads to sensitive
nanoprobes for bio-medical applications such as bio-
separation, bio-sensing, drug delivery, and cellular specific
binding.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of Fe3O4@Au Core–Shell Nanoparticles

Successive precipitation of two metals from metal precursors
is used for the preparation of magnetic core–shell particles.
Acidic solutions of 0.1M FeSO4.7H2O and 0.2M FeCl3 (pH 1)
were mixed in 1:1 ratio upon constant stirring at room
temperature. pH was rapidly increased to 10 by adding 10mL
25% aqueous ammonia. Tenminutes after the solution turned
black, 10mL 1.0M sodium citrate was added and the solution
was stirred for 30min. These magnetite particles were used as
seeds onto which gold was deposited by citrate reduction
method. Onemilliliter of the above suspension was transferred
into 100mL 1mM sodium citrate. The solution was heated
with constant stirring. Upon boiling, 10mL 0.01M HAuCl4
solution was rapidly added and stirred for 30min. The
solution turned deep red, the characteristic color of gold
colloids indicating presence of metallic gold. The suspension
was cooled to room temperature and washed twice with water
and centrifuged (10,000 rpm for 10min) in order to eliminate
excess surfactant and reaction byproduct salts. The super-
natant was decanted. Bottom agglomerated particles were re-
dispersed in water and re-washed.

Protein Labeling

BSA-AF532 labeling was carried out according to the protein
labeling kit (A10236) from Molecular Probes (Invitrogen,
Leek, The Netherlands). After labeling, BSA was dialyzed
against 10mM Tris–HCl buffer pH 7.5. Labeled protein
concentration and degree of labeling (DOL) were calculated
measuring the Abs530nm using 81,000 cm!1M!1 as the molar
extinction coefficient of AF532 at 530 nm. DOL was 1.46.
0.02M ANS solution in dimethylsulfonic acid (DMSO) was
diluted to 70mM in 10mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5 buffer.
Concentration was calculated using 5,000 cm!1M!1 as the
extinction coefficient of ANS at 350 nm. Protein–nanopar-
ticle bioconjugates were incubated with an excess of ANS
(1:10 molar ratio). ANS protein binding was monitored
upon measuring the characteristic ANS absorption peak at
350 nm. Characteristic protein absorption was monitored at
220 and 280 nm.

Photonic Immobilization of BSA Onto Functionalized
Slide

Chemical modification of optically flat quartz slides and
optical setup used for immobilization were carried out as
previously described (Duroux et al., 2007). Onemicroliter of
7mM BSA/AF532 was placed and dried on the thiol
functionalized slide. A UV laser beam (1mW, 280 nm) was
sent through a computer controlled shutter, a beam
expander and an iris diaphragm and focused through a
quartz lens onto the sample mounted on a computer
controlled 3D translation stage. One hundred milliseconds
exposure time was used. A 4" 6 array with 20mm spots
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interspaced 150mm was created. The slide was washed with
1% Mucasol for 1 h changing the mucasol solution every
15min and scanned with a Tecan LS 200 scanner for protein
array visualization (exc. 532 nm, 6mm resolution).

Photonic Immobilization of BSA Onto Gold Coated
Superparamagnetic Nanoparticles

A sample containing 8.0mMBSA and 0.8mM concentration
of gold in the form of nanoparticles superparamagnetic
nanoparticles in 10mM Tris–HCl buffer pH 7.5 was
illuminated for 1 h with 295 nm light in a RTC 2000 PTI
spectrofluorimeter. Lamp power at the sample location was
142 nW. Slits were kept at 5 nm and temperature at 208C.
The sample was stirred every 10th minute during illumina-
tion. The uncoupled BSA was washed out by two
centrifugations and particle-protein bioconjugates were
re-dispersed in buffer and characterized. As a negative
control, identical experiments were carried out in the
absence of UV illumination.

UV–Visible Absorption Spectroscopy

Thermo scientific UV–visible spectrophotometer (VWK
International UV1 v4.60, West Chester, PA) was used to
characterize the free thiol groups in BSA, nanoparticles,
protein, degree of labeling and protein coated nanoparticles.
The path length of the quartz cuvette was 1 cm. Absorbance
spectra were acquired between 220 and 700 nm.

Ellman’s Reactions

Ellman’s assay was used to determine the concentration of free
thiol groups in BSA prior to and after 1 h 295nm excitation
upon measuring the intensity of the absorption at 412 nm
(Riener et al., 2002). BSA concentration was 8.0mM in 10mM
Tris–HCl buffer pH 7.5. Ellman’s reagent (5,50-dithiobis(2-
nitrobenzoate), DTNB) concentration was 500mM.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Fluorescence characterization of native BSA, BSA-AF532,
and BSA-ANS coupled to nanoparticles were carried out in a
RTC 2000 PTI spectrofluorimeter at 208C. Quartz cuvette
path length was 1 cm. Slits were set at 5 nm. Intrinsic protein
fluorescence spectra were acquired upon 295 nm excitation.
Extrinsic fluorescence emission spectra of BSA-AF532 were
acquired upon 530 nm excitation. Intrinsic protein fluor-
escence spectra were acquired upon 295 nm excitation. ANS
fluorescence spectra of BSA-ANS alone and coupled to
nanoparticles were acquired upon 350 nm excitation.

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

Measurements were carried out in a Zsizer Malvern
with temperature controlled MicroSampler. Average

hydrodynamic size and size distribution of the core–shell
nanoparticles, protein, and protein tagged nanoparticles
were estimated. Fifty microliters was transferred to a 1 cm
path length cuvette for each measurement.

Scanning Electron Microscopy—Energy Dispersive
X-Ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS)

Carl Zeiss 1540XB SEM with Noran EDS system was used
for particle’s size estimation and composition. SEM images
were collected upon optimizing the voltage between 5 and
12 kV on silicon substrate where dried magnetic core–shell
particles were placed. The average size of core–shell
nanoparticles and protein–particles bioconjugates were
estimated. The electron beam was focused over the particle
projection area during X-ray acquisition. The X-ray
spectrum was acquired for 60 s, at an acceleration voltage
of 12 kV. NORAN system six version 2.0 software from
Thermo Fischer scientific was used to analyze the EDS data
(particles’ chemical composition).

Fluorescence Microscopy

Nanoparticles coupled to labeled proteins were visualized
with a fluorescence microscope (Leica TCS SP5) in oil-
immersion 60! objective and images recorded with CCD
camera. Before imaging, the samples were dried over the
glass slide surface at room temperature. In order to image
AF532, N2.1 filter cube was used (exc 515–560 nm; long pass
filter (LP) at 590 nm). For ANS, A4 filter cube was used (exc
340–380; LP 425 nm).

Particles and Protein Array Image Processing

MATLAB v7.8 was used to develop BNIP-Pro software
package that allows for advanced image analysis. The SEM
image was baseline corrected using manually placed
multiple control points in the base of the image. The image
was then converted to a binary image, using a threshold
value that allowed for the observation of a maximum
number of separated particles. Morphological erosion and
dilation was applied to the binary image in order to break
residual contacts between particles. The modified binary
image was then multiplied with the original image, leading
to an image where only the particles are visible. Contours
were draw around all particles, and their individual area and
intensity analyzed.

Pairwise Sequence Alignment

Clustal W, version 2, was used to carried out the pairwise
sequence alignment of BSA (607 aa) and HSA (585 aa). The
matrix used was EBLOSUM62 with gap penalty 10 and
extended penalty 0.5.
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Figure 1. A: Pairwise sequence alignment of BSA and HSA. Standard one letter abbreviations are used for the amino acids; (j) Indicates identical amino acids; indicates
similar (homologous) amino acids; (:) indicates unrelated amino acids. The cysteins (C) and tryptophans (W) are highlighted in gray and bold. Moreover, all 35 cysteins are
conserved. B: 3D representation of HSA (PDB code: 1ao6) which displays identity, similarity, and gap of 72.6%, 84.2%, and 4.3%, respectively with BSA [http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/
emboss/align/]. Cysteines are highlighted in red ball and stick; W 214 is highlighted in blue CPK and the hydrophobic amino acids are highlighted in red.
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Results and Discussion

Protein Characterization

Since BSA 3D structure is not available, a pairwise sequence
alignment between BSA and human serum albumin (HSA)
has been carried out, revealing identity, similarity and gap of
72.6%, 84.2%, and 4.3%, respectively. Alignment not only
shows high identity between the two proteins but also
reveals a consistently dispersed identity and similarity
(Fig. 1A). Thus, structural homology can be inferred. It is
likely that the distances between homologous Trp and
disulfide bridges in HSA may be comparable to those in
BSA. The shortest distance between conserved Trp214
chainA and the nearest disulfide bridge (Cys200–Cys246) in
HSA is 11 Å. The 3D structure of HSA is shown in
Figure 1B. HSA contains 1 tryptophan and 17 disulfide
bridges. BSA contains 3 Trp residues and 17 disulfide bridges
and one free thiol group Cys34. Cys34 has low or no solvent
accessibility making it difficult to react with the nanopar-
ticles’ Au surface (Brahma et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009;
Zhu et al., 2001). The combined presence of 3 Trp and 17
disulfide bridges make BSA a good candidate for LAMI
technology.

Thiol Groups Formation Upon 295 nm Irradiation

UV-light induced changes in amino acid residues of proteins
have been reported (Bent and Hayon, 1975a,b; Creed,
1984a,b,c Kerwin and Remmele, 2007; Grossweiner and
Usui, 1971; Li et al., 1989; Neves-Petersen et al., 2009b).
Tryptophan (Trp) has the highest absorption coefficient in
the near UV region. Since excitation has been carried out at
295 nm, we will focus on Trp photochemistry. Flash
photolysis studies of lysozyme demonstrated that enzyme
inactivation was due to the production of photo-oxidized
tryptophan residue and due to electron transfer between Trp
triplet state and a nearby disulfide bridges, resulting in SS
disruption. Two non-radiative relaxation pathways were
observed: (1) Electron ejection to the solvent, yielding
solvated electrons e!aqðTrpþ hn ! Trp$þ þ e!aqÞ, (2)
Intersystem crossing, yielding the triplet-state 3Trp
ð1Trpþ hn ! 1Trp& ! 3TrpÞ. e!aq and 3Trp can transfer
an electron to a nearby disulfide bridge forming RSSR$!,
which will lead to SS disruption (Sander et al., 1993):

RSSR$! , RS$ þ RS!

RSSR$! þ Hþ , RS$ þ RSH
H$ þ RSSR ! RS$ þ RSH

The resultant free thiol radicals/groups can then form a
new disulfide bridge with other thiol groups or thiol reactive
surfaces. This can be used to carry out LAMI of proteins
onto thiol reactive surfaces. Therefore, LAMI is used to
immobilize BSA onto thiol derivatized slides as well as
superparamagnetic particles aiming at the development of
nanoparticles based drug delivery system and biosensors.

Our earlier work as well as Vanhooren’s work verified the
crucial role of Trp on the photolytic cleavage of disulfide
bridge using protein engineering (Petersen et al., 2006;
Vanhooren et al., 2006). The estimated concentration of free
thiols in BSA before and after 1 h 295 nm illumination was
0.35 and 0.98mM, respectively. The value for non-
illuminated sample is due to the presence of Cys34 (though
it is difficult to bind with Au surface, it can react with some
probes (Brahma et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009; Zhu et al.,
2001)) and the observed increase in free thiol groups
concentration after excitation indicates disulfide bridge
disruption upon 295 nm excitation.

For LAMI we use energy per pulse '100 pJ, which is at
least 107 times smaller than the energies required in the flash
photolysis studies. No protein denaturation has been
observed while carrying out the hereby presented illumina-
tion experiments. Circular dichroism, dynamic light
scattering, steady state fluorescence and static light
scattering experiments indicate that 295 nm excitation
(excitation carried out at the spectrofluorimeter) did not
induced structural changes, for example, denaturation and
aggregation of BSA (data not shown).

Microarray Visualization

A 4( 6 BSA array with 20mm diameter spots and 150mm
pitch is displayed in Figure 2. BSA-AF532 extrinsic
fluorescence can be observed. The spots are well resolved
indicating that protein has been washed out from regions of
the slide that have not been illuminated. The array shows
uniform vertical and horizontal fluorescence intensity
profiles (Fig. 2).

Fe3O4@Au Core–Shell Nanoparticles Characterization

Citrate stabilized magnetite nanoparticles dispersion is
shown in Figure 3A (brown color dispersion, I). Magnetite
nanoparticles were nucleated by simultaneous reaction of
iron salts hydrolysis into Fe2þ-Ferrihydrite complex
material (at pH< 8) and condensation of the complex into
inverse spinel structure (pH> 8) (Tronc et al., 1992).
Particles below critical size ()26 nm for magnetite) exhibit
superparamagnetism where the coercivity and remenence of
the hysteresis loop are zero. These particles can therefore be
controlled by external magnetic fields but retain no residual
magnetism after the field is removed since thermal energy
overcomes the anisotropic energy barrier.

While preparing magnetic core–shell particles, citric acid
plays four major roles: (1) Prevention of magnetite
nanoparticles agglomeration immediately after nucleation
due to affinity between carboxylic group and iron oxides
(Lesnikovich et al., 1990), (2) Reduction of gold cations
(Au3þ) into gold (Au0), (3) Stabilization of Fe3O4@Au core–
shell nanoparticles (magnetic nanoparticles were very stable
with zeta potential of !75mV at pH 9 (Lattuada and
Hatton, 2007)), and (4) Easy replacement of citrate ions on
the gold surface by thiol groups. Gold cation in the form
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AuCl!4 is a strong oxidizing agent with E0þ 1.002 (Cushing
et al., 2004). Therefore, biocompatible weaker reducing
agents such as carboxylates or alcohols can be used to reduce
these cations. Since citrate ions are weak reducing agents,
gold salt reduction process occurs at a slow reaction rate and
precipitation onto existing seed magnetite particles is
observed instead of primary nucleation. The use of
borohydride as well as other strong reducing agents results
in the formation of a large number of tiny gold particles due
to high reaction rate (Gnanaprakash et al., 2007). In
contrast, citrate reduction methodology leads to secondary
nucleation on the magnetite core particles, resulting in the
formation of Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles
(Fig. 3A and II). The magnetic nature of the gold coated
magnetite nanoparticles is shown in Figure 3A and III using
a permanent magnet. Upon exposure to a permanent
magnetic field, the wine-red (purple on dilution) color
disappears leaving a clear solution behind and accumulating
particles at the permanent magnet location (Fig. 3A and III).
Upon magnetic field removal, the particles re-dispersed in
solution.

Figure 3B displayed the SEM image of Fe3O4@Au core–
shell nanoparticles. EDS experimental analysis qualitatively
confirms the presence of the elements C, O, Fe, Na, Si, Au,
and Cl (Fig. 3C). C, O, and Na peaks can be expected from
sodium citrate surfactant; Si from substrate; Cl from buffer;
Fe, Au, and O from Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles. The

estimated average nanoparticle size observed with SEM was
22 nm. Using BNIP image analysis, the particles’ size
distribution was estimated (Fig. 3D). DLS measurements
revealed an average hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) of
37.4 nm. The observed single peak confirmed that the
particles dispersed in solution were isolated and not
agglomerated (data not shown). The average size difference
between the SEM and DLS measurements is due to the
particles solvation by water and surfactant molecules in
solution.

Absorption at 534 nm confirmed the presence of gold
layer over the magnetite particles (Fig. 3E).
Figure 3E displays the UV–visible absorption spectra of
citrate stabilized particles of Fe3O4 (average size of 8 nm), Au
nanoparticles (average size of 22 nm) and Fe3O4@Au
nanoparticles (average size of 22 nm) in aqueous solution
and of water (blank). Fe3O4 nanoparticles dispersion shows
absorption band with maximum at 220 nm which extends
into the visible region due to the charge transfer transitions
involving Fe3þ–O and Fe2þ–Fe3þ(Schwertmann and
Cornell, 1991). Plasmonic excitation of citrate stabilized
20 nm gold nanoparticles has a maximum at #520 nm in
agreement with literature (Brown et al., 2000). Fe3O4@Au
particles show a clear surface plasmon absorption band at
534 nm (14 nm red shift compared to Au nanoparticles) and
the suppression of the intense magnetite absorption peak in
the UV region. Earlier works report similar shifts for gold

Figure 2. Microarray of BSA-Alexa-Fluor532 immobilized onto the SH functionalized optical flat surface through LAMI technique (A). The array contains 4$ 6 spots with
150mm pitch and each spot is #20mm in diameter. Uniform vertical and horizontal fluorescence emission intensity profiles are displayed in panels B and C, respectively.
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coated magnetite nanoparticles (Lyon et al., 2004; Wang
et al., 2005). These previous studies revealed that the surface
plasmon resonance property of the Au shell is dependent on
its thickness. As the thickness of the gold layer increases the
plasmon resonance peak gradually blue shifts towards
520 nm. The observed red shift (!14 nm) in the plasmon
resonance peak, the suppression of magnetite absorption
band in UV region for Fe3O4@Au nanoparticles (Fig. 3E)

and the magnetic nature of the wine-red colored solution
confirms the completely covered magnetite core with thick
Au shell (more than 1 nm (Wang et al., 2005)).

At pH 7.5, gold covered magnetite nanoparticles (22 nm)
are more stable than magnetite particles (8 nm) in solution.
This is expected due to higher surface to volume ratio and
magnetic dipole–dipole interactions in 8 nm magnetite
dispersion than in 22 nm core–shell nanoparticles dispersion

Figure 3. A: Display of samples containing (I) Magnetite dispersion (brown), (II) gold modified magnetite nanoparticles dispersion (purple) and (III) separation of
superparamagnetic gold coated magnetite nanoparticles from solution using a permanent magnet, illustrating the separation potential of the technique. B: SEM image of Fe3O4@Au
core–shell nanoparticles. The estimated average particle size is 22 nm. C: EDS analysis of gold covered superparamagnetic nanoparticles. D: Particles’ size distribution obtained
from BNIP image analysis. E: UV–visible absorption spectra of citrate stabilized particles of Fe3O4 (8 nm average size), Au nanoparticles (22 nm average size) and Fe3O4@Au
nanoparticles (22 nm average size) in aqueous solution and of water (blank).
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(Lyon et al., 2004). Hence, depositing Au layer over
magnetite particles is a better choice as compared to
magnetite alone for the protein immobilization onto
superparamagnetic nanoparticles.

Confirming BSA Immobilization Onto the
Superparamagnetic Nanoparticles

At pH 7.5 the created free thiol groups will likely be partially
deprotonated (typical pKa in proteins from 8 to 11
(Creighton, 1993)), thus being more reactive towards gold.
Since thiols bind stronger to gold than citrate does, citrate
ions are usually substituted by thiols (Lim et al., 2008;
Schmid and Corain, 2003). Therefore, Au–S bond is a likely
bond between the protein and the core–shell nanoparticles.
BSA and citrate stabilized gold nanoparticles interact
electrostatically through carboxylate–ammonium salt
bridges between the citrate and amino group of lysine
and arginine on the protein surface (Brewer et al., 2005).
Since the pI of BSA is 5.82, at pH 7.5 the protein will have a
negative net charge. Therefore, it is likely that the protein
molecules will replace citrate molecules and interact
electrostatically with the positively charge Au surface.
However, salt bridges interactions (2–15Kcal/mol) are
weaker than Au–S bonds (47 Kcal/mol). Thus, solvent
accessible free thiol groups created in BSA are likely
covalently bound to the gold nanoparticles surface. Thiol
groups covalently bind gold surfaces through the sulfur
atom (Bain et al., 1989; Uvdal et al., 1992). The reaction
formally is considered an oxidative addition of the S–H
bond to the gold surface, followed by reductive elimination
of the hydrogen (Ullman, 1996; Varghese et al., 2008):

R-S-H þ Au0n ! R-S"AuþAu0n þ
1

2
H2

Templeton et al. (1999) demonstrated that it is easy to
replace one molecule with another present in higher
concentration while providing enough heat and/or sonica-
tion. In order to optimize protein immobilization, protein
concentration was kept 10-fold higher than the particles
concentration. This will favor protein immobilization.
Likewise the protein concentration should be higher than
the citrate concentration. Finally, pH was adjusted to pH 7.5
in order to secure a significant proportion of deprotonated
thiol groups and protein stability.

Binding of BSA onto the superparamagnetic nanoparti-
cles was confirmed by DLS, SEM, UV–visible spectroscopy
and fluorescent spectroscopy. Fluorescence emission spectra
of the supernatant were acquired in order to monitor the
removal of excess unbound protein from the nanoparticles
after each washing step (Fig. 4A and B). Washing for a
second time the derivatized nanoparticles lead to the
removal of the majority of the unbound protein molecules.
The intensity of the protein peak observed in the second
wash was much smaller than the protein absorption peak of
bottom settled particles, though the particles were diluted

500 times with buffer. Further washing did not show any
significant change in the intensity of the protein absorption
peak of the nanoparticle-BSA bioconjugates and of the
supernatant. Data confirms that two washes were sufficient
to remove non-immobilized protein from the solution
(Fig. 4A and B). After two washing procedures, the bottom
settled particles were re-dispersed in buffer and used
characterized. BSA shows a hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) of
9.6 nm. The observed Dh values for the protein–particles
bioconjugate showed a distinct dominant peak at
217# 63 nm in DLS, accounting for 95.5% of the signal.
A smaller peak accounting for 3.3% of the signal has been
observed centered at 1,029# 309 nm and a very small third
peak centered at 5227 nm accounting for 1.2% of the signal
(Fig. 5A). The polydispersity and the increase of the particles
size indicates that aggregation of derivatized nanoparticles

Figure 4. A: Fluorescence emission spectra of the supernatant recovered after
the first and second washes. The proteins’ intrinsic fluorescence was acquired upon
295 nm excitation. The spectra show the negligible amount of free protein present in
the supernatant after the second wash. B: Fluorescence emission spectra of the
supernatant recovered after the first and second washes. The proteins’ extrinsic
fluorescence was acquired upon 532 nm excitation. The spectra show the negligible
amount of free protein present in the supernatant after the second wash.
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has occurred after protein immobilization. The protein
derivatized nanoparticles were stable in solution and the
particles–protein bioconjugate does not show any peak at
9.6 nm or 37.4 nm corresponding to free BSA or core–shell
nanoparticles, respectively. When carefully observing the
SEM data (Fig. 5B) we see bioconjugates at !133, !200,
!336 nm. All these peaks are located within the observed
statistically relevant DLS peak at !217" 63 nm. The
presence of 17 disulfide bridges in BSA makes it likely that
upon UV excitation several bridges break, generating
multiple free thiol groups. The reactivity of these groups
induces aggregation among derivatized nanoparticles due to
new SS bridges formed between several bioconjugates.
Figure 5C displays the fluorescence of BSA-AF532 coupled
to superparamagnetic gold coated nanoparticles, confirming
the presence of labeled BSA onto the nanoparticles. In order
to confirm protein immobilization onto the nanoparticles,
ANS has been added to the derivatized nanoparticles. ANS is
non-fluorescent in water and becomes fluorescent upon
adsorption onto hydrophobic regions of the protein
(Haugland, 2002). Figure 5D shows the fluorescence of
the adsorbed ANS to the proteins bound onto the
nanoparticles, confirming the presence of protein onto
the core–shell nanoparticles.

Figure 6A displays the normalized fluorescence emission
spectra of free (not immobilized) and immobilized protein,
revealing a 15 nm blue shift in the fluorescence emission
maximum after protein immobilization. A blue shift
(!10 nm) in ANS fluorescence emission is also observed
for Fe3O4@Au-BSA-ANS versus BSA-ANS (Fig. 6B). The
blue shift is likely to be caused by the lower dielectric
constant of the core–shell particles compared to the aqueous
environment. Data confirms that ANS as well as the Trp
becomes less solvent accessible upon BSA immobilization
onto nanoparticles.

Figure 7A shows the UV–visible absorption spectra of
nanoparticles with and without BSA-AF532. Core–shell
particles show the single characteristic 534 nm gold
absorption peak. The spectrum of functionalized nanopar-
ticles shows characteristic protein absorption at 220 and
280 nm, and an enhanced peak at 530 nm. The peak at
280 nm is due to aromatic residues absorption, the peak
around 220 nm is due to protein backbone absorption and
the enhanced peak at 530 nm is due to the presence of gold
and dye molecules attached to the protein. This clearly
indicates the immobilization of protein onto the particles.
The concentration of BSA tagged to nanoparticles was
estimated to be 0.566mM. The final molar ratio of coupled

Figure 5. A: DLS data of BSA immobilized onto Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles showing a dominant peak at 217" 63 nm (95.5% volume). B: SEM image of BSA
immobilized core–shell nanoparticles and observed sizes. C: Fluorescence microscopy images of BSA-AF532 immobilized onto Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles. D: ANS
fluorescence from ANS molecules bound to BSA-Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles bioconjugates. ANS becomes fluorescent upon binding hydrophobic regions of BSA.
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BSA-nanoparticles was 1:0.7 in solution indicating the
successful immobilization of BSA onto Fe3O4@Au core–
shell nanoparticles using LAMI. In Figure 7B it can be seen
that nanoparticles alone do not show any significant
fluorescence emission at 552 nm. However, when exciting
BSA immobilized onto nanoparticles with 532 nm light a
fluorescence emission peak is observed at 552 nm, confirm-
ing the presence of BSA on the nanoparticles’ gold surface.
The spectra obtained for the samples that were illuminated
with UV light and for the non-illuminated samples (negative
control) are displayed in Figure 8. The illuminated sample
exhibits higher 552 nm fluorescence emission upon 532 nm
excitation, while the non-illuminated sample shows low
552 nm fluorescence intensity, indicating that UV excitation
has increased the immobilization yield of labeled protein
onto the particles.

Conclusions

Immobilization of BSA on the surface of gold coated
magnetite nanoparticles as well as on flat sensor surface has
been achieved with LAMI. The protein–nanoparticles
bioconjugates are more stable in solution than non-
derivatised nanoparticles since it was always possible to
re-disperse them into solution after centrifugation. The
non-derivatised nanoparticles aggregated as a black pellet
after two centrifugation/washing steps and no longer re-
disperse. The photonic immobilization technology can lead
to the creation of multi-potent covalently bio-functionalized
new materials as well as drug and gene carriers. These results
encourage future development of magnetic nanoparticle
based protein carriers with targeted technological applica-
tions such as bioseparation, drug targeting, tissue engineer-
ing and to improve the enzyme stability towards pH,
temperature and solvents.

Figure 6. A: Normalized intrinsic fluorescence emission spectra of free BSA
(not immobilized) and immobilized labeled BSA onto Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanopar-
ticles. B: Normalized emission spectra of ANS bound to free BSA and ANS bound to
BSA immobilized onto Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles. Spectra show a blue shift
in the ANS fluorescence emission maximum when ANS is bound to the immobilized
protein.

Figure 7. A: Absorption spectra of Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles with and
without BSA-AF532. B: Fluorescence emission spectra of BSA-AF532 coupled
Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles and of Fe3O4@Au core–shell nanoparticles.
The difference spectrum is also displayed.
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ABSTRACT: Fully exploiting the capability of nano-optics to enhance light-
matter interaction on the nanoscale is conditioned by bringing the nano-object
to interrogate within the minuscule volume where the field is concentrated.
There currently exists several approaches to control the immobilization of
nano-objects but they all involve a cumbersome delivery step and require prior
knowledge of the “hot spot” location.1−6 Herein, we present a novel technique
in which the enhanced local field in the hot spot is the driving mechanism that
triggers the binding of proteins via three-photon absorption. This way, we
demonstrate exclusive immobilization of nanoscale amounts of bovine serum
albumin molecules into the nanometer-sized gap of plasmonic dimers. The
immobilized proteins can then act as a scaffold to subsequently attach an
additional nanoscale object such as a molecule or a nanocrystal. This universal
technique is envisioned to benefit a wide range of nano-optical functionalities
including biosensing,7−12 enhanced spectroscopy like surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy13,14 or surface-enhanced infrared
absorption spectroscopy,15 as well as quantum optics.1,2,6

KEYWORDS: Nanopositioning, fabrication, plasmonics, biosensing, quantum optics

Recent advances in nano-optics and especially in plasmonics
offer a unique capability to concentrate light fields well

below the limit of diffraction. While nanoscale control of light
opens up a huge potential that could benefit many different
fields of science, its full exploitation raises major technical
challenges. Indeed, the more confined is the optical field the
more critical and challenging becomes the positioning of the
specimen as a small spatial shift translates into a strong change
of the interaction strength. With the aim to achieve a
deterministic control of enhanced light-matter interaction in
an optical “hot spot”, researchers have recently proposed
strategies to position few to single quantum emitters at a
predefined location of plasmonic nanostructures. A first family
of techniques consists in using scanning probes or optical
tweezers to pick up one specimen and move it to its final
destination.16−18 Although accurate, these approaches are
tedious and not scalable to a large number of structures.
Alternatively, double-step lithography combined with surface
chemistry was successfully used to immobilize few to single
quantum dots at predefined locations of large arrays of optical
antennas.1,2,6 While the first lithography defines the plasmonic
pattern, the second one opens binding sites where the quantum

dots subsequently attach. Again, such a process is cumbersome
and its precision is limited by the accuracy with which the
sample is aligned for the second lithography, typically of the
order of 20 nm. More importantly, all these approaches fully
rely on a prior knowledge of the hot spot location, which is
extremely sensitive to any morphological defect or irregularities
of the optical nanostructure. The photochemical approach we
propose here addresses the limitations of existing strategies by
building upon the actual (and not the expected) near field
optical response of the fabricated nanostructures.
Our strategy relies on light-assisted molecular immobilization

(LAMI)19−21 in which proteins can be immobilized onto a
thiol-reactive surface22−24 by absorption of UV photons. LAMI
technology exploits an inherent natural property of proteins
and peptides whereby a disulfide bridge is disrupted upon
absorption of UV photons by the nearby aromatic amino acids.
The created thiol groups are subsequently used to immobilize
the protein or peptide to a substrate or nanoparticle. This
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photonic protein immobilization technology has led to the
development of microarrays of active biosensors and
biofunctionalization of thiol reactive nanoparticles, aimed at
drug delivery systems.21,25 LAMI has so far been used to create
high-density protein arrays with a resolution that is only
restricted by the focusing ability of the light source, typically
limited by diffraction to approximately half the wavelength of
light. Therefore, the best-case scenario allowed protein spots of
the order of a few hundred nanometers to be manufactured.
The use of plasmonics could enable the immobilization of
much smaller amounts of molecules by capitalizing on the
capability of metallic nanostructures to concentrate light on the
subwavelength scale. While the aromatic residue of proteins
features an absorption peak centered at around 275 nm (274
nm for tyrosine and 278 nm for tryptophan), gold
nanostructures are usually resonant in the near-infrared region
of the spectrum. To compensate for this energy mismatch, we
employ absorption of multiple infrared photons from the
optical near field of the nanostructures. In addition, LAMI
based on multiphoton absorption26−28 is expected to further
improve the spatial resolution of the immobilization by
restricting the photochemical reaction to the region of most
intense optical fields.29

In the present experimental implementation, periodic arrays
of gold dimers were fabricated on glass by using standard e-
beam lithography. The dimensions of the two identical
cylinders forming the dimers were tuned to achieve a resonance
centered ca. 700 nm in air. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) shows an average gap size of 20 ± 5 nm in which most
of the plasmonic field is expected to be confined upon
illumination polarized along the dimer longitudinal axis. A 5 μL
droplet containing Alexa-488 labeled bovine serum albumin
(BSA) was allowed to evaporate over the structures in an

incubator set to 31 °C in order to achieve a high concentration
of proteins close to the gold surface (see Supporting
Information for additional details). As a result of the protein
coverage, the resonance of the dimers shift to ca. 800 nm, thus
enabling three-photon absorption upon illumination with a
pulsed titanium:sapphire laser (set at 810 nm) to initiate the
LAMI process.
Figure 1 demonstrates how the spatial distribution of

immobilized proteins varies with the laser power (illumination
focus of 12 μm). Arrays of gold dimers were coated with Alexa-
488 labeled BSA and exposed at differing powers before being
cleaned of all unbound BSA (see Supporting Information for
experimental details).
Three of the arrays imaged by SEM are shown in Figure 1a−

c and overlaid with their corresponding fluorescence maps. The
location of the fluorescence demonstrates how the proteins are
arranged on the array surface while its intensity provides
qualitative information on the local density of protein binding.
Two spatial regimes are clearly apparent; central immobiliza-
tion (red region of Figure 1d), in which the dimers with the
largest fluorescence are located in the center of the array, and a
peripheral immobilization (blue region of Figure 1d) where the
inner structures show little or no fluorescence and the largest
fluorescence come from the dimers at the periphery of the
array. This phenomenon is due to the Gaussian intensity profile
of the IR beam used to illuminate the arrays such that the
central dimers experience the largest laser intensity. However, if
the local intensity becomes too high, protein immobilization
will cease resulting in the ringlike peripheral pattern. We
postulate that the main contributing factor here is heating of
the gold to temperatures that lead to the breaking of the thiol
bond that anchors the protein to the gold. The local
temperature is expected to become rapidly homogeneous

Figure 1. SEM images of three arrays illuminated at powers of (a) 600 μW, (b) 1 mW, and (c) 10 mW are superimposed with their corresponding
fluorescence maps (note that the color scale is not constant) with red representing strong fluorescence and blue representing weak fluorescence. The
dimers are separated by 1 μm in both directions and have dimensions as explained in the Supporting Information. (d) Plot of the dependence with
exposure power of the average fluorescence of the 10 dimers with the largest fluorescent signal. The error bars represent the spread in those 10
values. Inset in (d) is a logarithmic plot of the power dependence of the average fluorescence for a central distribution demonstrating the
multiphoton mechanism.
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Figure 2. SEM images of arrays with resonance wavelengths (when coated with BSA) of (a) 728 nm, (b) 775 nm, and (c) 1001 nm are
superimposed with their fluorescence maps (the color scale is kept constant). (d) Extinction spectra for the three different dimer arrays. The dashed
line at 810 nm represents the wavelength at which the structures were illuminated.

Figure 3. Processed SEM images of a set of 5 × 5 gold dimers (scale bar = 500 nm) (a) unexposed and (b) after exposure at 1 mW. (c) Shift of the
extinction spectrum of the arrays for increasing exposure powers. (d) Evolution with the exposure power of the protein density extracted from SEM
imaging (bars) and the peak resonance wavelengths (crosses).
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over the structure; hence any disruption to the binding process
is not expected to be dependent on the position. For those
maps with central immobilization (those where the central
structures are not overexposed), the integrated fluorescence
intensity (see Supporting Information) varies nonlinearly with
power as demonstrated from the inset logarithmic plot in
Figure 1d. A slope of ca. 2.34 is achieved demonstrating that
the immobilization involves the absorption of more than two
infrared photons. The reason we do not observe a slope closer
to three is while the excitation of the aromatic amino acids in
the BSA proteins occurs upon absorption of three-photons and
thus follows a cubic power dependence, the power dependence
of the BSA binding process itself is more complicated as an
immobilized protein may still undergo three photon absorption
by its amino acids without affecting the fluorescence signal from
the Alexa-488 molecule.
In order to verify that the protein binding is triggered by the

enhanced plasmonic fields produced by the dimer at its
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), arrays with
different resonant wavelengths were exposed under identical
excitation conditions (see Supporting Information). The array
with a resonance closest to the exposing wavelength, set at 810
nm (Figure 2b), shows a larger fluorescence signal as compared
to the arrays whose resonance is shifted (see Figure 2d for the
extinction spectra). It is interesting to note that the array with
the longest resonance wavelength has the largest surface area of
gold but shows the least amount of fluorescence. This confirms
that the optical near field governs the proteins immobilization
independently of the geometry of the gold structure.
The susceptibility of the immobilization to the resonant

optical properties of the gold antenna suggests that under the
right conditions, proteins can be exclusively bound to the
regions of highest field enhancement. However, due to the
small dimensions of the plasmonic structure, techniques other
than conventional confocal microscopy need to be utilized to
determine the spatial distribution of proteins on the gold
surface. Fortunately, the protein localization can be observed as
a dark “clouding” using SEM microscopy.30 In Figure 3, panel a
is an unexposed array, while panel b was exposed with 1 mW
(see Supporting Information for details on visualizing proteins
clouds). For convenience, these arrays feature a higher density

(lower pitch) so that the illumination seen by each structure is
as homogeneous as possible. Compared to the nonexposed
array, there is substantially more clouding in the exposed case,
particularly in the gap region of the structures. Furthermore,
there is very little sign of clouding at other locations of the gold
surface. To complement this initial visual effect, we exploit the
intrinsic sensitivity of LSPR resonances to the binding of
proteins at the gold surface. The shift in the resonance peak
depends on both the number of proteins and their location.3,31

In particular, it will be more pronounced when the molecules
overlap with the regions where the near field is the most
concentrated. Figure 3c displays the evolution in the dimers
resonance as the power of the exposing beam increases.
Upon increasing incident power, the LSPR wavelength

rapidly shifts from 657 nm to a maximum of 700 nm for a
power of 1.5 mW before decreasing back to the initial level.
This is because for low laser intensities (when local heating is
not significant) the area encompassed by the proteins will
increase, beginning with the gap region, as a function of power
resulting in a red-shift of the plasmon resonance frequency.
However, once the heating effect does start to play a role, the
ability of the protein to bind at any position on the surface is
reduced until the temperature is high enough that the binding
completely ceases. The protein density extracted from SEM
imaging is well correlated to the resonance shift, featuring a
similar resonant behavior (Figure 3d). Interestingly, though, for
powers larger than 1.5 mW the decay is slower, indicating that
the immobilized proteins have a decreasing influence on the
dimer resonance. For example, the protein density at 0.5 and
3.5 mW are very similar, however, the resonance shift at 0.5
mW is approximately twice that at 3.5 mW. This confirms that
at low powers, the proteins are mainly located in the gap region
of the structures where they have a larger influence on the
LSPR wavelength.31

At this stage, we propose to exploit the proteins immobilized
in the region of most intense field as a scaffold to attach any
additional nano-objects of interest. The latter would then be
automatically located at the position at which the interaction
with the plasmonic field is optimum. To demonstrate this we
chose to modify the immobilized BSA protein with biotin with
0.5 mW and then allow streptavidin-coated gold colloids to

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the chemical modification used to bind a gold colloid to the immobilized protein. (b,c) SEM images showing binding of a
single gold nanoparticle in the gap of homogeneous gold dimers. (d) Series of SEM images that illustrates self-alignment of the gold colloid in the
hot spot despite the morphological irregularities of the hosting dimers (scale bar = 150 nm).
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interact with the system32,33 (see Figure 4a and Supporting
Information for more details). The choice of gold colloids over
quantum emitters such as a quantum dot is because the colloids
can be easily imaged via SEM. Figure 4b,c shows two high-
resolution examples in which a highly symmetric dimer has
bound a single 20 nm colloid very close to the gap center.
However, most of nanofabricated structures feature morpho-
logical imperfections that lead to a hot spot that is not exactly
located in the very center of the gap between the two gold
particles forming the dimer. The strength of our approach is
that it automatically accounts for these slight variations such
that the hosting protein scaffold builds where the field is
actually concentrated. Despite the unique fine geometrical
features of each of the dimers shown in Figure 4d, the gold
colloid attaches in or very close to the region of smallest gap.
Such self-alignment makes the process directly transposable to
more complex architectures without any need for a prior
knowledge of the hot spot location.
It is important to note that the ability to position

nanoparticles is largely dependent on a number of sequential
steps (uniform evaporation of protein, consistent postlabeling
of protein by biotin, multiple wash steps, and finally appropriate
reaction time of modified nanoparticles with the protein-labeled
substrate), each with its own efficiency. The overall yield is thus
the product of all these steps. At this point in time, 10−20% of
the dimers showed nanoparticle binding, however, of those
structures, the nanoparticles were always positioned in the hot
spot position and it was only a single particle in a majority of
those cases (<1% multiple nanoparticle attachment).
Beyond the present proof of concept, we envision this

approach to benefit a wide range of research areas involving the
interaction of an inhomogeneous optical near field with tiny
amounts of matter. This includes plasmon-enhanced optical
spectroscopy techniques such as surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy and infrared absorption spectroscopy in which
the magnitude of the signal directly depends on analyte/hot
spot overlap. Also, our technique may improve the sensitivity in
biosensing, whereby the precise positioning of receptors in the
most sensitive region remains both allusive and technologically
challenging.3 Finally, it may also be useful in quantum optics
where the strong coupling between quantum emitters and
strongly confined optical modes is a crucial condition to fulfill
in many quantum functionalities.
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1. Substrate Fabrication 

Our structures were fabricated by standard e-beam lithography and reactive ion etching 
(RIE) on glass-ITO-SiO2 substrates. The initial substrate for the lithography is a glass 
cover slide on which a 10 nm layer of ITO is deposited by e-beam deposition, followed 
by a second deposition of a 50nm thick SiO2 layer. Electrically conductive and optically 
transparent, ITO prevents the electric charging of substrates during the scanning 
electron microscopy characterization. The SiO2 spacing layer decouples the resonance of 
the metallic nanoparticles from optically dense ITO, which would otherwise both red-
shift and dampen the resonance. On such substrates, a thin adhesive Ti layer is 
deposited (1nm) followed by a 50nm thermally evaporated gold layer. An e-beam 
negative tone resist AR N 7520.073 is then spin-coated onto the substrate. At this point, 
the resist is patterned by an electron beam (acceleration voltage of 30kV), and 
developed in recommended developer (AR 300-47) immediately after. The patterned 
resist is baked for 1h at 130oC. Finally, the exposed pattern is transferred to the 
underlying metal film by the RIE process in Ar gas, followed by a gentle O2 plasma 
etching which removes the remaining resist debris.   
 
Our samples consist of gap-antenna arrays of varying arm lengths (100 nm to 160 nm) 
and gap size (5 nm to 30 nm). Their thickness is determined by the pre-deposited gold 
layer thickness i.e. 50nm. The distance between adjacent antennas was tuned according 
to the particular application. 
 

2. Protein Conjugation with Fluorophores 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich as a lyophilized powder 
and used with no further preparation. A stock solution of BSA was prepared in 0.1 M 
sodium bicarbonate, pH 8.34 (Merck) and the concentration determined by absorbance 
at 279 nm and extinction coefficient of 0.667 cm-1 (197.5 µM).1 Milli-Q water with a 
conductivity below 0.2 µS cm-1 was used throughout.  BSA was labeled with Alexa Fluor® 
488 carboxylic acid, 2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl ester *5-isomer* (AF488) from Molecular 
Probes, Invitrogen (Holland) as per the supplier manual. Briefly, 25 µl of an 11.3 mM 
AF488 stock solution in dimethylsulphoxide was added to 1 ml of BSA stock solution. 
The molar ratio of AF488/BSA was 1.43 which was left to react in the dark for 1 h under 
slight stirring. Thereafter, unreacted AF488 was separated from labeled-BSA (BSA-



AF488) using gel filtration. The gel filtration column was prepared and packed in-house 

using the media Sephadex G-25 Coarse from Amersham Biosciences (GE Healthcare). 

Sodium bicarbonate was used for swelling the gel, washing, equilibration and elution 

steps. After separation, the fractions containing BSA-AF488 were collected. Labeled 

protein concentration and degree of labeling (DOL) were calculated measuring the 

ABS279nm and ABS494nm, using 78,000 cm
-1

M
-1

 as the molar extinction coefficient of AF488 

at 494 nm.
2
 The degree of labeling (DOL) was found to be 1.9. Finally the conjugate 

solution was further dialyzed to 10mM carbonate buffer, pH 8.34 to avoid crystal 

interference during the protein evaporation process. 

 

3. Plasmon Assisted 3-photon Protein Binding & Fluorescence Characterization 

A 5 µL droplet containing 50 µM BSA-AF488 in 10 mM carbonate buffer, pH 8.34, is 

evaporated at 31 °C, on an e-beam lithography prepared nano-antenna substrate. The 

resonances of the BSA-coated nanostructures are then determined using a standard 

optical microscope in bright-field mode, coupled to an Andor spectrometer. Next, the 

sample is mounted on an x-y translation piezo-stage and placed on an Olympus IX71 

inverted microscope which is coupled to a Coherent Mira 900 Ti-Sapphire laser with 

repetition rate of 76 MHz and pulse width near 200 fs with wavelength between 810-

840 nm (see fig. S1). The pulsed beam is focused on the back focal plane of an Olympus 

100x, 1.25 NA oil immersion objective using a 1m focusing lens resulting in a beam 

width, at the sample, of approximately 12 µm. Each array of structures is exposed to an 

average power between 100 µW and 10 mW and for a period of 30 minutes in order to 

initiate the LAMI process
1-10

. Following the infra-red (IR) exposures, the sample is 

immersed in a 1% mucasol solution in di-ionized water (DIW) in order to remove any 

BSA which is not covalently bound to the structures. Frequent changes of this solution 

are made every 15min up to 60min and then finally left overnight at room temperature 

(RT). The following day the sample is removed, rinsed in de-ionized water and dried 

under a flow of nitrogen. 

 



 
Figure S1. Experimental setup.  

 
The fluorescence from the BSA-AF488 proteins was imaged using the same microscope 
set-up as for the original IR exposures. However, a 473 nm continuous wave laser is now 
coupled to the objective (see fig. S1). In the sample plane, the laser focus is 
approximately 400-500 nm with an average power of ca. 100 µW. The fluorescence 
signal is filtered using a dichroic mirror, a 473 nm long pass filter and focused on an 
avalanche photo-diode (APD). The 473 nm laser is scanned over the area of the array by 
steps of 150 nm (in both the x and y direction) using the piezo-stage and at each 
position the fluorescence signal integrated for 50 ms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Three photon immobilization on flat gold surface 

Initial tests of protein immobilization via three-photon absorption were performed on 
samples consisting of 50 µm x 50 µm gold squares. In addition, these measurements 
allowed us to determine what illumination powers and exposure times would be 
required and also whether any changes needed to be made to the BSA solution. Figure 
S2 shows 3D and 2D fluorescence maps, being the fluorescence emitted by labeled BSA 
molecules that were immobilized on the surface upon focusing 840nm laser light, with a 
power of 622 µW, onto the gold substrate, for 1.5 hours on each spot. The location of 
each exposure was separated by 5 µm and arranged in a square layout which is in 
agreement with what is observed in the fluorescence maps. However, it was also 
observed that the maximum signal could vary drastically between spots as shown in the 
3D plot. Nevertheless, these results proved that proteins could be immobilized to the 
gold surface at a wavelength that was approximately three times longer than the 
absorption peak of BSA.  

 
Figure S2. (a) 3D and (b) 2D fluorescence intensity maps which cover the 4 locations 
where the flat gold surface was exposed during 90min by a focused 840nm laser beam 
at 622 µW. 



Throughout these preliminary experiments it was discovered that the concentration of 
proteins used in one-photon absorption experiments carried out by Neves-Petersen et 
al.1,4 was insufficient in order to observe immobilization through a three-photon 
absorption process. Furthermore, in the early stages of testing on dimer structures, we 
found out that the salt concentration also needed to be reduced because salt crystals 
would form during evaporation preventing the BSA proteins from properly coating the 
gold surface. At the time of these preliminary experiments on a flat gold surface, the 
importance of the salt concentration was not known and too high a concentration may 
have been the cause of the difference in fluorescence intensity between the four 
exposures. 
 
 

5. Protein imaging via SEM 

In order to clearly demonstrate that the clouding observed in the SEM images is due to 
the presence of the BSA protein, it is helpful to compare the SEM image and the 
fluorescence map of a given region showing significant levels of binding. Figure S3 
shows the same SEM image as in fig. 3(c) of the manuscript but with the fluorescence 
map separated. The only sources of fluorescence in these experiments are the labeled 
protein and a small amount of auto-fluorescence from the gold. The four circled regions 
demonstrate that both the intensity and distribution of the fluorescence correlate very 
well with the clouding observed in the SEM image. For example, in the region labeled as 
“4”, two dimers show significant binding but in one case the clouding extends to the 
right of the structure and in the other to the left. This is also observed in the 
fluorescence map. In regions 1, 2 and 3, the clouding has very distinct patterns, 
especially in the case of region 2 where the protein surrounds the central square. These 
different patterns are as well restituted by the fluorescent map. It is interesting to note 
that while the proteins can bind directly to the gold surface, they can also bind to each 
other as shown by the fact that the clouds extend away from the gold. For high powers, 
when the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is no longer the only contributing 
effect, BSA proteins will bind together in large agglomerates. If these agglomerates are 
also bound to the gold, they will not be removed in the post-illumination cleaning 
process. Thus, for highly localized protein positioning, it is of paramount importance to 
use illumination powers where the binding is directed only by the LSPR field distribution. 
 



 
 

Figure S3.  SEM image (a) and corresponding fluorescence (b) map of an array of dimers 
that was exposed at 10mW of power. The four regions that are circled and labeled from 
1-4 demonstrate how well the fluorescence and clouded regions are correlated. 
 
 
While the clouding can be easily imaged when the structures are over-exposed, this is 
not necessarily the case for lower powers. In this case, proteins are very close to the 
gold surface and some processing of the SEM image is needed in order to accurately 
determine their location. Figure S4 documents the process used in order to visualize the 
low quantities of immobilized proteins. Fig. S4(a) shows the SEM data prior to image 
processing while fig. S4(b) shows the processed data. Firstly, the lightest components in 
the original image are selected and the remainder of the image is cropped out. The 
brightness is then increased as shown in fig. 3(c) where a plain gray background is 
placed beneath the image. The same is repeated for the darkest components of the 
image but in this case the brightness is decreased after cropping (fig. S4(d)). Finally, both 
the light and dark components are overlaid on a plain gray background shown in fig. 
S4(b).  
 



 
 

Figure S4. Illustration of SEM image processing: SEM image (a) before and (b) after 
image processing. (c) The lightest components of the image in (a) are overlaid on a gray 
background and further brightened. (d) The darkest components of the image in (a) are 
overlaid on a gray background and further darkened. The final modified image is 
obtained when both the light and dark components are overlaid on the gray 
background.    

 
 

6. Protein density estimation 

An approximate estimation of the protein density can be done directly from the 
processed SEM images (see section 6). While the value is not a real estimate of the 
number of proteins, it does give us a way to compare SEM images. This value is taken 
from the number of dark pixels in the processed image (see fig. S5). Firstly, a 
background value is found by counting the number of dark pixels in the background 
region. This background count is then normalized with respect to the total number of 
pixels in that region. Next, the dark pixels are counted in the binding region and 
normalized with respect to the total number of pixels minus those that correspond to 
the gold structure (the white pixels). The protein density is then taken as the difference 
between the binding region density minus the background region density. This can also 
be expressed as: 
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where BD and BG correspond to the  binding region and background region, 
respectively.  

 

 

Figure S5. A SEM image, after image processing, is showing the two regions that are 
considered in the estimation of the protein density. 
 

7. Immobilization of single gold colloid 

BSA was evaporated on a nano-antenna substrate, exposed and subsequently washed in 
order to remove non-bound protein (as described above). Next, a 10 µL drop of 13 mM 
biotin-N-hydroxysuccinimide in 20 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.5 was added to the substrate 
and allowed to interact for 90min at RT. This allowed the labeling of any remaining BSA 
molecules with biotin. At this point the drop was removed, substrate rinsed in de-
ionized water and again immersed in 1% mucasol for 30min under constant stirring, in 
order to remove any unbound biotin-NHS. Once completed and dried, the substrate was 
further exposed to streptavidin-coated gold nanospheres (20nm), prepared in 20 mM 
HEPES buffer (as above) and left for 2.5 h at RT. The rinse, wash and drying was 
repeated prior to imaging the sample with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) in 
order to identify the location of the bound gold colloids. 
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Abstract(

The$aim$of$this$work$was$to$develop$superparamagnetic$nanoparticle$carriers$of$strong$magnetic$

response$for$future$use$in$targeted$protein$therapeutics$and$magnetic$separation$technologies.$$A$

self9assembly$ thermolysis$ synthesis$ procedure$was$used$ to$ prepare$ Fe3O4$ colloidal$ nanoparticle$

clusters$(CNCs)$of$selected$sizes$in$the$range$309500$nm.$These$CNCs$show$high$magnetization$in$

aqueous$ solution$ and$ superparamagnetic$ properties,$ since$ they$ encompass$ several$ magnetite$

nanoparticles$of$~10$nm.$Human$insulin$was$selected$as$a$model$protein$to$couple$to$Fe3O4$CNCs$

and$ to$ test$ the$ obtained$ CNCs$ bioconjugates$ aiming$ at$ their$ use$ in$ targeted$ drug$ delivery$ and$

magnetic$bioseparation.$ Insulin$was$ immobilized$onto$ the$polyacrilic$acid$ surface$of$Fe3O4$CNCs$

using$ two$ different$ carbodiimide$ chemistry$ approaches.$ Insulin$ immobilization$ on$ the$ CNCs$

surface$ was$ confirmed$ using$ both$ an$ adapted$ Coomassie$ assay$ for$ nanoparticles$ and$ a$

radioimmunoassay.$The$obtained$CNCs$bioconjugates$in$aqueous$solution$were$characterized$for$

hydrodynamic$particle$size,$agglomeration$state,$and$magnetic$separation.$The$CNCs9insulin$could$

be$efficiently$separated$within$minutes$by$using$a$permanent$magnet.$A$strong$magnetic$response$

is$ essential$ feature$ for$ the$ practical$ use$ of$ magnetic$ nanoparticle$ carriers$ for$ biomedical$

applications.$The$superparamagnetic$behavior,$high$magnetization$and$high$water$dispersibility$of$

the$ CNCs$ renders$ them$ as$ promising$ nanocarrier$ vehicles$ for$ active$ biomolecules$ to$ use$ in$

biomedical$and$biological$applications.$This$ includes$e.g.$drug$delivery$of$therapeutic$proteins$to$

specific$ cells,$ monitoring$ of$ metabolic$ pathways,$ or$ their$ use$ as$ biomarkers$ to$ isolate$ specific$

molecules$or$cells.$
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Abbreviations(

BSA$ Bovine$serum$albumin$

CNCs$ Colloidal$nanoparticle$cluster(s)$

DEG$ Diethylene$glycol$

DLS$ Dynamic$light$scattering$

EDC$ 19ethyl939(39dimethylaminopropyl)$carbodiimide$

ELS$ Electrophoretic$light$scattering$

MES$ 29(N9morpholino)ethanesulfonic$acid$

MRI$ Magnetic$resonance$imaging$

NaPB$ Sodium$phosphate$

NTA$ Nanoparticle$tracking$analysis$

PAA$ Polyacrylic$acid$

SEM$ Scanning$electron$microscope/microscopy$

SPIONs$ Superparamagnetic$iron$oxide$nanoparticles$

Sulfo9NHS$ N9hydroxylsulfosuccinimide$

TGA$ Thermo$gravimetric$analysis$

VSM$ Vibrating$sample$magnetometer$
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Introduction(

In$the$latest$years,$superparamagnetic$nanoparticles$have$been$intensively$investigated$for$use$in$

various$biomedical$and$pharmaceutical$applications$such$as$drug$delivery,$hyperthermia,$magnetic$

resonance$ imaging$ (MRI),$ tissue$ engineering$ and$ repair,$ biosensing,$ bioseparations,$ and$

biochemical$analysis$ [1–5].$ Superparamagnetic$ iron$oxide$nanoparticles$ (SPIONs,$e.g.$magnetite,$

Fe3O4,$ or$maghemite,$ γFe2O3)$ have$ received$ a$ considerable$ amount$ of$ attention$ due$ to$ their$

stability$ and$ low$ toxicity$ profile$ in$ physiological$ conditions$ [2,3].$ Their$ superparamagnetic$

properties$allow$controlling$their$position$by$using$magnetic$fields$without$the$risk$of$permanent$

agglomeration$ because$ they$ do$not$ retain$ any$magnetism$after$ the$ field$ is$ removed.$ This$ is$ an$

essential$ feature$ for$ the$development$of$magnetic$nanoparticle$ carriers$ for$ in$ vivo$applications,$

where$the$agglomeration$of$nanoparticles$could$be$restrictive$to$its$practical$use,$as$it$could$lead$

to$the$clogging/blocking$of$blood$capillaries$and$vessels$$[3].$For$other$biological$applications,$such$

as$bioseparation$assays,$ it$ is$also$desired$that$upon$removal$of$the$magnetic$ field,$ the$magnetic$

nanoparticles$can$be$recovered$in$their$original$size/form.$

Since$superparamagnetism$only$occurs$in$magnetic$materials$constituted$of$very$small$crystallites,$

the$ development$ of$ superparamagnetic$ nanoparticles$ is$ restricted$ to$ an$ upper$ size$ limit$ (e.g.$

SPIONs$ show$ superparamagnetism$ at$ sizes$ <$ 26$ nm)$ [6,7].$ Over$ the$ years,$ several$ synthesis$

techniques$ have$ been$ developed$ to$ synthesize$ SPIONs$ $ aiming$ at$ a$ narrow$ size$ distribution$

together$ with$ high$ magnetization$ values$ (sizes$ ranging$ from$ several$ to$ 20$ nm)$ [2,4,8–10].$

Nevertheless,$due$to$the$size$ limit$required$for$superparamagnetism,$the$nanoparticles$obtained$

by$ these$ methods$ still$ display$ a$ magnetic$ response$ of$ reduced$ strength.$ Usually,$ the$ reduced$

magnetic$response$is$not$sufficient$to$readily$separate$them$from$solution,$or$to$efficiently$control$

their$movement$ in$ against$ strong$ flows$ (e.g.$ blood)$ using$moderate$magnetic$ fields$ [3,11].$ This$

restricts$their$practical$usage$in$several$applications,$e.g.$targeted$drug$delivery.$

In$ light$ of$ the$ challenges$ described$ above,$ new$ approaches$ have$ been$ developed$ in$ order$ to$

obtain$more$magnetically$responsive$superparamagnetic$nanoparticle$constructs$[12–16],$e.g.$by$

assembling$individual$superparamagnetic$nanoparticles$onto$secondary$nanoparticle$structures.$A$

straightforward$strategy$consists$on$the$self9assembly$of$magnetite$colloidal$nanoparticle$clusters$

(CNCs)$ upon$ controlled$ agglomeration$ of$ several$ individual$ superparamagnetic$ iron$ oxide$

nanoparticles$in$conditions$that$limit$the$protection$degree$conferred$by$the$capping$agent$[13].$

By$ assembling$ superparamagnetic$ nanoparticles$ onto$ CNCs,$ one$ obtains$ a$ construct$ that$

possesses$ much$ higher$ overall$ saturated$ magnetization$ than$ the$ individual$ components,$ even$

though$ the$cluster$ size$may$exceed$ the$ size$ threshold$ for$ the$ superparamagnetic9ferromagnetic$

transition$ (26$ nm$ for$ SPIONs).$ In$ these$ clusters$ the$ magnetic$ interactions$ between$ the$ small$

individual$ crystallites$ are$ still$ sufficiently$ disturbed$ so$ that$ they$ behave$ as$ single$ domains,$ thus$

supressing$the$superparamagnetic9ferromagnetic$transition$[13,17].$Another$advantage$of$forming$

clusters$of$SPIONs$that$it$ is$possible$to$tune$their$overall$size$(from$30$nm$to$several$hundred$of$

nm)$and$thereby$increase$the$magnetization$in$a$controllable$manner$[13,17].$Being$able$to$tailor$
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the$overall$CNCs$dimensions$is$also$relevant$for$the$development$of$magnetic$nanocarriers$for$in$
vivo$applications,$since$the$size$of$ the$constructs$will$determine$their$ fate$ in$ the$body$and$their$

distribution$[2,18,19].$$

In$ this$work$ the$strategy$of$ forming$clusters$of$SPIONs$was$used$to$build$magnetic$nanoparticle$

bioconjugates$with$ superior$magnetic$ properties.$ Polyelectrolyte$ capped$ Fe3O4$ CNCs$ of$ distinct$

sizes$(209500$nm)$were$prepared$using$a$high$temperature$thermolysis$process$initially$developed$

by$Ge$et$al.$ [17].$The$obtained$Fe3O4$CNCs$are$capped$with$polyacrylic$acid,$which$confers$high$

water$dispersibility$and$provides$carboxyl$moieties$for$subsequent$conjugation$to$biomolecules.$In$

order$ to$ couple$ proteins$ to$ the$ carboxyl$ surface$ of$ the$ Fe3O4$ CNCs,$ a$ conventional$ chemistry$

based$ on$ a$ carbodiide$ reagent,$ 19ethyl939(39dimethylaminopropyl)$ carbodiimide$ (EDC)$ and$ N9

hydroxylsulfosuccinimide$ (sulfo9NHS)$ was$ used.$ The$ EDC/sulfo9NHS$ coupling$ approach$ is$ a$

standard$approach$for$linking$NH29containing$biomolecules$onto$carboxyl9derivatized$surfaces$via$

covalent$amide$bond$as$it$presents$several$advantages:$mild$reaction$conditions,$high$conversion$

efficiency,$ and$ good$ biocompatibility$ with$ reduced$ influence$ on$ the$ bioactivity$ of$ the$

biomolecules$[20,21].$$

Human$insulin$was$used$as$a$model$protein$to$couple$to$Fe3O4$CNCs$and$to$test$the$obtained$CNCs$

bioconjugates$in$the$context$of$biomedical$applications.$Insulin$is$a$small$peptide$(6$kDa,$51$amino$

acids),$ which$ has$ an$ important$ role$ for$ controlling$ the$ glucose$ levels$ in$ the$ blood.$ Insulin$

stimulates$ glucose$ uptake$ by$ binding$ to$ insulin$ receptors$ located$ in$ the$ plasma$ cell$membrane$

[22,23].$Human$insulin$contains$three$accessible$primary$amines$(two$in$the$N9terminus$of$A9chain$

and$ B9chain$ and$ one$ from$ Lys29B)$ as$ suitable$ targets$ for$ coupling$ to$ carboxyl$ groups$ with$

EDC/sulfo9NHS$chemistry.$From$the$protein$ residues$comprising$ the$primary$amines,$only$GlyA1$

from$the$A9chain$N9terminus$is$involved$in$binding$to$the$insulin$receptor$[24–27].$Therefore,$it$is$

reasonable$ to$ say$ that$ carboxyl$ group$ coupling$ to$ either$ of$ the$ two$ remaining$ primary$ amines$

should$not$affect$the$biological$activity$of$insulin$(binding$to$the$insulin$receptor).$The$fact$that$in$

insulin$ there$are$only$ three$possible$ targets$ for$bioconjugation$with$EDC/sulfo9NHS$chemistry$ is$

also$ an$ advantage$ because$ it$ restricts$ to$ three$ the$ possible$ number$ of$ orientations$ of$ the$

immobilized$ peptide$ molecules.$ Furthermore,$ insulin$ is$ also$ convenient$ protein$ model$ as$ its$

activity$ can$ be$ easily$ tested$ by$ monitoring$ the$ glucose$ uptake$ by$ skeletal$ muscle$ cells$ upon$

binding$to$the$insulin$receptor.$

The$behavior$and$magnetic$properties$of$obtained$CNCs9insulin$in$aqueous$solution$were$analyzed$

upon$ characterization$ for$ hydrodynamic$ particle$ size,$ agglomeration$ state,$ and$ magnetic$

separation.$ Insulin$ coupling$ to$ the$ CNCs$ surface$was$ verified$ using$ both$ an$ adapted$Coomassie$

assay$ (Bradford$ assay)$ for$ nanoparticles$ and$ a$ radioimmunoassay.$ The$ superparamagnetic$

behavior,$ high$ magnetization$ and$ high$ water$ dispersibility$ of$ CNCs$ bioconjugates$ makes$ them$

promising$candidates$for$future$use$in$biomedical$applications$such$as$targeted$drug$delivery$and$

bioseparation.$$
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Results(and(discussion(

Synthesis$of$superparamagnetic$colloidal$nanoparticle$clusters$

The$magnetite$(Fe3O4)$CNCs$were$synthesized$by$one9pot$thermolysis$polyol$reaction$following$a$

method$initially$developed$by$Ge$et$al.$[17].$The$Fe3O4$CNCs$were$prepared$by$hydrolyzing$iron$(III)$

chloride$(FeCl3,$precursor)$ in$NaOH$at$220$°C$ in$a$diethylene$glycol$ (DEG)$solution$using$a$short9

chain$polyacrylic$ acid$ (PAA)$ as$ surfactant/capping$ agent.$DEG$ is$ a$ suitable$polar$ solvent$ for$ the$

reaction$due$ to$ its$ high$boiling$point$ (245$ °C)$ and$ since$ it$ allows$ to$efficiently$ solubilize$ a$wide$

variety$of$polar$inorganic$and$organic$compounds.$The$reductive$environment$provided$by$DEG$at$

high$ temperature$ leads$ to$ the$ partial$ transformation$ of$ the$ intermediate$ species$ Fe(OH)3$ to$

Fe(OH)2,$ and$ Fe3O4$ nanoparticles$ are$ formed$ through$ dehydration.$ Under$ optimized$ conditions$

and$ low$ PAA$ concentration,$ the$ individual$ Fe3O4$ nanocrystals$ (~10$ nm)$ spontaneously$

agglomerate$to$form$flowerlike$three9dimensional$CNCs$(Figure$1).$$

$

Figure(1.(Schematic(representation(of(PAA(capped(Fe3O4(CNCs.(

By$ adjusting$ the$ concentration$ of$ NaOH,$ it$ was$ possible$ to$ obtain$magnetite$ CNCs$ of$ different$

sizes$within$the$range$309500$nm$(data$not$shown).$A$batch$containing$magnetite$CNCs$of$~30940$

nm$was$ selected$ for$ further$ characterization$ and$ biofunctionalization$with$ insulin.$ This$ particle$

size$is$in$the$range$309100$nm,$which$is$a$suitable$size$for$developing$drug$delivery$systems$and$for$

use$ in$ biomedical$ applications.$ This$ size$ range$ ensures$ longer$ circulatory$ residence$ times$ of$

nanoparticles$ in$the$bloodstream,$since$the$nanoparticles$are$ large$enough$to$avoid$ leaking$ into$

capillaries,$but$also$small$enough$to$avoid$clearance$by$the$reticuloendothelial$system$[19].$

The$synthesized$dispersion$of$magnetite$CNCs$was$characterized$by$scanning$electron$microscope$

(SEM)$ analysis.$ The$ obtained$ SEM$ images$ are$ shown$ in$ Figure$ 2.$ The$ synthesized$ nanoparticle$

suspension$was$composed$by$evenly$sized$round9shaped$magnetite$CNCs$of$30940$nm.$
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$

Figure(2.( SEM( images(of( the( synthesized( Fe3O4(CNCs.( The(average( size(of( each( individual(CNC(

was(30J40(nm.(

Upon$close$analysis$of$ the$SEM$micrograph$displayed$ in$Figure$2D,$ it$ is$possible$ to$observe$that$

each$ individual$ CNC$ is$ composed$ of$many$ interconnected$ primary$ nanoparticles$ (expected$ size$

~10$nm).$The$CNCs$are$formed$through$a$two9stage$growth$process:$firstly$primary$nanoparticles$

nucleate$and$grow$in$a$supersaturated$solution,$and$secondly$agglomerate$onto$larger$secondary$

particles$[17].$The$PAA$serves$as$a$surfactant$for$the$CNCs,$coordinating$with$the$iron$groups$on$

the$magnetite$surface$through$its$carboxylate$groups,$and$limiting$further$agglomeration.$PAA$was$

selected$as$a$surfactant$because$it$confers$to$the$CNCs$a$high$degree$of$dispersibility$in$aqueous$

solutions,$which$was$convenient$ for$carrying$out$ the$subsequent$bioconjugation$procedure.$The$

introduced$carboxylate$groups$could$also$be$subsequently$used$for$further$functionalization$with$

biomolecules.$The$concentration$of$PAA$was$determined$by$thermo$gravimetric$analysis$(TGA)$was$

8.6$%$(m/m)$(data$not$shown).$After$synthesis,$the$Fe3O4$CNCs$were$highly$water$dispersible,$even$

after$multiple$washes$with$ethanol$and$water,$due$to$the$surface$coating$with$PAA.$

The$ magnetic$ properties$ of$ the$ magnetite$ CNCs$ were$ analyzed$ by$ vibrating$ sample$

magnetometer$(VSM,$data$not$shown).$The$CNCs$did$not$show$remanence$or$coercivity$at$300$K,$

confirming$ their$ superparamagnetic$ behavior.$ The$ saturation$ magnetization$ of$ the$ CNCs$ was$

determined$ to$ be$ 64.2$ emu.g
91
,$which$ is$ higher$ than$ the$ usual$ saturation$magnetization$ values$

obtained$for$superparamagnetic$Fe3O4$nanoparticles$prepared$by$conventional$synthesis$methods,$

such$as$co9precipitation$(30950$emu.g
91
)$[6].$

 $
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Behavior$and$magnetic$properties$of$CNCs$in$water$

Prior$to$protein$immobilization,$the$behavior$and$magnetic$properties$of$the$CNCs$in$Milli9Q$water$

were$ analyzed.$ A$ CNCs$ stock$ suspension$was$withdrawn$ from$ the$ synthesized$ CNCs$ batch.$ The$

hydrodynamic$ size$ of$ the$ CNCs$ in$ Milli9Q$ suspension$ was$ determined$ using$ dynamic$ light$

scattering$ (DLS)$ and$ nanoparticle$ tracking$ analysis$ (NTA)$ with$ NanoSight.$ The$ size$ distributions$

obtained$by$DLS$and$NTA$are$shown$in$Figure$3.$

$

Figure(3.(Hydrodynamic(diameter(measurements(of(the(CNCs(suspension(obtained(by(DLS((N=3)(

and(NTA(with(NanoSight((N=2).(The(uncertainty(values(correspond(to(the(standard(deviation(of(

the(repeated(measurements.(

Both$measurements$demonstrated$that$the$CNCs$suspension$ in$Milli9Q$was$fairly$monodisperse.$

The$DLS$and$NTA$size$distributions$show$individual$peaks$in$the$size$distributions$with$mean$sizes$

of$ 118.4$ nm$ and$ 140.0$ nm$ for$ DLS$ and$ NTA,$ respectively$ (Figure$ 3).$ The$ mean$ hydrodynamic$

diameters$obtained$by$the$two$techniques$are$within$the$same$size$range.$The$small$differences$

observed$ between$ the$ two$ distributions$ (e.g.$ broader$ size$ distribution$ obtained$ by$ NTA)$ are$

inherent$ to$ the$ distinct$ measurement$ principles$ of$ the$ two$ techniques.$ In$ particular$ the$ NTA$

number$based$size$distribution$shows$the$presence$of$smaller$particles$(<$60$nm),$which$are$not$

visible$ in$the$DLS$ intensity$based$distribution.$Particle$size$measurements$by$DLS$depend$on$the$

light$ scattering$ of$ the$particles$ in$ solution$ and$ the$ intensity$ based$distribution$provided$by$DLS$

may$omit$the$presence$of$smaller$particles$in$samples$containing$different$size$populations.$On$the$

other$ hand,$ in$ NTA$ each$ scattering$ source$ is$ tracked$ separately$ during$ analysis$ and$ not$ as$ an$
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ensemble,$and$therefore$ it$provides$a$direct$number$based$frequency$distribution$[28,29].$Small$

deviations$in$the$mean$hydrodynamic$size$could$also$be$resultant$of$distinct$dilution$factors$used$

in$the$two$measurements.$

The$mean$hydrodynamic$ size$ values$ determined$by$DLS$ and$NTA$ (118.4$nm$and$140$nm)$were$

larger$than$the$average$size$of$the$individuals$CNCs$obtained$by$SEM$imaging,$which$was$around$

30940$nm$(Figure$2).$This$average$size$difference$might$be$resultant$of$the$ interaction$of$two$or$

more$ 30940$ nm$ CNCs9PAA$ in$ aqueous$ suspension,$ resulting$ in$ larger$ and$ loosely$ bound$ CNCs$

agglomerates.$This$would$explain$the$ larger$hydrodynamic$diameter$values$obtained$by$DLS$and$

NTA.$ The$ determined$ hydrodynamic$ size$ values$ are$ still$ close$ to$ the$ size$ range$ of$ 309100$ nm,$

which$ is$ desirable$ for$ drug$ delivery$ applications.$ The$ stability$ of$ the$ colloidal$ suspension$ was$

evaluated$ upon$ zeta$ potential$ measurement$ by$ electrophoretic$ light$ scattering$ (ELS).$ The$

determined$zeta$potential$of$the$CNCs$suspension$was$966.5$mV,$which$is$above$930mV,$indicating$

good$ colloidal$ stability$ [28,30].$ The$ elevated$ surface$ charge$ leads$ to$ electrostatic$ repulsion$

between$individual$nanoparticles,$preventing$permanent$agglomeration.$

$

Figure(4.(Separation(of(CNCs(from(water(solution(using(a(permanent(magnet.(

The$magnetic$separation$of$CNCs$aqueous$suspensions$was$analyzed$using$a$permanent$magnet$

(Figure$ 4).$A$dispersion$of$ the$magnetite$CNCs$ in$Milli9Q$water$ is$ shown$on$ the$ left9side$ image$

(brown$ color$ suspension).$ After$ placing$ a$ permanent$magnet,$ the$ CNCs$were$ readily$ separated$

towards$the$magnetic$field.$After$10$min$ in$the$presence$of$the$magnetic$field,$the$solution$was$

nearly$ transparent$ and$ a$ clear$ pellet$was$ formed$ in$ vial$ region$ vicinal$ to$ the$ adjacent$magnet.$

Based$on$these$observations,$separation$times$of$~10915$min$were$selected$for$ future$magnetic$
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separations$and$nanoparticle$washing$procedures.$ $This$separation$times$were$still$short$enough$

for$experimental$practical$use$and$ensured$that$the$majority$of$CNCs$was$properly$separated$from$

the$ solution.$ After$ removing$ the$ magnet$ the$ CNCs$ could$ be$ easily$ redispersed$ into$ aqueous$

solution,$confirming$their$superparamagnetic$properties.$

The$efficiency$of$CNCs$separation$by$permanent$magnet$was$analyzed$by$DLS$and$zeta$potential$

measurements.$A$ fresh$ suspension$of$CNCs$ in$Milli9Q$was$ subjected$ to$magnetic$ separation$ (10$

min)$ and$ the$ supernatant$was$ removed.$ The$ CNCs$ pellet$was$ then$ redispersed$ in$ newly$ added$

Milli9Q$water$of$ the$ same$volume.$ $ The$DLS$and$ zeta$potential$measurements$obtained$ for$ the$

redispersed$CNCs$ (washed)$ and$ for$ the$ supernatant$ are$ summarized$ in$ Table$ 1.$ After$magnetic$

separation$ and$ washing$ the$ CNCs$ were$ still$ stable$ in$ aqueous$ solution,$ with$ a$ measured$ zeta$

potential$ value$ of$ 959.2$ mV.$ The$ DLS$ and$ zeta$ potential$ measurements$ have$ also$ shown$ the$

presence$of$smaller$particles$(~79.8$nm)$in$the$supernatant.$It$ is$ likely$that$a$reduced$fraction$of$

smaller$sized$CNCs$was$not$efficiently$recovered$after$10$min$under$the$magnetic$field.$This$would$

explain$ the$ increase$ in$ mean$ CNCs$ hydrodynamic$ diameter$ observed$ after$ separation$ and$

redispersion$ (from$118.4$nm$to$159.0$nm),$as$ larger$CNCs$are$more$ responsive$ to$ the$magnetic$

field.$This$also$explains$the$observed$decrease$in$the$polydispersity$index$from$0.281$to$0.201.$

Table(1.(Effect(of(magnetic(separation(on(the(size(and(charge(of(CNCs(in(water.(Measurements(of(

hydrodynamic(diameter(and(polydispersity(index(by(DLS((N=3)(and(zeta(potential((N=2)(obtained(

for( CNCs( suspensions( before( and( after( wash( upon( 10( min( magnetic( separation,( and( for( the(

supernatant.( The( uncertainty( values( correspond( to( the( standard( deviation( of( the( repeated(

measurements.(

Parameters$
CNCs(stock(

suspension$

Washed(CNCs(

suspension((10(

min(Magnetic(

Separation)$

Supernatant$

DLS$hydrodynamic$

diameter$(mean,$nm)$
118.4$±$12.1$ 159.0$±$9.6$ 79.8$±0.5$

Polydispersity$Index$ 0.281$±$0.02$ 0.201$±$0.02$ 0.164$±$0.014$

Zeta$Potential$(mV)$ 966.5$±$0.85$ 959.2$±$1.13$ 970.25$±$0.49$

 $
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Protein$immobilization$onto$Fe3O4$CNCs$

Protein$ immobilization$ onto$ the$ surface$ of$ the$ CNCs$ was$ carried$ out$ using$ EDC/sulfo9NHS$

chemistry,$which$ is$ a$ standard$ approach$ for$ linking$NH29containing$biomolecules$onto$ carboxyl9

derivatized$ surfaces$ via$ covalent$ amide$ bond.$ The$ molecular$ coupling$ of$ proteins$ to$ carboxyl9

derivatized$nanoparticles$ (here$CNCs9PAA)$using$EDC/sulfo9NHS$consists$on$a$two9stage$reaction$

mechanism:$carboxylic$group$activation$and$amidation$reaction$(Figure$5).$$

$

Figure(5.(Protein(immobilization(onto(CNCs(by(EDC/NHS(chemistry:(reaction(mechanisms.(!

First$EDC$is$used$to$active$the$carboxyl$groups$present$in$the$surface$of$the$nanoparticles,$forming$

an$ unstable$ O9acylurea$ intermediate.$ Sulfo9NHS$ is$ included$ in$ the$ reaction$ as$ it$ forms$ a$ more$

stable$amine$reactive$intermediate$(sulfo9NHS$ester)$upon$nucleophylic$attack$to$O9acylurea.$The$

sulfo9NHS$ester$then$reacts$with$the$protein’s$primary$amines$to$ form$the$final$amide$cross9link$

[20].$

In$this$work$the$immobilization$procedure$was$done$in$four$steps$(Figure$6).$Step$1$involved$the$

activation$reaction$with$EDC$and$sulfo9NHS,$which$is$most$efficient$at$pH$4.597.2.$After$washing$by$

magnetic$ separation,$ the$CNCs$were$ redispersed$ into$ the$protein$ solution$ to$allow$ the$ reaction$

between$ the$ activated$ sulfo9NHS$ esters$ and$ the$ primary$ protein$ amines$ (steps$ 2$ and$ 3).$ The$

reaction$ of$ sulfo9NHS9activated$ molecules$ with$ primary$ amines$ is$ very$ efficient$ at$ pH$ 798.$

However,$ it$ is$often$required$to$include$a$pre9concentration$step$at$a$ lower$pH$in$order$to$bring$

the$ protein$ in$ close$ proximity$ of$ surface$ carboxyls.$ This$ is$ usually$ achieved$ by$ electrostatic$

attraction$between$the$oppositely$charged$carboxyls$and$the$protein’s$amino$groups.$The$optimal$

pH$ for$ the$ pre$ concentration$ step$ depends$ on$ the$ isoelectric$ point$ of$ the$ protein.$ In$ order$ to$

obtain$positive$charges$on$the$amino$groups$of$the$protein$and$still$keep$the$protein$as$uncharged$

as$ possible,$ the$ pH$ has$ to$ be$ 0.591$ units$ below$ the$ isolectric$ point$ of$ the$ protein$ [31].$ $ The$

experimental$conditions$used$for$coupling$between$the$protein$amine$groups$and$activated$CNCs$

carboxyl$groups$(step$2$and$3)$are$described$in$detail$in$Table$2.$A$final$washing$procedure$(step$4)$

was$included$to$ensure$that$all$free$non9bound$protein$is$removed$from$solution.$
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$

Figure(6.(Summary(of(experimental(procedure(used(for(protein(immobilization(onto(CNCsJPAA(

by(EDC/sulfoJNHS.(

Table(2.(Experimental(conditions(used(for(protein(protein(immobilization(onto(CNCsJPAA(by(

EDC/sulfoJNHS.(

Immobilization$

Solution(added$

Protein(

concentration(

Nanoparticle(

concentration(

(estimated(by(

NTA)(

Initial(

number((

protein(

molecules(

per(CNCs(

binding(site(

Step(2( Step(3(

CNCs9BSA$ BSA$in$Milli9Q$

20$mM$NaPB$

pH$8.0$

3.7$µM$

240$µg.mL
91
$

$

75.2x10
8
$

particles.mL
91
$

9.1$

CNCs9insulin$

(with$pre9

concentration)$

Human$

insulin$in$0.1$

M$MES$0.5$M$

NaCl$pH$5.0$

32.1$µM$

186$µg.mL
91
$

11.6$

CNCs9insulin$

(without$pre9

concentration)$

Human$

insulin$in$20$

mM$NaPB$pH$

8.0$

32.1$µM$

186$µg.mL
91
$

11.6$

CNCs9blank$ Milli9Q$ 9$ 9$
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For$ immobilization,$a$new$stock$suspension$was$collected$from$the$synthesized$CNCs$batch.$The$

mean$ hydrodynamic$ diameter$ and$ the$ initial$ concentration$ of$ nanoparticles$ (after$ 1:4$ dilution,$

step$ $1)$were$142$nm$and$75.2x10
8
$particles.mL

91
,$as$determined$with$NTA$from$NanoSight.$The$

immobilization$ procedure$ was$ first$ tested$ and$ optimized$ (protein$ and$ reagent$ concentration,$

separation$ and$ reaction$ times)$ using$bovine$ serum$albumin$ (BSA)$ as$ a$model$ protein$ (Table$2).$

Subsequently,$ the$ initial$ concentration$ of$ insulin$was$ fixed$ in$ order$ to$ have$ a$ similar$ excess$ of$

insulin$ molecules$ per$ possible$ CNCs$ protein$ binding$ sites$ (Table$ 2).$ One$ binding$ site$ was$

considered$ to$ be$ the$ area$ occupied$ by$ a$ single$ protein$molecule$ (disk$ area,$ see$Materials$ and$

Methods).$ The$ immobilization$ of$ human$ insulin$ onto$ the$ CNCs9PAA$ was$ carried$ out$ using$ two$

approaches$(Table$2),$with$inclusion$or$not$of$a$pre9concentration9step.$In$one$approach,$human$

insulin$was$added$using$a$reaction$buffer$at$pH$5$(step$2),$in$order$to$allow$the$pre9concentration$

of$insulin$molecules$on$the$surface$prior$to$amidation$reaction$(done$in$step$3$where$pH$is$raised$

to$8).$The$isoelectric$point$of$insulin$is$5.3,$therefore$at$pH$5$its$overall$charge$should$be$slightly$

positive$[32].$In$the$second$approach$the$human$insulin$solution$was$immediately$added$in$buffer$

at$pH$8,$favoring$immediate$amidation$reaction$on$step$2.$The$occurrence$of$non9specific$protein$

binding$ (protein$ adsorption$ by$ electrostatic$ and/or$ hydrophobic$ interactions)$ was$ checked$ by$

performing$controls$experiments$without$ the$addition$of$EDC/sulfo9NHS$on$ step$1$ (and$ thus$no$

activation$ of$ the$ carboxyl$ groups).$ Finally,$ a$ CNCs$ blank$ sample$ was$ also$ prepared,$ where$ no$

neither$ EDC/sulfo9NHS,$ nor$ protein$ was$ added.$ The$ CNCs$ blank$ was$ washed$ three$ times$ by$

magnetic$separation,$just$like$the$CNCs9protein$samples.$

Confirming$protein$immobilization$onto$Fe3O4$CNCs$

From$previous$experience,$ it$was$known$the$reaction$of$BSA$molecules$with$activated$sulfo9NHS$

ester$(amidation$reaction)$in$carboxylated$nanoparticles$occured$successfully$on$Milli9Q$water$(pH$

should$ be$ 596$ with$ BSA$ present).$ BSA$ immobilization$ onto$ the$ surface$ of$ CNCs$ was$ confirmed$

using$ the$ Coomassie$ Plus$ assay,$ which$ is$ based$ on$ the$ shift$ of$ absorbance$ maximum$ of$ the$

Coomassie$dye$from$465$nm$to$595$nm$upon$binding$to$proteins.$The$concentration$of$protein$is$

directly$proportional$to$the$absorbance$value$at$595$nm$(A595nm).$The$amount$of$BSA$immobilized$

onto$ the$ CNCs$ was$ quantified$ by$ subtracting$ the$ assayed$ amount$ of$ unbound$ protein$

(supernatant$ or$ wash$ fraction$ after$ amidation$ reaction,$ occurring$ in$ step$ 2)$ from$ the$ initial$

amount$of$ starting$protein$ (initial$ BSA$ solution$ introduced$ in$ step$2).$ The$ concentration$of$ BSA$

bound$ to$ CNCs$ estimated$ by$ the$ Coomassie$ Assay$ was$ 23.8$ ±$ 5.6$ µg.mL
$ 91$

$ (N=5)
a
.$ This$ value$

corresponds$ to$ ~0.91$ coupled$ BSA$molecules$ per$ binding$ site,$ indicating$ a$ high$ density$ of$ BSA$

coupling.$ The$ BSA$ concentration$ found$ in$ the$ control$ sample$ was$ 9.6$ ±$ 5.6$ µg.mL
$ 91$

$ (N=5)
a
,$

corresponding$to$~0.36$$BSA$molecules$per$binding$site.$The$amount$of$non9specific$BSA$binding$

by$adsorption$onto$CNC$surface$was$less$than$half$than$the$obtained$by$covalent$EDC/sulfo9NHS$

                                       
a
$The$uncertainty$values$correspond$to$the$standard$error$of$mean$of$five$independent$measurements.$
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chemistry.$These$results$demonstrate$that$BSA$was$successfully$immobilized$onto$the$CNC$surface$

using$the$EDC9NHS$chemistry$and$was$not$solely$attached$by$non9specific$interactions.$

 

Figure(7.( Confirmation(of(protein( immobilization(onto(CNCs(using(an( inverted(Coomassie(Plus(

assay.(The(absorbance(at(465(nm(is(proportional(to(the(amount(of(free(unbound(Coomassie(dye.(

A(decrease(in(absorbance(at(465(nm(indicates(protein(attachment(to(the(surface((of(CNCs).(The(

uncertainty(values( (error(bars)( correspond( to( the( standard(error(of(mean(of( two( independent(

measurements((N=2).((

It$was$not$possible$to$confirm$the$immobilization$of$insulin$onto$CNCs$using$the$previous$method.$

This$ could$be$due$ the$ lower$ sensitivity$of$ the$Coomassie$dye$ towards$ insulin$ compared$ to$BSA.$

Additionally,$ one$ of$ drawbacks$ of$ conventional$ colorimetric$ assays$ for$ detecting$ nanoparticle$

bioconjugation$ is$ that$ it$ is$ not$ possible$ to$ directly$ measure$ the$ amount$ of$ protein$ bound$ to$

nanoparticles,$mostly$due$to$interference$of$the$nanoparticles$at$the$absorption$wavelength$of$the$

protein$bound$dye$(for$Coomassie$dye$at$595$nm).$In$order$to$directly$assay$the$amount$of$protein$

immobilized$onto$the$CNCs$and$to$ improve$the$ limit$of$detection,$an$alternative$Coomassie$Plus$

assay$was$carried$out.$Instead$of$measuring$the$amount$of$protein$bound$dye$at$595$nm,$the$assay$

was$done$ inversely,$ by$measuring$ the$decrease$ in$ absorbance$at$ 465$nm$caused$by$ removal$ of$

unbound$dye$from$solution$upon$binding$to$BSA9CNCs$[33].$The$amount$of$free$dye$(proportional$

to$A465nm)$ in$solution$can$be$easily$accessed$by$separating$ the$solution$ from$the$CNCs$ (where$

the$protein$bound$dye$ is$ attached)$by$ centrifugation.$This$ value$ is$ inversely$proportional$ to$ the$

amount$of$immobilized$protein.$
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The$results$obtained$using$the$inverted$Coomassie$Plus$assay$are$shown$in$Figure$7.$As$expected,$

the$ highest$ A465nm$ values$were$ obtained$ for$ the$ buffer$ and$ for$ the$ CNCs$ blank$ (0.56$ and$ 0.58,$

respectively),$where$no$protein$was$present,$and$for$one$of$the$CNCs9insulin$control$samples.$The$

two$CNCs9insulin$(step$2$at$pH$5$or$pH$8)$samples$and$the$CNCs$BSA$sample$prepared$by$EDC/sulfo$

NHS$ chemistry$displayed$ the$ lowest$ absorbance$values$ (0.46,$ 0.512$and$0.513,$ respectively).$As$

the$ coomassie$ dye$ binds$ to$ the$ proteins$ attached$ to$ the$ CNCs,$ the$ amount$ of$ unbound$ dye$

present$ in$ the$ separated$ solution$ is$ lower.$ These$ results$ indicated$ that$ like$ BSA,$ insulin$ was$

successfully$immobilized$onto$the$surface$of$the$CNCs$using$the$EDC/sulfo9NHS$approach.$

 

Figure( 8.( Quantification( of( insulin( immobilization( onto( the( surface( of( CNCs.( Human( insulin(

concentration(was(detected(using(a(radioimmunoassay(based(on(polyclonal( insulin(antibodies.(

The( uncertainty( values( (error( bars)( correspond( to( the( standard( error( of( mean( of( three(

independent(measurements((N=3).(

A$radioimmunoassay$was$used$to$quantify$the$amount$of$insulin$bound$to$the$CNCs.$The$antibody$

serum$ for$ radioimmunodetection$ consisted$ on$ a$ mixture$ of$ polyclonal$ antibodies,$ whose$

specificity$ has$ been$ previously$ tested$ for$ human$ insulin.$ The$ advantage$ of$ using$ a$

radioimmunoassay$is$that$it$allows$direct$quantification$of$insulin$on$the$surface$of$nanoparticles$

and$does$not$rely$on$a$light9based$detection$method$(such$as$UV9visible$absorbance),$which$signal$

can$be$interfered$by$nanoparticle$suspension.$The$results$are$summarized$in$Figures$8$and$9.$$
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The$ radioimmunoassay$data$ confirms$ the$presence$of$ insulin$on$ the$CNCs9insulin$bioconjugates$

prepared$by$EDC/sulfo9NHS$chemistry.$The$detected$insulin$concentration$was$found$to$be$higher$

for$the$two$samples$prepared$using$EDC/sulfo9NHS$(9.97$mg.mL
91
$with$step$2$done$at$pH$8,$and$

3.32$mg.mL
91
$with$step$2$done$at$pH$5)$compared$to$the$controls$and$the$CNCs$blank$(Figure$8).$

The$ detected$ insulin$ concentration$ values$ obtained$ for$ the$ CNCs9insulin$ controls,$ CNCs$ blank,$

CNCs$stock$and$CNCs9BSA$samples$were$very$similar$(between$2.19$and$2.56$mg.mL
91
$Figure$8$and$

9).$No$insulin$was$added$to$the$CNCs$blank$and$stock$and$in$the$CNCs9BSA$samples.$The$detection$

of$ insulin$ in$ these$CNCs$samples$may$be$due$to$non9specific$binding$of$ insulin$antibodies$to$the$

CNCs$surface.$$

 

Figure( 9.( Quantification( of( insulin( immobilization( onto( the( surface( of( CNCs:( control( samples.(

Human( insulin( concentration( was( detected( using( a( radioimmunoassay( based( on( polyclonal(

insulin(antibodies.(The(uncertainty(values((error(bars)(correspond(to(the(standard(error(of(mean(

of(three(independent(measurements((N=3).(

The$results$also$show$that$ the$ immobilization$procedure$with$EDC/sulfo9NHS$was$more$efficient$

when$ the$ pre9concentration$ step$ (step$ 2$ done$ at$ pH$ 5)$was$ not$ included.$ The$ detected$ insulin$

concentration$was$ about$ 3$ times$ higher$ when$ the$ pre9concentration$ step$was$ omitted$ (step$ 2$

done$ at$ pH$ 8$ favoring$ immediate$ amidation$ reaction).$ It$ is$ known$ that$ small$ neutral$molecules$

(such$as$insulin)$do$not$always$pre9concentrate$efficiently$on$the$negatively$carboxyl$surfaces$[31],$

which$could$be$the$case$here.$In$this$event,$it$is$preferable$to$remove$the$pre9concentration$step,$

since$the$sulfo9NHS$molecules$may$actually$lose$stability$after$3$h$at$pH$5.$
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The$ insulin$ concentration$ values$ detected$ using$ the$ radioimmunoassay$ values$were$most$ likely$

overestimated$ compared$ to$ the$ insulin$ concentrations$ in$ the$ samples.$ The$ concentration$

measured$for$the$insulin$control$using$the$radioimmunoassay$was$about$24$times$higher$than$the$

actual$human$insulin$concentration$present$in$this$control.$The$same$was$verified$for$other$human$

insulin$ control$ samples.$ This$ could$ be$ partly$ resultant$ of$ a$ higher$ sensitivity$ of$ the$ insulin$

antibodies$ toward$ human$ insulin,$ since$ rat$ insulin$ was$ used$ for$ calculating$ the$ standard$

concentration$curve$in$the$radioimmunoassay$(see$Materials$and$Methods).$

Characterization$of$CNCsAinsulin$bioconjugates$

The$CNCs9insulin$bioconjugates$prepared$by$EDC/sulfo9NHS$chemistry$were$further$characterized$

for$hydrodynamic$size$and$particle$concentration$using$NTA$by$NanoSight$(Figure$10$and$Table$3).$

First,$the$effect$of$the$successive$washing$steps$used$during$immobilization$procedure$(3$magnetic$

separations,$ 15$min$each)$on$ the$ size$and$number$of$CNCs$ in$Milli9Q$was$ tested$ (no$protein$or$

reagents$added,$CNCs$blank).$After$3$magnetic$separations,$there$was$a$small$increase$in$the$mean$

hydrodynamic$size$of$ the$CNCs,$as$ the$peak$mean$of$ the$size$distribution$shifts$ from$142$nm$to$

157.7$nm$(Figure$10$and$Table$3).$As$previously$discussed,$this$could$be$due$to$the$partial$loss$of$

smaller$sized$CNCs$to$the$supernatant$upon$successive$washing$steps.$In$fact,$the$concentration$of$

recovered$ nanoparticles$ in$ the$ CNCs$ blank$ was$ 1.65$ times$ lower$ round$ than$ the$ nanoparticle$

concentration$ present$ in$ the$ initial$ CNCs$ suspension$ (Table$ 3),$ which$ corresponds$ to$ a$ final$

particle$recovery$of$60.5$%.$

The$ results$ obtained$ for$ the$ CNCs9insulin$ bioconjugates$ show$ that$ the$ EDC/sulfo9NHS$

immobilization$ procedure$ leads$ to$ an$ increase$ in$ CNC$mean$ hydrodynamic$ size$ (Figure$ 10$ and$

Table$3).$Upon$insulin$immobilization$with$EDC/sulfo9NHS$the$mean$hydrodynamic$diameter$of$the$

CNCs$ is$ 49.3$ nm$ higher$ that$ the$ CNCs$ blank$ (207.0$ nm,$ peak$ mean,$ Table$ 3).$ A$ similar$ size$

difference$ was$ observed$ for$ the$ control$ CNCs9insulin,$ which$ showed$ a$ mean$ hydrodynamic$

diameter$of$195.7$nm$(peak$mean,$Table$3).$These$results$indicate$that$insulin$attachment$to$the$

surface$ of$ the$ CNCs$ (covalent$ or$ not)$ most$ likely$ leads$ to$ a$ moderate$ CNCs$ agglomeration$ in$

suspension.$The$estimated$particle$concentration$obtained$for$the$CNCs9insulin$was$considerably$

lower$than$the$measured$in$the$blank$sample$(6.4$times$lower$for$the$CNC9insulin$prepared$by$the$

EDC/sulfo$NHS$approach$and$2$ times$ lower$ for$ the$control$CNCs9insulin,$Table$3).$This$ could$be$

partly$ due$ to$ CNC$ agglomeration$ during$ the$ immobilization$ of$ insulin.$ As$ CNCs$ agglomerate$ in$

suspension,$the$number$of$particles$also$decreases.$The$decrease$in$particle$concentration$is$more$

pronounced$for$the$CNCs9insulin$prepared$by$EDC/sulfo9NHS,$which$indicates$that$this$chemistry$

may$lead$to$extended$particle$loss$during$the$overall$immobilization$procedure.$
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(

Figure(10.(Hydrodynamic(diameter(measurements(of( the(CNCsJinsulin(bioconjugates(and(CNCs(

suspensions(obtained(by(NTA(with(NanoSight( (N=3).(The(uncertainty(values(correspond(to(the(

standard(deviation(of(the(repeated(measurements.(

Table( 3.( Characterization( of( CNCs( insulin( bioconjugates( with( NTA( from( NanoSight.(

Measurements(of(hydrodynamic(diameter(and(particle(concentration(by(NTA((N=3)(obtained(for(

CNCs( initial( stock( suspension,( CNCs( blank( and( the( CNCsJinsulin( suspensions.( The( uncertainty(

values(correspond(to(the(standard(deviation(of(the(repeated(measurements.(

Parameters(
CNCs(initial(

suspension(

CNCs(blank(

(after(3(

magnetic(

separations)(

CNCsJinsulin((step(2(at(pH(8)(

EDC/sulfoJNHS( Control(

Peak$mode$(nm)$ 138.7$±$9.6$ 126.7$±$1.5$ 124.7$±$17.5$ 154.0$±$10.6$

Peak$mean$(nm)$ 142.0$±$1.7$ 157.7$±$3.1$ 207.0$±$6.2$ 195.7$±$19.0$

Estimated$particle$

concentration$x10
8
$

(particles.mL
91
)$

75.2$±$10.7
b
$ 45.5$±$3.4$ 7.1$±$1.8$ 23.1$±$2.7$

                                       
b
$For$comparison$purposes,$this$value$corresponds$to$the$particle$concentration$present$in$the$diluted$CNCs$

suspension$used$during$step$1$of$the$immobilization$procedure$(stock$suspension$was$diluted$1:4).$
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Conclusions(

This$ work$ aimed$ at$ the$ development$ of$ novel$ Fe3O4$ CNCs$ bioconjugates$ for$ future$ use$ in$

biomedical$applications.$Insulin$was$successfully$immobilized$onto$the$PAA$surface$of$Fe3O4$CNCs$

using$EDC/NHS$chemistry.$

The$findings$of$this$work$point$out$some$of$the$challenges$related$to$the$coupling$of$proteins$to$

nanoparticles$and$bring$forth$some$new$solutions.$It$was$observed$that$the$optimal$conditions$for$

protein$ strongly$ coupling$depend$on$ the$ type$ and$ size$of$ protein$ to$ immobilize.$ Immobilization$

procedures$ using$ EDC/sulfo9NHS$ chemistry$ usually$ include$ a$ pre9concentration$ step$ in$ order$ to$

bring$ the$ protein$ in$ close$ proximity$ of$ surface$ carboxyls.$ Herein,$ the$ immobilization$ procedure$

with$EDC/sulfo9NHS$was$more$efficient$when$the$pre9concentration$step$(step$2$done$at$pH$5)$was$

not$included,$which$indicates$that$for$small$molecules,$like$insulin,$it$is$preferable$to$omit$this$step$

and$change$other$reaction$parameters$(e.g.$increase$the$protein$concentration).$$

Another$ usual$ challenge$ in$ the$ development$ of$ nanoparticle$ bioconjugates$ relates$ to$ the$

confirmation$and$quantification$of$protein$immobilization.$BSA$and$Insulin$attachment$to$the$CNCs$

was$ first$ confirmed$ using$ an$ inverted$ Coomassie$ assay,$ which$ overcomes$ some$ of$ the$ typical$

problems$of$standard$colorimetric$assays$for$protein$detection,$e.g.$interference$of$nanoparticles$

in$the$absorption$of$the$measured$dye$[28].$This$ inverted$assay$still$needs$be$ improved$towards$

the$ quantification$ of$ the$ amount$ of$ immobilized$ protein.$ This$ could$ be$ achieved$ by$ including$

appropriate$standard$samples$where$the$protein$concentration$is$known.$The$radioimmunoassay$

was$also$an$efficient$method$to$confirm$insulin$immobilization$onto$the$CNCs.$We$have$observed$

non9specific$binding$of$the$insulin$antibodies$to$the$CNCs,$resulting$in$residual$detection$of$insulin$

for$ the$ blank$ samples.$ In$ the$ future$ this$ issue$ could$ be$ addressed$ by$ pre9treating$ the$ CNCs$

samples$with$a$blocking$agent,$e.g.$BSA$or$ethanolamine.$$

The$behavior$and$magnetic$properties$of$obtained$CNCs9insulin$in$aqueous$solution$were$analyzed$

upon$ characterization$ for$ hydrodynamic$ particle$ size,$ agglomeration$ state$ and$ magnetic$

separation.$ The$ CNCs9insulin$ show$ high$ magnetization$ in$ solution,$ while$ retaining$

superparamagnetic$properties$since$they$encompass$several$magnetite$nanoparticles$of$~10$nm.$

This$would$not$be$the$case$for$a$single$magnetite$crystallite$of$the$same$size$(~200$nm).$The$CNCs9

insulin$ could$ be$ easily$ controlled$ using$ external$ magnetic$ fields$ and$ by$ using$ a$ conventional$

magnet$ an$ efficient$ separation$ occurs$ within$ minutes.$ $ As$ previously$ mentioned,$ this$ is$ a$ key$

feature$ for$ the$ development$ of$magnetic$ nanoparticle$ carriers$ for$ biomedical$ applications.$ The$

bioconjugation$ procedure$ still$ needs$ to$ be$ optimized,$ as$ the$ protein$ coupling$ and$ successive$

magnetic$ separations$ lead$ to$ considerable$ particle$ loss$ and$moderate$ CNCs$ agglomeration.$ The$

next$step$would$be$to$test$the$biological$activity$of$the$CNCs9insulin$bioconjugates$by$monitoring$

the$ glucose$ uptake$ by$ skeletal$muscle$ cells$ and$ to$ isolate$ specific$ cells$ by$magnetic$ separation$

upon$CNCs9insulin$binding$to$the$insulin$receptor.$
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These$ findings$ encourage$ the$ development$ of$ CNCs$ Fe3O4$ bioconjugates$ for$ biomedical$ and$

biological$applications.$By$coupling$the$Fe3O4$CNCs$nanocarriers$to$active$biomolecules$one$could$

use$ them$ for$ example,$ to$ deliver$ therapeutic$ proteins$ to$ specific$ cells,$ or$ to$ isolate$ specific$

molecules$or$cells$identified$by$a$coupled$biomarker.(

Materials(and(Methods(

Ultrapure$Milli9Q$water$with$conductivity$below$0.2$µS.cm
91
$was$used$throughout$the$work.$Unless$

stated$ otherwise,$ results$ based$ on$ repeated$ measurements$ are$ given$ as$ mean$ ±$ standard$

deviation$and$results$based$on$independent$measurements$are$given$as$mean$±$standard$error$of$

mean,$respectively.$The$number$of$measurements$N$is$stated$in$parentheses.$

Synthesis$of$Fe3O4$colloidal$nanoparticle$clusters$

The$ Fe3O4$ CNCs$ were$ synthesized$ in$ a$ DEG$ solution$ at$ high$ temperature.$ A$ stock$ solution$ of$

NaOH/DEG$was$prepared$by$dissolving$50$mM$NaOH$in$20$mL$DEG$and$heating$at$120$°C$for$20930$

min$in$nitrogen$atmosphere.$For$synthesis,$0.4$mmol$of$FeCl3$was$first$dissolved$in$17$mL$of$DEG$

and$4$mmol$of$polyacrylic$acid$(Average$MW$1800)$was$added$under$vigorous$mechanical$stirring$

at$ 120$ °C.$ Subsequently,$ this$ mixture$ was$ heated$ to$ 220$ °C$ and$ kept$ for$ 1$ more$ hour$ under$

continuous$stirring$forming$a$clear$yellow$solution.$At$this$point,$1.6$mL$of$the$stock$solution$was$

added$to$the$mixture,$which$was$kept$for$1$more$hour$under$stirring$at$220$°C$to$form$Fe3O4$CNCs.$

After$synthesis$ the$CNCs$suspension$was$ left$ to$cool$down$and$was$subsequently$ transferred$to$

Milli9Q$water$ solution,$upon$multiple$washing$ steps$with$water/ethanol$ (separation$was$ carried$

out$with$a$permanent$magnet).$

Characterization$of$CNCs$suspensions$

Scanning$electron$microscopy$(SEM)$

Samples$ were$ first$ prepared$ upon$ air9drying$ of$ CNCs$ suspensions$ onto$ silicon$ substrates.$ SEM$

images$were$acquired$using$a$either$a$Quanta$650$FEG$environmental$SEM$(FEI,$Oregon,$USA)$or$a$

Carl$Zeiss$1540XB$cross9beam$SEM$system$(Carl$Zeiss$Microscopy$GmbH,$Oberkochen,$Germany).$

SEM$ images$ were$ collected$ upon$ optimizing$ the$ voltage$ between$ 5$ and$ 15$ kV$ on$ the$ silicon$

substrate$where$the$dried$CNCs$were$placed.$The$average$size$of$CNCs$was$estimated$using$the$

tools$available$on$the$instrument’s$software.$$

Dynamic$light$scattering$(DLS)$and$laser$Doppler$velocimetry$(zeta$potential$measurement)$

CNCs$ suspensions$ were$ characterized$ by$ dynamic$ light$ scattering$ (DLS)$ and$ laser$ Doppler$

velocimetry$ using$ a$ SZ9100$ nanoparticle$ analyzer$ (Horiba,$ Kyoto,$ Japan)$ for$ measurement$ of$

hydrodynamic$diameter$and$zeta$potential,$ respectively.$ $Prior$ to$measurement,$ the$ instrument$
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was$warmed$up$for$at$least$30$minutes.$For$DLS$and$zeta$potential$measurements$the$CNCs$stock$

suspension$ was$ diluted$ 1:4$ and$ the$ washed$ CNCs$ suspensions$ and$ CNCs$ supernatants$ were$

diluted$ 1:8$ (in$ Milli9Q$ water).$ For$ DLS$ measurement,$ 1$ mL$ of$ the$ diluted$ suspensions$ was$

transferred$ to$ a$ dust9free$ disposable$ cuvette$ and$ the$ measurement$ was$ performed$ at$ a$

temperature$ of$ 25°C.$ The$ angle$ of$ detection$ was$ 90°.$ Three$ consecutive$ measurements$ were$

performed.$The$DLS$characteristics$of$the$measured$sample,$given$as$the$mean$of$the$peak$in$the$

intensity$ distribution$ and$ polydispersity$ index,$ were$ determined$ by$ averaging$ the$ result$ of$ the$

repeated$ measurements$ (N=3).$ For$ determination$ of$ the$ zeta$ potential,$ 600$ µL$ of$ CNCs$

suspension$were$transferred$to$a$disposable$zeta$cell.$After$equilibration$to$a$temperature$of$25°C,$

two$consecutive$measurements$were$performed.$The$zeta$potential$is$given$as$the$average$of$the$

repeated$measurements$(N=2).$

Nanoparticle$tracking$analysis$(NTA)$with$NanoSight$

NTA$measurements$were$performed$using$a$NanoSight$LM10$ instrument$(NanoSight,$Amesbury,$

United$Kingdom),$equipped$with$a$sample$chamber$with$a$6429nm$laser.$Prior$ to$measurement,$

CNCs$samples$were$diluted$with$in$Milli9Q$water.$CNCs$stock$suspensions$were$diluted$1:40,$CNCs$

blank$ was$ diluted$ 1:10,$ and$ CNCs9insulin$ samples$ were$ diluted$ 1:4.$ The$ CNCs$ samples$ were$

injected$ into$ the$ sample$ chamber$ using$ sterile$ syringes$ until$ the$ liquid$ reached$ the$ tip$ of$ the$

nozzle.$All$measurements$were$carried$out$at$room$temperature.$NTA$2.1$Build$329$software$was$

used$ for$ data$ acquisition$ and$ analysis.$ All$measurements$were$ performed$with$ semi9automatic$

shutter$and$gain$adjustments.$Two$measurements$of$the$same$sample$were$done$for$testing$the$

behavior$of$a$CNCs$stock$suspension$in$water$(90$s$capture$time)$and$three$measurements$were$

performed$for$the$CNCs$stock$suspension,$CNCs$blank,$and$CNCs$insulin$samples$prepared$during$

the$immobilization$procedure$(160$s$capture$time).$$The$sample$particle$concentration$is$directly$

calculated$ by$ the$ software$ from$ the$ number$ of$ particles$ detected$ during$ capture.$ The$ NTA$

characteristics$of$the$measured$sample,$given$as$mean$or$mode$of$the$peak$in$the$number$based$

distribution$and$estimated$particle$concentration,$were$determined$by$averaging$the$results$of$the$

consecutive$measurements$(N=2$or$N=3).$The$CNCs$surface$area$was$calculated$using$the$average$

of$mean$hydrodynamic$diameter.$

Protein$immobilization$onto$Fe3O4$CNCs$

Protein$solutions$and$reagents$$

BSA$and$human$insulin$were$purchased$from$Sigma9Aldrich$as$lyophilized$powders$(Bovine$Serum$

Albumin$9$product$code$A2153,$MW$=$66430$g.mol
91
;$Human$Insulin$–$product$code$I2643,$MW$=$

5807.57$ g.mol
91
;$ Sigma9Aldrich$ Danmark$ A/S,$ Copenhagen,$ Denmark).$ BSA$ stock$ solutions$were$

prepared$ by$ directly$ dissolving$ the$ BSA$ powder$ into$ Milli9Q$ water.$ Two$ types$ of$ insulin$ stock$

solutions$were$prepared,$at$pH$5.0$in$29(N9morpholino)ethanesulfonic$acid$(MES)$buffer$and$at$pH$
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8.0$in$sodium$phosphate$(NaPB)$buffer.$Insulin$stock$solutions$were$prepared$by$gently$dissolving$

the$powder$in$0.1$M$MES$0.5$M$NaCl$pH$5.0$or$20$mM$NaPB$pH$8.0$by$gentle$overnight$stirring$at$

4$°C.$$The$insulin$MES$stock$pH$5.0$solutions$were$further$treated$with$filtration$(0.2$µm)$in$order$

to$remove$any$trace$of$unsolubilized$protein.$The$mass$of$insulin$recovered$after$the$filtration$step$

was$~91$%.$After$preparation$protein$stock$solutions$ (BSA$and$ insulin)$were$stored$at$4$ °C$until$

use.$ Protein$ concentrations$were$ determined$ by$ UV9vis$ absorbance.$ The$ extinction$ coefficients$

used$for$the$calculations$were:$$ε280nm$=$0.667$cm
91
.(mg/mL)

91
$for$BSA$[34]$and$ε276nm$=$1.0675$cm

9

1
.(mg/ml)

91
$for$human$insulin$[35].$

EDC$ and$ sulfo9NHS$ were$ acquired$ from$ Thermo$ Scientific$ (EDC$ 9$ 19Ethyl939[39

dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide$ hydrochloride,$ product$ code$ 22980;$ Sulfo9NHS$ 9$ N9

Hydroxysulfosuccinimide,$ product$ code$ 24510).$ Before$ each$ immobilization$ procedure,$

intermediate$solutions$of$EDC$(12$mg.mL
91
)$and$sulfo9NHS$(33$mg.mL

91
)$were$freshly$prepared$in$

Milli9Q$water.$$$$$$

Protein$immobilization$setAup$and$procedure$$

The$immobilization$procedure$was$carried$out$in$protein$low9binding$tubes$(Lo9bind,$Eppendorf),$

which$ were$ placed$ in$ a$ mixer$ incubator$ (Thermomixer®$ R,$ Eppendorf)( during$ reaction$ for$

temperature$ control$ and$mixing.$ In$ total,$ seven$ CNCs$ samples$were$ prepared$ in$ parallel:$ three$

CNCs9protein$bioconjugates$using$EDC/sulfo9NHS$chemistry$ (CNCs9BSA$and$CNCs9insulin$using$or$

not$a$pre9activation$step),$three$corresponding$control$experiments$where$no$EDC/sulfo9NHS$was$

added,$and$one$CNCs$blank$where$neither$EDC/sulfo9NHS$nor$protein$was$added.$

Typically,$ the$ immobilization$procedure$was$ carried$out$ in$ four$ steps$ (Figure$5).$ First,$125$µL$of$

CNCs$stock$suspension$(particle$concentration$=$300.6x10
8
$particles.mL

91
)$were$mixed$with$25$µL$

of$Milli9Q$and$equal$volumes$(2$X$175$µL)$of$ freshly$prepared$ intermediate$solutions$of$EDC$(12$

mg.mL
91
)$ and$ sulfo9NHS$ (33$ mg.mL

91
).$ For$ the$ CNCs9protein$ control$ samples$ and$ for$ the$ CNCs$

blank,$350$µL$of$Milli9Q$water$were$added$instead$of$the$EDC$and$sulfo9NHS$solutions.$$The$500$µL$

mixture$was$left$to$react$at$750$rpm$for$30$min$at$room$temperature$(step$1,$activation$of$COOH$

groups).$ Subsequently,$ the$ CNCs$ sample$ was$ washed$ by$ magnetic$ separation.$ Generally,$ the$

washing$ procedures$ consisted$ on$ 15$ min$ CNCs$ separation$ using$ a$ permanent$ magnet$ stand$

(DynaMag
TM
92,$Molecular$Probes,$Invitrogen,$Leek,$The$Netherlands),$after$which$the$supernatant$

was$ removed.$The$remaining$CNCs$pellet$was$ then$directly$ redispersed$by$adding$500$µL$of$ the$

appropriate$ protein$ solution$ and$ left$ to$ react$ for$ 3$ h$ at$ 750$ rpm$ and$ 4$ °C$ (step$ 2,$ pre9

concentration$ of$ protein$ and$ amidation$ reaction,$ see$ Figure$ 5$ and$ Table$ 2).$ The$ added$ protein$

solutions$ were$ as$ follows:$ CNCs9BSA$ –$ 240.17$ µg.mL
91
$ BSA$ in$ Milli9Q;$ CNCs9insulin$ with$ pre9

concentration$–$186.44$µg.mL
91
$in$0.1$M$MES$0.5$M$NaCl;$CNCs9insulin$without$pre9concentration$

–$186.44$µg.mL
91
$in$20$mM$NaPB$pH$8.0.$For$the$CNCs$blank,$500$µL$of$Milli9Q$water$were$added$

instead.$The$CNCs$suspension$was$again$washed$using$magnetic$ separation$and$ the$CNCs$pellet$

was$redispersed$into$500$µL$of$20$mM$NaPB$pH$8.0.$The$redispersed$CNCs$suspension$was$left$to$
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react$at$pH$8.0$for$1$h$at$750$rpm$and$room$temperature$(step$3,$1
st
$washing$step$and$amidation$

reaction$if$not$occurring$in$step$2).$Afterwards,$the$CNCs$suspension$was$washed$once$more$with$

magnetic$separation$and$the$$CNCs$pellet$was$redispersed$into$500$µL$of$20$mM$NaPB$pH$8.0$to$

obtain$the$final$CNCs9protein$suspension$(step$4,$2nd$washing$step).$

The$number$of$protein$molecules$per$CNCs$binding$site$was$determined$as$follows.$One$binding$

site$was$considered$to$be$the$CNCs$area$occupied$by$one$protein$molecule$(corresponding$to$the$

protein$disk$area).$The$protein$disk$areas$used$were$38.5$nm
2
$for$BSA$and$5.7$nm

2
$for$insulin$(BSA$

diameter$~7$nm$[36]$and$insulin$diameter$~2.7$nm$[37]).$The$total$number$of$CNCs$protein$binding$

sites$ was$ estimated$ by$ dividing$ the$ area$ occupied$ by$ one$ protein$ molecule$ by$ the$ total$ CNCs$

surface$area$available.$The$number$of$protein$molecules$per$CNCs$binding$site$is$then$estimated$

by$dividing$the$number$of$protein$molecules$(initial$or$detected)$by$the$number$of$CNCs$protein$

binding$sites.$

Confirming$protein$immobilization$onto$Fe3O4$CNCs$

Coomassie$Plus$assay$

The$Coomassie$Plus$Protein$Assay$(Pierce$Biotechnology,$Rockford,$USA)$was$used$to$quantify$BSA$

attachment$ onto$ the$ CNCs.$ $ After$ the$ immobilization$ step$ 2,$ (where$ BSA$ is$ incubated$ together$

with$ the$CNCs$and$ the$amidation$ reaction$occurs)$ the$ supernatant/wash$ fraction$was$collected.$$

To$quantify$the$amount$of$BSA$bound$to$the$CNCs,$the$total$protein$content$present$in$the$initial$

BSA$ stock$ solution$ (added$ in$ the$ beginning$ of$ step$ 2)$ and$ in$ the$ supernatant$ were$ assayed$

according$to$the$supplier’s$instructions.$The$assay$was$carried$out$using$a$standard$969well$plate.$

After$introducing$10$microliters$of$each$sample$to$the$appropriate$wells,$300μL$of$the$Coomassie$

Plus$ Reagent$ (Pierce$ Biotechnology,$ Rockford,$ USA),$ were$ added$ to$ each$ well,$ after$ which$ the$

plate$was$mixed$with$a$plate$shaker$ for$30$sec$and$ left$ to$ incubate$at$room$temperature$for$10$

min.$After$the$incubation$period,$the$absorbance$at$595$nm$(proportional$to$the$concentration$of$

the$Coomassie$protein9bound$dye)$was$measured$using$a$BioTek$Synergy$H1$plate$reader$(BioTek,$

Vermont,$ USA).$ The$ instrument$ automatically$ corrects$ the$ absorbance$ of$ the$ samples$ for$ a$

pathlenght$of$1$cm.$BSA$concentration$is$calculated$from$a$standard$curve$obtained$using$A595$nm$

measurements$of$BSA$Standard$samples$(known$concentrations).$For$each$of$the$samples$under$

analysis$ (initial$ BSA$ stock$ concentration$ added$ in$ the$ beginning$ of$ step$ 2$ and$ supernatant$

collected$after$step$2),$five$wells$were$prepared$for$measurement.$The$BSA$concentration$of$each$

of$ the$ samples$was$determined$by$averaging$of$ the$ five$ independent$measurements$ (N=5).$The$

final$ concentration$ of$ BSA$ present$ on$ the$ CNCs9BSA$ bioconjugates$ is$ given$ by$ the$ difference$

between$the$initial$BSA$stock$concentration$and$the$concentration$of$free$unbound$BSA$measured$

in$the$supernatant.$

$
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Inverted$Coomassie$Plus$assay$

An$ inverted$ Coomassie$ Plus$ Assay$ (Quantitate$ immobilized$ protein,$ Pierce$ Biotechnology,$

Rockford,$ USA)$was$ used$ to$ confirm$ protein$ immobilization$ onto$ the$ CNCs.$ This$ inverted$ assay$

relies$ on$measuring$ the$ decrease$ in$ absorbance$ at$ 465$nm$ caused$by$ removal$ of$ unbound$dye$

from$ solution$ upon$ protein$ binding$ [33].$ The$ amount$ of$ free$ unbound$ dye$ (proportional$ to$

A465nm)$ is$ inversely$proportional$ to$ the$amount$of$ immobilized$protein.$ In$ total,$eight$samples$

were$assayed:$the$three$final$CNCs9protein$bioconjugates$prepared$using$EDC/sulfo9NHS$chemistry$

(CNCs9BSA$and$CNCs9insulin$using$or$not$a$pre9activation$ step),$ the$ three$corresponding$control$

samples$where$no$EDC/sulfo9NHS$was$added,$the$CNCs$blank,$and$a$buffer$blank$containing$only$

20$mM$NaPB$pH$8.0.$One$hundred$µL$of$each$sample$were$mixed$with$100$µL$of$Coomassie$Plus$

Reagent$(Pierce$Biotechnology,$Rockford,$USA)$and$left$to$react$for$5$min$at$750$rpm$and$at$room$

temperature.$Subsequently,$ the$samples$were$centrifuged$for$2$min$at$1500$x$g$to$separate$the$

unbound$dye$from$the$CNCs$(which$form$a$pellet).$The$collected$supernatant$(150$µL)$was$diluted$

2X$ in$ 20$ mM$ NaPB.$ One$ hundred$ µL$ this$ mixture$ (2X$ dilution)$ were$ then$ transferred$ to$ the$

appropriate$ wells$ in$ a$ standard$ 969well$ plate.$ Duplicates$ were$ done$ for$ each$ of$ the$ assayed$

samples.$ The$ absorbance$ at$ 465$ nm$ (proportional$ to$ the$ concentration$ of$ free$ unbound$

Coomassie$dye)$was$measured$using$a$BioTek$Synergy$H1$plate$reader$reader$(BioTek,$Vermont,$

USA).$ The$ final$ absorbance$ value$ A465nm$ corresponds$ to$ the$ average$ of$ the$ two$ independent$

measurements$(N=5).$

Radioimmunoassay$

A$radioimmunoassay$was$used$to$quantify$the$amount$of$insulin$bound$to$the$CNCs.$In$total,$nine$

samples$were$assayed:$a$sample$containing$475.9$µg.mL
91
$of$human$insulin$in$20$mM$Na$PB$pH$8.0$

(used$as$a$positive$control),$the$three$final$CNCs9protein$bioconjugates$prepared$using$EDC/sulfo9

NHS$ chemistry$ (CNCs9BSA$ and$ CNCs9insulin$ using,$ or$ not$ a$ pre9activation$ step),$ the$ three$

corresponding$control$samples$where$no$EDC/sulfo9NHS$was$added,$the$CNCs$blank$and$the$initial$

CNCs$stock$(4$times$more$concentrated).$Prior$to$the$assay,$the$samples$were$diluted$16.10
6$
times.$

One$hundred$µL$of$ each$diluted$ sample$were$mixed$with$ a$ surplus$ (100$µL)$ of$ guinea$pig$ anti9

porcine$ insulin$ antibody$ serum$ (Novo$ Nordisk,$ Bagsvaerd,$ Denmark)$ and$ incubated$ for$ 48$ h.$

Triplicates$ were$ done$ for$ each$ sample.$ During$ incubation$ the$ guinea9pig$ anti$ porcine$ insulin$

antibodies$bind$ to$ the$ intact$ insulin$molecules$ and$ form$a$ complex.$ Subsequently,$ an$excess$of$

labeled$
125

I9Insulin$(100$µL$with$specific$radioactivity$of$~371$mCi/mg,$Novo$Nordisk)$was$added$to$

the$reacting$mixture.$$The$labeled$
125

I9Insulin$binds$to$the$remaining$antibodies$in$solution$to$form$

a$
125

I9Insulin9antibody$complex.$This$mixture$was$ then$washed$ two$ times$with$96%$ethanol$and$

subsequently$FAM/ethanol$to$separate$unbound$insulin$and$
125

I9Insulin$excess$from$the$antibody9

bound$ insulin.$ Antibody9bound$ insulin$ and$ antibody9bound$
125

I9Insulin$ precipitate$ immediately$

after$ mixing,$ while$ the$ unbound$ insulin$ and$ free$
125

I9Insulin$ remain$ in$ the$ supernatant.$ The$

concentration$of$insulin$in$the$samples$was$then$determined$by$measuring$the$radioactivity$of$
125

I9
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Insulin$in$the$supernatant$or$of$antibody9bound$
125

I9Insulin$in$the$precipitate.$The$intensity$of$the$

radioactive9bound$
125

I9Insulin$measured$ is$ inversely$ proportional$ to$ the$ insulin$ concentration$ in$

the$analyzed$sample.$Rat$insulin$was$used$as$a$standard$sample.$Insulin$concentration$is$calculated$

from$ a$ standard$ curve$ obtained$ using$ the$ radioactivity$ intensity$ measurements$ of$ rat$ insulin$

standards$ of$ known$ concentrations.$ The$ final$ detected$ insulin$ concentration$ for$ each$ of$ the$

samples$ was$ determined$ by$ averaging$ the$ results$ of$ the$ triplicates$ (three$ independent$

measurements,$N=3).(
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5 Discussion!
The!main!objective!of!this!PhD!project!was!to!acquire!knowledge!for!developing!novel!approaches!
to!be!later!applied!in!diagnosis!and!therapeutics!by!merging!nanobiotechnology!and!biophotonics.!
This!PhD!dissertation!provides!insights! into!two!research!topics:!UV!light! induced!mechanisms!in!
proteins! and! their! usefulness! for! developing! protein! based! therapies,! and! the! construction! of!
bioconjugates! of! nanomaterials! and! proteins! for! biosensing,! bioseparation! and! targeted! drug!
delivery.!!

5.1 Investigation!of!light!induced!switches!in!proteins!

The!aim!of!the!investigation!of!the!first!research!topic!was!to!find!out!more!about!the!molecular!
mechanisms! triggered! upon! UV! illumination! of! proteins,! in! particular! UV! mediated! disulphide!
bond! disruption! and! their! implications! to! the! structure! and! function! of! biomolecules.! For! this!
purpose,!three!proteins!were!studied:!bovine!alphaWlactalbumin,!human!insulin!and!the!epidermal!
growth!factor!receptor!(EGFR).!!

The!first!two!proteins!were!used!as!models!to!evaluate!disulphide!bond!disruption!in!proteins.!In!
order!to!probe!the!effects!of!UV!light!on!their!structure!and!function!they!were!fully!characterized!
using!spectroscopy!techniques!(UV!absorption,!fluorescence,!and!circular!dichroism!spectroscopy).!
Furthermore,! in! the! case! of! insulin,! the! impact! of! prolonged! UV! illumination! on! its! biological!
function! was! also! investigated.! The! results! showed! that! prolonged! UV! illumination! of! these!
proteins!lead!to!conformational!changes,!which!were!correlated!with!the!disruption!of!disulphide!
bonds!upon!excitation!of!its!pool!of!aromatic!residues.!The!nature!and!extent!of!the!UV!induced!
conformational!changes!was!found!to!be!distinct!in!these!two!proteins.!As!discussed!previously!in!
section!2.1,! these!two!proteins!differ! in!size,!amino!acid!content,!structure!and!physicochemical!
characteristics.! There! were! also! some! differences! in! the! experimental! procedures! used! during!
these!investigations!(e.g.!the!wavelength!used!for!UV!illumination).!For!this!reason,!one!should!be!
careful!when!comparing!the!results!obtained!for!these!two!distinct!protein!models.!!

The!study!of!bovine!alphaWlactalbumin!!(Paper!1)!focused!on!the!photochemistry!and!photophysics!
of! Trp,! as! this! protein! was! selectively! excited! at! 295! nm.! AlphaWlactalbumin! contains! four! Trp!
residues,!two!of!them!in!close!proximity!to!disulphide!bonds.!Prolonged!excitation!of!the!Trp!pool!
of!alphaWlactalbumin!lead!to!conformational!changes!associated!with!the!increased!exposure!of!its!
Trp! residues.! The! UV! induced! disruption! of! one! or! more! of! the! disulphide! bonds! in! alphaW
lactalbumin! upon! Trp! excitation! was! likely! to! be! one! of! the! causes! for! the! observed!
conformational! changes.!This! concurred!with! the! findings! from!thermalWdependent! fluorescence!
studies,! which! allowed! to! identify! Trp! photoionization! from! the! S1! state! as! one! of! the! major!
photophysical! mechanisms! triggered! upon! UV! excitation! of! alpha! lactalbumin.! As! discussed! in!
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section!2.1.1.1,!Trp!photoionization! leads!to!the!formation!of!solvated!aqueous!electrons,!which!
can!then!be!captured!by!disulphide!bridges!resulting!in!disulphide!bond!disruption.!Continuous!UV!
illumination!of!alphaWlactalbumin!did!not!have!a!major! impact!on!the!secondary!structure!of!the!
protein.! Most! likely,! the! conformational! changes! that! occur! upon! UV! illumination! such! as!
disulphide! bond! disruption! only! lead! to! partial! unfolding! of! the! protein,! resulting! in! a!moltenW
globule! like! conformation,! which! is! usually! adopted! by! the! alphaWlactalbumin! under! mild!
denaturating!conditions.!In!its!molten!globule!state,!alphaWlactalbumin!is!still!compact!and!retains!
its! overall! backbone! fold! and! nativeWlike! secondary! structure,! but! lacks! well! defined! tertiary!
interactions,!and!the!hydrophobic!regions!are!more!solvent!accessible.!It!would!be!interesting!to!
figure! out! how! the! observed! UV! induced! structural! changes! would! affect! its! original! biological!
function,!i.e.!the!lactose!synthase!regulatory!activity.!

The!study!carried!out!with!human!insulin!(Paper!2)!also!provided!some!important!insights!on!UV!
light! induced! effects! on! proteins.! Insulin! does! not! contain! Trp! residues! and! thereby! is! an!
interesting! molecule! to! evaluate! the! photophysics! and! photochemistry! of! Tyr.! Insulin! contains!
three!Tyr!residues,!one!of!them!(TyrA19)!in!close!proximity!to!two!disulphide!bonds.!As!expected,!
continuous! UV! excitation! of! insulin! resulted! in! disulphide! bond! breakage! but! also! in! the!
progressive! formation!of!dityrosine,!an! important!photoWoxidation!product!of!Tyr.! In!contrast! to!
the!results!obtained!for!alpha!lactalbumin,!the!secondary!structure!and!tertiary!structure!of!insulin!
were! severally! impaired! upon! UV! exposure.! As! discussed! in! section! 2.1.1.1,! small! proteins! like!
insulin!lack!a!strong!hydrophobic!core,!and!for!this!reason!disulphide!bonds!have!a!critical!role!in!
the!stabilization!of!its!tertiary!structure.!In!native!insulin,!the!A!and!B!chains!are!held!together!by!
two!disulphide!bridges.!Therefore,!disruption!of!either!of!these!bonds!is!likely!to!compromise!the!
native! threeWdimensional! fold! of! the! protein,! as! verified! in! this! study.! The! UV! light! induced!
structural! changes!observed! in! insulin! also! resulted! in! the! concomitant! loss!of! antibody!binding!
capability! and! impaired! its! hormonal! biological! function.! Both! UV! induced! disulphide! bond!
disruption!and!formation!of!dityrosine!crossWlinks!independently!contribute!to!the!loss!of!insulin’s!
biological!function.!Since!the!threeWdimensional!structure!of!insulin!is!impaired!upon!photolysis!of!
the!disulphide!bonds!the!hormone!can!no!longer!bind!to!the!insulin!receptor.!On!the!other!hand,!
the!formation!of!dityrosine!crossWlinks!results!in!covalent!insulin!dimerization!and!inactivation,!as!
in!its!dimer!form!the!hormone!is!no!longer!recognized!by!its!receptor.!

The! results! of! the! work! in! insulin! and! alphaWlactalbumin! also! brought! forth! some! important!
conclusions!that!are!of!global!importance!for!the!use!of!these!proteins!in!pharmaceutical!and!food!
products,! respectively.! Only! after! a! few! hours! of! UV! exposure,! these! two! proteins! undergo!
conformational! changes,! which! can! compromise! their! biological! function.! In! particular,! the!
hormonal!activity!of!insulin!decreased!to!more!than!half!of!its!original!value!after!only!1.5!h!of!UV!
illumination.! The! irradiance! levels! used! during! these! two! experimental! works! are! comparable!
(3.94!W.!mW2! at! 295! nm! for! alphaWlactalbumin! and! 2.20!W.!mW2! at! 276! nm! for! insulin)! and! are!
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similar! to! the! total! irradiance! of! sunlight! in! the!UVB! region! (~0.78!W.!mW2,! 280W315! nm).! These!
irradiance!levels!are!also!comparable!to!other!artificial!light!sources!that!could!be!present!during!
the!production!and!storage!of!such!products,!e.g.!UV!sterilization! lamps.!This!was!demonstrated!
during!the!investigation!done!with!human!insulin.!Considering!the!above,!it!can!be!expected!that!
overdue!exposure!to!the!cited!natural!and!artificial!UV!light!sources!may!compromise!some!of!the!
products! containing! these! proteins,! e.g.! milk! whey! in! the! case! of! alpha! lacalbumin,! or!
pharmaceutical! formulations! containing! insulin.! These! findings! support! the! need! for! additional!
investigations!in!industry!regarding!the!impact!of!light!exposure!on!products!containing!proteins.!
This! includes:! the! requirement! of! photostability! tests! for! pharmaceutical! products! and! the!
identification!of!exposure!time!and!spectral!outputs!of!the!light!sources!used!during!lifeWcycle!of!
these!products,!from!production!to!distribution.!

This! PhD!work! also! looked! into! the! development! of! a! light! based! therapeutical! application! for!
cancer!treatment!based!on!the!UV!induced!inactivation!of!the!epidermal!growth!factor!receptor!
(EGFR),! which! was! the! third! studied! protein! (Paper! 3).! The! NanoBiotechnology! group! had!
previously!shown!that!UVB!illumination!of!cancer!cells!overexpressing!EGFR!resulted!in!the!arrest!
the!EGFR!signaling!pathway! [134].!This! suggested! that!UVB! light!could!be!used!to!modulate! the!
inactivation! of! EGFR! and! the! EGFR! signaling! pathway! and! thereby! to! explore! as! an! alternative!
treatment!approach!for!cancer.!Herein,!this!hypothesis!was!further!investigated.!In!particular,!the!
work! presented! in! this! PhD! dissertation! provided! further! insight! onto! the!mechanisms! and! the!
structural! changes! that! result! in! the! inactivation! of! EGFR! with! UVBWlight.! The! findings!
demonstrated!that!prolonged!UVB!illumination!of!the!extraWcellular!domain!of!EGFR!(sEGFR)!lead!
to!profound!conformational!changes!on!the!protein!concurrent!with!the!progressive!exposure!of!
its!Trp!pool,!loss!of!protein!secondary!structural!content!and!loss!of!the!native!thermal!unfolding!
behavior! of! the! protein.! These! UVBWinduced! conformational! changes! were! correlated! with! the!
cleavage! of! several! of! its! disulphide! bonds! and! the! progressive! formation! of! Trp! and! Tyr!
photoproducts! such! as! dityrosine,! NWformylkyneurenine! and! kyneurenine.! These! structural! and!
chemical! modifications! can! affect! the! native! interactions! of! dimer! interface! of! sEGFR,! where!
aromatic!residues!and!disulphide!bonds!are!known!to!play!a!critical!role,!and!therefore!hinder!the!
dimerization! of! EGFR.! On! the! other! hand,! EGFR! UVB! inactivation! could! also! be! resultant! of!
structural!changes!on!the!EGF!binding!site,!which!would!impair!the!correct!binding!to!ligands!such!
as! EGF! and! thus! prevent! the! dimerization! of! EGFR.! This! was! confirmed! by! using! a! protein!
immunoassay,!which!showed!that!UVBWillumination!of!sEGFR!compromised!the!3D!structure!of!the!
EGF! binding! site! in! the! protein.! The! docking! of! EGF! to! sEGFR! is! dependent! on! extensive! nonW
covalent! and! Van! der! Vaals! interactions! between! the! two!molecules,! including! πWπ! interactions!
that!included!one!of!the!aromatic!residues!of!the!protein.!Therefore,!it!is!likely!that!chemical!and!
structural! changes!mentioned! above! also! contribute! for! disrupting! the! native! tertiary! fold! that!
promotes!sEGFRWEGF!contacts.!
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These! findings! provide! unambiguous! evidence! for! the! existence! of! UVB! induced! structural!
modifications!in!EFGR,!resulting!in!structural!changes!in!the!EGF!binding!site!and!loss!of!function.!
For!a!protein!of! its!size,!sEGFR!is!unusually!rich!in!disulphide!bonds!(see!section!2.2.3).!Together!
with! the! high! number! of! aromatic! residues! that! it! contains,! it! makes! this! receptor! as! a! major!
putative!target!of!photoxidation!in!cells.!These!observations!provide!strong!indications!that!EGFR!
is! uniquely! susceptible! to! UVB! excitation! and! that! UV! light! will! most! likely! also! change! the!
structure/function!of!the!extracellular!domain!of!EGFR!when!present!in!the!cell!surface!of!cancer!
cells! overexpressing! EGFR,! halting! this! way! EGFWEGFR! activation! and! EGFR! dependent! key!
metabolic!pathways.!This!is!supported!by!the!previous!results!obtained!by!the!Nanobiotechnology!
group! that! document! the! arrest! of! the! EGFR! pathway! upon! UVB! illumination! of! cancer! cells!
overexpressing!EGFR![134].!There!will!still!a!long!road!ahead!for!the!practical!use!of!this!approach!
as! a! therapy! for! the! local! treatment! of! cancer! cells.! In! particular,! it! is! essential! to! gather!more!
information! on! the! molecular! mechanisms! that! are! activated! upon! UV! illumination! of! cells!
overexpressing!EGFR.!At!the!cellular! level,! the!photochemical!mechanisms!are!exceedingly!more!
complex!than!at!the!scale!of!the!single!protein!and!may!involve!reactions!with!other!UV!sensitizers!
and! other! reaction! intermediates! (e.g.( 1O2,! O2

●W
,!H2O2! and! other! peroxides)! that! are! generated!

upon!exposure!to!UV!light![65].!

It! is! important! to! emphasize! that! UV! illumination! does! not! always! necessarily! lead! to! protein!
denaturation!and! loss!of! activity.!A! striking!example! is! human!plasminogen,!which!was! another!
protein! studied! during! this! PhD!work.! The! results! of! this! research! demonstrate! that! it!may! be!
actually!possible! to! induce! the!activation!of! this!proWenzyme!with!UV! light.!The! investigation!on!
the! effects! of! the! UV! light! on! structure! and! function! of! human! plasminogen! is! included! as! a!
supporting!publication!(Paper!6)!and!can!be!found!in!the!Appendix,!section!8.3.!Plasminogen!is!a!
large! and! complex! protein! constituted! by! seven! independently! folded! domains.! ! It! comprises! a!
considerable! number! of! aromatic! residues! (19! Trp! and! 30! Tyr),! which! are! present! in! all! seven!
domains!of!the!protein.!Plasminogen!contains!24!disulphide!bonds!that!serve!different!purposes!
within!the!protein,!including!the!structural!stabilization!of!the!kringle!domains!or!the!restriction!of!
the! activation! loop.! The! high! number! of! aromatic! residues! and! disulphide! bonds! makes! this!
protein!a!likely!target!for!photoWoxidation.!In!fact,!the!excitation!of!plasminogen!with!a!low!dose!of!
UV! light! (10!min!at!280!nm,!2.1!W.mW2)!resulted! in!UV!mediated!disulphide!bond!disruption!and!
formation!of!products!of!photooxidation!such!as!dityrosine!and!NWformylkynurenine.!Despite!the!
occurrence! of! chemical! modifications! and! structural! changes,! most! of! the! native! fold! of!
plasminogen!was! retained!upon!UV! illumination.!Most! importantly,!exposure! to!plasminogen! to!
280!nm!light!in!similar!illumination!conditions!resulted!in!an!increase!of!its!proteolytic!activity! in(
vitro.!These!findings!suggest!that!this!proWenzyme!can!be!activated!upon!UV!exposure!to!its!active!
form!plasmin.!This!is!a!promising!study!that!could!have!a!potential!impact!for!the!development!of!
alternatives! to! the!existing!plasminogen!activators! (e.g!streptokinase)!used! in!clinical! therapy!as!
thrombolytical! agents! for! treatment! of! blood! clotting! disorders,! e.g.! myocardical! infarction.!
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Further! investigations!are!still! required! to!uncover! the!mechanisms! involved! in! the!activation!of!
this!proWenzyme!upon!UV!excitation.!

The! overall! results! obtained! during! this! PhD! work! show! that! the! response! of! proteins! to! UV!
radiation! strongly! depends!on! the!UV! illumination! conditions! (e.g.! exposure!wavelength,! power!
and!illumination!time)!and!on!the!type!of!protein!that!is!being!studied.!In!this!respect,!the!native!
features!of!the!protein!are!of!particular!importance,!including!the!number!and!location!of!their!UV!
absorbing!groups!and!their!microenvironment,!as!well!as,!the!threeWdimensional!structure!of!the!
protein! and! adopted! fold! in! solution.! It! was! possible! to! identify! some! of! the! major! molecular!
mechanisms! that! are! activated! upon! excitation! of! its! aromatic! residues,! including! e.g.! UV!
mediated! disulphide! disruption,! dityrosine! crossWlinking! and! formation! of! other! photoWproducts!
such!as!NWformylkyneurenine!and!kyneurenine.!These!photophysical!and!photochemical!pathways!
largely!determine!the!extent!of!the!conformational!changes!suffered!by!the!proteins,!and!how!its!
structure!and!function!will!be!affected!upon!exposure!to!UV!light.!!

There!are!many!challenges!that!need!to!be!tackled!to!fully!understand!the!molecular!mechanisms!
addressed!in!this!work!and!particularly!disulphide!bond!disruption.!These!proteins!contain!several!
UV! absorbing! groups! and! disulphide! bonds,! which! are! located! in! particular!microenvironments!
within! the! protein! fold! and! thereby! may! undergo! distinct! photophysical! and! photochemical!
reactions.!!The!resultant!chemical!species!and!local!structural!changes!are!complex!and!difficult!to!
discriminate! using! spectroscopic! tools,! such! as! protein! fluorescence! and! circular! dichroism!
spectroscopy,!which!provide!global!information!on!the!aromatic!residues!and!protein!structure.!In!
this! respect,! it! would! be! relevant! to! detect! possible! chemical! modifications! occurring! in! these!
specific!protein!residues!upon!UV!excitation,!e.g.! identifying!which!specific!disulphide!bonds!are!
broken! upon! UV! excitation! of! the! aromatic! residues.! This! could! be! achieved! by! using! massW
spectrometry!tools!such!as!MALDIWTOFWTOFWMS!(MatrixWassisted!laser!desorption/ionization!timeW
ofWflight!mass!spectrometry).!Such!studies!could!provide!detailed!information!to!complement!the!
results!presented!herein.!

5.2 Construction!of!nanoparticle!based!bioconjugates!

The!second!part!of!the!PhD!project!consisted!on!developing!novel!bioconjugates!of!proteins!and!
nanoparticles!to!be!used!in!biomedical!applications!(e.g.!as!biosensors,!nanocarriers!for!targeted!
protein! therapeutics! and! drug! delivery).! It! included! the! development! of! three! functional!
nanoparticle! bioconjugates! (Papers! 4,! 5! and! one! unpublished! scientific!work).! The! nanoparticle!
constructs!were!designed!and!engineered!to!have!the!necessary!features!for!coupling!proteins!and!
addressing!specific!biomolecular!applications.!This!was!thoroughly!described! in!Chapter!3!and! in!
the!Chapter!4! (Results).! In! this!section,! the!major!achievements!and!results!obtained!during!the!
development!of!the!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!in!this!PhD!project!will!be!discussed.!!!
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One!of!the!main!objectives!of!this!PhD!work!was!to!exploit!the!lightWassisted!immobilization!(LAMI)!
technique! for! immobilizing! proteins! onto! the! surface! of! functional! nanoparticles.! This! was!
successfully! achieved! by! immobilizing! a! model! protein,! BSA,! onto! coreWshell! gold! iron! oxide!
nanoparticles! (Fe3O4@Au)! (Paper! 4).! BSA! was! selected! as! a! model! because! it! is! a! wellWstudied!
protein!and!contains!17!disulphide!bonds!and!3!Trp!residues,!characteristics!that!indicated!that!UV!
mediated!disulphide!bond!disruption!would!be! likely! to!occur.!This!study! involved!the!structural!
characterization!of! BSA!upon!exposure! to!UV! light,! synthesis! and! characterization!of! Fe3O4@Au!
nanoparticles,! the! coupling! procedure! with! LAMI,! and! the! characterization! of! the! obtained!
nanoparticle!bioconjugates!(in!particular!the!detection!of!the!immobilized!protein!to!confirm!the!
success!of!coupling!procedure).!

The! immobilization! procedure! was! carried! out! in! solution! upon! continuous! illumination! of! a!
sample! of! BSA! and! Fe3O4@Au! nanoparticles! with! 295! nm! light,! using! a! standard! fluorescence!
spectrometer.! The! experimental! conditions!were! optimized! in! order! to! promote! the! binding! of!
BSA!to!the!gold!surface!of!the!Fe3O4@Au!upon!AuWS!covalent!linkage.!The!illumination!conditions!
(power!and!UV!excitation!time)!used!during!the!coupling!procedure!ensured!the!formation!of!free!
thiol! groups! required! for! LAMI! coupling!upon! continuous! excitation!of!BSA’s! Trp!pool.! This!was!
verified! by! studying! the! structural! features! of! the! free! protein! in! solution! under! the! same!
illumination! conditions! used! for! coupling.! More! importantly,! these! findings! also! demonstrated!
that!most!of!the!structural! features!of!BSA!were!retained!after!the!same!exposure!period!to!UV!
light.!One!important!parameter!that!was!considered!for!the!coupling!reaction!was!the!pH!of!the!
coupling! buffer.! The! coupling! procedure! was! carried! out! at! pH! 7.5,! which! ensured! the! preW
concentration!of!BSA!molecules!on!the!gold!surface.!Considering!that!the!isoelectric!point!of!BSA!is!
5.3,!at!pH!7.5!it!was!expected!that!BSA!would!have!an!overall!negative!charge,!and!thereby!would!
interact!electrostatically!with!the!positively!charge!Au!surface.!Furthermore,!at!this!pH!value!the!
created!solvent!accessible!thiol!groups!in!BSA!would!be!most!likely!partly!deprotonated,!favouring!
the!subsequent!reaction!and!formation!of!covalent!bonds!with!the!Au!surface.!!

The! biomolecular! coupling! of! BSA! was! verified! by! steady! state! fluorescence! spectroscopy! and!
microscopy,!and!UV!visible!spectroscopy.!The!obtained!results!showed!that!BSA!was!successfully!
immobilized! onto! the! Fe3O4@Au! nanoparticles! after! lightWinduced! coupling.! The! degree! of!
immobilization!was!found!to!be!lower!when!the!procedure!was!performed!in!the!absence!of!UV!
light.! This! proved! that! BSA! was! indeed! covalently! bound! to! the! nanoparticles! due! to! covalent!
coupling! with! LAMI! and! not! only! upon! electrostatic! interaction! between! the! protein! and! the!
Fe3O4@Au! nanoparticles.! The! final! BSAWFe3O4@Au! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! were! further!
characterized!using!dynamic! light! scattering! (DLS)! and! scanning!electron!microscopy! (SEM).! The!
results! showed! that! the! obtained! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! consisted! on! nanostructures! with!
sizes!of!several!hundred!of!nm!(in!the!range!of!100W300!nm),!much!larger!than!the! initial!citrate!
coated!Fe3O4@Au!nanoparticles!(~22!nm).!This!indicated!that!the!lightWinduced!coupling!with!BSA!
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may! have! lead! to! the! progressive! agglomeration! of! multiple! Fe3O4@Au! nanoparticles.! The!
formation! of! intraWprotein! disulphide! bonds! between! the! coupled! BSA!molecules! upon!UV! light!
excitation!may!be!one!of!the!causes!for!the!observed!nanoparticle!agglomeration.!

The! overall! findings! of! this! investigation! show! that! it! is! possible! to! use! the! LAMI! procedure! in!
solution! for! coupling! proteins! onto! functional! nanocarriers.! CoreWshell! Fe3O4@Au! nanoparticles!
are!attractive!constructs!to!develop!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!because!they!combine!in!a!single!
construct! the!magnetic! properties! of! the! iron!oxide! core! and! the!optical! properties! of! the! gold!
coating!(see!section!3.1.1.3).!As!will!be!discussed! later,!the!Fe3O4@Au!nanoparticles!used! in!this!
particular!investigation!did!not!contain!yet!the!optimal!magnetic!features!for!their!practical!use!as!
magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers.! Nevertheless,! the! results! presented! in! this! work! do! prove! the!
usefulness! of! the! LAMI! coupling! technique! to! build! novel! protein! nanocarriers.! This! procedure!
presents! some! advantages! compared! to! other! chemical! immobilization! techniques! for! coupling!
proteins!to!nanoparticles!(see!section!3.2.2.2).!It!does!not!for!instance!require!the!introduction!of!
exogenous! chemical! groups! on! the!protein.! Furthermore,! the! number! of!washing! steps! is! quite!
reduced!(two!in!this!case),!which!minimizes!the!loss!of!protein!during!the!whole!procedure.!!

There!is!still!some!improvement!to!be!done!in!order!to!use!and!apply!the!LAMI!procedure!for!the!
development!of! a! functional!nanoparticle!bioconjugate! construct.! Firstly,! it! is! not! yet! clear!how!
the! coupling! procedure!will! affect! the! structure! and! function! of! the! immobilized! proteins.! This!
would! require! further! characterization! of! the! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! and! in! particular! the!
structure!of!the!coupled!protein.!This!might!not!be!an!easy!task!to!perform!while!using!classical!
spectroscopy!techniques!(e.g.!circular!dichroism!spectroscopy!or! fluorescence!spectroscopy)!due!
to! interference!of! the!nanoparticles! in! the!optical! signal! [219][219].!One!way!of! addressing! this!
issue!can!be!to!use!a!protein!which! function!can!be!easily!quantified! (it! is!not! the!case!of!BSA).!
Secondly,! it! is! important! to! mention! that! the! immobilization! procedure! may! lead! to! different!
orientations! of! the! BSA! molecules! on! the! nanoparticle! surface,! since! the! coupling! may! occur!
through!distinct!thiol!groups!formed!upon!UV!excitation!of!the!protein.!Finally,!one!should!further!
investigate! the! mechanisms! that! lead! to! the! observed! nanoparticle! agglomeration.! During! the!
coupling!procedure!any!sort!of!nanoparticle!agglomeration!should!be!minimized,!considering!the!
importance!of!achieving!a!controlled!nanoparticle!bioconjugate!size!in!view!of!its!practical!use!in!
biomedical!applications!(see!section!3.1.2).!

During! this! PhD! research,! the! plasmonic! properties! of! coupled! gold! nanostructures! were! also!
exploited!to!enable!the!LAMI!of!BSA!onto!selective!regions!located!in!the!interface!of!gold!dimer!
arrays!(Paper!5).!As!thoroughly!described!in!section!3.2.2.2!this!approach!relied!on!exploring!the!
localized! electromagnetic! field! generated! by! the! gold! nanostructures! to! trigger! threeWphoton!
excitation!of!the!protein’s!aromatic!residues!and!thereby!initiate!the!LAMI!process!on!the!hotspot!
regions.! In! order! to! prove! this! concept,! a! series! of! experiments! was! performed! where! one!
particular!parameter!was!controlled:!first!the!laser!power!and!then!the!resonance!wavelength!of!
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the!gold!dimers.!Prior!to!the!experiments,!BSA!was!labeled!with!the!Alexa!Fluor!488!fluorophore!in!
order!detect!and!spatially! localize!BSA!coupling!on!the!array!of!gold!nanostructures.!The!results!
obtained!at!different!laser!powers!demonstrated!that!the!pattern!obtained!for!BSA!immobilization!
was! dependent! on! the! laser! beam’s! intensity.! In! particular,! the! extrinsic! fluorescence! from! the!
coupled!BSA!was!generally!localized!to!the!regions!of!higher!infrared!exposure.!Another!relevant!
observation!was!that!the!integrated!Alexa!fluor!488!fluorescence!intensity!(which!is!related!to!the!
amount!of!coupled!protein)!varied!nonWlinearly!in!relation!to!the!laser!power.!This!proved!that!the!
immobilization!process!occurred!in!fact!upon!absorption!of!multiple!infrared!photons.!In!order!to!
show!that!the!protein!binding!was!triggered!by!the!plasmonic!field!generated!at!the!LPSR!of!the!
gold! dimers,! arrays! of! gold! dimers! with! distinct! resonance! wavelengths! were! exposed! under!
identical! illumination! conditions.! The! highest! immobilization! yield! was! obtained! with! the! array!
with!the!resonance!closest!to!the!exposing!wavelength!(810!nm),!confirming!that!the!optical!near!
field!dictated!the!immobilization!of!the!protein.!

It!was!left!to!verify!if!the!protein!immobilization!achieved!with!this!process!could!be!restricted!to!
the! zones! of! most! intense! plasmonic! field.! This! was! confirmed! by! analyzing! the! gold!
nanostructures!with!scanning!electron!microscopy!(SEM),!where!the!immobilized!protein!location!
could! observed! as! a! dark! “clouding”! in! the! SEM! image.! This! analysis! was! complemented! by!
monitoring! the! shift! in! the! LSPR!wavelength! of! the! gold! dimers,! which! is! known! to! shift! upon!
protein! binding! to! these! surfaces! (see! section! 3.1.1.2).! In! particular,! this! shift! should! be! more!
pronounced! when! the! immobilized! molecules! overlap! with! regions! of! most! intense! fields!
(hotspots).! The! results! of! this! parallel! analysis! shown! under! optimized! conditions! (low! laser!
powers)!the! immobilization!of!BSA!could! in!fact!be!restricted!to!the!gap!region!of!the!structure,!
corresponding!to!the!highest!shift!of!LSPR!of!the!gold!dimers.!

This!investigation!demonstrated!that!it!is!possible!to!initiate!the!LAMI!process!upon!threeWphoton!
excitation! of! the! aromatic! residues! of! proteins,! which! was! achieved! for! the! first! time.! Most!
relevantly,!by!exploiting!the!localized!plasmonic!field!of!the!gold!dimers,!it!was!possible!to!restrict!
the! immobilization! of! proteins! to! a! 20! nm! gap! region,!which! is! a! considerable! improvement! in!
spatial!resolution!obtained!with!the!LAMI!process.!Up!to!now,!the!LAMI!technique!only!allowed!to!
create! highWdensity! protein! arrays! with! spot! sizes! of! a! few! hundred! nanometers! since! the!
resolution!was!restricted!to!the!focusing!ability!of!the!light!source.!

Another!novelty!of!this!approach!is!that!it!allows!to!precisely!place!the!coupled!biomolecules!on!
the!specific!plasmonic!hotspot!region,!without!the!requirement!of!previously!knowing!the!position!
of!these!hotspots.! In!this!work!this! feature!was!exploited!to!automatically!place!nanoWobjects!of!
interest! at! the! position! of! most! intense! optical! fields,! by! using! the! immobilized! proteins! as!
attachment!points.!This!approach!allowed!to!successfully!attach!individual!gold!nanospheres!in!or!
close!to!the!region!of!the!smallest!gap!between!dimers.!The!selfWalignment!of!gold!nanospheres!
could!be!verified!all!along!the!gold!dimer!array,!which!shows!the!strength!of!this!technique.!!
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This!feature!can!be!explored! in!a!wide!range!of!research!fields!that!exploit!the! interaction!of!an!
optical! near! field!with!minute! amounts! of!matter.! One! can!mention! plasmonWenhanced! optical!
spectroscopy! techniques,! such!as! surfaceWenhanced!Raman!spectroscopy,!or! infrared!absorption!
spectroscopy,! where! the!magnitude! of! the! signal! greatly! depends! on! the! overlap! between! the!
analyte! and! the! hotspot.! In! the! context! of! biomedical! applications! this! approach! can! be!
particularly! relevant! for! developing! highly! sensitive! biosensor! technologies.! Protein! detection! is!
vital!in!biological!study!and!medical!diagnosis!(e.g.!cancer!detection)!and!the!improvement!of!the!
sensitivity!of! the!current!assays! is!of!outmost! importance! [235].!By!coupling! the!capture!agents!
and! the! detection! system! to! plasmonic! hotspots,! such! as! gold! antennas! (where! the!
electromagnetic! field! is! enhanced),! it! is! possible,! for! instance,! to! increase! tremendously! the!
fluorescence!signal!obtained!in!fluorescence!immunoassays![180,!235].!

Another! aim! of! this! PhD! project! was! to! construct! superparamagnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! of!
strong! magnetic! response! in! view! of! their! practical! use! in! biomedical! applications.! This! was!
achieved! by! developing! a! new! type! of! magnetic! nanocarrier! based! on! the! controlled!
agglomeration! of! several! individual! iron! oxide! nanoparticles! onto! colloidal! nanoparticle! clusters!
(CNCs)! (unpublished!scientific!work).!Human! insulin!was!chosen!as!a!model!protein!to!couple!to!
polyacrylic! acid! coated! iron! oxide! CNCs! (Fe3O4@PAA! CNCs)! by! means! of! a! carbodiimide! base!
chemistry!aiming!at! targeting! the! insulin! receptor! in!cells.!This! study! involved! the!synthesis!and!
characterization!of! Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs,! the! carbodiimide! coupling!procedure!with! insulin! and! the!
characterization!of!the!obtained!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!

The! first! part! of! this! study! involved! the! synthesis! of! the! Fe3O4@PAA! CNCs! constructs! and!
characterization! of! their! physicoWchemical! properties.! The! Fe3O4@PAA! CNCs! were! synthesized!
using!a!highWtemperature!thermolysis!approach.!The!obtained!nanoconstructs!were!characterized!
with! scanning! electron! microscopy,! which! confirmed! the! formation! of! the! flowerWlike! CNCs!
structures! encompassing!multiple! Fe3O4!nanoparticles.! Prior! to! the! immobilization!procedure,! it!
was!required!to!verify!if!the!synthesized!Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs!would!carry!the!necessary!features!to!
be! practically! used! as! magnetic! nanocarriers.! This! was! done! by! studying! the! behavior! and!
magnetic! properties! of! obtained! CNCsWinsulin! in! aqueous! solution! upon! characterization! for!
hydrodynamic! particle! size,! agglomeration! state! and!magnetic! separation.! The! obtained! results!
demonstrated! that! the!obtained! Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs! could! be! efficiently! separated! from!aqueous!
solution! in!matter!of!minutes!by!using!a!permanent!magnet.!Most! importantly,! the!Fe3O4@PAA!
CNCs! could! be! efficiently! reWdispersed! after! separation,!which! confirmed! its! superparamagnetic!
nature!in!solution.!

The!second!part!of!the!study!involved!the!optimization!of!the!coupling!process!of!insulin!with!the!
Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs.! Insulin!was! immobilized!onto!the!polyacrilic!acid!surface!of!Fe3O4@PAA!CNCs!
using!a!conventional!chemistry!based!on!a!carbodiide!reagent,!1WethylW3W(3Wdimethylaminopropyl)!
carbodiimide!(EDC)!and!NWhydroxylsulfosuccinimide!(sulfoWNHS).!The!optimization!of!the!coupling!
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procedure!involved!the!testing!of!two!different!EDC/!sulfoWNHS!approaches,!which!differed!in!the!
inclusion!of! a! preWconcentration! step,! prior! to! the! coupling! reaction.! Immobilization!procedures!
using! EDC/sulfoWNHS! chemistry! usually! include! this! preWconcentration! step! in! order! to! bring! the!
protein! in! close! proximity! of! surface! carboxyls! and! thereby! promote! the! coupling! between! the!
protein! and! the! surface.! The! biomolecular! coupling! of! insulin! was! then! verified! using! both! an!
adapted! Coomassie! assay! for! nanoparticles! and! a! radioimmunoassay.! The! obtained! results!
demonstrated!that!the!immobilization!procedure!with!EDC/sulfoWNHS!was!more!efficient!when!the!
preWconcentration!step!was!not!included,!which!indicates!that!for!small!molecules!like!insulin!it!is!
preferable!to!omit!this!step!and!change!other!reaction!parameters.!The!detection!techniques!used!
in! this! study! also! addressed! some! of! the! limitations! typically! encountered! during! the!
characterization!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!In!particular,!the!inverted!Coomassie!assay!may!be!
an! interesting! alternative! to! standard! colorimetric! assays! for! detection! of! proteins,! which! are!
hampered! in!many! cases! by! the! interference! of! nanoparticles! in! the! optical! signal.! Both! of! the!
detection! techniques! still! require! improvement,! namely! to! allow! to! quantify! the! amount! of!
immobilized!protein.!!!

The! last! part! of! the!work! involved! the! physicoWchemical! characterization! of! the! obtained! CNCsW
insulin!bioconjugates,!namely!the!analysis!of! its!behavior!and!magnetic!properties!of! in!aqueous!
solution.! The! obtained! results! demonstrated! that! the! coupling! procedure! with! EDC/sulfoWNHS!
resulted! in! an! extended! particle! loss! and!moderate! CNCs! agglomeration! (from! an! initial! size! of!
~142!nm!to!a!final!size!of!~207!nm).!These!findings!indicate!that!bioconjugation!procedure!needs!
further! optimization.! Nonetheless,! the! final! obtained! CNCsWinsulin! still! presented! the! desired!
physicoWchemical! properties,! namely! a! high! magnetization! in! solution,! together! with!
superparamagnetism.! In! order! to! illustrate! the! strength! of! the!magnetic! response! of! the! Fe3O4!

CNCs! nanoparticle! bioconjugates,! one! can! refer! to! the! Fe3O4@Au! nanoparticles! that! were!
synthesized! during! the! study! described! in! Paper! 4.! In! that! study! it! was! shown! that! the! nonW
derivatized!Fe3O4@Au!nanoparticles!(~22!nm)!could!be!also!separated!with!a!permanent!magnet.!
However,!this!process!was!timeWconsuming!and!in!order!to!achieve!an!efficient!separation!several!
hours! were! needed.! In! the! present! study,! by! using! Fe3O4! CNCs,! it! was! possible! to! achieve! an!
efficient!magnetic!separation!within!10W15!minutes,!even!after!bioconjugation.!

The!high!magnetization!and!superparamagnetic!behavior!of!the!CNCs!bioconjugates!makes!them!
promising!candidates!for!future!use!in!targeted!drug!delivery!and!bioseparation.!In!order!to!fully!
demonstrate! the! applicability! of! the! CNCs! bioconjugates! for! targeted! protein! therapeutics,! it!
would! still! be! required! to! test! the! in( vitro! function! of! the! CNCsWinsulin! by! monitoring! their!
interaction! with! cellular! components.! The! biological! activity! of! the! CNCsWinsulin! bioconjugates!
could!be!tested!by!monitoring!the!glucose!uptake!by!skeletal!muscle!cells.!Furthermore,!one!could!
try!to!isolate!specific!cells!by!magnetic!separation!upon!binding!of!the!CNCsWinsulin!to!the!insulin!
receptor.!
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It! is! important! to! mention! that! the! magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! assembled! during! this! PhD!
research!are!still!far!from!being!a!final!product!that!could!be!used!in!biomedical!applications,!such!
as! targeted! drug! delivery.! Herein,! only! the! preliminary! steps! of! the! engineering! process! were!
addressed,! namely! the! synthesis! of! the! nanoparticle! carriers! and! the! bioconjugation! with!
functional! proteins.! ! In! order! to! be! used! for! in( vivo! applications,! these! nanocarriers! have! to!
possess!additional!features.!In!particular!it!might!be!required!to!change!the!surface!coating!of!the!
nanocarriers! in!order!to!avoid!an!adverse!immune!response.!As!discussed!in!section!3.1.2,!when!
released!into!the!blood!stream,!nanoparticles!are!prone!to!interaction!with!plasma!proteins.!The!
absorption!of!plasma!proteins!to!the!surface!of!the!nanoparticles!(opsonization)!can!lead!to!their!
recognition!by!the!reticuloendothelial!system!and!thereby!to!their!removal!from!circulation![140,!
142,!145,!196].!One!way!of!addressing!this!issue!is!to!modify!the!surface!of!the!nanoparticles!with!
hydrophilic!molecules!such!as!polytethylene!glycol!that!can!minimize!opsonization!through!steric!
repulsion![145].!Another!important!issue!regards!the!toxicity!of!the!nanoconstructs,!which!should!
be!of!course!tested!in!later!stages!of!the!process.!In!this!respect,! it! is! important!to!mention!that!
there!has!been!recently!a!wide!concern!about!the! longWterm!toxicity!of! iron!oxide!nanoparticles!
[185,! 236].! Lately! reports! have! shown! that! the! degradation! of! iron! oxide! in! physiological!
environments!can!increase!the!free!radical!production!in!cells!and!thereby!lead!to!cell!death![236,!
237].!The!overgrowing!concerns!on!the!toxicity!of!SPIONs!even!led!to!the!removal!of!two!of!the!
iron! oxide! MRI! agents! present! in! the! market! [185].! These! observations! demonstrate! the!
importance! of! performing! toxicity! studies! in! parallel! with! the! development! of! magnetic!
nanoparticle!constructs!

To! summarize,! during! this! second! part! of! this! PhD! project,! it! was! possible! to! address! several!
features!related!to!the!construction!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates,!mostly!related!to!the!synthesis!
and!bioconjugation!procedures.!It!considered!both!the!development!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!
to!be!used!as!nanoparticle!carriers!(Paper!4!and!unpublished!scientific!work)!and!the!construction!
of! nanoparticle! based! arrays! (Paper! 5).! The! overall! results! of! this! work! illustrate! some! of! the!
limitations!related!to!the!engineering!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!In!particular,!the!construction!
of!nanoparticle!carriers!is!challenging!as!these!constructs!are!developed!in!solution,!which!makes!
them!prone!to!agglomeration!and!changes!in!its!physicoWchemical!properties.!The!bioconjugation!
procedures! often! also! require! distinct! steps! at! particular! experimental! conditions,! which! may!
damage! the! coupled! proteins,! or! again! lead! to! nanoparticle! agglomeration.! The! three! studies!
herein!presented!also!brought!forth!some!new!approaches!and!techniques,!which!can!be!valuable!
for! further! development! of! magnetic! nanoparticle! carriers! and! nanoparticle! based! biosensor!
arrays.!

!

! !
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6 Conclusions!

6.1 Investigation!of!light!induced!switches!in!proteins!

The!first!part!of!this!PhD!project!focused!on!the!investigation!of!UV!light!switches!in!proteins!and!
their!usefulness! for!developing!new!proteinWbased! therapies.!The!presented!work!provided!new!
insights! into! some! of! mechanisms! activated! upon! UV! light! excitation! of! proteins,! in! particular!
disulphide!bond!disruption! and! their! implications! to! the! structure!of! particular! proteins.!During!
the!first!part!of!the!PhD!research,!three!proteins!were!studied:!bovine!alphaWlactalbumin,!human!
insulin!and!the!epidermal!growth!factor!receptor!(EGFR)!

The! study! on! bovine! alpha! lactalbumin! allowed! to! identify! one! of! the!main! photophysical! and!
photphysical! mechanisms! that! leads! to! disulphide! bond! disruption! in! this! protein,! Trp!
photoionization! from! the! S1! state.! Continuous! UV! exposure! of! alphaWlactalbumin! results! in!
conformational! changes! correlated! with! breakage! of! its! disulphide! bridges! and! leads! to! partial!
denaturation!of!this!milk!whey!protein.!

The!study!on!human!insulin!demonstrated!that!exposure!of!this!hormone!to!UV!light!can!lead!both!
to! the! disruption! of! its! disulphide! bonds! and! to! permanent! dimerization! upon! formation! of!
dityrosine! crossWlinks.! Most! importantly,! these! structural! modifications! result! in! the! almost!
complete!inactivation!of!the!biological!function!of!this!hormone.!

The!results!of!the!two!previous!studies!are!of!particular!relevance!for!the!food!and!pharmaceutical!
industries.! The! observed! UV! induced! structural! modifications! occurred! within! hours! of! UV!
exposure!of!alpha! lactalbumin!and! insulin! to! irradiance! levels!close! to! the! found! in!sunlight!and!
other! industrial! lighting! sources.! These! findings! urge! the! need! for! additional! investigations! in!
industry!regarding!the!impact!of!light!exposure!on!products!containing!proteins.!

Finally,!the!research!of!UV!light!induced!mechanisms!in!proteins!also!involved!the!investigation!of!
a! lightWinduced!protein!switch! in!view!of!a!new!photonic! therapy.!This! study! focused!on! the!UV!
inactivation! of! the! epidermal! growth! factor! receptor! (EGFR),! which! overexpression! has! been! is!
associated!with!tumor!progression.!The!findings!of!this!work!provide!evidence!for!the!existence!of!
UV!induced!structural!changes!in!the!EGF!binding!site!that!impair!the!dimerization!and!activation!
of!the!receptor.!These!results!suggest!that!UV!light!can!be!used!to!modulate!EGFR!structure!and!
thereby!halt!the!EGFR!signaling!pathway!as!a!new!cancer!photonic!therapy.!! !
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6.2 Construction!of!nanoparticle!based!bioconjugates!

The! second! research! topic! focused! on! the! construction! of! bioconjugates! of! nanoparticles! and!
proteins! for! biomedical! applications,! including! biosensing,! bioseparation! and! targeted! drug!
delivery.!The!work!showed!a!number!of!new!nanotechological,!chemical!and!photonic!approaches!
which!can!be!used!for!the!construction!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.! It!also!addressed!some!of!
the! challenges! that! are! associated! with! the! engineering! process! of! different! types! of!
nanoconstructs.! The! experimental! work! included! three! different! studies! that! involved! the!
development!of!magnetic!nanoparticle!carriers!or!nanoparticle!based!arrays.!

The!first!study!involved!the!immobilization!of!a!model!protein,!bovine!serum!albumin!(BSA)!onto!
the!surface!of!gold!coated! iron!oxide!nanoparticles.!The!findings!demonstrate!that! light!assisted!
molecular!immobilization!(LAMI)!can!be!successfully!applied!to!couple!proteins!onto!the!surface!of!
functional! nanoparticles.! This! technique! presents! some! advantages! over! other! bioconjugation!
techniques.!For!instance,!it!does!not!require!the!introduction!of!foreign!chemical!groups!onto!the!
biomolecules.!Biofunctionalization!of!superparamagnetic!nanoparticles!with!LAMI!can!lead!to!the!
creation!of!novel!optical!biosensors!and!drug!delivery!constructs.!

The!LAMI!technology!was!also!exploited!in!the!second!study!for!immobilizing!BSA!onto!plasmonic!
hot!spots!located!in!the!interface!of!nanosized!gold!dimers.!The!enhanced!near!field!generated!by!
the!coupled!gold!dimers!was!used!to!induce!light!induced!coupling!of!BSA!to!the!gold!surface!upon!
multiWphoton! excitation! of! its! aromatic! residues.! Using! this! process! it! was! possible! obtain! a!
relatively!uniform!array!of!gold!dimer!structures!where!BSA!was!selectively!immobilized!onto!the!
20!nm!hotspot!region!between!each!dimer.!Since!the!immobilized!biomolecules!are!automatically!
placed!in!the!zone!of!most!intense!plasmonic!fields,!this!approach!can!be!explored!for!developing!
highly!sensitive!biosensor!arrays.!!!

Finally,! this! PhD! dissertation! also! showed! proof! of! concept! for! a! highly! responsive!
superparamagnetic! nanoparticle! carrier,! based! on! the! agglomeration! of! several! individual! iron!
oxide!nanoparticles!onto!colloidal!nanoparticle!clusters!(CNCs).!Insulin!was!coupled!to!the!surface!
of! the! CNCs! using! carbodiimide! chemistry! aiming! at! targeting! the! insulin! receptor! in! cells.! The!
CNCsWinsulin! bioconjugates! displayed! a! strong! magnetic! response! in! solution! and! could! be!
efficiently!separated!within!minutes.!The!superior!magnetic!properties!of!the!CNCs!bioconjugates!
are!of!outmost!relevance!for!fields!of!drug!delivery!and!bioseparation.!

Summarizing,! this! PhD! thesis! provided! relevant! knowledge! that! can! be! most! helpful! for!
understanding!UV!light!induced!mechanisms!in!biomolecules!and!for!the!continuous!development!
of!new!nanotehcnological!approaches!to!diagnosis!and!therapeutics.!

 !
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8 Appendix!!

8.1 Absorption!and!fluorescence!spectral!characteristics!of!tryptophan,!
tyrosine!and!byWproducts!of!photoWoxidation!

! ! Absorption!Maximum!
(Absmax)!

Extinction!Coefficient!
(ε)!

Excitation!
Maximum!
(Excmax)!

Emission!
Maximum!
(Emmax)!

Tryptophan!(Trp)! 278,!287,!(272)!nm!a!

ε278nm=!5579!MW1.cmW1!

ε287nm=!4594!MW1.cmW1!

ε272nm=!5360!MW1.cmW1!

282,!290!nm!b! 305W350!nm!b!

N’W
Formylkynurenine!

!

AcWNFKWNH3!

Neutral(

261,!322!nm!c!

!

! 420W434!nm!c!

NFK!!

Neutral/Acid
ic(

260,!321!nm!d!

!

265,!330!nm!e! 440!nm!e!

NFK!

Alkaline(

! 240,!315!nm!e! 400!nm!e!

Kynurenine! AcWKynWNH3! 258,!360!nm!c! ! 434W480!nm!c!

Tyrosine!(Tyr)! Neutral/Acid
ic(

275!nm!f!

ε275nm=!1400!MW1.cmW1!

275!nm!b! 303!nm!b,!c!

Alkaline(

(Tyrosinate)!

290!nm!f!

ε290nm=!2300!MW1.cmW1!

! 345!nm!b,!g!

Dityrosine! Acidic( 284!nm!h!

ε284nm=!!5400!MW1.cmW1!

284!nm!h! 409!nm!h!

Alkaline( 316!nm!h! 317!nm!h! 407!nm!h!
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ε316nm=!!8600!MW1.cmW1!!!

In(proteins( ! ! 400W401!nm!i!

Trityrosine!

!

Acidic( 286!nm!h!

ε286nm=!!11000!MW1.cmW1!

286!nm!h! 409!nm!h!

Alkaline( 322!nm!h!

ε322nm=!!11500!MW1.cmW1!

319!nm!h! 416!nm!h!

Pulcherosine!

!

Acidic( 282!nm!h!

ε282nm=!!7700!MW1.cmW1!

283!nm!h! 416!nm!h!

Alkaline( 315!nm!h!

ε315nm=!!9500!MW1.cmW1!

320!nm!h! 414!nm!h!

References:!(a)![70];!(b)![71];!(c)![77];!(d)![238];!(e)![239];!(f)![79];!(g)![240];!(h)![85];!(i)![82].!
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8.2 Characterization!of!nanoparticle!bioconjugates!W!methodologies!

It! is! important! that! the! engineered! nanoparticles! retain! its! intrinsic! properties! during! the!
bioconjugation! process,! and! preserve! their! stability! and! performance.! Therefore,! their!
physicochemical! properties! have! to! be! controlled! by! characterization! techniques! during! the!
distinct! steps! of! the! engineering! process,! including! the! synthesis,! coating,! immobilization! and!
purification/washing! procedures.! Furthermore,! thorough! characterization! of! the! engineered!
nanomaterials! is! essential! in! order! to! verify! if! the! nanoconstruct! and! its! parts! fit! the! design!
expectations.!

Several! physicochemical! characteristics! are! relevant! for! the! characterization! of! nanoparticle!
bioconjugates.! These! metrics! include! nanoparticle! size! and! size! distribution,! shape! and! aspect!
ratio,!aggregation/agglomeration!state,!chemical!composition,!surface!characteristics!(charge!and!
presence!of!functional!groups),!stability!and!its!optical!and!magnetic!properties![149,!219].!On!the!
other! hand,! bioconjugation! procedure! has! also! to! be! verified,! which! adds! other! features! and!
metrics! to! the! characterization! process.! It! includes! confirming! the! protein! attachment! to! the!
nanoparticles! and! its! nature,! determining! the! average! ratio! of! nanoparticle/biomolecule,! and!
evaluating!the!structure!and!orientation!of!the!proteins!after!attachment.!Finally,!characterization!
of! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! also! includes! testing! the! activity! of! attached! proteins! and! the!
function!of!the!nanocarriers![219].!

In!order! to! characterize!and!analyse! the! components!of! the!nanoparticle!bioconjugates,! several!
experimental!techniques!were!used!during!this!PhD!work.!It!includes!characterization!techniques!
that! are! more! commonly! used! for! nanoparticles! such! as! dynamic! light! scattering! or! scanning!
electron! microscopy,! and! other! more! general! methodologies! such! as! UV! visible! absorbance!
spectroscopy!and!fluorescence!spectroscopy!and!microscopy.!!

8.2.1 Dynamic!Light!Scattering!

Dynamic! light! scattering! (DLS)! is! a! fast! and! routinely!used!method! for!determining!nanoparticle!
size! in! solution.! DLS! can! probe! the! size! distribution! of! small! particles,! biomolecules! (including!
some! proteins),! or! polymers! by! the! use! a! monochromatic! light! source! (e.g.! laser).! The!
hydrodynamic!diameter!is!determined!by!analyzing!the!light!scattering!properties!of!the!particles!
in!the!irradiated!solution.!It!is!widely!used!since!it!is!simple!(the!solution!is!usually!illuminated!in!a!
disposable! cuvette),! nondestructive,! fast! (measurement!within!minutes)! and! inexpensive! to! run!
[187,!219].!

The!principle!of!DLS!is!to!monitor!the!temporal!fluctuations!in!the!elastic!scattering!light!intensity!
(Rayleigh!scattering)! resultant!of! the!Brownian!motion!of! the!particles! in!solution! [219].!Smaller!
particles!move!faster!in!solution!generating!fast!fluctuations!in!intensity,!whereas!larger!particles!
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move! slower,! resulting! in! slow! intensity! fluctuations.! The! intensity! fluctuation! data! is! then!
correlated! to! determine! the! diffusion! coefficient! of! the! particles,! which! is! converted! to! the!
hydrodynamic!diameter!by!the!Stokes!Einstein!equation!(scheme!A.1)![241,!242]:!

D
Tk

D B
H πη3
= !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(A.1)!

where! HD !is! the! hydrodynamic! diameter,! D !the! translation! diffusion! coefficient,! Bk !the!
Boltzmann’s!constant,!T the!absolute!temperature!and!η the!viscosity!of!the!solvent.!

DLS!can!be!used!to!determine!the!hydrodynamic!diameter!of!samples!in!a!broad!range!of!particle!
concentrations! (108! to!1012!particles/mL)!and!sizes! (10!to!1000!nm)! [219].!Despite! its!versatility,!
this!technique!may!obscure!the!presence!of!smaller!particles!in!samples!containing!different!size!
populations.! The! experimental!measurements! depend! on! the! light! scattering! of! the! particles! in!
solution,! which! is! proportional! to! sixth! power! of! particle! diameter! according! to! the! Rayleigh!
scattering! regime.!Therefore,!particle!size!estimation!with!DLS! is! inclined!towards! larger!particle!
sizes!and!the!presence!of!dust!particles!or!large!agglomerates!may!compromise!the!measurement!
[219,!243].!As!previously!stated,!DLS!directly!provides!an!intensity!based!distribution,!which!favors!
fractions!of!larger!particles,!and!should!be!converted!to!a!number!based!distribution!(or!volume)!
in!order!to!have!a!real!estimation!of!the!particle!size!distributions!in!solution.!!

Furthermore,! the! hydrodynamic! diameter! of! the! particle! obtained! by! DLS! may! not! necessarily!
reflect!the!real!size!of!a!particle.!!The!diffusion!of!the!particles!in!solution!may!not!be!determined!
only!by! their!Brownian!motion!and!the!size!of! the!particle!core.!Other! factors!can! influence!the!
apparent!diffusion!of!the!particles,!such!as!attached!molecules,!the!ionic!strength!of!the!solvent,!
and!particle!shape.!Additionally,!Brownian!motion!theory!assumes!that!the!particles!are!spherical,!
which! is! not! always! true! for! engineered! nanoparticles! and! this! can! result! in! overWestimation! of!
particle!size![242,!243].!!

8.2.2 Nanoparticle!Tracking!Analysis!

Nanoparticle! tracking! analysis! (NTA)! is! an! interesting! alternative! or! complementary! method! to!
DLS.!This!technique!employs!laser!light!scattering!microscopy!coupled!with!a!CCD!camera,!which!
allows!the!realWtime!visualization!and!recording!of!nanoparticles!in!solution.!Similarly!to!DLS,!NTA!
explores! the!Brownian!motion!of!particles! in! solution!which!are! individually! tracked!by! the!NTA!
software! in! the! recorded!video! frames! [243,!244].!Particle!movement! is! then! related! to!particle!
size!according!to!expression!derived!from!the!StokesWEinstein!(scheme!A.2)![243]!. 

( )
πηH

B

r
Tk

yx
3
2

, 2 = !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(A.2)!
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where! Hr !is! the! hydrodynamic! radius,! Bk !the! Boltzmann’s! constant,! ( )2, yx !the! meanWsquared!
speed!of!a!particle,!T (the!absolute!temperature!and!η !the!viscosity!of!the!solvent.!

NTA!allows!determining!the!hydrodynamic!diameters!of!particle!suspensions!in!the!size!range!10W
1000!nm!operating!at! a! concentration! range!of!107W1010!particles/mL! [219,!245].! The! lower! size!
limit! depends! on! particle! constitution! and! refractive! index,! which! will! dictate! its! scattering!
properties! according! to! the!Rayleigh! scattering! regime.! For!materials!with!high! refractive! index,!
like! colloidal! gold! or! silver,! it! is! possible! to! determine! sizes! down! to! 10W15! nm.! In! the! case! of!
materials!of!lower!refractive!index,!e.g.!of!biological!origin,!the!lower!size!limit!may!be!only!around!
25W35!nm![245].!

Unlike! traditional! light! scattering! techniques! such! as! DLS,! each! scattering! source! is! tracked!
separately!during!analysis,!and!not!as!an!ensemble![219,!244].!Therefore,!it!is!possible!to!resolve!
efficiently! different! populations! in! a! polydisperse! sample! as! the!measurement! directly! provides!
number!based!frequency!distributions![243,!244].!Thus,!the!measurements!are!not!influenced!by!
small! amounts! of! large! particles! such! as! dust,! one! of! the!main! disadvantages! of! DLS.! Another!
advantage! of! NTA! consists! on! the! large! area! of! detection! that! it! provides.! Together! with! user!
control!of!the!quality!and!limits!of!detection!area,!it!enables!a!more!realistic!representation!of!the!
particle! populations! in! solution.! Since! NTA! tracks! particles! within! a! known! liquid! volume,! the!
relative! particle! concentration! can! also! be! estimated,!which! can! be! quite! challenging! to! obtain!
when!it!is!not!possible!to!estimate!the!particle!concentration!by!UV!visible!absorption!(vide(infra)!
[219,!244].!

However,! NTA! has! some! limitations! and! is!more! complex! and! time! consuming! than! traditional!
light! scattering! techniques.! Additionally,! in! NTA! the! samples! are! injected! to! a! special! sample!
chamber!where!a!laser!beam!is!projected!via!a!prism.!This!configuration!might!be!a!problem!since!
the!particles!may!interact!with!the!bottom!and!top!glass!surfaces!of!the!chamber!and!thus!change!
their!path!and!motion!in!solution,!resulting!in!incorrect!particle!sizes.!Like!in!DLS!this!method!also!
assumes! sphericity! of! the! particles,! which! may! lead! to! overestimated! hydrodynamic! diameter!
values.!

8.2.3 Scanning! Electron! Microscopy! (SEM)! and! Energy! Dispersive! XWray!
Spectroscopy!(EDX)!

Scanning!electron!microscopy! (SEM)! is!a! surface! imaging! technique,!which! is! commonly!used! to!
visualize! and! image! nanostructures! and! to! estimate! nanoparticle! size! by! subsequent! image!
analysis.! Electron! microcopy! uses! beams! of! accelerated! electrons! and! electrostatic! or!
electromagnetic! lenses! to! produce! images! of! much! higher! resolution! than! traditional! optical!
microscopy!methods,! based! on! the! shorter! wavelengths! of! electrons! than! visible! light! photons!
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[187,!246].!In!SEM!an!incident!electron!beam!is!used!to!scan!across!the!sample!surface,!interacting!
with!it!to!produce!signals!to!reveal!the!topographic!details!of!the!specimen!surface!and!in!some!
cases!the!atomic!composition![247,!248].!!

Detection!of! secondary! electrons! is! the!most! common! imaging!mode! in! SEM!and! can! lead! to! a!
resolution! lower! than!1!nm.!Secondary!electrons!are! low!energy!electrons,!which!are!dislodged!
from! the! sample! upon! collision! with! the! high! energy! electrons! of! the! incident! beam! (primary!
electrons)!(inelastic!scattering).!This!type!of!signal!is!resultant!of!a!thin!layer!under!the!surface!of!
the! sample,! and! thus! leads! to! a! good! topographic! mapping! of! the! surface.! Another! signal!
detectable!by!SEM!is!the!backscattering!of!primary!electrons,!which!occurs!upon!collision!of!the!
primary!electrons!with!the!atoms!in!the!sample!(elastic!scattering).!Backscatter!electron!detection!
is!dependent!on! the!atomic!number!of! the!elements!and!provides!qualitative!visual!mapping!of!
the!sample!surface!composition![246,!247].!

Another!feature!of!SEM!is!the!possibility!to!analyze!the!chemical!composition!of!the!specimen!by!
coupling!it!with!Energy!Dispersive!XWray!spectroscopy!(EDX).!This!combined!technique!explores!the!
characteristic!XWrays!emitted!by!the!sample!upon!atomic!excitation!with!the!SEM!electron!beam!
(catholuminescence),! which! are! collected! by! the! EDX! detector.! The! XWray! spectrum! can!
subsequently! be! used! to! identify! the! atomic! composition! of! the! specimen! based! on! of! the!
characteristic!energies!of!the!XWrays!produced!by!each!atomic!element.!The!XWrays!signals!can!be!
collected!within!spot!sizes!of!a!few!micrometers!(or!smaller),!providing!precise!information!on!the!
atomic!composition!on!that!area![246].!!

SEM!measurements!must!usually!be!performed!under!vacuum!and!in!the!absence!of! liquid.!This!
has!to!be!taken!in!to!consideration!when!this!technique!is!used!to!estimate!the!mean!particle!size!
of!a!nanoparticle!suspension.!The!process!of!drying!samples!can!cause!shrinkage!of!the!specimen!
and!alter!the!characteristics!of!the!nanomaterials![248,!249].!Another!requirement!of!SEM!is!that!
the!specimen!is!conductive,!in!order!to!avoid!accumulation!of!charge!on!the!sample!surface.!This!
is!not!usually!a!problem!for!unconjugated!nanoparticles! (containing!elements!such!as!Au!or!Fe).!
However,! it! can! be! more! difficult! to! image! bioconjugated! nanomaterials! containing! nonW
conductive! elements! (e.g.! buffer! components),! which! tend! to! acquire! charge! and! thus! do! not!
deflect!efficiently!the!electron!beam![248].!

SEM!is!extremely!useful!for!analyzing!nanomaterials!given!the!large!depth!of!focus!that!the!system!
provides,! generating! a! detailed! image! of! the! 3D! nanostructures! in! observation.! The! size,! size!
distribution!and!shape!of!nanomaterials!can!be!directly!acquired!from!a!SEM!image.!In!particular,!
the!directing!imaging!capability!provided!by!SEM!is!useful!to!characterize!nanoparticles!with!nonW
spherical!shapes!allowing!a!direct!measure!of!the!aspect!ratio![170,!187,!219,!246,!250].!This!is!not!
possible! to! obtain! through! lightWscattering! techniques! such! as! DLS! and! NTA.! These! techniques!
should! be! used! together! with! SEM! for! thorough! size! and! shape! characterization! of! the!
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nanoparticle! sample.! Additionally,! combining! SEM! with! EDX! allows! a! more! detailed!
characterization! and! to! verify! for! instance! if! the! coating! of! nanoparticles! was! successful,! as! it!
provides!the!different!elements!within!the!individual!nanoparticles.!

8.2.4 Zeta!Potential!

The!zeta!(ζ)!potential!of!particle!is!frequently!used!to!characterize!the!surface!charge!properties!of!
dispersed!nanoparticles![142,!149,!187,!219].!In!ionic!solutions,!the!surface!of!charged!particles!is!
firmly!bound!to!opposite!charged!ions!forming!a!thin!layer!(stern!layer),!which!is!surrounded!by!an!
outer! layer! comprising! loosely! associated! ions! [187,! 251].! These! two! layers! constitute! the!
electrical! double! layer.! In! solution,! the!movement!of! the! charge!particles! (due! to! the!Brownian!
motion!or!other!external! forces)! shears! ions! that!migrate!with! the!particle!charge! in! the!diffuse!
layer!from!ions!in!solution!outside!the!layer![187,!251].!The!electric!potential!on!the!shear!surface!
is! the! zeta! potential.! It! can! be! determined! by! applying! an! electric! field! across! the! sample! and!
measuring!the!velocity!at!which!the!charge!particles!move!towards!the!electrode![219,!241].!

Electrophoretic! light! scattering! (ELS),! is! the!most! common! technique! used! to! estimate! the! zeta!
potential! of! nanoparticle! dispersions! and! this! method! can! be! usually! carried! out! in! the! same!
instrument! as!DLS.! In! this! case,! the! instrument!measures! simultaneously! the! velocity!of! several!
charged! particles! in! liquids! under! the! electric! field! by! laser! light! scattering,! providing! the!
electrophoretic!mobility!of!the!particle,!which!is!then!used!to!determine!the!zeta!potential![252,!
253].!

Measurement! of! the! zeta! potential! of! a! nanoparticle! suspension! gives! information! on! the! net!
charge! of! colloid! in! suspension! and! provides! an! indication! on! the! nanoparticle! stability! in! the!
solution.! Nanoparticles! with! zeta! potential! values! above! ±! 30mV! were! shown! to! be! stable! in!
solution,! as! the! elevated! surface! charge! leads! to! electrostatic! repulsion! between! individual!
nanoparticles,!thus!preventing!aggregation![219,!254].!!Several!factors!affect!nanoparticle!stability!
and! the! zeta! potential! of! nanoparticle! solutions,! including! pH,! concentration,! ionic! strength,!
temperature,! and! nature! of! the! surface! ligands! and! they! should! be! taken! into! account! when!
interpreting!the!achieved!data![219,!241,!253].!!

8.2.5 UV! Visible! Absorption! Spectroscopy! and! Localized! Surface! Plasmon!
Resonance!

Spectroscopic! techniques,! such! as! UV! visible! absorption,! are! useful! tools! for! nanoparticle!
characterization! as! they! can! provide! an! average! bulk! qualitative! analysis! of! nanoparticle!
suspensions!in!a!fast!manner!and!without!the!need!of!extensive!sample!preparation.!The!intrinsic!
UV!visible!absorption!of!nanoparticle!suspensions!can!be!used!to!monitor!pertinent!properties!of!
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the! colloids,! such! as! concentration,! size! and! aggregation! state! (and! therefore! colloidal! stability)!
and!to!confirm!the!presence!of!proteins!upon!bioconjugation.!

Metallic!nanoparticles,!in!particular!gold,!exhibit!strong!absorption!in!the!visible!region!due!to!the!
LSPR!band.!As!mentioned!before,!the!surface!plasmon!band!depends!on!a!number!of!factors!and!is!
sensitive! to! size,! shape! and! composition,! aggregation! state! and! also! refractive! index! changes!
within! the! surface! proximity! [165,! 219].! This! phenomenon! can! also! be! used! to! probe! protein!
binding!of!proteins!to!gold!nanoparticles.!Protein!binding!to!gold!nanoparticles!can!lead!to!small!
shifts!(~5!nm)!in!the!UV!visible!measured!LPSR!peak.!These!spectral!changes!can!in!some!cases!be!
sufficient!to!confirm!nanoparticle!interactions!with!other!molecules!and!protein!attachment![219].!

The! direct! analysis! of! UV! visible! spectroscopy! data! can! also! provide! additional! information! on!
nanoparticle!bioconjugation!with!the!proteins.!This!is!possible!when!the!protein!UV!visible!profile!
remains!identifiable!when!conjugated!to!nanoparticles.!UV!visible!absorption!spectroscopy!can!be!
used! to! detect! the! characteristic! absorption! bands! of! peptide! bonds! (at! ~220! nm)! and! of! the!
aromatic!amino!acid!pool!(~280!nm,!tryptophan,!tyrosine!and!phenylalanine).!If!the!nanoparticle!
absorption!is!considerable!in!the!spectral!range!of!detection,!then!it!is!possible!to!estimate!protein!
attachment! indirectly,! by! measuring! the! amount! protein! free! in! solution! before! and! after!
bioconjugation.! The! protein! concentration! can! be! determined! either! by! using! the! protein!
absorbance! at! ~280! nm!or! by! using! a! number! of! colorimetric! assays! (which! usually! have! lower!
limits!of!detection).!Several!colorimetric!reactive!tests!have!been!used!to!quantify!the!amount!of!
protein! through! these! types!of!procedures,! such!as! the!Bradford! reagent!and!bicinchoninic!acid!
assays.!This!type!of!tests!usually!relies!on!the!change!in!the!absorption!maximum!of!a!reactive!dye!
upon!binding!to!the!protein!in!solution.!Although!these!tests!have!not!been!specifically!designed!
for! nanoparticle! bioconjugates,! they! have!been! applied! for! their! analysis,! allowing! obtaining! an!
estimation! of! the! protein/nanoparticle! binding! ratio.! Nonetheless! it! has! been! proven! that!
nanoparticles!can!interfere!with!certain!chemical!assays!and!tests.!Therefore,!appropriate!analysis!
of!controls!with!bare!nanoparticles! (not!bioconjugated)! ! is!crucial! for!a!correct! interpretation!of!
the!results!![219].!

8.2.6 Fluorescence!Spectroscopy!and!Microscopy!

Fluorescence!based!techniques,!such!as!steady!state!fluorescence!spectroscopy!and!fluorescence!
microscopy,!are!powerful!and!sensitive!methods!for!biomolecular!detection.!

Similarly!to!UV!visible!absorbance!spectroscopy,!steady!state!fluorescence!spectroscopy! is!a! fast!
and!practical!method!to!obtain!bulk!information!of!the!nanoparticle!bioconjugate!suspension.!The!
emission!spectrum!obtained!by!steady!state! fluorescence!spectroscopy!can!be!used!for!multiple!
purposes,! such! as! verifying! the! protein! immobilization! onto! the! nanoparticle! surface! and!
determining! a! number! of! parameters! related! to! immobilization! of! biomolecules,! such! as!
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microenvironmental! changes! of! the! fluorescence! probe! altered! upon! immobilization.! These!
metrics! can! include! information! regarding! the! local! environment! of! the! fluorophore,!
protein/nanoparticle!coupling!ratio,!and!conformation!state!of!the!protein![187,!219].!

Fluorescence! techniques! are! evidently! restricted! to! the! nanoparticle! bioconjugate! components!
which! display! an! intrinsic! or! extrinsic! fluorescence! behavior.! Usually! the! detection! method! is!
based!on! the!biomolecule!component,! in! this!case! the!protein.!The! intrinsic! fluorescence!of! the!
protein!fluorophores,!tryptophan,!tyrosine!and!phenyalanine!can!be!used!to!confirm!the!protein!
attachment! to! the! nanoparticle’s! surface.! Tryptophan! in! particular! can! provide! supplementary!
information! on! the! conformation! and! binding! of! the! attached! proteins.! Tryptophan! absorbs! at!
~280! nm! and! emits! at! 305W340! nm! depending! on! the! solvent! polarity! of! the! environment.!
Therefore,!changes!in!the!microenvironment!of!the!tryptophan!molecules!can!be!detected!as!blue!
or!red!shifts!in!the!maximum!fluorescence!emission!peak!.!

Nevertheless,! the! detection! of! the! intrinsic! protein! fluorophores! is! restricted! to! the!UV! region,!
which! may! not! be! practical! for! detection! with! some! fluorescence! techniques! such! as! e.g.!
fluorescence!microscopy! (see! below).! Furthermore,! the! intrinsic! fluorophore! emission! intensity!
may! not! be! strong! enough! due! to! interference! from! the! nanoparticle! entities.! In! the! case! of!
insufficient! optical! signal! of! the! intrinsic! fluorophores,! an! extrinsic! fluorophore! probe! can! be!
coupled! to! the!protein!of! interest! (before!or!after!bioconjugation).!Nowadays,!a!broad! range!of!
fluorophore!probes! is!commercially!available!for! labeling!proteins,!displaying!different!excitation!
and! emission! wavelengths! and! high! quantum! yield! (e.g.! Alexa! Fluor®! from!Molecular! probes).!
These! extrinsic! fluorophores! can! easily! be! coupled! to! e.g.! primary! amine!or! thiol! groups! of! the!
proteins.!However,!the!labeling!process!itself!might!cause!conformational!changes!of!the!protein!
and!this!should!be!taken!into!consideration!for!the!characterizing!procedure.!

As! previously! mentioned,! the! nanoparticles! may! interfere! with! the! fluorescence! signal! of! the!
protein!fluorophores.!This!might!also!be!the!case!with!extrinsic!fluorescent!probes!as!it!is!known!
that!quenching!or!oppositely!enhancement!of!fluorophore!fluorescence!can!occur!upon!coupling!
to!a!metallic!surface.!

Fluorescence! microscopy! can! provide! extraordinary! information! and! direct! visualization! of! the!
fluorophores!bound!to!nanoparticle!bioconjugates.!The!setup!of!a!fluorescence!microscope!allows!
the!selective!imaging!of!the!fluorescence!probes!coupled!to!the!surface.!Therefore,!it!is!possible!to!
directly! visualize! and! track! the! nanoparticle! bioconjugates! in! suspension,! if!we! are! looking! at! a!
liquid!sample.!The!nanoparticle!sample!can!also!be!dried!on!a!microscope!slide,!allowing!to!obtain!
an! image!with! the!position!of! the! fluorophores.! This! image! can!be! then! coWlocalized!with!other!
microscopic! images! of! the! nanoparticles! (e.g.! dark! field,! SEM)! to! verify! the! attachment! of! the!
proteins!to!the!nanoparticle!surface.!!!
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Abstract 18 

Activation of the proenzyme plasminogen to its active form plasmin is essential for several key 19 

mechanisms, among which the dissolution of blood clots. Plasminogen activation occurs naturally via 20 

enzymatic proteolysis. Here we report that plasminogen activation can be achieved with 280 nm 21 

light. A 2.6 fold increase in plasmin proteolytic activity was observed after brief 10 min of 280 nm 22 

illumination of human plasminogen in solution. Plasminogen activation is correlated with protein 23 

structural changes induced by UVB excitation of its aromatic residues (2.3 W.m-2) due to light 24 

induced disruption of disulphide bridges and formation of photochemical products, e.g.dityrosine and 25 

N-formylkynurenine. Despite the existence of chemical modifications and structural changes, we 26 

observe that most of the protein fold is maintained after 10 min of 280 nm illumination (2.1 W.m-2) 27 

since no major changes are observed in the near-UV circular dichroism spectrum of plasminogen. 28 

Far-UV circular dichroism spectroscopy shows some loss of secondary structure content upon UV 29 

exposure (33.4 % decrease in signal at 206 nm). Thermal unfolding CD studies show that 30 

plasminogen retains a native like thermal cooperative transition at ~70 ºC after UV-illumination. We 31 

propose that UVB activation of plasminogen occurs upon photo-cleavage of a functional allosteric 32 

disulphide bond in plasminogen, Cys737-Cys765. This disulphide bond is located in the catalytic 33 

domain of the protein and is in van der Waals contact with Trp761 (4.3 Å). The close spatial 34 

proximity makes the disruption of this disulphide bond very likely, whichmay occur upon direct 35 

electron transfer from UV excited Trp761. Reduction of Cys737-Cys765 would result in a likely 36 

conformational change in the catalytic site of the protein, rendering the site accessible to its 37 

substrate. The presented photonic mechanism of plasminogen activation has the potential to be 38 

used in clinical applications, possibly together with other enzymatic treatments for the elimination of 39 

blood clots. 40 

  41 
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Introduction 42 

Human blood plasma contains a large number of proteins and enzymes that regulates thrombosis 43 

(blood coagulation) and thrombolysis (dissolution of coagulated blood). The key enzyme in 44 

thrombolysis is plasmin, formed after activation of the inactive proenzyme plasminogen. Plasmin is a 45 

trypsin-like serine protease, which degrades fibrin. Fibrin is a protein that spontaneously polymerises 46 

to form blood clots, a mesh-like structure that covers a wound. Plasmin secures blood fluidity upon 47 

dissolution of fibrin thrombi (blood clots). Plasmin also plays a role in tissue remodelling (e.g. wound 48 

healing), angiogenesis, ovulation, embryo implantation onto the uterus, activation of some growth 49 

hormones and metalloproteinases [1]. 50 

Plasminogen activation in humans occurs by proteolysis and is predominantly catalysed by two 51 

serine proteases – the tissue-type Plasminogen Activator (tPA) or the urokinase-type Plasminogen 52 

Activator (uPA). The tPA has large affinity for fibrin and is the main activator in blood. Since uPA has 53 

affinity for a specific plasma membrane receptor, it is responsible for localised plasminogen 54 

activation in tissues and vessel walls [2]. Plasminogen can also be activated by a complex consisting 55 

of free plasminogen or plasmin molecules in tight association with streptokinase or by staphylokinase 56 

alone [3]. Plasminogen activation using streptokinase is not the natural activation mechanism in 57 

humans but along with tPA and uPA it is used in clinical therapy as thrombolytical agent for 58 

treatment of blood clotting disorders, e.g. myocardical infarction [4]. 59 

The 3D structure of full-length native human plasminogen is displayed in Figure 1 (top panel). It 60 

contains seven domains with a total of 24 disulphide bonds. The N-terminal activation peptide (AP) 61 

comprises residues Glu1-Lys77 (Figure 1) and is stabilized by two disulphide bonds. It confers native 62 

plasminogen (also called Glu1-Pmg) its closed conformation [5]. Removal of this domain by 63 

proteolytic hydrolysis of Lys77-Lys78 peptide bond yields Lys78-Pmg [5,6], characterized by a less 64 

compact structure and that is more effectively activated than Glu1-Pmg [5,7]. Human plasminogen 65 

has five homologous triple-loop structures called kringles (K1 to K5, residues Lys78-Ala542, 66 

approximately 80 residues each, Figure 1) [6]. Each of the kringle domains is stabilized by three 67 

intra-chain disulphide bridges. Furthermore, the connection between kringle 2 and 3 is reinforced by 68 

the presence of an additional inter-kringle disulphide bridge (Cys169-Cys297) [6]. The kringle 69 

domains contain lysine binding sites (LBS) that bind fibrin. When fibrin is not present, plasminogen 70 
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adopts a closed and compact conformation. Upon binding to fibrin, plasminogen adopts an open 71 

conformation and is more easily activated [8]. The kringle domains interact with lysine-like ligands [5] 72 

and assist plasminogen in binding to large substrates (e.g. fibrin) [9], mammalian cells surfaces [10], 73 

bacterial proteins [11–13] and small ligands (e.g. Cl-, α,ω-amino acids [14,15]). These interactions 74 

are also a part of the regulation mechanisms of plasminogen activation [5]. 75 

The inactive pro-enzyme domain of plasminogen is located at the C-terminus of the protein (Ala543-76 

Asn791) [7] (Figure 1, top and bottom panels). It is a typical serine protease catalytic domain, 77 

homologous to trypsin [16], belonging to the chymotrypsin family of serine proteases [7] and is 78 

commonly called microplasminogen [7]. The catalytic domain of human plasminogen is displayed in 79 

Figure 1 (bottom panel). It contains four disulphide bonds and is has two subdomains, an N domain 80 

(displayed in green) and a C domain (displayed in blue). The active site residues His603, Asp646 81 

and Ser741 (catalytic triad, CPK, in red) are located in a cleft at the junction of the two subdomains. 82 

Plasminogen catalytic activity is very reduced compared to plasmin, which is characterized by a 106 83 

times higher catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) [8]. Conversion of the proenzyme plasminogen to plasmin 84 

renders the serine protease domain active. The proteolytic activation of plasminogen occurs upon 85 

cleavage of a specific peptide bond (Arg561 – Val562), located in the so-called activation loop (see 86 

Figure 2, top panel) [5,6,8]. Most of the structural modifications which occur upon plasminogen 87 

proteolytic activation occur in the C subdomain (Figure 2, top panel), where the activation loop is 88 

(residues 558-566, in red) [8]. The activation loop is restrained by the disulphide bond Cys558-89 

Cys566. Cleavage of the peptide bond Arg561-Val562 leads to a conformational change in two loops 90 

close to the catalytic triad: the oxyanion-stabilizing loop (residues 737-740, displayed as red ribbon) 91 

and the S1-entrance frame (residues 760-765, displayed as red ribbon) (see Figure 2, top panel) [8]. 92 

The two loops are linked together by the disulphide bond Cys737-Cys765. Upon proteolytic 93 

activation, the location and conformation of the disulphide bond Cys737-Cys765 changes, while the 94 

location of Cys558-Cys566 does not (Figure 2, top panel) [8]. Cys737-765 is characterized by a 95 

particular bond geometry, -RH Staple. Staple disulphide bonds have a high torsional potential 96 

energy, corresponding to regions of stress in a protein structure. Instead of acting as structure 97 

stabilizers, this type of disulphide bonds may have a functional redox role [17]. In fact, -RHStaple 98 

geometry has been associated to allosteric disulphide bonds in proteins [18]. These bonds are 99 
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functional disulphide bonds and they control protein function by mediating conformational change 100 

when they undergo reduction or oxidation [18]. 101 

Usually, disulphide bonds are reduced chemically, enzymatically, or electrochemically. Reduction of 102 

disulphide bonds can also occur upon UV excitation. In proteins, it can occur directly upon cystine 103 

excitation at ~250 nm (wavelength of maximum absorption for dimethylsulfide, model for cystine 104 

absorption [19]), or indirectly upon UV excitation of the side chains of aromatic residues such as 105 

tryptophan (Trp, Absmax ~278 nm [20]), tyrosine (Tyr, Absmax ~275 nm [21]) and phenylalanine 106 

(Absmax ~257 nm [20]). Reduction of disulphide bridges upon UV excitation of aromatic residues has 107 

been shown for proteins such as cutinase and lysozyme [22–24], bovine serum albumin [25,26] 108 

prostate specific antigen [27], alpha-lactalbumin [28], antibody Fab fragments [29], and insulin [30]. 109 

Such mechanism is favoured by the spatial proximity between aromatic residues and disulphide 110 

bonds, which is a conserved structural feature in proteins [31]. Disulphide bond disruption upon UV 111 

excitation of aromatic residues can occur via electron transfer to cystines. Cystines can capture 112 

solvated electrons generated upon Trp and Tyr photoionization (scheme 1) or by direct electron 113 

transfer from 3Trp and 3Tyr triplet states formed upon UV excitation (scheme 2) [22,32,33]. Electron 114 

capture by cystines results in the formation of RSSR.- (disulphide electron adduct) that can cleave to 115 

form a thiyl radical (RS.) and a thiol (RSH) (scheme 3) [22,32]. Furthermore, solvated electrons can 116 

interact with the peptide chain generating hydroxide ions and ketyl radicals (scheme 4), which can 117 

propagate along the peptide chain [34,35]. Entrapment of a ketyl radical by a disulfide bridge can 118 

yield a disulphide anion and lead to disulphide bridge breakage. Disulphide anion protonation can 119 

also lead to disulphide bond disruption (scheme 5) [32]. The thiyl radical RS. formed upon disulphide 120 

bond disruption can react with other amino acids, oxygen, or a second thiyl radical reforming a 121 

disulphide bond either within a protein or between proteins leading to aggregation [36]. 122 

e RSSR RSSRaq
x�� � o                                                                  (1) 123 

3Tyr RSSR Tyr RSSRx� x�� o �                                                        (2) 124 

RSSR RS RSx� x �� �                                                                 (3) 125 
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� �e CONH OH C OH NHaq
x�� � � �o �� �                                                   (4) 126 

RSSR H RS RSHx� x�� � �                                                            (5) 127 

Besides disulphide bond disruption, UV excitation of Trp and Tyr in proteins can trigger other 128 

photophysical and photochemical processes. It can lead to the formation of distinct Trp and Tyr side-129 

products such as N-formylkyneurenine (NFK), kyneurenine (Kyn), dityrosine (DT) and isodityrosine, 130 

trityrosine and pulcherosine [36–38]. In Figure 3 and Table 1 are summarized the major 131 

photoproducts generated upon Trp and Tyr photooxidation, their absorption and fluorescence 132 

spectral characteristics. 133 

Our study reports the consequences of 280nm excitation on the fluorescence properties, structure 134 

and biofunctionality of plasminogen. Continuous UV exposure of plasminogen (2.3 W.m-2) leads to 135 

disulphide bond breakage mediated by Trp and Tyr excitation, and to the formation of dityrosine and 136 

possibly NFK. Despite the onset of chemical modifications and structural changes, we observe that 137 

most of the protein fold is maintained after 10 min of 280 nm illumination. Circular dichroism confirms 138 

losses in secondary content of the protein, but not in the tertiary organization surrounding the protein 139 

aromatic residues. The overall fold of the protein is also retained after 10 min illumination (2.1W.m-2) 140 

since the melting temperature of the protein does not change after illumination. We show that 280 141 

nm illumination of human plasminogen also leads to its activation into plasmin. After only 10 min of 142 

280 nm illumination a 2.6 fold increase in proteolytic activity was observed. This increase in 143 

proteolytic activity is correlated with the likely UV light induced reduction of the allosteric disulphide 144 

bond C737-C765. 145 

146 
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Materials and Methods 147 

Protein and buffer preparation 148 

Milli-Q water was used for buffer preparation (conductivity  below  0.2  μS.cm-1). 149 

Plasminogen from human plasma was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich Danmark A/S, 150 

Copenhagen, Denmark) in powder form. In the majority of the experiments and unless stated 151 

differently we have used the Sigma-Aldrich plasminogen product P7999. The product was dissolved 152 

directly in 20 mM Lysine buffer pH 7.2 (Fluka, 62840) in order to make stock solutions and stored at 153 

~-20 °C in 50-100 µl aliquots until use. Prior to use the protein aliquots were slowly thawed at 4-8°C 154 

before dilution in the experimental buffer. 155 

Plasminogen concentrations were determined by Abs280nm using a molar extinction coefficient of 156 

152200 M-1.cm-1, estimated using the bioinformatic tool ProtParam (Expasy, [39], entry: uniProt 157 

sequence P00747 [AA 20-810] for human plasminogen). 158 

Fluorescence Studies 159 

UV illumination of plasminogen solutions was carried out in a RTC 2000 PTI spectrometer (Photon 160 

Technology International, Canada, Inc.347 Consortium Court London, Ontario, Canada) with a T-161 

configuration, using a 75-W Xenon arc lamp coupled to a monochromator.  162 

A 0.75 μM  plasminogen work solution was prepared upon 36 X dilution of 27.3 µM plasminogen 163 

stock in 10 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0. Two mL of the work solution was placed in a quartz macro cuvette 164 

(1 cm path length) and continuously illuminated at 280 nm during 45 min. Emission and excitation 165 

spectra were recorded before and after illumination. Emission spectra were acquired with 280 nm, 166 

295 nm, 325 nm, and 365 nm excitation. Excitation spectra were recorded with the emission fixed at 167 

330 nm, 405 nm, 434 nm and 480 nm. 168 

In order to collect the kinetics of fluorescence emission intensity at at 330 nm and 405 nm the 169 

experiment above was also carried out for different 280 nm illumination time periods. For each 170 

illumination session, a 0.55 μM  plasminogen work solution was prepared upon 50 X dilution of 27.6 171 

µM plasminogen stock onto 10 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0. Two mL of the work solution was placed in a 172 
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quartz macro cuvette (1 cm path length) and continuously illuminated at 280 nm during 10 min, 20 173 

min, 30 min, or 45 min. A fresh sample was used for each illumination session. Time-based 174 

fluorescent emission kinetic traces (emission fixed at 330 nm or 405 in the detector) were obtained 175 

during continuous 280 nm excitation. Before and after each illumination session, emission spectra 176 

were acquired upon 325 nm excitation. 177 

Slits (bandpass) were set to 5 nm. Lamp power at 280 nm was 148 µW at the sample location. The 178 

illumination spot was 0.64 cm2. Irradiance was therefore 2.3 W.m-2. 179 

 180 

In all experiments, samples were magnetically stirred at 950 rpm in order to secure homogeneous 181 

illumination. Solution temperature was set to 20 °C using a Peltier element at the cuvette holder 182 

location.  183 

Detection  of  thiol  groups’  concentration  formed  upon  UV  illumination  of  plasminogen 184 

Plasminogen solutions were UV illuminated using the same experimental set-up, conditions and 185 

parameters as described in the previous section. Before each experiment, a plasminogen work 186 

solution (0.97 µM) was freshly prepared upon 40 X dilution of 38.7 µM plasminogen stock. 187 

Plasminogen samples (2 mL each) were illuminated at 280 nm in a quartz macro cuvette (1 cm path 188 

length) during 22.5 min, 45 min, 90 min, or 112.5 min. 189 

Detection of free thiol groups was carried out using the Ellman’s assay [30,40]. Ellman’s reagent, 190 

5,5’-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid (DTNB) was purchased from Molecular Probes (product D8451, 191 

Life Technologies, Naerum, Denmark). One hundred mM stock solution was prepared in DMSO and 192 

stored at 4 °C. After each illumination session, 1 mL of illuminated plasminogen solution was mixed 193 

with an excess of DTNB (10 µL of 100 mM stock solution). The molar ratio DTNB/plasminogen was 194 

~1031. Four minutes after mixing the two components (sample kept in the dark), the absorbance 195 

intensity at 412 nm was measured in a UV/Visible spectrophotometer (UV1 VWR International—196 

Thermo Electron Corporation, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 81 Wyman Street Waltham, MA, USA), 197 

using a 1 cm path length quartz cuvette. Absorbance at 412 nm is due to the release of the product 198 

2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate ion (TNB2−) and is proportional to the amount of thiol groups present in 199 
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solution. The concentration of thiol groups was determined using an extinction molar coefficient for 200 

TNB2− of 14150 M−1.cm−1 at 412 nm [40].  201 

Circular Dichroism measurements 202 

The plasminogen stock solutions (110 µM) were prepared in 20 mM Lysine Buffer and this time 203 

stored at ~-80 °C until use. Plasminogen samples (100 µl, 10 µM) were made up in 50 mM Tris 204 

buffer containing 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, and kept on ice all the time, except for illumination and 205 

optical measurements at 20ºC. 206 

UV illumination was carried out in a ChronosBH spectrometer (ISS) with a T-configuration, using a 207 

300-W Xenon arc lamp coupled to a monochromator. For illumination, plasminogen samples (100µl, 208 

10 µM) was placed in an 10 × 2 × 5 mm (length×width×height) inner volume quartz cell with self-209 

masking solid black walls and three clear quartz windows (Hellma) and continuously excited with 280 210 

nm light for 10 min. The excitation beam was shaped to a rectangular area 2 x 10 mm (width x 211 

Height) and passed centrally through the excitation volume. Excitation slits were set to 4 nm. The 212 

irradiance was measured at 280 nm by an optical power meter (1917-R, Newport) placed in the 213 

excitation beam leaving the cell (2.1 W/m2). The temperature of the solution was kept at 20 °C using a 214 

Peltier element at the cuvette holder location.  215 

The CD measurements were carried out on a JASCO J-815 CD spectrometer (JASCO Corporation, 216 

Ishikawa-cho Hachioji-shi, Tokyo, Japan). A fresh non-illuminated plasminogen sample (100µl, 10µM) 217 

was prepared before the CD measurements. One hundred µL of 10 µM plasminogen solution (non 218 

illuminated or 10 min illuminated at 280 nm) was placed in a quartz microcuvette with a path length of 219 

0.1 cm and a CD spectrum was acquired between 400 and 185 nm (comprising both near and far UV 220 

regions). The following parameters were set for the measurements: 1.0 nm band width, resolution 0.5 221 

nm, 3 accumulations, scan speed 20 nm/min, sensitivity high, 16 s response time. The temperature 222 

was always kept at 10 °C using a Peltier element at the cuvette  holder’s   location.  The buffer signal 223 

was subtracted from all spectra. 224 

  225 
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Circular dichroism based protein thermal unfolding studies 226 

The solution and protein preparation, and the experimental set-up, conditions and parameters used 227 

for UV illumination were the same as described in the previous section (Circular dichroism 228 

experiments). 229 

The thermal unfolding of plasminogen samples (100µl, 10µM) was studied using CD spectroscopy 230 

by monitoring the intensity of the ellipticity signal of the protein during progressive heating at two 231 

different wavelengths (206 nm and 283 nm).  The ellipticity intensity at 206 nm or 283 nm of a non 232 

illuminated plasminogen sample and of a UV illuminated plasminogen sample (10 min at 280 nm) 233 

was continuously monitored from 25ºC to 90ºC. The heating rate was 1ºC/min. A point was acquired 234 

every minute. Bandwidth was 1 nm and the response time was 16 s. 235 

UV Activation of Plasminogen 236 

In this experiment, the plasminogen product used was Sigma-Aldricht P5661 (lyophilized 237 

plasminogen). As before, the powder was dissolved in 20 mM Lysine buffer pH 7.2 in order to make 238 

18 µM (~1.7 mg ml-1) stock solutions and was stored at -20° C in 50 µL aliquots until use. A 50 µl 239 

aliquot was thawed slowly at 4-8 °C before diluting 5x (to 3.6 µM) in 10 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0. 240 

For each experiment, approximately 55 µL of the 3.6 µM plasminogen sample was added to an 241 

“illumination  chamber”  comprised  by  a  1 mm thick quartz slide, a rubber o-ring (6 mm in diameter 242 

and 1.5 mm thick), and a plexi-glass back block. The illumination chamber was placed in a dark box 243 

with the UV transparent quartz slide facing towards the exit slit opening of a PTI (Photon Technology 244 

Int.) monochromator connected to a 75 W Xenon Arc lamp source.  The monochromator was set at 245 

280 nm (+/- 6nm). The distance from the slit opening to the quartz slide of the illumination chamber 246 

was 2 cm.  The sample was illuminated for 10 minutes at 25 °C (+/- 0.5 °C). As a negative control, 247 

the same procedure (with approximately 55 µl sample in the illumination chamber) was carried out in 248 

the absence of UV illumination.  249 

  250 
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Plasmin Activity Measurements 251 

A standard fluorescent substrate for testing the activity of a wide range of proteases (Molecular 252 

Probes, Enzcheck E-6639) was used. The substrate (casein based and labelled with Bodipy dye) 253 

was diluted according to the suppliers’ instructions in 10 mM Tris HCl at pH 8.0.  254 

45 µL of sample (illuminated or non-illuminated, preparation described in the section above) was 255 

mixed with 55 µL substrate solution in a black 96-well microtiter plate and incubated in darkness at 256 

ambient room temperature (20-23 °C). The samples were analysed in a SpectraMax XS 257 

Fluorescence Reader (excitation at 590 nm / emission at 640 nm with cut-off at 610 nm). The 258 

fluorescence emission intensity emitted by the fluorescent cleaved products was measured after 1 h 259 

and 22 h of incubation. 260 

Data Analysis 261 

Structure Analysis 262 

The crystallography data used for the display of the 3D protein structure (Figures 1 and 2) and 263 

distance calculations was extracted from the PDB files 4A5T.pdb (full-length native human 264 

plasminogen, 3.49 Å resolution [41]) and 1BML.pdb (human plasmin catalytic domain in complex 265 

with streptokinase, 2.90 Å resolution [4]). Distances between Trp, Tyr residues and disulphide bonds, 266 

and among Tyr residues in native human plasminogen were calculated in Matlab R20120B after 267 

extracting the atomic xyz coordinates from the PDB file 4A5T.pdb. For the calculation of distances 268 

between aromatic residues (Trp and Tyr) and disulphide bonds we have considered the shortest 269 

distances between atoms of each pair of elements (Trp, Tyr and disulphide bonds). We have 270 

considered all the atoms in the disulphide bonds. In the case of Trp and Tyr, only the atoms 271 

belonging to the indole and benzene rings were considered. For the calculation of distances between 272 

Tyr residues, we have considered the shortest distances between the carbon atoms in the ortho-273 

position(s) of the phenol group. 274 

The fraction of disulphide bridges in human plasminogen and other proteins was obtained upon 275 

dividing the number of disulphide bridges found in a protein by the protein chain length (number of 276 

amino acids) and multiplying by 100 (Figure 4). The PDB dataset used for the calculation on Figure 4 277 
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(dependence of the average fraction of disulphide bridges on the protein chain length) has been 278 

published previously by our group [31]. 279 

The disulphide bonds of human plasminogen has been also analysed using the software tool 280 

Disulphide Bond Analysis available online from the webpage of the Adult Cancer Programme 281 

(University of New South Wales, Australia, [42]). The software provides different geometric 282 

measures, secondary structural information (including disulphide bond configuration) and solvent-283 

accessibility values for the disulfide bonds of a protein upon uploading its xyz atomic coordinates. 284 

The PDB file 4A5T.pdb (full length native human plasminogen, 3.49 Å resolution [41]) was submitted 285 

to the online software for analysing the disulphide bonds in human plasminogen. The value 286 

considered for the total ASA of a Cys residue is 104 Å (Cys side chain). This value was estimated 287 

considering Cys in the tripeptide Gly-Cys-Gly with the main chain in an extended conformation [43]. 288 

Emission Spectra (280 nm, 295 nm, 325 nm, and 365 nm excitation) 289 

Emission spectra were corrected by subtracting the spectra recorded for the buffer solution. 290 

Subsequently the spectra were smoothed using 5 points adjacent averaging, except for the emission 291 

spectra recorded upon 365 nm excitation, which were smoothed using a 7 points adjacent averaging. 292 

Normalized emission spectra were obtained by dividing each data point by the maximum intensity 293 

value in each spectrum.  294 

Excitation Spectra (emission fixed at 330 nm, 405 nm, 434 nm and 480 nm) 295 

The excitation spectra were first corrected for buffer contribution. The spectra with emission fixed at 296 

405 nm, 434 nm and 480 nm were smoothed using adjacent averaging with 5, 7 and 9 points, 297 

respectively. Normalized excitation spectra were obtained by dividing each data point by the 298 

maximum intensity value in each spectrum. 299 

Time-based fluorescence emission kinetic traces (emission at 405 nm and 330 nm) 300 

The kinetic traces of fluorescence emission at 405 nm and 330 nm and excitation fixed at 280 nm 301 

(Figure 6B) were obtained directly during continuous 280 nm illumination of plasminogen (1 point 302 

acquired each 10 s; 90 min illumination time for 405 nm em.; 30 min 280 nm illumination time for 330 303 
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nm em.). The traces were normalized by dividing each data point by the emission intensity value at 0 304 

min illumination time. 305 

The kinetic trace of fluorescence emission at 405 nm upon excitation at 325 nm displayed in Figure 7 306 

(insert) was obtained in a different way. The emission intensity values at 405 nm were obtained from 307 

the emission spectra recorded upon 325 nm excitation after 280nm illumination of the sample for 308 

different periods of time (10 min, 20 min, 30 min, 45 min, or 90 min). 309 

Circular dichroism far and near UV spectra 310 

The near UV CD part of the CD spectra (251-450 nm) was first corrected by baseline substraction. 311 

The baselines were created by interpolation (12 points for 0 min 280 nm ill. and 16 points for 10 min 312 

280 nm ill.) using the Origin 8.0 tool peak analyser. 313 

The full CD spectra data set (185-450 nm) was converted from the ellipticity machine units 314 

(milidegrees, mdeg) to mean residue ellipticity units [θ] (deg.cm2.dmol-1) using the formula: 315 

Ellipticity [θ] in deg.cm2.dmol-1 = (milidegrees × mean residue weight) / (pathlenght in mm × 316 

concentration in mg.mL-1). 317 

The mean residue weight of a protein is obtained by dividing the molecular weight by the number of 318 

backbone amides (number of amino acids – 1 if the protein is not acetylated) [44]. 319 

The far UV CD spectra were analyzed using the online CD deconvolution tool Dichroweb 320 

(http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/html/home.shtml, [45,46]) in order to estimate the secondary 321 

structure of the protein (Table 6). The deconvolution results were obtained using the algorithm 322 

CDSSTR [47–49] and the reference data set 4 [50], which provided the best fit for the experimental 323 

data. 324 

Fitting procedures 325 

The kinetic traces of fluorescence emission at 330 nm (280 nm exc., Figure 6B) and 405 nm (280 nm 326 

exc., Figure 6B, and 325 nm exc., Figure 7 insert) were fitted with an exponential function F(t)= C1– 327 

C2.e-kt for the window 0-30 min and 0-45 min, respectively. F(t) is the fluorescence emission intensity 328 

at 330 nm or 405 nm (a.u.) at 280 nm illumination time t (min), C1 and C2 are constants and k is the 329 

rate constant of fluorescence emission intensity decrease or increase (min-1). The fitted parameter 330 

http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/html/home.shtml
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values and corresponding errors, and root mean square error values obtained after fitting the 405 nm 331 

emission kinetic trace are displayed in Table 5. For the kinetic trace of fluorescence emission at 330 332 

nm the fitted parameters were as follows. The root mean square error R2 was 0.99262. The values 333 

recovered from the fitting for C1 and C2 were 7.37 ± 31.03 and 6.37 ± 31.03, respectively. The rate 334 

constants of fluorescence emission intensity decrease k1fitted value was -3.49E-04 ± 16.9E-04 min-335 

1. 336 

The kinetics of thiol group formation versus 280 nm illumination time have also fitted according to an 337 

exponential function y = y0-A.e-R0t, where y is the concentration of thiol groups (µM) at the 280 nm 338 

illumination time t(h), y0 and A are constants and R0 is the rate of thiol group formation (min-1). 339 

The circular dichroism thermal unfolding curves (ellipticity at 206 nm and 283 nm) were fitted using a 340 

modified Boltzmann function (for equation see Table 7). For the thermal unfolding curve obtained 341 

with ellipticity fixed at 206 nm, the fitting was done for the interval 60-90 °C. For the curve obtained 342 

with ellipticity fixed at 206 nm, the fitting was done for the data points 58.11-80.8 °C and 57.35-80.78 343 

°C for non-illuminated and illuminated (10 min 280 nm) plasminogen samples, respectively. The 344 

fitting parameter x0 corresponds to the inflection point of the Boltzmann curve and the corresponding 345 

temperature is the melting point determined by circular dichroism. 346 

Smoothing procedures, data fitting and plotting were done in Origin Pro 8.0. 347 

  348 
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Results 349 

Bioinformatics 350 

In Figure 1 (top panel) is presented the 3D crystal structure of native human plasminogen. The five 351 

kringles of the protein are visible (K1 to K5), as well as the activation peptide (AP) and the catalytic 352 

serine protease domain. Human plasminogen contains 19 Tyr, and 30 Trp and 24 disulphide bonds, 353 

which are distributed over all domains of the protein.  354 

Aromatic Residues 355 

A large fraction of the aromatic residues is located in close spatial proximity of disulphide bonds. In 356 

human plasminogen, 14 of the 19 Trp residues, and 26 of the 30 Tyr residues are situated less than 357 

8 Å away from an disulphide bond (less than the average size of an amino acid, which is ~ 10 Å [51]. 358 

In Table 2 are listed the Trp,Tyr-disulphide bond pairs whose inter-distance is less than 6 Å 359 

(threshold distance defined considering direct Van der Waals contact  distance  ≤5.2  Å   [52]. We can 360 

find Trp,Tyr-disulphide bond pairs in or close to Van der Waals contact in all protein domains. In 361 

Figure 1 (bottom panel) is displayed the catalytic domain of plasminogen, which contains 6 362 

disulphide bonds, 6 Trp and 5 Tyr residues. In Table 3 are summarized the distances between Trp, 363 

Tyr residues and disulphide bonds in the serine protease domain (distance cut-off of 12 Å). Trp761 is 364 

the only Trp/Tyr residue in van der Waals contact (4.24 Å) to a SS bond, Cys737-Cys765 (Figures 1, 365 

bottom panel). The latter links the oxyanion stabilizing loop (residues 737-740) and the S1 entrance-366 

frame (residues 760-765). Tyr774 is also quite close to Cys737-Cys765 (8.35 Å). The other 367 

disulphide important for plasminogen activation, Cys558-Cys566 (Figure 1, bottom pannel), which 368 

restrains the activation loop, has only one Trp/Tyr in close spatial proximity (Trp573, 9.06 Å away). 369 

In human plasminogen, one third of the Tyr residues are less than 6 Å (threshold distance defined 370 

considering direct Van der Waals contact  distance  ≤5.2  Å  [52] away from another Tyr residue (data 371 

not shown). Three clusters of Tyr residues can be identified, where the closest distance between 372 

single Tyr residues is less than 6 Å: Tyr359-Tyr366, Tyr146-Tyr154-Tyr156, and Tyr429-Tyr535-373 

Tyr533-Tyr525 (data not shown). In Table 4 are displayed the shortest distances between the carbon 374 

atoms involved in possible dityrosine cross-linking (ortho position(s) of the phenol group) for these 3 375 

clusters. 376 
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Disulphide Bonds 377 

The characteristics of the disulphide bonds of native human plasminogen are summarized in Table 378 

S1. Two of the disulphide bonds of plasminogen have a –RHStaple geometry, Cys680-Cys747 and 379 

as already mentioned Cys737-Cys765, which is relevant for plasminogen activation. The disulphide 380 

bonds are ordered by increasing solvent-acessible surface area (ASA) of the Cys residues. Most of 381 

the disulphide bonds of plasminogen comprise cysteines with low ASA values. Out of the 24 382 

disulphides, 15 of them have cysteine residues with ASA values lower than 7 Å, which corresponds 383 

to ~12 % of the total ASA of a Cys residue. Only 7 of the disulphide bonds comprise Cys residues 384 

with ASA values superior to 32 Å, corresponding to 31 % of the total ASA of a Cys residue. Among 385 

these disulphide bonds are Cys558-Cys566 and Cys737-Cys765, both relevant in plasminogen 386 

enzymatic activation. Cys737-Cys765 displays the second highest Cys ASA value, with 57 Å for 387 

Cys737 and 21 Å for Cys 765, corresponding to ~55 % and ~20 % of the total ASA of a Cys residue. 388 

The fraction of disulphide bonds in plasminogen is displayed in Figure 4 together with the 389 

dependence of the average fraction of disulphide bridges on the protein chain length [31]. Human 390 

plasminogen contains 767 amino acids. For a protein of that chain length size (about 700-750 amino 391 

acids) we would expect an average fraction of disulphide bridges of ~0.1 %. However, the fraction of 392 

disulphide bridges obtained for human plasminogen is ~3 %, indicating that this protein exceptionally 393 

rich in disulphide bridges. 394 

Steady State Fluorescence 395 

Emission and excitation spectra were obtained prior and after illuminating human plasminogen with 396 

280 nm (45 min, irradiance of 2.3 W.m-2) in order to study the effects of continuous UV illumination 397 

on the fluorescence properties of the protein. 398 

Excitation Spectra (emission 330 nm) 399 

In Figure 5 is displayed the excitation spectra of plasminogen with fluorescence emission fixed at 400 

330 nm, before and after continuous 280 nm illumination of the protein for 45 min. Both Trp and Tyr 401 

absorption contribute to this spectrum. Continuous 280 nm illumination leads to a decrease in the 402 

fluorescence excitation intensity. After 45 min of illumination, the excitation intensity at 283 nm 403 
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decreases by 10.6%. The correspondent normalized excitation spectra (data not shown) show no 404 

shift in the wavelength where maximum excitation intensity is observed (~283 nm).   405 

Emission Spectra (excitation 280 nm) 406 

The emission spectra of plasminogen recorded upon 280 nm illumination before and after 45 min of 407 

continuous 280 nm illumination are shown in Figure 6A. A decrease in the intensity of the 408 

fluorescence emission at ~330nm is observed after continuous UV illumination of the protein. Trp 409 

and Tyr residues in the protein contribute to the fluorescence emission observed from 305 to 345 410 

nm. After 280 nm prolonged illumination, there is no wavelength shift of the most intense peak 411 

centered at ~331 nm. The emission intensity of plasminogen at 330 nm decreases by 9.4 % after 45 412 

min of continuous 280 nm illumination. An increase of the fluorescence emission intensity at 375-450 413 

nm is observed after continuous UV illumination at 280 nm (Figure 6A): fluorescence emission 414 

intensity increases by 144.3 % at 405 nm and 330.8 % at 434 nm.  415 

In Figure 6B are displayed the kinetics of fluorescence emission intensity at 330 nm and 405 nm 416 

upon continuous 280 nm illumination. There is a progressive decrease of the Trp and Tyr 417 

fluorescence emission intensity (at 330 nm) with increasing 280 nm illumination, which is correlated 418 

with a progressive increase of fluorescence emission intensity at 405 nm. Fitting the experimental 419 

data (in red) reveals that both kinetics are exponential. The fit results are presented in Materials and 420 

Methods and Table 5. After 10 min of 280 nm illumination the fluorescence emission intensity 421 

decreases by 1.4 % at 330 nm and increases by 23.3 % at 405 nm. After 45 min, the increase in 422 

emission intensity at 405 nm (exc. 280 nm) is up to 41.9 %. This increase is lower than the 423 

calculated for the emission spectra (144.3 %, Figure 6A). The reason for this is that the emission 424 

spectra were corrected for the buffer contribution (Figure 6A) and the kinetics were not, as it is not 425 

possible to correct the time-dependent 405 nm emission intensity values for the buffer contribution. 426 

Therefore, the kinetic traces take into account the initial 405nm fluorescence from the buffer that is 427 

not present in the corrected emission spectra (Figure 6A). The initial 405 nm buffer fluorescence is 428 

due to the buffer component L-Lysine that fluoresces at 405 nm [53]. L-lysine fluorescence does not 429 

change along the 45 min of 280 nm illumination (data not shown). 430 

Emission Spectra (excitation 325 nm) 431 
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In order to verify the formation of fluorescent photoproducts of Tyr and Trp such as DT (absorbance 432 

maximum, Absmax at 316 nm, see Table 1) and NFK (Absmax at 321 nm, see Table 1), emission 433 

spectra were obtained upon 325 nm excitation prior and after 45 min of 280 nm illumination (Figure 434 

7). There is an increase in fluorescence emission intensity at 390-400 nm (exc. 325 nm) with 435 

continuous 280 nm illumination time. The fluorescence emission maximum is centred at ~396 nm, 436 

corresponding to the emission maximum of dityrosine (Emmax at 400-409 nm, see Table 1) and to a 437 

spectral region where NFK can also emit (for NFK, Emmax at 400-440 nm, see Table 1). The 438 

wavelength of maximum emission does not change with increasing 280 nm illumination time. After 439 

45 min of continuous 280 nm illumination, the fluorescence emission intensity at 405 nm increases 440 

by 508.2 % (Figure 7). 441 

The fluorescence emission intensity increase at 405 nm (325 nm exc.) with continuous 280 nm 442 

illumination follows a single exponential kinetics as can be observed in the insert of Figure 7. The 443 

405 nm fuorescence emission increases by 40.5 and 66.8 % after 10 min and 45 min of illumination, 444 

respectivelly. The kinetics show a lower increase in emission intensity after 45 min than the obtained 445 

from the emission spectra (508.2 %, Figure 7). As explained in the previous section this occurs since 446 

the emission spectra are corrected for the buffer contribution and the kinetics are not. 447 

In Table 5 are summarized the fitting parameters obtained upon fitting the kinetic traces of 448 

fluorescence emission increase at 405 nm (280 nm exc., Figure 6B; 325 nm exc., Figure 7 insert). 449 

The value obtained for the rate constant of fluorescence emission intensity increase k is similar for 450 

both excitation wavelengths (0.076 min-1 for 280 nm exc. and 0.082 min-1 for 325 nm exc.). 451 

Emission Spectra (excitation 295 nm) 452 

Figure 8 shows the effect of 280 nm continuous illumination (45 min) on the emission spectra of 453 

plasminogen obtained upon 295 nm excitation. Among the aromatic residues, only Trp is excited at 454 

295 nm. After 45 min of 280 nm illumination, there is a 10.6 % decrease in fluorescence emission 455 

intensity at 330 nm. Normalization of the spectra (data not shown) shows that wavelength of 456 

maximum emission is 332 nm at illumination time 0 h and does not change with continuous UV 457 

illumination. After 45 min, the fluorescence emission intensity increases by 115.5 % at 405 nm and 458 

by 192.5 % at 434 nm. 459 
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Excitation Spectra (emission 405 nm) 460 

Excitation spectra (emission fixed at 405 nm) were obtained before and after continuous 280 nm 461 

illumination (45 min) in order to investigate which fluorescent species contributed to the increase in 462 

fluorescence emission intensity at 405 nm (Figure 9). Before 280 nm illumination (0 min illumination), 463 

we can observe a single excitation peak centered at ~283 nm. Continuous 280 nm illumination leads 464 

to an increase in excitation intensity at 283 nm, and to the formation of a new peak, centred at ~321 465 

nm. Both DT (Absmax at 316 nm, see Table 1) and NFK (Absmax at 321 nm, see Table 1) absorb at 466 

these wavelengths. After 45 min of 280 nm illumination, fluorescence excitation intensity increases 467 

by 151.4 % and 1706.9% at 283 nm and 325 nm, respectively. 468 

Excitation Spectra (emission 434 nm) 469 

In Figure 10 are displayed the excitation spectra (emission fixed at 434 nm) obtained before and 470 

after continuous 280 nm illumination (45 min). The spectra were recorded in order to verify the 471 

presence of NFK (Emmax at 434 nm in water and neutral pH, [38], see Table 1). At illumination time 0 472 

min, an excitation peak can be observed with maximum centred at ~285 nm. After 45 min of 473 

illumination, we can observe both an increase in excitation intensity at 285 nm and the presence of a 474 

new peak, centred at ~320 nm. After 45 min, the excitation intensity at 283 nm (where DT absorbs, 475 

Absmax at 284 nm, see Table 1, dityrosine still emits at 434 nm) increased 4.4 fold relative to 476 

illumination time 0 min. At 327 nm, where DT (Absmax at 316 nm, see Table 1) and NFK (Absmax at 477 

321 nm, see Table 1) absorb, there is a 15.4 fold increase in excitation intensity. 478 

Circular Dichroism measurements 479 

Circular dichroism (CD) measurements were carried out in order to infer the effects of brief 280 nm 480 

illumination (10 min, irradiance of 2.1 W.m-2) on the secondary and tertiary structure of plasminogen.  481 

The far and near UV CD spectra of fresh (0 min 280 nm ill.) and UV illuminated plasminogen (10 min 482 

280 nm ill.) are displayed in Figure 11. Continuous 280 nm illumination of the protein leads to 483 

spectral losses in the far UV region of the CD spectrum (185-250 nm, Figure 11). The far UV CD 484 

spectrum of fresh human plasminogen (280 nm ill. time 0 min) shows a single distinct positive peak 485 

at ~206 nm. 10 min of 280 nm illumination leads to a 3 nm red-shift of the peak to ~209 nm. The red-486 
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shift is correlated with a decrease in ellipticity signal with UV-illumination. After 10 min of 280 nm 487 

illumination, the ellipticity signal at 206 nm decreases by 33.4 %. The secondary structural contents 488 

of both non illuminated and UV illuminated plasminogen were estimated upon deconvolution of the 489 

far-UV CD spectra (Table 6). The results show that the secondary structure of non illuminated 490 

human plasminogen is mostly constituted by β strand (76 %) and turns (17 %), while there is almost 491 

no presence of α helix (below 1 %). UV-illumination (10 min 280 nm) leads to loss of β strand 492 

features (down to 31 %), and a major increase in unordered structure (3 % to 37 %). The turn 493 

content also increases to 31 % with UV-illumination. 494 

The near-UV CD spectrum of human plasminogen (251-350 nm, Figure 11) does not change 495 

considerably after 10 min of UV-illumination. The near-UV CD spectrum maximum of plasminogen 496 

remains constant with UV-illumination, at ~285 nm, region where mainly the protein aromatic 497 

residues absorb. Furthermore, after 10 min of illumination the ellipticity signal at 285 nm decreases 498 

only by 6 %. 499 

Circular dichroism based protein thermal unfolding studies 500 

The thermal unfolding curve of and the melting temperature of plasminogen samples were recovered 501 

using CD spectroscopy in order to see if the protein 3D fold is affected by brief UV illumination. The 502 

ellipticity intensity at 206 nm (far UV) and 283 nm (near UV) was continuously monitored from 25 ºC 503 

to 90ºC for a non-illuminated plasminogen sample (0 min 280 nm ill. time) and for an UV illuminated 504 

plasminogen sample (10 min 280 nm ill. time). The results are shown in Figure 12A and 12B (206 505 

nm and 283 nm fixed wavelength, respectively).  506 

Both non-illuminated and illuminated plasminogen samples show a similar thermal unfolding at 206 507 

nm, with a rapid initial decrease in ellipticity intensity upon heating and a cooperative transition 508 

between 67-75 ºC. The ellipticity signal intensity of the illuminated sample is lower during the whole 509 

range (e.g. between 25 ºC and 60 ºC, this signal is in average 8.5 % lower for illuminated 510 

plasminogen). A thermal transition is clearly visible in both samples. The curves were fitted using a 511 

modified Boltzmann model (fitted data in red and blue in Figure 12A). The fitting results are displayed 512 

in Table 7. The melting temperature of the protein can be estimated from the temperature of mid-513 

transition at 206 nm, corresponding to the fitting parameter x0. The estimated melting temperature 514 
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(206 nm thermal denaturation curve) is almost the same for the non-illuminated and 10 min 515 

illuminated samples, 70.61 and 70.79 ºC, respectively. 516 

Similarly, at 283 nm the thermal unfolding profile of plasminogen is not significantly affected by 517 

10min of continuous 280 nm illumination (Figure 12B). For both non-illuminated and illuminated 518 

samples there is a similar cooperative transition, occurring between 60 and 73 ºC, and there are no 519 

major differences between the two curves in ellipticity signal during the thermal heating of the protein 520 

(Figure 12B). Fitting of the curves with a modified Boltzmann model (Figure 12B and Table 7) shows 521 

that the estimated melting temperatures at 283 nm are also very similar for non-illuminated and 522 

illuminated plasminogen, of 70.34 and 69.98 ºC, respectively. 523 

Thiol  group’s  quantification   524 

The concentration of solvent accessible thiol groups in human plasminogen has been determined 525 

with  Ellman’s  assay for a non-illuminated sample and for samples previously illuminated at 280 nm 526 

during 22.5-112.5 min (irradiance of 2.3 W.m-2). The concentration of free thiol groups increases 527 

exponentially with 280 nm continuous illumination (Figure 12). After 112.5 min of illumination, the 528 

concentration of free thiol groups in human plasminogen is  ~2.27  μM.  Assuming  that  the  formation  of  529 

free thiol groups follows a first order kinetics (as indicates the 1st order exponential model used) it is 530 

possible that more thiol groups are formed with increased 280 nm illumination time. The maximum 531 

value of thiol concentration (detected   with   the   Ellmann’s   reagent)   can be estimated from the 532 

exponential model (y = y0-A.e-R0t) used for fitting and is given by y0, which is of 2.29 µM. 533 

Plasminogen UV activation  534 

The activity of illuminated (10 min, 280 nm) and non-illuminated (negative control) plasminogen was 535 

tested by measuring the fluorescence signal of the fluorescent cleaved casein-Bodipy products after 536 

1 hour and 22 hours of incubation in the dark. It is a standard procedure using this particular 537 

substrate (Figure 14). After 1 h of incubation the fluorescence emitted from the cleaved products by 538 

UV illuminated plasminogen is 1.6 fold larger than for non-illuminated plasminogen (negative 539 

control). At 22 h of incubation, the fluorescence emission intensity of cleaved products by UV 540 

illuminated plasminogen is 2.6 fold higher than for non-illuminated plasminogen (negative control), 541 
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while the fluorescence signal for the non-illuminated plasminogen sample remains constant 542 

compared to the previous reading. 543 

  544 
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Discussion 545 

Human plasminogen is a complex molecule comprising seven folded domains. It contains a large 546 

number of aromatic residues, among which 19 Trp and 30 Tyr, which are present in all seven 547 

domains of the protein. The high number of aromatic residues makes this protein a likely target for 548 

photo-oxidation. Plasminogen architecture comprises 24 disulphide bonds, which have distinct 549 

functions within the protein, including e.g. stabilization of the kringle domains or restriction and 550 

recognition of the activation loop (see Introduction). For a protein of the size of plasminogen (769 551 

amino acids), it is an exceptionally high number of disulphide bonds. It has an average fraction of 552 

disulphide bonds of 3 %, compared to the expected 0.1 % for a protein of that size (Figure 4). Data 553 

displayed in Figure 4 indicates that smaller proteins have usually higher average fraction of 554 

disulphide bonds values while the abundance of disulphide bonds is low in large proteins. A short 555 

protein has a hydrophobic core than a large protein and therefore depends to a larger extent on the 556 

structural stability provided by disulphide bridges. In plasminogen, disulphide bridges are ~30 times 557 

more abundant than expected for a protein of this length. 558 

Most of these disulphide bonds have Trp or Tyr residues in close spatial proximity (≤ 8Å, see 559 

Results), which is a conserved structural feature in nature [31]. Additionally, in all the domains there 560 

is at least one aromatic residue less than 6 Å away from a disulphide bond (See Results), therefore 561 

close to the van der Waals contact   distance   between   atoms   (≤ 5.2 Å, [52]. This makes these 562 

disulphide bonds excellent targets for photo-induced cleavage [22]. Their proximity to aromatic 563 

residues favours the transfer of electrons formed upon upon UV excitation of aromatic residues (see 564 

Introduction) to the disulphide bonds. Hence, it is expected that several of the protein disulphide 565 

bonds are disrupted upon UV illumination, inducing conformational changes that can affect the 566 

functionality of the biomolecule. 567 

Tryptophan and Tyrosine photobleaching 568 

Prolonged UV illumination of plasminogen leads to decreasing amounts of intact Trp and Tyr 569 

molecules. A decrease in both excitation and emission intensity of Trp and Tyr (losses in intensity 570 

~10-11 %, Figure 5, Figure 6A and Figure 8) has been observed upon 280 nm illumination (45 min). 571 

This suggests that these aromatic residues are progressively photo-bleached. Photobleaching of the 572 
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aromatics can imply the formation of new species, Trp and Tyr derivatives (see Figure 3), and the 573 

triggering of other photochemical and photophysical mechanisms, which will now be discussed. 574 

Dityrosine and other tyrosine derivatives 575 

A new species that strongly emits at 396 nm (exc. 325 nm, Figure 7) is progressively formed upon 576 

280 nm illumination of plasminogen. These spectral features are consistent with the fluorescence 577 

characteristics of dityrosine (Emmax at 400-409 nm, see Table 1). The emission intensity increase at 578 

396 nm is correlated with an increase in excitation intensity (em. 405 nm, Figure 9) at 2 separate 579 

peaks located at ~283 nm and ~321 nm. These wavelengths are in agreement with the absorption 580 

maxima of dityrosine ionic species at 283 nm (deprotonated form) and 315 nm (protonated form) 581 

[54,55], Table 1). In fact, we also observed an increase in the intensity at ~375-450 nm in the 582 

emission spectra recorded with excitation at 280 nm and 295 nm (Figure 6A and Figure 8). The 583 

formation of this new fluorescent species was monitored during 280 nm illumination by following the 584 

kinetics of fluorescence emission at 405 nm at the two relevant excitation wavelengths: 280 nm and 585 

325 nm (Fig. 6 and 7, respectively). Both curves followed single exponential kinetics and had 586 

matching values for the kinetic constant k (fluorescence exponential emission increase) (Table 5). 587 

This indicates that at both excitation wavelengths (280 nm and 325 nm) we are monitoring the 588 

formation of the same fluorescent species via a first order reaction, which matches the mechanisms 589 

of dityrosine formation [30]. 590 

Dityrosine formation has been previously observed upon exposure of proteins to UV-light, e.g. in 591 

calmodulin [37,56], elastine hydrolysates [57], and insulin [30]. While in solution dityrosine emits at 592 

407-409 nm, it has been observed that in proteins dityrosine emission is blue-shifted, being centered 593 

~400 nm. This is true for calmodulin and insulin and is consistent with our observations in this work 594 

(emmax at 396 nm, Figure 7). The close spatial proximity between Tyr residues in plasminogen 595 

favours dityrosine formation (see Table 4). Furthermore, we have documented that three or even 596 

four Tyr residues are in favourable distance for Tyr cross-linking (Table 4), which could result in more 597 

than one Tyr cross-linking within the same chain. Pulcherosine and Trityrosine, which are trimers of 598 

Tyr formed upon Tyr radical cross-linking, have similar fluorescence characteristics compared to 599 

dityrosine (Table 1). Thus, these specii could also contribute to the observed emission intensity 600 

increase at 396 nm. 601 
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NFK and Kyn 602 

Dityrosine is not the only species that can contribute to the strong increase in emission intensity at 603 

~396 nm (exc. 325 nm, Figure 7) observed upon UV illumination of plasminogen. NFK, a Trp 604 

derivative (Figure 3), can fluoresces between 400 nm and 440 nm, depending on pH, neighbouring 605 

functional groups and solvent polarity (Table 1 and [38]). Fluorescence emission of the two formed 606 

species upon 280 nm illumination, NFK (Emmax between 400-440 nm) and dityrosine (Emmax at 400-607 

409 nm) might overlap in the spectra obtained upon 325 nm excitation (Figure 7). The same is true 608 

for the excitation spectra obtained with emission fixed at 405 nm (Figure 9) and 434 nm (Figure 10), 609 

where the excitation peaks found at 283-286 nm and 327-326 nm might be resultant of dityrosine 610 

and NFK excitation. Absorption and excitation of NFK are also strongly dependent on experimental 611 

conditions. For instance, in solution at pH 7.4 NFK excitation peaks are centred at 265 nm and 330 612 

nm, while at pH 11 these are centred at 240 nm and 315 nm (Table 1, [58]).   613 

It is not likely that Kyn (another Trp derivative, see Introduction and Table 1) is formed upon 614 

prolonged UV illumination of human plasminogen. We did not detect any Kyn typical fluorescence 615 

during the fluorescence measurements that were carried out in this work (data not shown, emission 616 

spectra recorded with 365 nm excitation, and excitation spectra obtained with emission fixed at 480 617 

nm).  618 

Disulphide Bond Disruption 619 

UV illumination of Trp and Tyr also leads to increasing amounts of free SH groups detected with the 620 

Ellman’s   assay   (Figure   13). The close spatial proximity of aromatic residues and SS bonds in 621 

plasminogen favors the breakage of disulphide bonds upon UV illumination of neighboring aromatic 622 

residues. The proximity to disulphide bonds allows direct electron transfer from the aromatic residues 623 

to disulphide bonds (see Introduction, schemes 2 and 3). Photoionization of Trp and Tyr and 624 

subsequent formation of solvated e-
aq may also be a mechanism involved in the photo induced 625 

breakage of disulphide bonds (See Introduction, schemes 1 and 3). 626 

The formation of free disulphide groups upon continuous 280 nm illumination of plasminogen follows 627 

a single exponential kinetic. It indicates that the breakage of disulphide bonds is consistent with a 628 

first order reaction. The maximum value for the concentration of free and solvent accessible SH 629 
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groups is 2.29 μM.    Considering that the protein concentration used   for   the   Ellman’s   assay  630 

experiments was 0.97 µM, that plasminogen has 24 disulphide bonds, and that 1 SH group is formed 631 

per molecules bond disrupted (the other S atom is in a radical from), the maximum concentration of 632 

free thiol groups that could be present would be of 23.3 µM. Thus, we can conclude that at least two 633 

disulphide bonds have been disrupted in each plasminogen molecule after 280 nm illumination (Fig. 634 

12). The number of disulphide bonds broken  may  be  higher  than  estimated  by  the  Ellman’s  assay. It 635 

has been reported that due to steric or electrostatic constraints, some protein sulfhydryls do not react 636 

with DTNB [59–61]. In fact, most of the cysteine residues involved in disulphide bonds in 637 

plasminogen have low ASA values (less than 12 % of the total Cys ASA, see Results) and it is not 638 

certain that the most solvent acessible disulphide bonds (7 of them have more than 31 % of total Cys 639 

ASA, see Results) are all cleaved upon UV-illumination. 640 

UV light effects on secondary and tertiary structure of plasminogen  641 

The chemical modifications on Trp, Tyr residues and the breakage of disulphide bonds that occur 642 

upon continuous UV exposure of plasminogen are likely to affect the native three-dimensional fold of 643 

the protein. The disulphide bonds of plasminogen have important structural roles (e.g. stabilization of 644 

the kringle domains, restriction and recognition of the activation loop etc). Furthermore, dimerization 645 

of Tyr residues (forming DT) can lead to intra- or inter-molecular cross-linking in proteins [37,62,63]. 646 

The possible conversion of Trp to NFK can also lead to protein structural damage, since NFK is also 647 

a photosensitizer that can generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon UV light absorption [64]. 648 

The fluorescent photo derivatives of Trp and Tyr are formed quickly upon UV illumination (Figures 6B 649 

and 7 insert). If we consider the fluorescence emission kinetics (em. 405 nm) recovered on Figures 650 

6B and 7 as indicatives of DT and/or NFK formation we can estimate that after only 10 min of UV 651 

illumination ~56 % of the total possible DT and/or NFK products are already formed. 652 

The impact of UV illumination on the secondary and tertiary structure of human plasminogen was 653 

evaluated using CD spectroscopy. We have observed a decrease in far UV CD ellipticity at 206 nm 654 

(33.4 %) and a 3 nm red-shift of the spectrum maximum after only 10 min of 280 nm illumination 655 

(Figure 11). This is consistent with the loss of protein secondary structure contents upon UV-656 

illumination.  657 
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The secondary structural content of the protein was estimated upon deconvolution of the far UV CD 658 

spectra with the CD. This analysis shows that non illuminated plasminogen contains a large fraction 659 

of β strands (76 %) and turns (17 %), and almost no helical content (below 1%) (Table 6). This 660 

numbers are in agreement with the structural motifs observed in the 3D crystal structure of native 661 

human plasminogen, confirming that the deconvolution of the spectra worked well.  Promotif analysis 662 

of the crystal structure (recovered with PDBsum, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/, input file: 4A5T.pdb, 663 

full-length native human plasminogen, 3.49 Å resolution [41]) shows that the native human 664 

plasminogen secondary structure is mostly constituted by strands (19.3 %) and other types of 665 

structure (73.9 %), including a  great  number  of  β  and  gamma  turns  (130  in  total).    Furthermore,  the  666 

helical content of the protein is low (6.7 % of the structure).  667 

Deconvolution   data   (Table   6)   indicates   that   the  β   strand   content   of   human  plasminogen   is  mostly  668 

disarranged upon UV-illumination, resulting in an increase in unordered secondary structure. The 669 

results also show a slight increase in turn content with UV illumination (17 % to 31 %), probably due 670 

to disarrangement  of  β  strands. 671 

There is no doubt that UV illumination leads to losses in secondary structural features of 672 

plasminogen. However, it is not likely that these structural changes will affect tremendously the 673 

overall native fold of the protein. Human plasminogen retains a cooperative thermal unfolding 674 

ellipticity curve at 206 nm even if it is previously exposed to 280nm for a short illumination period 675 

(Figure 12A). Furthermore, the melting temperature recovered from the curves is similar for non-676 

illuminated and illuminated plasminogen: 70.61 ºC and 70.79 ºC respectively (Table 7). 677 

Similarly, 10 min 280nm illumination did not lead to significant changes in the near UV CD features 678 

of plasminogen. The near UV CD spectra of non-illuminated and illuminated plasminogen are both 679 

centered at ~285 nm, where Tyr and Trp residues contribute. Most of the the CD signal of 680 

plasminogen at 285 nm (~94 %) is retained after 10 min of UV illumination. Additionally, the near UV 681 

(283 nm) CD thermal unfolding of human plasminogen is practically the same before and after 10 682 

min of UV illumination. The two samples had similar cooperative thermal unfolding curves (Figure 683 

12B) and concordant melting temperature values (70.34 ºC and 69.68 ºC before and after UV illum., 684 

respectively, Table 7). The data indicates that the local tertiary environment of Tyr and Trp residues 685 

does not change considerably. This is supported by the Trp fluorescence data (Figure 8). There is no 686 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/
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change in the wavelength of maximum emission (332 nm) with 280 nm illumination, indicating no 687 

changes in solvent accessibility and thus in the environment of the Trp residues.  688 

UV light Activation of Plasminogen 689 

Brief UV illumination of plasminogen (10 min, 280 nm) results in an increase of detected cleaved 690 

enzyme substrate (2.6 fold increase in fluorescence emission for 22 h of substrate incubation, Figure 691 

14). It shows that the enzymatic activity of plasminogen is enhanced upon brief UV illumination and it 692 

indicates that the proenzyme can be activated by UV exposure. The fact that the fluorescence signal 693 

of the non-illuminated sample does not increase between these measurements, and that UV 694 

activated plasminogen displays significant larger substrate degradation at both readings, indicates 695 

that plasminogen is activated by brief 280nm illumination and that no or little activity is displayed by 696 

the non-activated plasminogen (negative control).  697 

We have observed that the overall fold of the protein is not compromised after exposing the protein 698 

to a low UV-light dosage (CD studies, 10 min illumination at 280 nm, 2.1 W.m-2). It is also relevant to 699 

mention that the irradiance at 280nm used in our present study (Fluorescence  studies  and  Ellman’s  700 

assay: 2.3 W.m-2, CD studies 2.1 W.m-2) is in the same order of magnitude than the total irradiance 701 

of sunlight in the UVB region (280-315 nm), which is reported to be 0.78 W (annual average value 702 

based on the data from ASTM G173-03 Air Mass 1.5 Reference Spectra, American Society for 703 

Testing and Materials (ASTM) [30]).The used UVB dose proved to be the sufficient to induce limited 704 

conformational changes that favour plasminogen activation, despite not affecting the overall 705 

conformation of the protein. 280nm illumination of Trp and Tyr residues in human plasminogen leads 706 

to the breakage of two or more disulphide bonds. If the breakage of these disulphide bonds occurs 707 

within the serine protease domain it is likely that conformational changes occur inside and around 708 

the active site upon UV illumination. Two disulphide bonds are particularly relevant for activation of 709 

plasminogen to plasmin: Cys558-Cys566 and Cys737-Cys765. Cys558-Cys566 stabilizes the 710 

activation loop (Figure 1B) and it has been proposed that it has a role in its recognition by uPA, tPA 711 

and fibrin [65]. Furthermore, it has been proposed that the disulphide bond Cys558-Cys566 may be 712 

important for the enzymatic specificity of plasminogen [4]. Trp573 is 9.06 Å away from this disulphide 713 

bond, and it could mediate disruption of this disulphide bond. However, there are other Trp and Tyr 714 

residues in closer proximity to other disulphide bonds in the catalytical domain that could be more 715 
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likely targets for photolysis (Table 3). Furthermore, it has been proven that the activity of plasmin 716 

does not depend on the presence of the Cys558-Cys566 disulphide bond [65].  717 

Cys737-Cys765 is the only disulphide bond in the serine protease domain that has an aromatic 718 

residue within van der Waals distance (Trp761 at 4.24 Å) (Figure 1B), which makes it the most likely 719 

target of photolysis upon Trp excitation. It has also a Tyr residue in close proximity (Tyr 774, 8.35 Å 720 

away). Additionally, its pair of cysteine residues is one of the most solvent accessible in native 721 

human plasminogen and the most solvent accessible in the serine protease domain (ASACys737 = 722 

57Å2; ASACys765 = 21Å2; see Table S1). This makes this Cys residues good acceptors of solvated 723 

electrons generated upon aromatic excitation. Cys737-Cys765 and Cys680-747 have an unique 724 

bond geometry among the disulphide bonds in plasminogen called –RHStaple [18]. As previously 725 

mentioned, this geometry is typical of allosteric disulphide bonds, known for controlling protein 726 

function by mediating conformational change via their reduction or oxidation [18]. Chen and Hogg 727 

report that one or more of the plasminogen disulphide bonds are redox-active [18]. Additionally, one 728 

of these redox-active disulphide bonds may be important in the mechanism of release of angiostatin, 729 

a fragment of plasmin and the precursor for an inhibitor of angiogenesis. It occurs upon reduction of 730 

the disulphide bonds in K5 (kringle 5) [18]. As previously mentioned Cys737-Cys765 holds together 731 

two important loops for plasminogen activation: the oxyanion stabilizing loop (residues 737-740) and 732 

the S1 entrance-frame (residues 760-765). These loops are located in a region close to the 733 

activation pocket and that suffers conformational changes upon activation. It is possible that the 734 

likely disruption of this disulphide bond induces a similar conformational change in plasminogen, 735 

rendering the catalytic site active (Figure 2). Several allosteric disulphide bonds have been identified 736 

in proteins involved in thrombosis and thrombolysis. In tissue factor, an important protein for the 737 

initiation of blood coagulation, it has been proven that the cleavage and formation of a particular 738 

allosteric disulphide bond (Cys186-Cys209) is crucial for changing between the different functions of 739 

this co-factor [66]. It is possible that in plasminogen/plasmin Cys737-Cys765 has a similar functional 740 

role, and depending on its redox state, induces the switch between inactive (plasminogen) and active 741 

(plasmin) protein. 742 
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The presented results show that plasminogen can be activated by low dose 280nm radiation. 743 

Possible applications of UV induced activation of plasminogen are numerous – a few are mentioned 744 

below: 745 

� Activation of plasminogen using plasminogen activators is used in clinical practice for treatment of 746 

patients with various vascular diseases. For situations where activation and/or enhanced 747 

activation of plasminogen is needed, e.g. for clinical treatment of strokes, low dose UV activation 748 

could be beneficial compared to infusion of the common (and expensive) plasminogen activator 749 

proteins such as tPa or uPA.  750 

� If plasminogen activation is inhibited due to a high amounts of tPA and/or uPA inhibitors therapies 751 

based on infusions of these activators will not be effective for plasminogen activation. In contrast, 752 

plasminogen activation via UV light would not be affected by the presence of tPA/uPA inhibitors.  753 

� Catheters/tubes for draining blood/plasma e.g. from lung tissues often clot (Stevens and Tobias, 754 

2001). Introducing UV activation locally through these catheters, e.g. by optical fibres in the 755 

catheter construction or by constructing the catheter in a UV guiding material and introduce UV 756 

light may reduce this critical problem. 757 

The dangers of overexposure to sunlight have been well publicized, and there is reluctance for the 758 

use of UV light in medical therapy. However, UV light has already been used to successfully treat a 759 

number of diseases, including rickets, psoriasis, lupus vulgaris, vitiligo, atopic dermatitis and 760 

localized scleroderma and jaundice [67]. The effects of UV light on biomolecules, cells and tissues 761 

will depend on the energy delivered per unit area. Furthermore, it will also depend greatly on the 762 

wavelength that is used. Skin cancer is the result of exposure to both UVB and UVA (315 – 400 nm) 763 

radiation upon acute overdosing (causing sunburn) and lifelong cumulative exposure [68]. Melanoma 764 

is most likely to be caused by UVA, while the  UVB fraction of the solar radiation has mostly benign 765 

effects such as  erythema, melanogenesis (melanin production), vitamin D synthesis, and non-766 

melanoma skin cancer [69]. The health effects of UV exposure are dose and wavelength dependent. 767 

It is our hope that the presented results will inspire the development of novel solutions based on UV 768 

activation of plasminogen that could help patients with relevant diseases. 769 

770 
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Figure Legends 957 

 958 

Figure 1. Tertiary structure of native human plasminogen. Top panel: Full length native 3D 959 

structure of native human Glu1-Pmg. The activation peptide (AP), the 5 kringle domains (K1 to K5), 960 

and the serine protease domain (where the catalytic site is located) are highlighted with different 961 

colors. The 24 disulphide bonds are displayed in orange in stick configuration, and the Trp and Tyr 962 

residues are displayed in dark green in stick configuration.  Bottom panel: detailed 3D structure of 963 

the serine protease domain of human Glu1-Pmg (Ala543-Asn791). The C and N subdomains of 964 

plasminogen are displayed in blue and green, respectively. The disulphide bonds are displayed in 965 

stick configuration (orange) and two important disulphide bonds are highlighted: Cys556-Cys566 and 966 

Cys737-Cys765. The Trp and Tyr residues in the Serine Protease domain are displayed in line 967 

configuration (dark green). The active site residues (catalytic triad His603, Asp646 and Ser741 for 968 

plasminogen) are displayed as red CPK (0.5 Å radius). The three important loops involved in 969 

plasminogen activation are displayed in red: the oxyanion stabilizing loop, the S1 entrance frame and 970 

the activation loop. The xyz atomic coordinates for 3D representation were extracted from the 971 

crystallized structures of Glu1-Pmg (4A5T.pdb) [41]. 972 

 973 

Figure 2. Proteolytic and photonic activation of plasminogen. 3D structures of the catalytic 974 

serine protease domain in plasminogen (to the left) and plasmin (to the right) (Ala543-Asn791). The 975 

xyz atomic coordinates for structural display were extracted from the crystallized structures of Glu1-976 

Pmg (4A5T.pdb) [41] and activated plasminogen upon tight association with streptokinase 977 

(1BML.pdb) [4]. The C and N subdomains of plasminogen are displayed in blue and green, 978 

respectively. The disulphide bonds are displayed in stick configuration (orange) and two important 979 

disulphide bonds are highlighted: Cys556-Cys566 and Cys737-Cys765. The Trp and Tyr residues in 980 

the Serine Protease domain are displayed in line configuration (dark green). The active site residues 981 

(catalytic triad His603, Asp646 and Ser741 for plasminogen, His603, Asp646 and mutated Ala741 for 982 

plasmin) are displayed in CPK red (0.5 Å radius). The three important loops involved in plasminogen 983 

activation are displayed as red CPK: the oxyanion stabilizing loop, the S1 entrance frame and the 984 
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activation loop. Top panel: The peptide bond Arg561-Val562 (in pink) in the activation loop is cleaved 985 

upon streptokinase activation leading to a conformational change and activating the catalytic triad 986 

(plasmin image to the right). Bottom panel:  we can see in more detail the region around the 987 

oxyanion stabilizing loop, the S1 entrance frame. We observe a conformational change upon 988 

plasminogen activation involving the disulphide bond Cys737-Cys765 and Trp 761. We assume that 989 

upon UV illumination of plasminogen, Trp761 transfers its excitation energy to Cys737-Cys765. This 990 

results in disruption of this disulphide bond, leading to a conformational change that renders the 991 

catalytic triad active. 992 

 993 

Figure 3. Chemical Structures of tryptophan, tyrosine and of the most important side-994 

products formed upon their photo-oxidation. 995 

 996 

Figure 4. Dependence of the average fraction of disulphide bridges on protein chain length. 997 

The fraction of disulphide bridges was obtained by dividing the number of disulphide bridges found in 998 

a protein by the protein sequence length (number of amino acids) multiplied by 100. The fraction of 999 

disulphide bridges estimated for human plasminogen (in blue, 3.1 %, for 767 amino acids) is much 1000 

higher than what would be expected for a protein of about that length (0.1 % for 700-750 amino 1001 

acids).  1002 

 1003 

Figure 5. Fluorescence excitation spectra of human plasminogen (330 nm emission). The 1004 

excitation spectra (em. 330 nm) were obtained before and after 280 nm light continuous illumination 1005 

(45 min) of human plasminogen in solution. After 45 min of 280 nm illumination there is a decrease in 1006 

excitation intensity at ~283 nm. Small increasing arrows indicate the wavelengths of maximum 1007 

absorption (Absmax) of Trp and Tyr in solution. 1008 

 1009 

Figure 6. Fluorescence emission of human plasminogen (280 nm excitation).  A- Fluorescence 1010 

emission spectra (280 nm exc.) obtained before and after 280 nm light continuous illumination (45 1011 

min) of human plasminogen in solution. 280 nm illumination leads both to a decrease in emission 1012 
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intensity at 330 nm and to an increase in emission intensity between 375 nm and 450 nm. Small 1013 

decreasing arrows indicate the wavelengths of maximum emission intensity (Emmax) of Trp, Tyr, DT 1014 

and NFK in solution. B- Fluorescence emission intensity kinetic traces obtained at 330 nm and 405 1015 

nm (exc. 280 nm) upon continuous illumination of human plasminogen with 280 nm light. Fitting of 1016 

the experimental trace obtained with emission fixed at 330 nm and 405 nm was carried out using an 1017 

exponential function F(t) = C1– C2.e-kt. The fitted parameter values and corresponding errors, and 1018 

root mean square error values were obtained after fitting the kinetic trace (Table 5 and Materials and 1019 

Methods). 1020 

 1021 

Figure 7. Fluorescence emission of human plasminogen (325 nm excitation).  Fluorescence 1022 

emission spectra (325 nm exc.) recorded before and after 280 nm light continuous illumination (45 1023 

min) of human plasminogen in solution. There is an increase in emission intensity at 396 nm with 1024 

280 nm ill time. Small decreasing arrows indicate the wavelengths of maximum emission intensity 1025 

(Emmax) of DT and NFK in solution. Insert- Fluorescence emission intensity at 405 nm (exc. 325 nm) 1026 

vs 280 nm illumination time. The experimental points were fitted to an exponential function F(t) = 1027 

C1– C2.e-kt. Fitted parameter values and corresponding errors, and root mean square error values 1028 

were obtained after fitting the kinetic trace (Table 5). 1029 

 1030 

Figure 8. Fluorescence emission spectra of human plasminogen (295 nm excitation).  1031 

Fluorescence emission spectra (295 nm exc.) recorded before and after 280 nm continuous 1032 

illumination (45 min) of human plasminogen in solution. UV illumination of plasminogen results in a 1033 

decrease in emission intensity at 330 nm and an increase in emission intensity between 375 nm and 1034 

450 nm. Small decreasing arrows indicate the wavelengths of maximum emission intensity (Emmax) 1035 

of Trp, DT and NFK in solution. 1036 

 1037 

Figure 9. Fluorescence excitation spectra of human plasminogen (405 nm emission). 1038 

Fluorescence excitation spectra (emission at 405 nm) obtained before and after 280 nm continuous 1039 

illumination (45 min) of human plasminogen in solution. There is an increase in excitation intensity at 1040 
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the peak located at ~283-284 nm and a new peak is formed at 321 nm upon 280 nm illumination. 1041 

Small increasing arrows indicate the wavelengths of maximum absorption (Absmax) of DT, Kyn and 1042 

NFK in solution. 1043 

 1044 

Figure 10. Fluorescence excitation spectra of human plasminogen (434 nm emission). 1045 

Fluorescence excitation spectra (emission at 434 nm) obtained before and after 280 nm continuous 1046 

illumination (45 min) of human plasminogen in solution. 280 nm illumination leads to an increase in 1047 

excitation intensity at the peak located at ~285-286 nm and to the formation of a new peak at 320 1048 

nm.  Small increasing arrows indicate the wavelengths of maximum absorption (Absmax) of DT, Kyn 1049 

and NFK in solution. 1050 

 1051 

Figure 11. Far and near UV circular dichroism spectra of human plasminogen. Far UV (185-1052 

250 nm) and near UV (250-350 nm) CD spectra were obtained before and after 280 nm light 1053 

continuous illumination (10 min) of human plasminogen in solution. 280 nm illumination leads to a 1054 

loss of far UV ellipticity signal at 206 nm (33.4 %) and to a red-shift in wavelength of maximum 1055 

ellipticity (206 nm to 209 nm). There are almost no changes in the near UV CD spectrum of 1056 

plasminogen with 280 nm illumination. After 10 min of 280 nm ill. the ellipticity signal at the 1057 

wavelength of maximum ellipticity (285 nm) decreases only by 6 %. 1058 

 1059 

Figure 12. Circular dichroism thermal unfolding curves of human plasminogen. The circular 1060 

dichroims thermal unfolding curves of a non-illuminated plasminogen sample (0 min 280 nm ill. time) 1061 

or a UV illuminated plasminogen sample (10 min 280 nm ill. time) were obtained upon heating from 1062 

25 ºC to 90 ºC (1 ºC.min-1). A- The ellipticity signal was constantly monitored at 206 nm. B- The 1063 

ellipticity signal was constantly monitored at 283 nm. Both curves were fitted using a modified 1064 

Boltzmann function (see Table 7). The melting temperature of the protein, which corresponds to the 1065 

transition mid-point of each curve, was recovered from the fitting (parameter x0) and is displayed for 1066 

each sample. 1067 
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Figure 13. Increase in the concentration of detected free thiol groups (open circles) in human 1068 

plasminogen UV-illumination. Detection   of   free   thiol   groups   was   carried   out   using   the   Ellman’s  1069 

assay after 280 nm light continuous illumination (22.5 min, 45 min, 90 min, or 112.5 min) of human 1070 

plasminogen in solution. The experimental values were fitted using an exponential function y = y0 – 1071 

A.e-R0t (fitted curve in red), where y is the concentration of thiol groups (µM) at the 280 nm 1072 

illumination time t (h), y0 and A are constants and R0 is the rate of thiol group formation (h-1). Fitted 1073 

experimental parameters were: y0 = 2.29 ± 0.07 µM, A = 3.78 ± 0.42 µM, R0 = 0.037 ± 0.005 min-1. 1074 

Root mean square error was 99.39 %. 1075 

 1076 

Figure 14. Fluorescence signal presented by the digested substrate for plasminogen kept in 1077 

the dark (10 min in the dark, negative control) and UV illuminated plasminogen (10 min 280 1078 

nm illumination).  Fluorescence signal is used as a measure of degradation of the substrate and to 1079 

acess plasmin activity. The fluorescence readings were performed after 1 hour and 22 hours which is 1080 

standard procedure for the used Casein-based substrate. The background fluorescence signal from 1081 

substrate blank was subtracted. 1082 

  1083 
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Table 1. Absorption and fluorescence spectral characteristics of tryptophan, tyrosine 1086 

and the major side-products formed upon their photo-oxidation. 1087 

  Absorption Maximum 
(Absmax) 

Extinction Coefficient (ε) 

Excitation 
Maximum 
(Excmax) 

Emission 
Maximum 
(Emmax) 

Tryptophan 

Trp 

278, 287, (272) nm a 

ε278nm= 5579 M-1.cm-1 

ε287nm= 4954 M-1.cm-1 

ε272nm= 5360 M-1.cm-1 

282, 290 nm b 305-350 nm b 

N’-Formylkynurenine 

NFK 

Ac-NFK-NH3 

Neutral 

261, 322 nm c 

 

 420-434 nm c 

NFK  

Neutral/Acidic 

260, 321 nm d 

 

265, 330 nm e 440 nm e 

NFK 

Alkaline 

 240, 315 nm e 400 nm e 

Kynurenine 

Kyn 

Ac-Kyn-NH3 258, 360 nm c  434-480 nm c 

Tyrosine 

Tyr 

Neutral/Acidic 275 nm f 

ε275nm= 1400 M-1.cm-1 

275 nm b 303 nm b, c 

Alkaline 

(Tyrosinate) 

290 nm f 

ε290nm= 2300 M-1.cm-1 

 345 nm b, g 

Dityrosine 

DT 

Acidic 284 nm h 

ε284nm=  5400 M-1.cm-1 

284 nm h 409 nm h 

Alkaline 316 nm h 

ε316nm=  8600 M-1.cm-1   

317 nm h 407 nm h 

In proteins   400-401 nm i 

Trityrosine 

TriTyr 

Acidic 286 nm h 

ε286nm=  11000 M-1.cm-1 

286 nm h 409 nm h 

Alkaline 322 nm h 

ε322nm=  11500 M-1.cm-1 

319 nm h 416 nm h 

Pulcherosine 

Pul 

Acidic 282 nm h 

ε282nm=  7700 M-1.cm-1 

283 nm h 416 nm h 

Alkaline 315 nm h 

ε315nm=  9500 M-1.cm-1 

320 nm h 414 nm h 

References: (a) [20]; (b) [70]; (c) [38]; (d) [71]; (e) [58]; (f) [21]; (g) [72]; (h) [73]; (i) [37]. 1088 
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Table 2. Shortest spatial distances between disulphide bonds and aromatic residues 

(tryptophan and tyrosine) in full-length native human plasminogen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The shortest distances (< 6 Å) between atoms of each pair of elements (Trp, Tyr and 
disulphide bonds) were considered. For Trp and Tyr residues, only the atoms belonging to the 
indole and benzene rings were considered.   

Protein Domain Disulphide 
Bond 

Aromatic 
Residue 

Distance 
(Å) 

AP 
C34-C42 Y6 4.48 

C30-C54 Y47 4.18 

K1 C133-C145 
W108 5.83 

W144 5.93 

K2 C215-C238 Y174 5.87 

K3 
C256-C333 Y254 4.13 

C277-C316 W280 5.74 

K4 C407-C430 Y366 5.60 

K5 
C483-C524 W486 5.76 

C512-C536 Y470 5.87 

Serine Protease 
Domain C737-C765 W761 4.23 
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Table 3. Shortest spatial distances between disulphide bonds and aromatic residues 

(tryptophan and tyrosine) in the serine protease domain of human plasminogen. 

Disulphide Bond Aromatic Residue Distance (Å) 

C548-C666 

W573 11.54 

W575 7.05 

Y672 11.97 

Y753 8.12 

C558-C566 W573 9.06 

C588-C604 

W685 9.92 

W761 7.18 

Y614 7.30 

C680-C747* 

W573 9.44 

W575 10.25 

Y672 7.48 

Y753 7.25 

C710-C726 Y774 7.06 

C737-C765* 
W761 4.24 

Y774 8.35 

The shortest distances (<12 Å) between atoms of each pair of elements (Trp, Tyr and disulphide 
bonds) were considered. For Trp and Tyr residues, only the atoms belonging to the indole and 
benzene rings were considered. 

* -RH Staple disulphide bonds. 

In bold: disulphide bonds relevant for plasminogen activation. 
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Table 4. Shortest spatial distances between tyrosine residues in full-length native 

human plasminogen. 

Tyr1 Tyr2 Distance (Å) 

Cluster 1 

Tyr359 Tyr366 7.64 

Cluster 2 

Tyr146 Tyr154 6.32 

Tyr154 Tyr156 3.86 

Cluster 3 

Tyr429 Tyr535 4.41 

Tyr525 Tyr533 6.00 

Tyr533 Tyr535 5.94 

The shortest distances between the carbon atoms in the ortho-position(s) of the phenol were 
considered. 
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Table 5. Parameter values recovered upon fitting the fluorescence emission kinetic 

traces recorded with fixed emission at 405 nm (exc. 280, Figure 6B; or exc. 325 nm, 

Figure 7 insert). 

 

  

Fitting Equation F(t) = C1– C2.e-kt 

  exc. 280 nm exc. 325 nm 

Fitting Parameters 

R2 0.99936 0.96489 

C1 1.43 ± 5.26E-4 1.65 ± 0.05 

C2 -0.43 ± 6.68E-4 -0.64 ± 0.07 

k (min-1) 0.076 ± 3.36E-4 0.082 ± 0.022 
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Table 6. Quantification of the secondary structure of human plasminogen samples 

(non-illuminated, 0 min; UV illuminated, 10 min at 280 nm) obtained upon far UV CD 

spectra deconvolution with the algorithm CDSTRR.  

280 nm 

ill. time 
Fraction of Secondary Structure Content NRMSD 

 
α  helix  

(regular) 

α  helix  

(distorted) 

β  strand  

(regular) 

β strand 

(distorted) 
Turns Unordered Total  

0 min -2 % 1 % 51 % 25 % 17 % 3 % 95 % 0.018 

10 min -2% 2 % 18 % 13 % 31 % 37 % 99 % 0.035 
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Table 7. Parameter values obtained upon fitting the circular dichroism thermal 

unfolding curves (ellipticity at 206 nm, Figure 12A; ellipticity at 283 nm, Figure 12B) 

of human plasminogen with a modified Boltzmann function. 

 

Fitting 
Equation 

� �1 1. 2 2.
2 2.

01 exp

A B x A B x
y A B x

x x
dx

� � �
 � �

§ � ·§ ·� ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹© ¹

 

Ellipticity  206 nm 283 nm 

280 nm 
illumination 

time 

 0 min 10 min 0 min 10 min 

Fitting 
Parameters 

R2 0.9936 0.99114 0.99973 0.99986 

A1 109.94 ± 8.03 77.37 ± 8.92 3.45 ± 0.12 2.84 ± 0.11 

B1 50.89 ± 2.88 53.75 ± 3.02 -4.47 ± 0.18 -4.66 ± 0.14 

A2 -1.18 ± 0.13 -0.72 ± 0.14 -0.05 ± 0.002 -0.05 ± 0.002 

B2 0.016 ± 0.034 -0.10 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.002 0.04 ± 0.002 

x0 70.61 ± 0.14 70.79 ± 0.23 70.34 ± 0.05 69.68 ± 0.05 

dx 1.36 ± 0.10 1.71 ± 0.16 1.43 ± 0.04 1.83 ± 0.04 
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